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DCFS MANUAL: CHAPTER 23 -- PERMANENCY PLANNING, CASE REVIEW AND THE JUVENILE
COURT PROCESS 


TO: Holders of DCFS Manuals NOTICE NO.: T-111
ISSUED: 01/06/94


FROM:. Gerard Sidorowicz, Director •
Division of Children & Family Services
MS 45710


SECTIONS REVISED:
Chapter 23


EFFECTIVE: On Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
SCAN 321-2657/(206)586


• IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: DISTRIBUTION CENTER, MS 45807. FOR
DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, NOTIFY: MANUAL DISTRIBUTION, MS 45807/(206)
586-8439 OR SCAN 321-8439.


SUBJECT: ADDITION OF INDEPENDENT LIVING AS A PERMANENT PLAN


P1aCe this notice in front of Chapter 23, and note on the Tan Notice Control
.Sheet the date T-111 was entered. '


A. BACKGROUND 


The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 added Section
477 as a project to Title IVE of the Social Security Act to assist
eligible children in foster care make the transition from foster care to
i ndependent living.


Section 477 is now a permanent section of Title IVE, providing the
underlying authority to add Independent Living to the list of acceptable
permanent plans under Section 427 of Title IVB.


B. ACTION REQUIRED


Add the following information to Section 23.10 Policy - Permanency
Planning of the DCFS Manual:


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLANS ARE: 


1. • .Maintaining a child at home.


2. Relative guardianship.


3. • Relative placement with written permanency agreement.


4. Adoption.


5. • Foster parent guardianship.


6. Family Foster Care with written permanency agreement.


7. Independent Living.
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C. PROCEDURES 


Independent Living as the permanent plan of choice may be selected for
children age 16 and over. However, simply because a child is 16 years 
of age, or older, is not sufficient reason to chose Independent Living
as the permanent plan.- The DSHS 15-209(X), Individual Service Plan 
shall, at a minimum, address the following:


1. How will this plan aid the child in securing housing?


2. How will this plan address the child's educational requirements?


3. How will the child's vocational .requirements be met, such that the
child will have the opportunity to acquire a marketable skill and
reach self-sufficiency in the workplace?'


4. What sort of plan is there to allow for a relationship with a
parent figure, or an adult mentor, to help guide the child towards
appropriate independence?
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TO: Holders of DCFS Manuals NOTICE NO.: T-113
ISSUED: 07/19/94


FROM: Carole Cheatle, Director of OperatiOns
Children's Administration
MS 45710


SECTIONS REVISED:
Chapter 23


EFFECTIVE:- On Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
SCAN 321-2657/(206)586-2657


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: DISTRIBUTION CENTER, MS 45807. FOR DISTRIBUTION
CHANGES. NOTIFY: MANUAL DISTRIBUTION. MS 45807/(206) 586-8439 OR SCAN 321-8439.


SUBJECT: REVISIONS TO RCW 13.34


Place this notice in front of Chapter 23, and note on the Tan Notice Control
Sheet the date T-113 was entered, remove T-111 and note on Tan Notice Control
Sheet the date T-111 was removed.


I. BACKGROUND


The 1994 Legislature, via passage of E2SSB 6255, re-wrote a good portion
of RCW 13.34 (the Juvenile Court Act in cases relating to the dependency
of a child). As a result, three major revisions were made.


A. Revision to Acceptable Permanent Plans 


Child welfare agencies charged with the care of children shall
only provide juvenile courts with written permanency plans that
specifically identify certain outcomes as "primary goals": any
additional outcome may be identified, but only as an "alternative
goal." Independent Living was purposely omitted as one of the
"primary goals" (despite the permanent inclusion of Independent
Living in federal law).


State Law in this instance takes precedent, and requires the
removal of Tan Notice T-111, which incorporated Independent Living
as an acceptable permanent plan.


New Permanency Planning Requirements for Children Age Ten and 
Under 


E2SSB 6255 amended the time frames for Permanency Planning
hearings for children ten years of age and younger, if they have
resided in foster care placement nine months or longer. These
children must have a Permanency Planning hearing by their twelfth
month of placement, and then annually thereafter.


The statute was also amended to require the supervising agency to
develop a permanency plan no later than sixty days after assuming
responsibility for providing services to that child.
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• C. .Preventive Services Requirements 


At the dependency disposition hearing, the court must make a
finding that "preventive services" were offered or provided to
prevent placement, separate from the "reasonable efforts to
prevent placement" judicial requirement. Preventive services was
specifically defined as family preservation services per RCW
74.14C.010, or "other reasonable services capable of preventing
the need for out-of-home placement while protecting the child.


II ACTION REQUIRED 


A. Remove T-111 and add the following information to 23.10 POLICY - 
PERMANENCY PLANNING of the DCFS Manual: -


• THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLANS THAT HAVE THE FOLLOWING AS 
• "PRIMARY GOALS" ARE:


1. Return home


2. Permanent relative placement with written agreement


3. Relative guardianship


4. Adoption


5. Foster parent guardianship


6. Foster care with long-term written agreement


B. Permanency Planning Hearing for Children Ten and Under 


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Chapter 23.23.44, and add the
following text under section 23.44 Permanency Planning Hearings:


Both federal and state law require juvenile courts to determine
the future status of any child in foster care no later than
eighteen months after the original placement. In addition, state
law requires that for any child age ten and under (has not reached
their eleventh birthday) and who has remained in out-of-home care
for at least nine months, a permanency planning hearing shall take
place no later than twelve months from the beginning of the
current placement episode. Subsequent to the initial permanency
planning hearing for any child, state law requires permanency
planning hearings be held annually thereafter until the permanent
plan is achieved or dependency is dismissed. The court is
required to review all dependency cases at least one every six
months until dependency is dismissed. (NOTE: There is an
exception granted to counties with citizen review boards.)
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C. Preventive Services 


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Chapter 23.13 B. and add the
following under B. Preventive/Reunification Services:


Prior to a child being placed out-of-home, a complete needs
assessment of the individual child and family is required.
Reasonable efforts must be made to prevent placement and to make
it possible for the child to return home. If removal from the
home is recommended, the predisposition report to the court must
provide a full description of the preventive services
(specifically family preservation services delivered primarily in
the home - see RCW 74.14 C. 010) plus any other reasonable
services capable of preventing the need for out-of-home placement
while protecting the child, that have been offered or provided but
have failed to eliminate the need for out-of-home placement. The
only acceptable reason for not offering and/or providing
preventive services is if the health, safety and welfare of the
child could not be adequately protected while the child remained
in the home. "Preventive Services" are not in lieu of "Reasonable
Efforts" requirements, but rather preventive services are a sub-
set of reasonable efforts. That is, reasonable efforts to prevent
any removal of the child from his/her home must be attempted
(barring health or safety issues) prior to that child's initial
removal, and are usually addressed at the shelter care hearing.
However, prior to the court's ordering continued out-of-home
placement at the dependency disposition, the issue of preventive
services must be addressed to the courts satisfaction.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO: T-28
Issued: 08/28/85


FROM: DIV. OF CHILDREN & FAMILY SVCS. SECTIONS REVISED:


Shirley Coins, Director 23.31, 23.32, and 23.33


EFFECTIVE: 10/01/84


FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Non-SCAN 754-1570 or


SCAN 235-1570


1 1


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1


SUBJECT: CLARIFICATION OF APPROPRIATE USES OF ALTERNATIVE


ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW AND COURT REVIEW HEARINGS


RECEIVED
WENATCHEE OFFICE


SEP1 31185.2
DSHS
OSE


Insert this notice in front of DCFS Manual, Chapter 23 and note on the Tan


• Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-28 was entered.


A combination of state and federal law requires that each child in foster


care have their case reviewed at least every six months either through the


Juvenile Court (Chapter 23) or through the Alternative Administrative Case


Review process (Chapter 32.42). The first review must be held within six 


months from the date of placement. In addition, every child who remains in


care up to eighteen months must have a dependency or ARP dispositional hear-


ing prior to the end of the eighteenth month from the date of placement


(32.13 K, 32.32 D 3 e, 32.33 F 2 e (2), 32.41 H). Court review hearings


must then continue every six months thereafter.


TO ENSURE CONTINUED PROPER IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STATE'S CASE REVIEW


SYSTEM, THE FOLLOWING CLARIFICATIONS OF CHAPTER 23.31, 23.32, 23.33, 32.42,


AND 34.50 ARE PROVIDED FOR THESE SPECIFIC TYPES OF CASES:


A. Case Review for Children Whose Parental Rights Were Terminated Prior 


to 1978 


These children, like all foster children, must have their case


reviewed every six months and have a court hearing before the end of


the eighteenth month in foster care. They must continue court review


hearings every six months thereafter.
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Prior to 1978,. wardship and juvenile court jurisdiction over these
children were often dismissed upon termination of parental rights,
because the state law at that time did not require ongoing jurisdic-
tion and review following termination.


For any child coming into foster care or currently in care whose 
parental rights were terminated prior to 1978, the service worker 
should determine the length of time the child has been in foster care, 
and


1. For children whose wardship was dismissed and who have been in
foster care seventeen months or more (counting from the date of
placement), immediate steps should be taken to either file or
petition for dependency or request the court to vacate the prior
dismissal order, thereby reinstituting dependency and juvenile


court jurisdiction. The case should then be reviewed by the


court prior to the end of the eighteenth month, and regular court


reviews should be set for every six months thereafter.


2. For children in foster care less than eighteen months, Alterna-
tive Administrative Review (32.42) can be used each six months


(counting from date of placement) to review the case. However,


court jurisdiction must be invoked and a court hearing must be


held prior to the end of the eighteenth month in foster care.


NOTE: Children for whom legal guardianship has been established


are exempt from the case review and the court hearing


process.


B. Case Review for Children in Adoptive Placement Pending Finalization


RCW 13.34.210 requires that children in adoptive placement continue to


have court review hearings every six months until the adoption is


final or guardianship is established.


If a problem arises with the court's ability to conduct these review
hearings in a timely fashion, the service worker should arrange an
Alternative Administrative Review (32.42) to be held within the
required six months' time frame. The service worker should continue
to actively pursue the court review even though an administrative
review was held in the interim.
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C. Case Review for Children Who Remain in Shelter Care Status Five Months 
or More


The components of the state's shelter care process and court orders do
not fully satisfy the federal requirements for a case review. Since
either a court hearing or administrative review is required before the
end of the sixth month from the date of placement, the service worker
should:


1. Attempt to move all cases to a fact finding/dispositional hearing
prior to the end of the sixth month in care;


2. Seek legal consultation on cases remaining in shelter care status
beyond five months; and


3. Within six months, conduct an Alternative Administrative Review
(32.42) for any case that, after legal consultation, remains in
shelter care status.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington
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TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO: T-34


Issued: 09/24/85


FROM: DIV. OF CHILDREN & FAMILY SVCS.
Shirley Coins, Director


SECTIONS REVISED:
23.33 & 23.80 C,
Reports 4, 5, 6 & 7


EFFECTIVE: 10/1/84


(retroactive)


FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Non-SCAN 754-1570 or


SCAN 235-1570


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-16


SUBJECT: CLARIFICATION OF REQUIRED CONTENT FOR COURT REPORTS FOR


DEPENDENCY (FACT FINDING/DISPOSITION), DEPENDENCY REVIEW,


ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT (ARP), AND ARP REVIEW.


Insert this notice in front of DCFS Manual, Chapter 23 and note on the Tan


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-34 was entered.


BACKGROUND:


A combination of state and federal law requires every child in foster care


to have their case reviewed within six months from the date of out-of-home


placement either through the juvenile court or, for voluntary placements,


through the Alternative Administrative Case Review process (Chapter 32.42).


Case reviews must then continue to occur every six months thereafter.


There are specific items that these reviews must address which are stipu-


lated in both state and federal law. The "required outlines" in Section


23.80 of this chapter list those legally required items that must be


included in the reports to the court prepared by DSHS.


This Tan Notice clarifies some questions regarding the specific elements


required by federal Title IV-B of PL 96-272 which must be addressed in the


reports to the court.
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ACTION REQUIRED 


I. Reports to the Court for Dependency (Fact Finding/Disposition) 


A. The report to the court must address all the items as listed in


Required Outline #5. Included within the outlined items, ensure 


the report addresses the following specific points:


1. A determination/justification of why the child needs to


remain in placement (as part of B 4 a), and


2. A discussion regarding compliance to date with the case plan


.(ISP) for the child (as part of B 4 g), and


3. A discussion of progress to date toward return home or other


permanent plan (as part of B 4 g), and


4. An estimated date/time frame for the child's return home or


completion of another permanent plan (as part of B 4 g (3)).


B. Since the fact finding/dispositional hearing occurs relatively


early in the placement, discussions of case plan compliance and


progress will be limited to a short time frame. However, it is


important to have some statement, however brief, regarding pro-


gress to date.


C. The estimated date/time frame for return home or other permanent


• plan completion may also be difficult to address. This date is


strictly an estimate and is intended to stress:


1. The importance of the permanency plan,


2. The fact that foster care is a time-limited service, and


3. That case planning is done with limited time frames in mind


as determined by the case plan. This date/time frame can be


tied to the actions/changes/activities expected of the


parents or other relevant persons, and this date can change


as circumstances in the case change.


II. Report to the Court for Dependency Review 


This report to the court must address all the items as listed in


Required Outline #6. The service worker should ensure the following


specific points are addressed within the outlined items:
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A. A determination/justification of why the child needs to remain in


placement (as part of D 3 b), and


B. A discussion regarding compliance with the case plan (ISP) for


the child (as part of E 1), and


C. A discussion of progress toward return home or other permanent 


plan (as part of E 1 and E 2 c, d, and e), and


D. An estimated date/time frame for the child's return home or com-


pletion of another permanent plan (as part of E 2 g).


Also see discussion in I C above regarding the "estimated date"


requirement.


III. Report to the Court for ARP or ARP Review 


This report to the court must address all the items as listed in


Required Outline #7. The service worker should ensure the following


specific points are addressed within the outlined items:


A. Determination/justification of why th: child needs to remain in


placement (as part of B 3 a), and


B. Discussion regarding compliance with the case plan (ISP) for the


child (as part of B 3 e), and


C. Discussion regarding progress toward return home or other perma-


nent plan (as part of B 3 e and f), and


D. An estimated date/time frame for the child's return home or com-


pletion of another permanent plan (as part of B 3 e).


Also see discussion in I C above regarding the "estimated date"


requirement.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO: T-36
Issued: 10/01/85


FROM: DIV. OF CHILDREN & FAMILY SVCS. SECTIONS REVISED:
Shirley Coins, Director 23.33


EFFECTIVE: 10/1/84
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Non-SCAN 754-1570 or
SCAN 235-1570


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-16 1
1 1


SUBJECT: POLICY REGARDING USE OF AGREED ORDERS


Insert this notice in front of DCFS Manual, Chapter 23 and note on the Tan
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-36 was entered.


Background:


Court practice varies considerably on how an agreed order is handled for


presentation and review. In some courts, an actual hearing occurs with all
parties present or represented while in others all parties need not appear
in court for presentation of an agreed order. When a case moves into the
court system (either by the 18th month or before), the court hearings/ 
reviews serve to meet both the "periodic" review and the court hearing 
requirements of federal law. To satisfy these IV-B requirements, either an


actual in-court hearing must be held or an agreed order must be entered.


The following procedures are being implemented to ensure casework practice
follows federal laws and regulations.


ACTION REQUIRED


A. When, after legal consultation, an agreed order will be entered, the 
following steps are required: 
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• 1. The parents and all necessary parties (including the child's


guardian ad litem) must have been given in writing proper and


timely notice of the hearing and of their right to legal


representation.


2. Appearance in court for the hearing is vastly preferred. For


those courts in which appearance by all parties is,not required,


the parents and all necessary parties and their legal counsel 
must sign an agreed order which satisfies ,the federal require-
•ments (See B below).


If parents have agreed to the contents of the agreed order, but


are unavailable to sign, the signature of the parent's legal


representative may suffice.


3. If the parent has consented to the "agreed" order, but has 


refused legal counsel, the service worker must obtain and include


in the child's case record a signed copy of the parent's written


waiver of their right to legal representation.


4. NOTE: If a parent refuses to sign or is unavailable, a hearing 


must be held. In this situation, no "agreement" has been


reached, and an "agreed" order is not appropriate.


B. • Any court order issued as a result of a contested hearing or agreement


between all parties must contain the following four elements in the


order or in the DSHS report to the court in order to satisfy federal


requirements:


1. A determination that the child needed to stay in the placement.


2. A determination regarding compliance with the case plan (ISP).


3. Assessment of progress toward return home or other permanent
plan.


4. A projected date for return home or other permanent plan.


These four required items are also discussed in Tan Notice T-34 of
this chapter.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


JUN 0 9 1986
IENATCI E OFFICE


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-46
ISSUED: 5/8/86


OSHS OSE


FROM: DIVISION OF CHILDREN/FAMILY SERVICES SECTIONS REVISED:
Shirley Goins, Director 23.34A6a(3), B2a(8),(9)


and B2b(8),(9)
EFFECTIVE: 5/1/86
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Non-SCAN 586-6070 or
SCAN 321-6070


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-16


SUBJECT: DOCUMENT MAILING INSTRUCTIONS


Place this notice in front of the DCFS Manual, Chapter 23, and note on the
Tan Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. 46 entered.


The postal service defines registered mail as mail containing items of
monetary value. Effective immediately, please use "certified mail" instead
of "registered mail" when specifying special mailing instructions for
nonmonetary documents.


Please correct sections 23.34 A 6 a (3), B 2 a (8) and (9), and •B 2 b (8)
and (9) to read certified mail instead of registered mail.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-57
Issued: 04/06/87


FROM: Jerome Wasson, Acting Director SECTIONS REVISED
Division of Children and T-34


Family Services
EFFECTIVE: 04/15/87
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Sue Browning
Non-SCAN 586-0253 or
SCAN 321-0253


I FOR MANUAL DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, PLEASE NOTIFY: MANUAL
'PRODUCTION UNIT AT MS OB-16. IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO:
1 DSHS STOCKROOM. MS FB-11 


SUBJECT: USE OF THE DSHS 15-209(X), PERIODIC REVIEW REPORT/INDIVIDUAL
SERVICE PLAN FOR DEPENDENCY AND ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT
(ARP) REVIEW REPORTS TO COURT


Place this notice in front of the DCFS Manual, Chapter 23, and note on the
Tan Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-57 was entered.


I. BACKGROUND


Following a recent federal audit of state compliance with P.L. 96-272,
federal auditors recommended the development of a statewide ISP form.


A statewide comilittee developed a form that would not only serve as an
ISP but could also be used as a court-report format for all review
hearings. Development of a format useful for multiple purposes reduces
duplicative paperwork requirements. The new format is also designed to
re-orient court decision-making to put a greater emphasis on the earli-
est achievement of the permanent plan for the child.
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II. ACTION REQUIRED


A. Revise Tan Notice 1-34 to delete references to Required Outlines
#5 and #7 (Reports to Court for Dependency and ARP Review Hear-
ings). These outlines are no longer used.


B. Revise Tan Notice T-34 to add:


II. Report to the Court for Dependency Review


This report to the court shall be prepared using the DSHS 15-
209(X), DSHS Periodic Review Report/Individual Service Plan.
Follow procedures described in Chapter 32 for completion of
this form.


C. Revise Tan Notice T-34 to add:


III. Report to the Court for ARP or ARP Review


This report to the court shall be prepared using the DSHS 15-
209(X), DSHS Periodic Review Report/Individual Service plan.
Follow procedures described in Chapter 32 for completion of
this form.


D. Revise Tan Notice T-34, Section 23-80, Required Forms, as follows:


Delete: Report for Dependency Review Hearing (Outline #6)
Report for ARP Review Hearing (Outline #7)


Add: DSHS 15-209(X), Periodic Review Report/Individual Service
Plan







DCFS MANUAL: CHAPTER 23 PERMANENCY PLANING, CASE REVIEW AND THE
JUVENILE COURT PROCESS


TO:


FROM:


Holders of DCFS Manuals Notice No.: T-


SUBJECT: REVISIONS TO RCW 13.34


SECTIONS REVISED:
Tan Notice T-111
(Issued 1-6-94)
Chapter 23


EFFECTIVE: On Reciept
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(206) 586-2657


Place this notice in front of Chapter 23, and note on the Tan
Notice Control Sheet the date T- was entered; remove T-111.


I. BACKGROUND


The 1994 Legislature, via passage of E2SSB 6255, re-wrote a
good portion of RCW 13.34 (the Juvenile Court Act in cases
relating to the dependency of a child). As a result, three
important revisions were made.


A. Revision to acceptable permanent plans 


Child welfare agencies charged with the care of children shall
only provide juvenile courts with written permanency plans
that specifically identify certain outcomes as "primary
goals"; any additional outcome may be identified, but only  as


an "alternative goal". Independent Living was purposely
omitted as one of the "primary goals" ( despite the permanent
inclusion of Independent Living in federal law).


State law in this instance takes precedent, and requires the
removal of Tan Notice T-111, that incorporated Independent
Living as an acceptable permanent plan.


• B. New Permanency Planning requirements for children age 10 
and under.


E2SSB 6255 amended the time frames for Permanency Planning
hearings for children 10 years of age and younger, if they


have resided in foster care placement 9 months or longer.
These children must have a Permanency Planning hearing by


their twelth month of placement, and then annually thereafter.


The statute also was amended to require the supervising agency


develop a permanency plan no later than sixty days •after







assuming responsibility for providing services to that child.


C. Preventive Services requirements 


At the dependency disposition hearing, the court must make a
finding that "preventive services" were offered or provided to
prevent placement, seperate from the "reasonable efforts to
prevent placement" judicial requirement. Preventive services
was specifically defined as family preservation services per
RCW 74.14C.010, or "other reasonable services capable of
preventing the need for out of home placement".


II. ACTION REQUIRED


Remove T-111 and add the following information to 23.10 POLICY
- PERMANENCY PLANNING of the DCFS Manual:


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLANS, THAT HAVE THE FOLLOWING
AS "PRIMARY GOALS" ARE: 


1. Return home


2. Permanent relative placement with written agreement


3. Relative guardianship


4. Adoption


5. Foster parent guardianship


6. Foster care with long-term written agreement


III. PROCEDURES 


A. Permanency Planning hearings for children 10 and under.


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Ch. 23.23.44, and add the
following text under section 23.44 Permanency Planning
Hearings: 


Both federal and state law require juvenile courts to
determine the future status of any child in foster care no
later than eighteen months after the original placement. In
addition, state law requires that for any child age ten and
under (has not reached their eleventh birthday) and who has
remained in out-of-home care n o for at least nine months, a
permanency planning hearing shall take place no later than
twelve months from the current placement episode. Subsequent
to the initial permanency planning hearing for any child,
state law requires continual permanency planning hearings be
held annually thereafter until the permanent plan is achieved.
The court is also required to review all dependency cases at
least one every six months until dependency is dismissed.







B. Preventive Services


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Ch. 23.13.B and add the
following under B. Preventive /Reunification Services:


Prior to a child being placed out-of-home, a complete needs
assessment of the individual child and family is required.
Reasonable efforts must be made to prevent placement and to
make it posible for the child to return home. If removal from
the home is recommended, the predisposition study to the court
must provide a full description of the preventive services
(specifically family preservation services delivered primarily
in the home - see RCW 74.14C.010) plus any other reasonable
services, that have been offered or provided and have failed To
eliminate the need for out of home placement. The only
acceptable reason for not offering and/or providing preventive
services is if the health, safety and welfare of the child
could not be adequately protected while the child remained in
the home. "Preventive Services" are not in lieu of
"Reasonable Efforts" requirements, but rather preventive
services are viewed as a sub-set of reasonable efforts.
That is, reasonable efforts to prevent any removal of the
child from his/her home must be attempted (barring health or
safety issues) prior to that child's removal, and is usually
addressed at the shelter care hearing. However, prior to the
court ordering continued out-of-home placement at the
dependency disposition, the issue of preventive services must
be addressed to the courts satisfaction.
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SUBJECT: ADDITION OF INDEPENDENT LIVING AS A PERMANENT PLAN


Place this notice in front of Chapter. 23, and note on the -Tan Notice Control
Sheet the date 1-111 was entered.


A. BACKGROUND 


The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985 added Section
477 as a project to Title IVE of the Social Security Act to assist
eligible children in foster care make the transition from foster care to
independent living.


Section 477 is now a permanent section of Title IVE, providing the
underlying authority to add Independent Living to the list of acceptable
permanent plans under Section 427 of Title IVB.


B. ACTION REQUIRED


Add the following information to Section 23.10 Policy - Permanency
Planning of the DCFS Manual:


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLANS ARE: 


1. Maintaining a child at home.


2. Relative guardianship.


3. Relative placement with written permanency agreement.


4. Adoption.


5. Foster parent guardianship.


6. Family Foster Care with written permanency agreement.


7. Independent Living.
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C. PROCEDURES


Independent Living as the permanent plan of choice may be selected for
children age 16 and over. However. simply because a child is 16 years 
of age, or older, is not sufficient reason to chose Independent Living
as the permanent plan. The DSHS 15-209(X), Individual Service Plan 
shall, at a minimum, address the following:


1. How will this plan aid the child in securing housing?


2. How will this plan address the child's educational requirements?


3. How will the child's vocational requirements be met, such that the
child will have the opportunity to acquire a marketable skill and
reach self-sufficiency in the workplace?


4. What sort of plan is there to allow for a relationship with a
parent figure, or an adult mentor, to help guide the child towards
appropriate independence?
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CHAPTER 23


JUVENILE COURT PROCESS


23.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY.


State: RCW 13.32A.120 through 13.32A.200; and RCW 13.34.010 through 13.34.300.


Federal: P.L. 95-608.


23.10 POLICY 


23.11 Purpose of Service


A. •The purpose of this chapter is to provide procedures for implementing the
legal requirements of the Juvenile Court Code. The Juvenile Court Code
requires that child welfare staff participate in four court processes:
(1) Alternative residential placement (ARP), (2) Dependency, (3) Guard-
ianship, and (4) Termination of parental rights. The consent to place
process may be used under some circumstances in lieu of the ARP or depend-
ency processes.


B. One or more of these court processes may occur in the provision of the
following child welfare programs: (1) Family Reconciliation Services
(see- Chapter 24); (2) Child Protective Services (see Chapter 26);
(3) Crisis Residential Placement (see Chapter 31); (4) Child Foster
Family Care (see Chapter 32); (5) Private Agency/Child Group Care (see
Chapter 34); and (6) Adoption Services (see Chapter 36).


23.30 Service Procedures


23.31 Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) (See RCW 13.32A.120 through
13.32A.200)


The-purpose of the.alternative residential placement process is to resolve dis-
. putes between parents and children as to where children may live outside the
parents' home.


A.- ARP Petition (See required outline in. 23,80 C. 24'


1. The parent or child may file a petition to approve an alternative
residential placement (see RCW 13.32A.120).


2. A petition may be filed -only within the county of the parent(s)
residence. (See RCW 13.32A.200.)
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B. The service worker shall file a petition to approve an alternative resi-
dential placement on behalf of a child under any of the following sets
of circumstances (see RCW 13.32A.140):


1. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center or has
been placed with a responsible person other than his/her parent,
and:


a. The parent has been notified that the child was so admitted or
placed;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
have passed since such notification;


c. No agreement has been reached between the parent and the child
as to where the child shall live;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative residential
placement has been filed by either the child, parent, or legal
custodian; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home of
• his/her parent.


f. Staff will make such notifications and place American Indian
children as required under 23.38 B.


2. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center and:


a. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays., Sundays, and holidays,
have passed since such placement;


b. The staff, after searching with due diligence, have been unable
to contact the parent of such child; and


c. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home of
his/her parent. .


d. The required notifications have been made for American Indian
.children and the service worker/Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committee (LICWAC). have reached agreement .as to appro-
priate placement for the child. (See 23.38 B.)


3. An agreement between parent and child made regarding an alternative
residential placement is no longer acceptable to parent or child,
and: .


a. The party to whom the arrangement is no longer acceptable has
so notified - the department;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
have passed since such notification;
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c. No new agreement between parent and child as to where the child
shall live has been.reached;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative residential
placement has been filed by either the child or the parent; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


: f. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American-Indian/Alaskan
.Native children.


C. The state, when the department files a petition for alternative residential
placement, will be represented as Provided for in RCW 13.04.093.


D. Child/Parent Filing Petition (see RCW 13.32A.150).


1. A child or child's parent may file with the juvenile court a petition
to approve an alternative residential placement for the child outside
the parent's home if no agreement can be reached about placement or
returning to the home.


2. The service worker shall, when requested, assist either a parent or
child in filing the petition, i.e., explain procedures, help in
initiating telephone contacts, etc.


3. The petition shall only ask that the placement of a child outside the
home of his/her parent be approved.


4. The filing of a petition to approve such placement is not dependent
upon the court's having obtained any prior jurisdiction over the child
or his/her parent, and confers upon the court a special jurisdiction
to approve or disapprove an alternative residential placement.


. 5. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


E. Procedures Prior to Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.160).


When a proper petition is filed (see RCW 13.32A.120,-13.32A.140, or
13.32A.150), the juvenile court will:


1. Schedule a date for a fact-finding hearing and notify the parent and
child of such date;


2. Notify the parent of the right to be represented by counsel and, if
indigent, to have counsel appointed for him/her by the court;


3. Appoint legal counsel for the child;
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4. Inform the child and his/her parent of the legal consequences of the
court approving or disapproving an alternative residential placement
petition; and


Notify all parties of their right to present evidence at the fact-
finding hearing.


F. Placement of Child (see RCW 13.32A.160(2)).


1. Upon filing of an .Alternative.Residential Placement Petition, the
child may be placed, if not already placed, by the service worker in
a crisis residential center, foster family care home, group home
facility or any other suitable, licensed (or determined exempt from
licensing) residence aodetermined by'the service worker.


2. If the child has been placed in a foster family tare home or group
care facility, the child will remain there, or in any other suitable
residence as determined by the service worker., pending resolution of
the alternative residential placement petition by the: court.


3. Any placement may be reviewed by the court upon the request of the
juvenile or the juvenile's parent within three court days of the
request. .


4. The department may authorize emergency medical or dental treatment
for a child in placement. (See RCW 13.32A.140.)


5. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


G. Fact-Finding Hearing- (see RCW 13432A.170(1)).


1. The Court will hold alaft-finding hearing. to - consider a proper peti-
tion and may approve or deny. alternative residential placement giving
due weight to the intent of the legislatliie that families, absent
compelling reasons to the contrary, shall remain together and that
parents have the right to place reasonable rules and restrictions
-upon their:children. . .


2. The court may appoint legal counsel and/or a guardian ad'litem to
represent the child and advise parents of their right to be repre-
sented by legal counsel.


3. The court may approve an order stating that the child shall be placed
in a residence other than the home .of his/her parent only if it is
established.by.a.preponderance of evidence that:


a. The petition is not capricious;


b. The petitioner, if a parent or the child, has made a reasonable
effort to resolve the conflict; and
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c. The conflict which exists cannot be resolved by delivery of'ser-
vices to the family during continued placement of the child in
the parental hOme'.•


4. The court may not grant a petition filed by the child 'or the depart-
ment if it is established that the petition is based only upon a
dislike of reasonable rules or reasonable discipline established by
the parent:


H. Court's Approval or Denial of ARP Petition (see RCW 13.32A.170(4)).


1. If the court 'approves or denies'a petition for an alternative resi-
dential placement, a written statement of the reasons will be filed
by the court. •


2. If the court denies a petition requesting that a child be placed in
a residence other than the home of his/her parent, the court will
enter an order requiring that the child remain at or return to the
home of his/her parent.


3. If the court denies the petition, the court will impress upon the
party filing the petition of the legislative intent to restrict the
proceedings to situations where a family conflict is so great that
it cannot be resolved by the provision of in-home services. (See
RCW 13.32A.170(5).)


4. A child who fails to comply with a court order directing that the
child remain at or return to the home of his/her parent shall be
subject to contempt proceedings. (See 23.31 N. below) but only if
the noncompliance occurs within ninety calendar days after the day
of the order. (See RCW 13.32A.170(6).)


I. Fact-Finding Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.170(2)).


1. The order approving out-of-home placement. will direct the department
to submit a disposition plan for a three-month-placement of the child
that is designed to reunite the family and resolve the family con-
flict.


2. In making the order, the court may further direct the department to
make recommendations, as to:


a.. • -Which agency" or person should have, physical custody of the child,
and ,


h. Which parental powers should be awarded to. such agency or person,
and •


c. Parental visitation rights.


3. The court may direct the department to consider the cultural heritage
of the child in making its recommendations.
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J. Procedures Prior to Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.170(3))


1. The hearing to consider the recommendations of the department for a
three-month disposition plan is set by the court no later than four-
teen days after the approval of the court of a petition to approve
alternative residential placement.


2. Each party is notified by the court of the time and place of such
disposition hearing.


3. Departmental disposition planning for American Indian children will
be consistent with the recommendations of the LICWAC.


K. Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.180 and required outline in
23.80 C. 7.)


1. At a dispositional hearing held to consider the three-month disposi-
tional plan presented by the department, the court will consider all
recommendations included in the plan. The service worker shall also
present to the court the LICWAC recommendations if the department's
recommendations are inconsistent with those of the LICWAC and the
petition will so state.


2. The court, consistent with the stated goal of resolving the family
conflict and reuniting the family, may modify the plan and will make
its dispositional order for a three-month out-of-home placement for
the child.


• The court dispositional order will specify:


a. The person or agency with whom the child is to be placed, and


b. Those parental powers which will be temporarily awarded to the
agency or person including but not limited to the right to


• authorize medical, dental, and optical treatment, and parental
visitation rights.' •


4. Any agency or residence at which the child is placed must, at a mini-
mum, comply with minimum standards for licensed foster family care
homes.


5. No placement made as a result of a dispositional hearing may be in a
juvenile correctional institution or facility as defined in Section
103, PL 93-415 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 (i.e., "any place for the confinement or rehabilitation of juven-
ile offenders or individuals charged-with or convicted of criminal
offenses.")
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L. Dispositional Court Order (See RCW 13.32A.190(1).)


M.


Upon making a dispositional order, the court will:


1. Schedule.the matter on the calendar for review within three months,
and


2. Advise the parties of the date, and


3. Appoint legal counsel and/or a legal guardian ad litem to represent
the child at the review hearing, and


4. Advise parents of their right to be represented by legal counsel at
the review hearing, and


5. Notify the parties of their rights to present evidence at the hearing.


6. Where resources are available, encourage the parent and child to par-
ticipate in mediation programs for reconciliation of their conflict.


Review Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.190(2) and required outline in 23.80 C. 7.)


At the review hearing, the court:


1. Will approve or disapprove the continuation of the dispositional plan
in accordance with the goal of resolving the conflict and reuniting
the family which governed the initial approval.


2. The court is authorized to discontinue the placement and order that
the child return home if the court has reasonable grounds to believe
that the parents have displayed concerted efforts to utilize services
and resolve the conflict and the court has reason to believe that the
child's refusal to return home is capricious.


3. If out-of-home placement is continued, the court may modify the dis-
positional plan.


Out-of-home placement may not be continued past one hundred eighty
days from the day the review hearing commenced. The court will order
that .the child return to the home of the parent at the expiration of
the placement. If continued out-of-home placement is disapproved,
the court will enter an.order requiring that the child return to the
home of the child's parent.


5. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
- children. .


N. :Contempt (see chapter 13.22A.RCW).


1. Contempt proceedings can be instituted by the court on its own initia-
tive or when a motion for contempt is made by a parent, a child,
juvenile court personnel, or by any public agency, organization, or
person having custody of the child under a court order.
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2. Failure by a party to comply with an order entered under this chapter
is punishable as contempt.


3. Contempt under this section is punishable by a fine of up to one
hundred dollars and imprisonment for up to seven days, or both.


4. A child found in contempt under this section will be imprisoned only
in a secure juvenile detention facility operated by or pursuant to a
contract with a county.


5. The procedure in a contempt proceeding held under this section is
governed by RCW 7.20.040 through 7.20.080, as now law or hereafter
amended.


O. Support Payments (see chapter 13.32A RCW).


1. In any proceeding in which the court approves an alternative residen-
tial'placement, the court will inquire into the ability of parents
to contribute to the child's support.


2. If the court finds that the parents are able to contribute - to the
support of the child, the court will order them to make such support
payments as the court deems equitable.


3. The court may enforce such an order by execution or in any way in
which a court of equity may enforce its orders.


4. However, payments will not be required of a parent who has both
opposed the placement and continuously sought reconciliation with,
and the return of, the child.


5. ,Recommendations to the court to establish, raise, lower, release, or
forgive support payments for a child in placement may be made only
by the staff of the Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) (see WAC
388-70-028).


23.32 Dependency Petition Process (See RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.130)


A. A dependency petition (see Outline #1 and DSHS 9-428, Rev. 5/81, in 23.80)
is filed after all other reasonably possible attempts to help correct the
problem have been exhausted and if the child is in imminent danger or the
parents refuse or are unable to immediately make changes adequate to pro-
tect the child.


B. It will be the duty of the attorney general to handle dependency cases and
in contested cases brought by the department, to present the evidence sup-
porting any petition alleging dependency or seeking the termination of a
parent and child relationship. (In Class 1-9 counties the attorney general
may contract with the prosecuting attorney of the county to perform paid
duties of the attorney general.)
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C. A petition to the juvenile court by a service worker to have a child
declared dependent from abusing/neglecting parents or those legally respon-
sible for the child is made in accordance with RCW 13.34.030. The petition
may only be filed in the county of the parent(s) residence, the' child's
residence, or where the child is physically present. A petition is made
when a child:


1. Is abandoned: that is, where the
'custodian has evidenced either by
'intent tolorego, for an extended
parental responsibilities despite


child's parent, guardian, or other
statement or Conduct, a settled
period, all parental rights or all
an ability to do so; or


2. Is abused or neglected as defined in Chapter 26.44 RCW; or


3. Has no parent, guardian, or custodian willing and capable of caring
for the child, such that the child is in circumstances which consti-
tute a danger of substantial damage to the child's psychological or
physical development.


D. The service worker shall provide the juvenile probation officer with a
statement of the facts supporting the allegation that a child is dependent
at the time the petition is to be filed.


E: If a•child is alleged to be dependent and if a child's health, safety, and
welfare will be seriously endangered if he/she -is not taken into custody, a
service worker should file a petition and request a court order that the
child be taken into custody. If. the court grants an- order -of custody, the
court may direct a law enforcement officer, a probation counselor, or a


''child protective services official to take: the child into custody. (See
RCW 13.34.040.)


The report of :a Possible crime to the juvenile court is not fulfilling
DSHS's duty under law to report to a law enforcement agency or .the county
Prosecutor in accordance with RCW' 26.44.020 and .26.44:040. -


When it is necessary to refer to and/or petition the juvenile court, the
•family should be informed of the reasons for the referral and helped to
understand and participate in the court process. This would include help-
ing the family to understand the need for and right of legal counsel.
(See RCW 13.34.090.)


H. Any time an alleged dependent child is placed in receiving care the ser-
vice worker must inform the child's parent, guardian, or custodian of
his/her right to a preliminary shelter care hearing. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


I. -Refer to 23.38 C. when working with American Indian/Alaskan- Native children.
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23.33 Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


The service worker may be required to submit written reports, attend, and pre-
sent testimony at the following hearings:


A. Shelter Care Hearing


1. A child taken into custody by a service worker prior to the hearing is
to be placed in a receiving home/foster home licensed by the depart-
ment or in a home not required to be licensed. (See RCW 13.34.060(1).)


2. Ordinarily, the initial shelter care hearing will be held within 72
hours after the child has been taken into custody. (See RCW
13.34.060(5).) If possible, the service worker should submit a
written recommendation to the juvenile court in support of the need
for shelter care in cases where the petition alleging dependency has
been filed by the department.


3. An order for shelter care may not continue for more than 30 days unless
reauthorized by the judge. A service worker may request modification
of the order to continue shelter care past 30 days. (See RCW
13.34.060(8).)


4, Any report or modification request submitted to the court for American
Indian children will be developed in consulation with the LICWAC and
the court will be informed :of any conflict between the worker/LICWAC
recommendations. (See 23.80.)


B. Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing (See 23.80 C. 4. for required report out-


line)


This hearing is to determine the facts related to the petition. If the
petition is filed by the department, the service worker must appear at
the hearing and present testimony. The service worker may be required
to present testimony when the petition is filed by some other party.
(See RCW 13.34.110.) The service worker shall request an American Indian
representative from the LICWAC/Indian consultant or the child's tribe to
appear in court to present expert testimony in behalf of American Indian


clients.


C. Support for Dependent Children (See RCW 13.34.160)


In any case in which the court will find the child dependent, it may in
the same or subsequent proceeding upon the parent or parents, guardian,
or other person having custody of said child, being duly summoned or
voluntarily appearing, proceed to inquire into the ability of such per-
sons or person to support the child or contribute to its support, and
if the court will find such person or persons able to support the child
or contribute thereto, the court may enter such order or decree as shall
be according to equity in the premises, and may enforce the same by exe-
cution, or in any way in which a court of equity may enforce its decrees.
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D. Disposition Hearing (See required outline in 23.80 C. 5.)


1. The service worker shall be required to attend and may be required to
present testimony. If the department filed the petition, then the
service worker must prepare the following reports (listed as D. 2., 3.
and 4. below) for the court. In other situations reports will be pre-
pared/provided to juvenile probation staff according to CSO/juvenile
court agreements. (See RCW 13.34.110, 13.34.120, 13.34.130, and
Manual G, 23.80.) Complete and timely recording of service interven-
tion on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record, will facilitate the
preparation of the Social Study, Predisposition Study, Agency Place-
ment Plan and Six-Month Reviews.


2. Social Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (1)). The service worker must give
close attention to the requirements of this report and the needed
information. This report is a written evaluation of matters relevant
to the disposition of the case. The study and all social records will
be made available to the court, including facts relating to the child's
cultural heritage, particularly LICWAC recommendations and those of the
parent and child, if of significant age, the tribe's request for inter-
vention and transfer of jurisdiction to tribal court.


3. Predisposition Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (2)). The service worker must
be familiar with specific requirements of this report. This report
relates to the specific issue of whether or not the child should remain
in the home and shall contain:


a. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
designed to alleviate;


b. A description of the specific programs for the parent(s) and child
that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to the child -
including why they will be useful, their availability, and the
plan for ensuring their delivery;


c. Why the child cannot be protected in the home--including past
efforts to work with the parent and child in the home; treatment
programs which have been considered and rejected, and the parents'
attitude toward placement;


d. The likely harm the child will suffer as a result of removal,
including the parent-child attachment and meaning of separation
and loss to both;


e. Steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child that may result
because of separation, and


f. Behavior that will be expected before determination that super-
vision of the family or placement is no longer necessary.


g• Placement of an American Indian child will be done in accordance
with Chapter 1.04 and 32.33 of Manual G.
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4. Agency Placement Plan (see RCW 13.34.130(2)).


a l. Agency Report .


This report: is required of the agency* placing the child and
includes:


.(1) Where the child will be placed;


(2) Steps to eventually return the child to the home;


(3) Actions to maintain child-parent ties;


(4) Services the parents will be offered to enable them to
resume custody;


(5) What requirements the. parents must meet in order to resume
custody. •


b. Agency Responsibility


(1) The agency charged with supervising a child in placement
shall provide all reasonable services available within the
agency. or community or those which the department has exist-
ing contracts to purchase. .


(2) The placement agency will report to the court and appro-
priate tribal government or urban American Indian
organization if it is unable to provide such services.


E. Six-Month Review Hearings (See 23.80 C. 6. for required report outline)


1. The service worker may be required to give testimony and enter a
report outlining: what services have been given; cooperation and
visitation of the parents, whether additional services are needed
to facilitate the child's return to his/her parents; and when the
child's return can be expected. (See RCW 13.34.130 (3) and RCW
13.34.180.)


2. For American Indian children the service worker shall also report
• use of urban American Indian organization/tribal services provided,


if any, and LICWAC recommendations in relation to service plan and,
if Committee recommendations and the service worker's plan conflict,
the report shall so state and justify why Committee recommendations
were not taken into consideration if they were not. (See 23.38.)
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23.34 Termination of Parental Rights 


A. Termination Petition (See required outline in 23.80 C. 3.)


1. A petition to terminate a parent/child relationship may be filed in
the juvenile court when:


a. A child has been removed from the custody of a parent pursuant
to a finding of dependency and a dispositional order has been
entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130; and


b. The child has been removed from the custody of the parent for a
period of at least six .months pursuant to a finding of depend-
ency under RCW 13.34.030(2); and


c. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered or
provided and all necessary services, reasonably available, cap-
able of correcting the parental deficiencies within the
foreseeable future have been offered or provided; and


d. There is little likelihood that the conditions will be remedied
so the child can be returned to the care of the parents.


2. A petition may also be filed:


a. If a child is found under such circumstances that the identity
• and whereabouts of the child's parent are unknown, and


b. No parent has claimed the child within two months after the child
was found.


3. As described in 23.32 B., it will be the duty of the attorney general
or the prosecuting attorney (as contracted by the attorney general) to
present evidence supporting any petition seeking termination of a
parent and child relationship.


4. The service worker is required to attend and present testimony at the
Fact Finding and Disposition hearings.


5. The service worker shall provide the Attorney General with names and
location of potential witnesses. (See Witness Summary List outline in
in 23.80 C. 8.)


6. The service record must contain complete and accurate information (see
RCW 13.50.010(3) which documents:


a. Agency efforts to locate and/or reunite the family and services
offered or provided to correct parental deficiencies during the
minimum six-month period when the child is removed from the
parent(s) custody. Documentation may consist of:
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(1) Written, mutually developed/signed contracts between the
department and the parents to facilitate the return of the
child(ren).


• (2) Case narrative, DSHS 2-305(X)., Service Episode Record (SER),
documenting progress (or lack of). on these plans and any
services which have been offered to the parents.


(3) Registered letters of attempts to locate parents.


(4) DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services Authorization, and DSHS
. 14-159, Change of Service Authorization, showing all ser-
vices provided to the parents.


7. Refer to 23.38 E. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


B. Voluntary Termination


1. The juvenile courts are authorized to terminate parental rights invol-
untarily under the conditions of RCW 13.34.180 and RCW 26.32.


2. Anticipated uncontested, voluntary terminations are to be processed
through the Superior Courts or Juvenile Court. The appropriate forms
are found in the series DSHS 9-466 through DSHS 9-471, DSHS 9-473,
DSHS 9-474, and DSHS 9-476 through DSHS 9-482, and DSHS 9-552. Forms
and instructions are found in Section 23.80. These are initiated by
the service worker or by the attorney and submitted to the court.
Petition for voluntary terminations can be initiated for either an
unborn or a born child. The hearing on the petition cannot take place
until after the birth of the child or, in the case of an American
Indian child, until after the child is ten days old.


a. Procedures for. Unborn Child


(1) Service worker gathers data for DSHS 9-552, Voluntary Termi-
nation Information/Referral, which provides necessary
information, for the completion of all' other voluntary termi-
nation forms. Service worker 'has parent(s) sign DSHS 9-479,
Authorization to Release Information, and has it notarized.


(2) Expectant mother who desires to terminate her parental
rights should sign DSHS 9-476, Petition for Termination of
Relationship Parent-Unborn Child and DSHS 9-477, Consent to
Termination and Waiver of Right to Receive Notice of Termina-
tion Proceedings. The petition should be signed early enough
in the pregnancy to allow the court time to issue notice to
the alleged father(s) at least 30 days prior to the expected
date of birth.
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If alleged father(s) acknowledges paternity, and consents
to termination he signs DSHS 9-477, Consent to Termination,
or if alleged father(s) does not claim paternity, he signs
DSHS 9-478, Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appear-
ance.


Service worker sends DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478 to legal coun-
sel, retaining one copy for file.


(4) If either parent is a minor, there must be a guardian Ad
Litem appointed for that minor parent prior to the time
the parent executes the DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478. This is
accomplished through completion, by legal counsel, of the
DSHS 9-482, Motion and Order Appointing Guardian Ad Litem
for Minor Parent.


(5) DSHS 9-476 is filed in court and, if alleged father(s) have
• not also signed DSHS. 9-477 or DSHS 9-478, court ispues.DSHS


9-466, Order of Service and Publication and DSHS 9-481,
Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or Consent


• to Adoption. •


(6) Service worker personally serves alleged father(s) with DSHS
9-481, Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or
Consent to Adoption, and with a copy of signed and verified
DSHS 9-476. Service worker notifies legal counsel imme-
diately after personal service by telephone, sends counsel
a copy of DSHS 9-469, Affidavit of Personal Service, and
retains one copy for service file.


The alleged father(s) must receive DSHS 9-481 at least 30
days prior to the expected birth of the child.


(7) After personal service of the DSHS 9-481, follow same pro-
cedure as in (3). above.


(8) If personal service is not feasible, service worker sends
alleged father(s) a copy of DSHS 9-481 and a copy of signed
and verified DSHS 9-476 by registered mail.


(9) Concurrent with service by registered mail, the service
worker shall execute DSHS 9-470, Affidavit in Support of
Service by Publication. This is submitted with proof of
sending registered mail attached, to legal counsel, who
has the clerk of the court issue DSHS 9-468, Publication
by Notice. Legal counsel makes arrangement with the appro-
priate newspapers for publication. The service worker is
responsible for providing legal counsel with names of
appropriate newspapers. The newspaper completes DSHS
9-471, Affidavit of Publication, after publication has
been made.


In cases when notice is by registered mail and publication, 
notice must take place at least 20 days prior to the hearing.
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(10) Baby is born.


(11) If mother has signed DSHS 9-477 prior to the birth of the
child, reaffirm with mother her previous agreement to con-
sent to termination, or if mother has not already done so,
have her sign DSHS 9-477. Send it to legal counsel, retain-
ing one copy for service record.


(12) Service worker notifies legal counsel of birth. Legal coun-
sel files DSHS 9-477, and DSHS 9-478 if either have been
obtained.


(13) Hearing on petition takes place:


(a) Service worker and, if desired, petitioning parent
appears in court.


(b) If nonpetitioning parent has not signed DSHS 9-477 or
DSHS 9-478, and if that parent does not respond to
notice, legal counsel will request that the nonpeti-
tioning parent be found in default.


(14) Court issues DSHS 9-473, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
. Law and Order of Termination of Parent - Child Relationship.


b. Procedures for Born Child


(1) Service worker gathers data for DSHS 9-552, Voluntary Termi-
nation Information/Referral, which provides necessary
information for the completion of all other voluntary termi-
nation forms. Service worker has parent(s) sign DSHS 9-479,
Authorization to Release Information, and has it notarized.


(2) Petitioning parent(s) signs DSHS 9-474, Petition for Termi-
nation of Parent-Child Relationship, and DSHS 9-477, Consent
to Termination and Waiver of Right to Receive Notice of
Termination Proceedings.


(3) If alleged father is known, acknowledges paternity, and con-
sents to the termination, he signs DSHS 9-477, and if he so
desires, the DSHS 9-474, or if alleged father does not claim
paternity and does not want to be actively involved in con-
senting to termination, he signs DSHS 9-478, Waiver of Right
to Receive Notice and Appearance.


(4) If either parent is a minor, there must be a Guardian Ad
Litem appointed for that minor parent prior to the time the
parent executes the DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478. This is
accomplished through completion, by legal counsel, of the
DSHS 9-482, Motion and Order Appointing Guardian Ad Litem
for Minor Parents.
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(5) Service worker forwards DSHS 9-474, DSHS 9-477, and DSHS
9-478, if it has been obtained, to legal counsel for filing
with court.


(6) Court issues DSHS 9-467, Notice of Hearing on Petition and
Intent to Release Custody or Consent to Adoption, or if
only one parent has signed DSHS 9-474 and DSHS 9-477, and
if the nonpetitioning parent is absent or unknown, the court
will issue DSHS 9-480, Order of Service and Publication and
Setting Hearing, twenty days prior to the hearing.


After the court issues DSHS 9-480, legal counsel will request
that the clerk of the court issue DSHS 9-467.


(7) Service worker shall personally serve the father or alleged
father with DSHS 9-467, and a copy of signed and verified
DSHS 9-474. Service worker shall notify legal counsel by
telephone immediately after personal service, sending coun-
sel a copy of DSHS 9-469, Affidavit of Personal Service, and
retains one copy for service file.


Personal service must be done at least five days prior 
to the hearing, excluding weekends and holidays.


(8) If personal service is not feasible because nonpetitioning
parent(s) cannot be contacted or is geographically distant,
service worker sends nonpetitioning parent(s) copy of DSHS
9-467 and a copy of signed and verified DSHS 9-474, by
registered mail.


(9) Concurrent with service by registered mail, the service
worker shall execute DSHS 9-470, Affidavit in Support of
Service by Publication. This is submitted by service
worker with proof of sending registered mail attached,
to legal counsel who has the clerk of the court issue
DSHS 9-468, Publication Notice. Legal counsel makes
arrangements with the appropriate newspapers for publica-
tion. The service worker is responsible for providing
legal counsel with names of appropriate newspapers. The
newspaper completes DSHS 9-471, Affidavit of Publication,
after publication has been made.


If the original date of the hearing is prior to twenty days 
after publication, the hearing date shall be set forward so
that it takes place at least twenty days following publica-
tion.


(10) Hearing on termination petition takes place:


(a) Service worker and, if desired, petitioning parent
appears in court.
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(b) If nonpetitioning parent has not signed DSHS 9-477 or
DSHS 9-478, and if that parent does not respond to
notice, legal counsel will request that the nonpeti-
tioning parent be found in default.


Court issues DSHS 9-473, Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law and Order of Termination of Parent-Child Rela-
tionship.


3. The service shall authorize the payment of court filing fees and
• publication fees on the child's DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services
• Authorization.


4. As described in 23.32 B., the attorney general will present evidence
supporting any petition seeking termination of parent and child rela-
tionship.


5. Staff will not accept a voluntary relinquishment from American Indian
parents or custodians of American Indian children but will follow the
procedures in Section 23.38 E. of this chapter.


23.35 Guardianship (See RCW 13.34.230 and guideline in 23.80)


A. Piling Guardianship Petition 


1. Any party to a dependency, including the supervising agency, may file
a petition in juvenile court requesting that guardianship be created
as a dependent child.


The Department of Social and Health Services will receive notice of
any guardianship proceedings and have the right to intervene the pro-
ceedings.


The department or voluntary agency may initiate action on a guardian-
ship petition, and are not dependent on securing advance approval by
the court to do so.


4. There are demonstrable advantages to the child for the relative,
foster parent, or other individual, to have guardianship as opposed
to a permanent foster care arrangement in which the department retains
supervision.


. When DSHS initiates or is a party to the petition for guardianship in
a child's behalf, the following procedures apply:


a. The petition should specify that guardianship of the person shall
go to the guardian (i.e., relative, foster parent or other indi-
vidual);
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b. The service worker will request the court to identify the rights
and responsibilities of the guardian in the' court order of guard-
ianship; the rights and responsibilities to be addressed shall
include but not be limited to:


(1) Medical services,
(2) Consent to marriage,
(3) Enlistment in military services,
(4) Visitation of biological parents.


. c. .The service worker shall Make recommendations to the court regard-
ing what, if any, supervision the agency should provide.


B. Guardianship Court Hearing 


1. At the hearing on a guardianship petition, all parties have the right
to present evidence and cross examine witnesses.


- 2. The rules of evidence apply to the conduct of the hearing.


3. A guardianship may be established if the court Tinds by a preponderance
of the evidence that:


a. The child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW
13.34.030)2);


b. A dispositional order has been entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130;


c. The child has been removed or will, at the time of the hearing,


have been removed from the custody of •the parent for a period of
at least six months pursuant to a finding of dependency under RCW
13.34.030(2); •


d. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered or
provided and all necessary services, reasonably available, cap-
able of correcting the parental deficiencies within the
foreseeable future have been offered or provided;


e. There is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied so
that the child can be returned to the parent in the near future;
and


• f. A guardianship rather than termination of the parent-child rela-
tionship or continuation of the child's current dependent status
would be in the best interest of the family.


C. • Guardianship Court Order


1. If the court has made a finding, it will enter an order establishing a
guardianship for the child. The order will:


a. Appoint a person or agency to serve as guardian;
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b. Specify the guardian's rights and responsibilities concerning the
care, custody, and control of the child. A guardian will not
have the authority to consent to the child's adoption;


c. Specify an appropriate frequency of visitation between the parent
and the child; and


d. Specify the need for any continued involvement of the supervising
agency and the nature of that involvement, if any.


2. Any party may seek a modification of the guardianship order under
RCW 13.34.150.


3. Establishment of a guardianship does not preclude a guardian from
receiving foster care payments.


4. An established guardianship is not subject to the review hearing
requirements of RCW 13.34.130.


5. Any person over the age of twenty-one years who is not otherwise dis-
qualified by this section, any nonprofit corporation or any Indian
tribe may be appointed the guardian of a child. No person is qualified
to serve as a guardian who:


a. Is of unsound mind;


b. Has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral
turpitude; or


c. Is a person whom the court finds unsuitable.


D. Departmental Responsibilities 


1. The homes of guardians to which the department makes payment must be
certified as meeting licensing requirements as per WAC 388-73-020.


2. The department's rules and procedures regarding the certification and
supervision of the home for licensing purposes (see Manual G, Chapter
06) must be followed in spite of the fact that the court may have
relieved the department of responsibility to supervise the child.


3. Guardianship of a child, under RCW 13.34.230 does not disentitle a
guardian from continued eligibility to receive foster care payment.


4. Where a court order relieves the department of providing supervision
for a child and that child's care had previously been AFDC-FC funded,
the source of funds must be changed to state funds (on DSHS 14-159,
Change of Service Authorization).
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5. When a foster care payment continues to the guardian, the service
worker remains responsible to perform the six-month SSPS review to:


a. Ensure the child's continued eligibility for foster care payment
(use SSPS service code 3210); and


b. Update the circumstances of the guardianship arrangement.


6. Establishment of guardianship eliminates the automatic six-month review
in Juvenile Court. However, if the service worker finds that the
guardianship has failed or is terminated, i.e., death of the guardian
or other reason, the case should be brought before the Juvenile Court
to review the status of the child.


7. A child found to be dependent under RCW 13.34.030(2) remains under the
court's jurisdiction, i.e., dependency continues, even though a legal
guardianship was established.


8. Appointment of guardianship for American Indian children will follow
procedures in 23.38 F.


23.36 Consent to Place


A. If a child and a parent cannot agree to the child's return home, but do
agree to the child's placement out of the home, or when a parent is unable


to care for a child of any age, the parent(s)/guardian may request a
voluntary placement.


1. Children may be accepted for voluntary family foster care or group


care placement only when the parent(s) have signed a DSHS 9-04(X),
Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment (found in Chapter 99), and


when one or more of the out-of-home placement criteria listed in


Manual G, Chapter 32.13 I. exists..


Court intervention shall be sought in spite of parent(s) willingness


to place the child voluntarily when:


a. The family situation or dependency of the child warrants, or


b. There is not a responsible plan to remedy the situation which


necessitated the placement, or


c. It appears that a placement of more than three months is needed.


3. When a request for
child, see Section


B. Procedures for handling
Chapters 32 and 34.


a voluntary placement involves an American Indian


23.38 G. for procedures.


voluntary placements are found in Manual G,
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23.37 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibilities 


The service worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in relation
to working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve summons (RCW
13.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a 'proper or necessary
person to the proceedings.


B. If a petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the juvenile
court judge may enter an, order directing a service worker to take a child
into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child who is
in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care hearing(see RCW 13.34.050 through 13:34.070).


D. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem for a
child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW
26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement of the
child outside of the home, a change in the court order must be obtained
prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may
be changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW
13.34.150). A service worker may request modification of a court order at
any time.


F. The service worker is responsible for making review reports or other
reports as ordered by the court.


G. When a child, has been declared to be dependent, placed out of the home, and
then is returned to the home after an out-of-the-home placement, the super-
vision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at least six
months at which time there shall be a hearing on the need for continued
intervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker must pro-
vide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor that
service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the service
worker and/or juvenile court order.


23.38 Indian Child Welfare


This section consolidates all legal requirements of P.L. 95-608, the Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978.


The information the service worker will provide for documents in this section
is very important for complying with the most stringent procedural requirements
of federal law regarding the provision of services to Indian families andplacement of Indian children outside the natural home.
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A. When a Child's Enrollment Status is Questionable 


The service worker shall complete DSHS 9-539, Letter to Tribe - Enrollment
Status, and send by certified mail. If tribal affiliation is also ques-
tionable, prepare DSHS 9-540, Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal
Affiliation, and send by certified mail. Notify the LICWAC or Indian con-
sultants that Indian status of child is pending and plan in a manner to
assure compliance with appropriate procedures if Indian status is con-
firmed.


B. Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) 


1. When American Indian/Alaskan native parent/custodian/child requests
an ARP, the service worker shall:


a. Follow the standard ARP procedures as outlined in Manual G,
23.31. In addition to following standard ARP procedures, the
service worker shall:


b. Prepare or forward the following forms upon filing an ARP peti-
tion:


(1) Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian
and DSHS 9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification. These forms
are to be filled out in their entirety and mailed to the
parent/custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate, by certified
mail. A copy of each form is to be kept in the social serv-
ice file.


(2) The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-543,
Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544,
Request for Continuance, to the court. The court staff per-
son responsible for providing notice will complete these
forms and send to the parent and/or Indian custodian.


(3) Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation,
and DSHS 9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for Con-
tinuance, to the court staff person responsible for providing
notice. They are to be completed in their entirety and
mailed to the tribe by the court. Copies of each form must
be obtained from the court and kept in the social service
file.


(4) The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS
9-535, Letter to Tribe, and DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent
and/or Indian Custodian, to the court staff person respon-
sible for providing notice, to assist the court staff in
completing the notice forms.


c. Where appropriate in the above procedures, use: (1) DSHS 9-538,
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent, and (2) DSHS 9-537, Letter to
Canadian Indian Band. Send each by certified mail.
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d. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a
reservation over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive 
jurisdiction, the service worker shall not file an ARP peti-
tion in superior court as the state has no jurisdiction over
the matter.


e. If the Indian parent, custodian and child (12 or over) are resi-
dents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the
service worker shall propose to the parent and/or Indian custo-
dian and child that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court, the
service worker shall provide the state court with copies of DSHS
9-547, Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and DSHS
9-547A, Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe. The
service worker shall also provide to the tribal court DSHS 9-548,
Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, and DSHS
9-548A, Order for Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The serv-
ice worker must obtain copies of these forms from each court for
the social service file.


f. When the parent, custodian or tribe denies transfer of the case
to a tribal court maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the serv-
ice worker shall notify the Indian consultants or the Office of
Indian Affairs by telephone and request them to staff the case.
If the parent(s) has consented to LICWAC staffing, LICWAC will
staff the case.


g• The service worker shall consult with LICWAC and place Indian
children in an Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) taking
into consideration the committee's recommendations. When LICWAC
staffing is denied by the parent, custodian or child (12 or
over), the service worker shall utilize Indian consultants.


h. Indian children shall remain in a non-Indian home or facility
only until arrangements can be made to place the child in an
Indian home or facility. Children 12 years and over must be
given the opportunity to consent to the placement. Prior to the


• dispositional hearing, the service worker shall provide reports
to court and other relevant social service information to any
tribe that has requested to intervene in the matter.


i. Information to be submitted to the court shall be developed in
consultation with LICWAC or Indian consultants, in order to
assist the court in determining if appropriate interim services,
which are culturally relevant, have been offered to an Indian
parent/custodian and child, and whether the feasibility of trans-
ferring the case to tribal court was considered.
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C. Dependency Petition 


After filing a dependency petition (see outline and DSHS 9-428, Rev. 5/81,
in 23.80), the service worker shall, within five (5) working days of filing
the petition:


1. Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS
9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification, and send by certified mail to
the parent or custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate. These forms are
to be completed in their entirety.


2. The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-543, Notice to
Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544, Request for Contin-
uance, to the court staff person responsible for providing notice.
The forms shall be sent to the Indian parent/custodian by certified
mail.


3. Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS
9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance, to the
court staff person responsible for providing notice. They are to be
completed in their entirety and mailed to the tribe by the court.
Copies of each form must be obtained from the court and kept in the
social service file.


4. If the parent and/or Indian custodian and child (12 and over) are
residents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the
service worker shall propose, to the parent and/or Indian custodian,
that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court, the serv-
ice worker shall provide the state court with copies of DSHS 9-547,
Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and DSHS 9-547A,
Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe. The service worker
shall also provide, to the tribal court, copies of DSHS 9-548, Motion
for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, or DSHS 9-548A, Order for
Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The service worker must obtain
copies of these forms from each court for the social service file.


5. If either the parent/custodian or the tribe's location is unknown, the
service worker shall prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Provide DSHS 9-545, Notice tO)Secretary of the U. S.
Department of Interior Regarding an Indian Child, to the court for
completion and mailing to the address printed upon the form. This
form is to be completed in its entirety.


6. The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS 9-535,
Letter to Parent and/or Custodian, to the court staff person respon-
sible for providing notice to assist the court staff in completing
notice forms.
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7. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a reserva-
tion over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive jurisdiction,
the service worker shall not file a dependency petition in -superior
court as the state has no jurisdiction over the matter.


D. Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


1. Shelter Care Hearing


a. At the initial shelter care hearing that is held within 72 hours
(excluding Sundays and holidays) after taking a child into
custody, the service worker shall inform the court that an Indian
child is the subject of the hearing. The service worker shall
notify the LICWAC or Indian consultants and, when possible, shall
staff the case on an emergency basis prior to the initial hear-
ing. When it is not possible to obtain consultation before the
initial hearing, the service worker shall inform the court that
the LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations are pending, and
shall staff the case at the earliest convenience after the initial
hearing.


b. The report developed by the service worker shall include recom-
mendations of the LICWAC or Indian consultants.


c. The service worker shall provide the Letter Notices as outlined
in Section 23.38 C., Dependency Petition.


d. If the parent/custodian or Indian child has consented to staffing
by the LICWAC, the service worker shall coordinate development of
court reports with the LICWAC. In situations where LICWAC review
has been denied, the service worker shall utilize Indian consul-
tants.


2. Dispositional Hearing and Reports.


a. In preparing the necessary reports, DSHS 2-305(X), Service Epi-
sode Record (social study, predisposition study, agency placement
plan and six-month reviews), the service worker shall coordinate
with LICWAC-Tribal representatives or Indian consultants to pre-
sent a consistent agency view of culturally relevant case plan
devilopment and-service delivery. Service worker testimony shall
reflect this process.


b. Prior to testifying in court, the service worker shall coordinate
with the LICWAC and a representative of the Indian child's tribe
in order to provide a consistent expert viewpoint of the cultural


• relevance of case planning and service delivery. When the
LICWAC-Tribal representatives are not used, the service worker
shall utilize Indian consultants. The service worker shall
request LICWAC or Indian consultants to appear in court to pro-
vide supportive testimony.
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3, Social Study


a. This report shall give particular details to the court regarding
the cultural 'relevance of service planning and service delivery.


b. The report shall contain the parents/custodians and child's (12
and older) views in regard to the service plan.


c. The service worker shall include copies of the DSHS 9-541 and
DSHS 9-534 forms.


d. If recommendations of the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or Indian consultants were not followed, the service
worker shall show by clear and convincing evidence, including
expert testimony, why the service worker plan is more relevant
than plans recommended by the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or Indian consultants.


e. The social study report should describe the serious emotional or
physical damage to the child which may result from the continued
custody by the parent or Indian custodian and it should document
what actual efforts have been made to reunite the child with his/
her family.


f. The service worker will try to utilize Indian community programs
designed to prevent the break-up of the Indian family. In
describing why the child cannot be protected in the home, the
service worker shall:


g•


(1) Explain the cultural relevance of past efforts of working
with the family and child.


(2) Describe in detail the specific purpose of treatment pro-
grams which are designed to keep the child at home which
were considered and rejected and why rejected.


(3) Give the child's (12 and older) attitude towards placement
and indicate if LICWAC or the Indian consultants agree. If
the child does not wish to return home, the child will not
be forced to do so.


In describing the likely harm to the Indian child as a result of
removal, the servce worker shall assess the dynamics of the par-
ticular placement involved (i.e., extended family home, other
Indian family home, non-Indian home, etc.).


h. In describing the steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child
because of separation, the service worker shall include a summary
of the extended family-tribal dynamics that will be supportive of
the situation.
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i. In relation to the efforts expected of the parents, the service
worker shall provide a succinct statement of the cultural rele-
vancy of the expected effort.


4. Six Month Review Report to Court


a. When American Indian children are involved, the service worker
shall use urban Indian organizations/tribal social services, if
provided, and LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations when
developing a service plan. If committee or Indian consultant
recommendations and the service worker's plan conflict, the
parties shall utilize the pre-existing DSHS internal grievance
procedure.


b. The service worker shall provide descriptive testimony about his/
her case planning and service delivery that is relevant to Indian
culture when LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations are not
used.


c. The above subsections (23.38 D. 4. a. and b.) are to be used in
addition to the standard requirement for a six-month report as
outlined in 23.37 G.


E. Termination of Parental Rights 


1. Involuntary Termination


a. Staff each case with LICWAC or Indian consultants prior to filing
with the court.


b. Within five (5) working days of filing an involuntary termination
of parental rights petition for an American Indian child, the
service worker shall do the following:


(1) Prepare completely and send by certified mail DSHS 9-534,
Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and 9-535, Letter
to Tribe - Notification. Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to
Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS 9-542, Notice of
Intervention and Request for Continuance, to the court for
completion.


(2) If the whereabouts of either the parent or the tribe are
unknown, prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and provide DSHS 9-545, Notice to Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Interior Regarding an Indian
Child, to the court for completion and mailing.
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2. Voluntary Termination


Prior to accepting a voluntary termination from an American Indian
parent(s) or custodian, the service worker shall follow these pro-
cedures:


a. The service worker shall refer any voluntary termination to tribal
court if the parent and child are reservation residents, and the
tribe that the child is a member of, or eligible to be a member
of, exercises exclusive tribal jurisdiction over Indian child
welfare matters (i.e., the tribal court exercises total control
over child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the
reservation). Neither the state nor the federal governments can
preempt or take away tribal authority to enter orders in child
welfare matters arising within the tribal court jurisdiction.
The voluntary termination petition should only be filed in
Superior Court if the tribal court gives permission.


b. In all voluntary termination cases concerning Indian children,
the service worker and a LICWAC representative or Indian consul-
tant shall discuss notification of the tribe with the parent.
The discussion with the parents should include the following
points:


(1) The advantage of voluntary termination in tribal court,


(2) The advantage of voluntary termination in state court,


(3) The future implications of voluntary termination in state
or tribal court.


c. When an Indian parent still wishes to relinquish to the state
after active efforts have been made to explain the benefits of a


voluntary termination in tribal court, service worker shall coor-
dinate with court staff to complete the DSHS 9-546, Certificate
of Presiding Judge, and record the voluntary termination in court.


d. If the parent agrees that notification to the tribe of the volun-


tary termination is acceptable, the service worker shall prepare
appropriate forms as outlined in 23.38 C.


e. When an Indian parent/custodian who is the resident of a reserva-
tion where there is concurrent state/tribal jurisdiction (i.e.,
the state courts and tribal court both exercise jurisdiction over
child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the
Indian reservation) or is an urban (off reservation) resident
desires the voluntary termination to remain confidential (no
LICWAC staffing or notice to tribe), the service worker shall:


(1) Immediately notify and involve Indian consultants;
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(2) Coordinate with court staff to prepare the DSHS 9-546,
Certificate of Presiding Judge;


(3) See that the voluntary termination is recorded before the
judge in court.


Where confidentiality is requested and the parent is not a member
of a tribe that exercises exclusive jurisdiction over Indian
child welfare matters, no notice will be sent to the tribe of a
voluntary relinquishment.


f. Service workers shall not accept a voluntary termination of an
Indian child until at least ten (10) days after the child's birth.


F. Guardianship 


1. When considering the establishment of guardianship for American Indian
children, staff shall consult with the LICWAC or Indian consultants
and utilize extended family/tribal resources.


2. • Any of the following may be designated as guardians of Indian/Alaskan
Native children:


a. Any Indian tribe, federally or non-federally recognized.


b. An Alaskan Native corporation established under the Alaskan
Native Claims Settlement Act (see Chapter 03).


ci Appropriate nonprofit Indian/Alaskan native Social Service
Corporation (for example, Seattle Indian Center).


G. Consent to Place 


American Indian parent/custodian consent to place a child shall be done
as follows:


1. Staff shall follow voluntary termination procedures (23.38 E.2.) in
accepting consent to place from American Indian parents/custodians.


2. The service worker shall coordinate with LICWAC or Indian consultants
(and tribal social service staff, when available) in the development
of culturally relevant case services.


3. The service worker shall reach mutual agreement with the parent/
custodian and child (12 and older) regarding the appropriateness of
the service plan. This plan will be time limited and include
description/justification.


4. The child shall be placed in a setting that must meet the child's
cultural needs and identification. Consultation with LICWAC or
Indian consultants shall be made prior to placements.
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23.39 Privacy and Security of Records 


A. Any party to a proceeding seeking a declaration of dependency or a termi-
nation of the parent-child relationship, the juvenile, his/her parents or
attorney may upon request inquire to the department as to the existence
and contentof custody or care records. The inquiries shall provide the
name of the juvenile, the approximate date the juvenile was in contact
with the. department, the 'nature of the contact, location of the contact
and the purpose of the request. •


B. The department will make a written.response.to the inquiry within 10 calen-
dar days after receipt. The department will give iiriority, to expedite
processing inquiries which involve litigation. The department will provide
to:the juvenile, his/her parent(s), or attorney making the inquiry informa-
tion regarding the location, nature, and content of the records in the
department's possession except:


1.. If it is determined by the agency. that release of this information is
likely to cause severe psychological or physical harm to the juvenile
or his/her parents, the agency may withhold the information subject
to the order of the court: Provided that if the court determines '
that limited release of the information is appropriate the court may
specify terms and conditions for release of the information; or


2. If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile justice
or care agency in connection with the provision of counseling, psycho-
logical, psychiatric or medical services for the juvenile and the
juvenile has the legal right to receive these services without the
consent of any person or agency, then the information or record may
not be disclosed to the juvenile's parents without the informed con-
sent of the juvenile.


C. See Chapter 01 for additional policy on confidentiality of information.


23.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS


A. The following specific forms used for voluntary termination of parental
rights are located in Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 9-466 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
2. DSHS 9-467 Notice of Hearing re Petition and Intent (12/79)
3. DSHS 9-468 Publication Notice (12/79)
4. DSHS 9-469 Affidavit of PersOnal Service *(12/79)
5. DSHS 9-470 Affidavit in.Support of Service by Publication (5/80)
6: DSHS 9-471 Affidavit of Publication *(12/79) *
7. DSHS 9-473 Findings, Conclusions, and Order (3/80)
8. DSHS 9-474 Petition for Termination of Parent-Child


Relationship (12/79)
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9. DSHS 9-476 Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-
Unborn Child (12/79)


10. DSHS 9-477 Consent to Termination (12/79)
11. DSHS 9-478 Waiver of. Right to Receive Notice and Appearance


(12/79)
• 12. DSHS 9-479 Authorization to Release Information (12/79)
' 13. DSHS 9-480 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)


14. DSHS 9-481 Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody
or Consent to Adoption (12/79)


15. DSHS 9-482 Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for
Minor Parent (4/80)


16. DSHS 9-552 Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases
involving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.38 are included in
Chapter 99, Forms.


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.


DSHS 9-534
DSHS 9-535
DSHS 9-536
DSHS 9-537
DSHS 9-538
DSHS 9-539
DSHS 9-540


'Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Band (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal
Affiliations (12/80)


8. DSHS 9-541 Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)
9. DSHS 9-542 Notice of Intervention and Request for


Continuance (12/80)
10. DSHS 9-543 Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)


11. DSHS 9544 Request for Continuance (12/80)
12. DSHS 9-545 Notice to Secretary of United States Department of


Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)
13. DSHS 9-546 Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)


14. DSHS 9-547 Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe
(3/81)


15. DSHS 9-547A Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe
(3/81)


16. DSHS 9-548 Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-
diction (3/81)


17. DSHS 9-548A Order for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-
diction (3/81)


C. The following are required outlines for use in developing reports and peti-
tions for court-related actions. Since courts may differ in their
procedures, additional items required by the court may be added to these
reports. This information is required in order to facilitate legal
processes. They are included as follows at the end of this chapter:


1. Information for Dependency Petition (Outline #1)
2. Information for Alternative Residential Placement Petition (Outline
3. Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition (Outline #3)
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4. Report for Dependency Fact Finding Hearing (Outline #4)
5. Report for Dependency Disposition Hearing (Outline #5)
6. Report for Dependency Review Hearing (Outline #6)
7. Report for Alternative Residential Placement Disposition or Review


Hearing Report (Outline #7)
8. Witness Summary List (Outline #8)


The DSHS 9-428(X), Dependency Petition (4/81), can be found in Chapter 99,
Forms.
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INFORMATION FOR DEPENDENCY PETITION (OUTLINE #1) 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the juvenile court for a
dependency petition. This form only needs to be submitted in those counties
where either the probation officer or the prosecutor drafts the petition.
The information contained in the report may be used in the petition.


In other counties, use the DSHS 9-428, Dependency Petition, which is also in
this Section 23.80.


At the minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes may
also be added..











INFORMATION FOR DEPENDENCY PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE .#1


CASE NO.:


NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:
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A. Type of Hearing Dependency


B. Significant Persons


1. All service workers involved in the case


a. Name
b. Address
c. Phone-number


d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney's Name


a. Name (and for whom)


b. Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem's Name
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents' Names


a. Names


b. Addresses
c. Ages, if known


d. Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case


2. Presenting problem


3. Any social plan attempted prior to dependency petition


4. Any other agencies involved prior to dependency petition


D. Dependency Status (if appropriate)


1. Petition - reasons for filing


Including:


• a. Date petition filed
b. Date child removed from custody of parents


c. Date dependency was established


d. Date dispositional order was entered
e. Dates of subsequent hearings after disposition
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Page Two
Information for Dependency Petition - Required Outline #1


E. Social Plan (if appropriate)


1. Social plan entered at time of dispositional hearing on dependency
2. Any modification of the plan by court order
3. Parental - comPliance/noncompliance with the court ordered social


plan
4. Parental cooperation with service worker
5. Other social services offered or provided to the parents


F. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - list each placement separately including dates, names
of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. Frequency
b. Quality
c. Any special problems encountered


G. If contested by parent(s)/child, send along with this report to the
AAG/Prosecuting Attorney the following attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of original CPS complaint
6. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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INFORMATION FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT PETITION - REQUIRED OUTLINE #2 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the juvenile court for
an alternative residential placement petition. The information contained
in the report may be used in the petition.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in the
report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes may
also be added.
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INFORMATION FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE. fi2


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:


A. Reason for Alternative Residential Placement Hearing


B. Significant Persons


1. All service workers involved in the case
a. Name
b. .Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2.. Attorney
a. , Name (and for whom)
b.' Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents
a. Name(s)
b. Address(es)
c.
d.


Age(s), if known
Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case
2. Presenting problem
3. Any social plan attempted prior to alternative residential placement


petition
4. Any other agencies involved prior to alternative residential place-


ment petition


D. Alternative Residential Placement Status (if appropriate)


1. Petition - reasons for filing
Including:
a. Date petition filed
b. Date placement was made
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Page Two
Information for Alternative Residential Placement Petition - Required Outline #2


E. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - list each placement separately including dates, names
of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers,
distance between child's placement and parent's residence


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. Frequency
b. Quality
c. Any special problems encountered (e.g., distance a factor)


F. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If American
Indian, provide:


1. Child's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band.
a. Enrolled   Not enrolled
b. Tribal affiliation Tribe notified


'(Contents of Notice)


2. Parent's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band


a. Father - enrolled Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


c. Foster care/adoptive parents 7 *


DSHS 15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status


On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing
Include copy of Committee recommendations and a brief descrip-


tion of Committee/worker differencesin'the'service plan. If
Committee recommendations were not used, state.Why.


Add appropriate Committee members to the list of witnesses
under Section I. 6. below.
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Page Three
Information for Alternative Residential Placement Petition - Required Outline #2


G. If contested by parent(s)/child, send along with this report to the
AAG/ Prosecuting Attorney the following attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:
Service Worker


'CS°


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REQUEST FOR TERMINATION/GUARDIANSHIP PETITION — REQUIRED OUTLINE #3 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the Assistant Attorney
General/Prosecuting Attorney for a termination/guardianship petition.
The information contained in the report may be used in the petition.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.







REQUEST FOR TERMINATION/GUARDIANSHIP PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE #3


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:
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A. Type of Hearing


B. Significant Persons


• 1. All service workers involved in the case
a. Name
b. Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney
a. Name (and for whom)
b i Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents'
a. Names
b. Addresses
c. Ages, if known
d. Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case
2. Presenting problem
3. Any social plan attempted prior to dependency petition
4. Any other agencies involved prior to dependency petition


D. Dependency Status


1. Petition - reasons tor filing
Including:
a. Date petition filed
b. Date child removed from custody of parents
c. Date dependency was established
d. Date dispositional order was entered.
e. Dates of subsequent hearings after disposition
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Page Two
Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition - Required Outline #3


E. Social Plan (if appropriate)


1. Social plan entered at time of dispositional hearing on dependency
2. Any modification of the plan by court order
3. Parental compliance/noncompliance with the court ordered social plan
4. Parental cooperation with service worker
5. Other social services offered or provided to the parents


F. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - list each placement separately including dates, names
of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers, distance


between child's placement and parent's residence'


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. Frequency
b. Quality
c. Any special problems encountered (e.g., distance a factor)


G. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If American


Indian child, provide:


1. Child's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band.


a. Enrolled   Not enrolled
b. Tribal affiliation Tribe notified


(Contents of Notice)


2. Parents' status of membership in American Indian tribe or band


a. Father - enrolled   Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled Not enrolled


Tribal affiliation


c. Foster care/adoptive parents


DSHS.15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status
On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing
Include copy of Committee 'recommendations and a brief descrip-
tion of Committee/worker differences in 'the service plan. If
Committee recommendations were not used, state why.


Add appropriate_Committee,members to the list of witnesses
under Section I. 6.. below.
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Page Three
Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition - Required Outline #3


H. Why is termination or guardianship recommended at this time?


Include placement plan for the child (i.e., adoption, placement with
relative or foster parent)


I. Along with this report to MG/Prosecuting Attorney, include the follow-
ing attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of original CPS complaint
6. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:
Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY FACT-FINDING HEARING - REQUIRED OUTLINE #4 


Instructions


This is an outline for an agency report for a dependency fact-finding
hearing. This report should be sent to the Assistant Attorney General
or Prosecuting Attorney preparing the case.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.







-







REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY FACT-FINDING HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #4


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING:


A. TYPE OF HEARING


DCFS Manual
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1. Dependency Fact-Finding
2. . Agreed or Contested


:SIGNIFICANT PERSONS INVOLVED INCASE 


1. Service Worker


a. Name
b. Address
c. , Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney.


a. Name (and for whom)
. b. Address .
c. Phone. number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents


a. Names
b.. Addresses


c. Ages, if known


d. ,Marital status


C. REASON FOR HEARING


Give report as to child's current legal status,. when petition: was filed,


summary of the petition and if a finding was made. 'State purpose of the


present hearing -arid what, you wish to accomplish, i.e..,, establishment of
dependency.


D. RECOMMENDATIONS - include your, recommendation on each item listed


1. Legal Status: i.e., establish dependency and assign supervision to


the appropriate agency.
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Page Two
Report for Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing - Required Outline #4


2.. Placement: Make recommendation on child's placement.


a. Placement at home
b. Out of home - foster or group care. State specific placement


plan if possible.
c. Custody - physical custody to the appropriate placing agency.
d. Placement with relative.


3. Services to be provided by agency/parental responsibilities. These
recommendations should be based on the information found in the
Social Service Summary (Section E), and your recommendations on
placement.


a. If you are recommending return hOme following temporary shelter
care:


(1) List the services to be provided during the term of recom-
mended social service plan after the child's return.


(2) State clearly the actions the parerts must take prior to
the next review hearing.


b. If you are recommending out-of-home placement:


(1) List the specific services the parties will be offered in
order to enable them to resume custody.


(2) State clearly the activities/actions the parties must take
in order to resume custody and list behavioral changes the
parents must make.


(3) Include parties' responsibility with regard to visitation.


E. SOCIAL SERVICE SUMMARY


Give brief history of the case, including the reason for the agency's
initial involvement and the nature of any continu=ng involvement.
Describe parents' attitude to agency involvement and progress or lack of
progress if there has been a previous service plan. Include a report on
adjustment to placement if child has been out of his/her home.


F. SOCIAL SERVICE PLAN


1. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
designed to alleviate.


2. A description of the specific programs, for .Doth the parents and the
child, that are needed in order to prevent harm to the child; the
reasons why such programs are likely to be useful; the availability
of any proposed services; and the agency's overall plan for ensuring
that the services will be delivered.
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Page Three
Report for Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing - Required Outline #4


3. If removal is recommended, a full description of the reasons why
the child cannot be protected adequately in the home, including a
description of any previous efforts to work with the parents and
the child in the home; the in-home treatment programs which have
been considered and rejected; and the parents' attitude toward
placement of the child.


4. A statement of the likely harm the child will suffer as a result
of removal. This section should include an exploration of the
nature of the parent/child attachment and the meaning of separa-
tion and loss to both the parents and the child.


5. A description of the steps that will be taken to minimize harm to
the child that may result if separation occurs, i.e.,,state the
visitation program to maintain contact between parents and child.


6. Behavior that will be expected before determination that supervi-
sion of the family or placement is no longer necessary.


G. CULTURAL HERITAGE - Indicate child's cultural background. If American
Indian, provide:


1. Child's status of membership
a. Enrolled
b. Tribal affiliation


in American Indian tribe or band.
Not enrolled  


Tribe notified


2. Parents status of membership
a. Father - enrolled


Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled
Tribal affiliation


c.


(Contents of Notice)


in American Indian tribe or band


Not enrolled


Not enrolled


Foster care/adoptive parents
DSHS 15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status
On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing
Include copy of Committee recommendations and a brief descrip-
tion of Committee/worker differences in the service plan. If
Committee recommendations were not used, state why.


Add appropriate Committee members to the list of witnesses
under Section I. 6. below.
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Page Four
Report for Dependency 'Fact-Finding Hearing Required Outline #4


H. DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL SUMMARIES, PETITIONS, AND COURT ORDERS 


DSHS service worker distributes copies of all social summaries, peti-
tions, and court orders as follows:


1. Guardian ad Litem - 1 copy
2. Parents' attorney - 1 copy
3. AAG/Prosecutor - 1 copy
4. DSHS service file - 1 copy


I. ALONG WITH COPY OF REPORT TO AAG/PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, INCLUDE THE 
FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS:


1. Copyof all petitions
. 2. -Copy of all court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports •
5. Copy of original CPS complaint
6. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:
Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY DISPOSITION HEARING - REQUIRED OUTLINE #5 


Instructions


This is an outline for a disposition report on a dependency. This report
is sent to the court and a copy attached to the agency report sent to the
attorney.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.


COMPLETION OF THIS REPORT MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN (ISP) AS SPECIFIED IN CHAPTER 32 AND 34. REFER
TO THESE CHAPTERS FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ONGOING RECORDING ON 
THE ISP.







REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY DISPOSITION HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #5


NAME:   CASE NO.:


AGE:   LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING: BIRTHDATE:


A. TYPE OF HEARING - Dependency Disposition


B. SOCIAL SERVICE PLAN


DCFS Manual
23.80 (cont.)
Required Outline #5
Issued 07/84


1. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
,designed,to alleviate.


2. Provide a description of:


a. The specific services for both parents and the child that are
needed to prevent harm to the child;


b. The reasons why such services are likely to be useful;


c. The availability of any proposed services; and


d. The agency's overall plan for ensuring the services will be


delivered.


3. Placement - Make recommendation on the child's placement:


a. Place at home


b. Out of home; specify type, i.e., foster home, group care


c. Custody - physical custody to the appropriate placing agency


d. Placement with relative


4. If removal is recommended, address each of the following points:


a. The appropriateness of the placement, including reasons why


the child cannot be protected adequately in the home, and a
description of previous efforts to work with the parents and
the child in the home;


b. The in-home treatment programs which were considered and
rejected;


c. The parent's attitude toward placement of the child;
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Page Two
Report for Dependency Disposition Heating , ' Required Outline #5


d. Verification that the placement is the least restrictive (most
family like) alternative available and in the closest proxi-
mity to the parent(s) home consistent with the best interests
and special needs of the child;


e. A statement of the likely harm the child will suffer as a
result of removal. This section should include an exploration
of the nature of the parent/child attachment and the meaning
of separation and loss to both the parents and the child.


f. A description of the steps that will be taken to minimize harm
to the child that may result if separaticn occurs, i.e.,
describe the visitation plan as discussed with the natural
parents that will maintain contact between parents, siblings
(if appropriate), and child. Include all parties' responsi-
bilities with regard to visitation.


g. Identify,thepermanent.plan goal and the services to be pro-
vided to facilitate the child's return home or to achieve
another permanent placement, and include:


(1) The specific services the parties will be offered to
enable them to resume custody when return home is the
goal, and - •


(2) The specific services to be provided to support the
child's needs and adjustment during out-of-home place-
ment, including special education and related services,
when appropriate, and


(3) The activities/actions/behavioral:changes that the
parent(s), child (as age appropriate) and foster parents
(as..appropriate)-must,do to implement the case plan,
including time frames.


5. If you are recommending return home, address each of the following
points:


a. List the services to be provided during the term of the recom-
mended social service case plan after the child returns home.


b. State clearly the actions the parents must take prior to the
next review hearing.


c. Describe behavior that will be expected before a determination
that supervision of the family is no longer necessary.
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6. Child's/parents' status of membership in American Indian tribe or
band.


a. Child tribal affiliation


b. Parents' tribal affiliation - Father
Mother


c. Tribe notified - Yes No . If yes, contents of
notice


d. (1) Child placed in American Indian home


(2) Prospective home American Indian/non-Indian


(3) DSHS 15-128(X), Verification of American Indian Status,
on file not on file


e. LICWAC staffings and recommendations (describe Committee/worker


differences in the service plan and explain why committee recom-
mendations not followed, if they were not).


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY REVIEW HEARING - REQUIRED OUTLINE #6


Instructions


This is an outline for a report on a dependency review hearing. The report
is to be sent to the court to advise them of the progress of a case.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.







REPORT TO COURT FOR DEPENDENCY REVIEW HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #6


NAME:   CASE NO.:


AGE: 
• 


LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING:   BIRTHDATE:


A. TYPE OF HEARING 


1. Dependency Review
2. State whether hearing will be agreed or contested


B. EXPECTED TO BE PRESENT IN COURT.


„•
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List all persons attending and state relationship or agency representa-
tion-.


On contested reviews, add witnesses and short summary. of facts that
witness can testify to. Also: list attornepand -Guardian ad Litem if
known.


C. REASON FOR HEARING


1. State initial reason for dependencyandAate ofAependency order,
' plus initial court recommendations from :that. hearing.


2. Last court order - requirements, findings', and date.


3. State purpose .of present hearing and what you wish to accomplish,
i.e., dismissal-, continuation of dependency, etc.


D. RECOMMENDATIONS


, 1. Legal status.- continue, custody/dependency;., ismigs dependency pro-
ceedings.


2. • Placement - return: home, xemove,fromthome 'or continuation of place-
ment.


3. Services to be provided by agency/parental•responsibilities.


a. If you are recommending that child return home from foster or
group care: ,


(1) Agency must supervise for at least six (6) months after
. child's:return... Listservices to .be .provided, .


,(2).' Alsolist,.recommendations.for any.. treatment plan (i.e.,
• actions the parents.must,take or continue during the next


six (6) months and state the agency to provide it.
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b.. If yOu are recommending that a child be in a placement outside
the family home, establish that one of the four reasons (per
RCW 13.34.130 (1)(b)) exists:


(I) .There is no parent or guardian available to care •for such
child; or


(2) The child is unwilling to reside in the- custody of the
child's parents, guardian, or legal custodian; or


(3) The parent or guardian or legal custodian is not willing


to take custody of the child; Or
(4) A manifest danger would exist that the child will suffer


serious abuse or neglect if the child is not removed from
the home.


c. For an American Indian child recommended for out-of-home place-


ment, provide the court:


(1) Child's tribal affiliation
(2) Parents' tribal affiliation


(3) Tribe notified? If yes, contents of notice.
(4) Whether child is currently placed in an American Indian


home.


• (5) Whether prospective home is American Indian or non-Indian.
• If American Indian, indicate whether DSHS 15-128(X),


Verification of American Indian Status, is or is not on


file.
(6) LICWAC staffings and recommendations. (Describe any
• Committee/worker differences over the service plan and


explain why committee recommendations were not followed.)


E. SOCIAL SERVICE CASE PLAN SUMMARY:


Triefly.state,chiId's current situation: - Give pertinent facts on


progress or lack of progress in problem areas. Relate when appro-
priate to previous case plan. Include a report on adjustment to
placement if child has been-out of his/her home, and services
offered to support the child in placement.


2. if child: is not to be - returned'home,• the-folaowing points must be
addressed per RCW 13.34.130 (3 b). Identify:


a. What services have been provided or offered to the parties to
facilitate reunion.


.:The extent to which the parents have visited the child and any
reasons why visitation has not occurred or has been infrequent.


• -Describe-any:changes:made in the visitation agreement as pre-
.; -sented• in the case.plan.in- the. previous court report.
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c. Or update the permanent plan goal and services being provided
to achieve it.


d. Any changes or additions to the case plan as presented in the
previous court report.


e. Whether the agency is satisfied with the cooperation given to
it by the parents.


f. Whether additional services are needed to facilitate the return
of the child to the child's parents.


0a. When return of the child can be expected.


3. When needed, include a statement on the need for a petition to seek
termination.


On contested reviews, add parental names, addresses, and marital status.


Submitted by:
Service Worker •


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT DISPOSITION OR REVIEW  HEARING
REPORT - REQUIRED OUTLINE #7 


Instructions


This is an outline of a report to be sent to the court as a dispositional
plan for an Alternative Residential Placement after the fact-finding
hearing. This report should also be used at the time of a review on the
ARP placement.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.


• COMPLETION OF THIS REPORT MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF  THE
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE  PLAN (ISP) AS SPECIFIED IN CHAPTER 32 AND 34. REFER
TO THESE CHAPTERS FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR  ONGOING RECORDING ON 
THE ISP.
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REPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT DISPOSITION
OR REVIEW. HEARING REPORT


REQUIRED OUTLINE #7


NAME:   CASE NO.:


AGE:   LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING: BIRTHDATE:


A. Type of Hearing (dispositional plan or review)


B. Social Service Case Plan and Recommendations


1. Make recommendation on the type of out-of-home placement, i.e., home
of relative, foster home, group care, crisis residential care.


2. Make recommendations on:


a. Physical custody to the appropriate agency or person.


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to which agency or
person, i.e., power to consent to optical/medical/dental/
psychiatric treatment; authorization for child to travel


outside the state, and any unusual situations of which the
court should be aware.


c. Which services should be provided to resolve the family con- •
flict and facilitate the child's return home.


d. The visitation plan as discussed with the natural parent(s)
that will maintain contact between the parent(s) siblings (if


appropriate), and child. Include each party's responsibility


with regard to visitation.


3. Address each of the following points in relation to the out-of-home 


placement:


a. The appropriateness of the placement, including reasons for


the placement, and a description of previous efforts to work
with and/or provide reconciliation services to the parents


and the child to resolve the conflict and reunite the family.


b. Verification that the placement is the least restrictive (most
family like) alternative available and in the closest proxi-
mity to the parent(s) home consistent with the best interests
and special needs of the child.


c. The parent's attitude toward placement of the child.
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d. The specific services to be provided to support the child's
needs and adjustment during out-of-home placement, including
special education and related services, when appropriate.


e. The activities/actions/behavioral changes that the parent(s),
child (as age appropriate) and foster parents (as appropriate)
must do to implement the case plan, including time frames.


f. If the placement extends to 90 days, identify the permanent
plan goal and the services to be provided to facilitate the
permanent plan. If the goal remains return home, the services
should be addressed in 2.c. above.


4. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If
American Indian child, provide:


a. Child's tribal affiliation


b. Parents' tribal affiliation - Father   Mother


c. Tribe notified? Yes No If yes, contents of notice.


d. (1) Whether child is currently placed in American Indian home.
(2) Whether prospective home is American Indian or non-Indian.


DSHS 15-128(X), Verification of American Indian Status (on
file not on file


e. LICWAC staffings and recommendations (describe any Committee/
worker differences in the service plan and explain if Committee
recommendations were not followed.


Submitted by:


Service Worker.


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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WITNESS SUMMARY LIST - REQUIRED OUTLINE #8 


Instructions


The witness summary list is a worksheet for the service worker to provide
. information to the Assistant Attorney General or Prosecuting Attorney.
This list is to be used for all court proceedings where witnesses are
necessary. A separate sheet is filled out on each witness and sent to
the Attorney.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.
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CHAPTER 23


JUVENILE COURT PROCESS


23.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY


State: RCW 13.32A.120 through 13.32A.200; and RCW 13.34.010 through 13.34.300.


Federal: P.L. 95-608.


23.10 POLICY


23.11 Purpose of Service 


A. The purpose of this chapter is to provide procedures for implementing the
legal requirements of the Juvenile Court Code. The Juvenile Court Coderequires that child welfare staff participate in four court processes:
(1) Alternative residential placement (ARP), (2) Dependency, (3) Guard-
ianship, and (4) Termination of parental rights. The consent to placeprocess may be used under some circumstances in lieu of the ARP or depend-
ency processes.


B. One or more of these court processes may occur in the provision of the
following child welfare programs: (1) Family Reconcilfation Services
(see Chapter 24); (2) Child Protective Services (see Chapter 26);
(3) Crisis Residential Placement (see Chapter 31); (4) ,Child Foster
Family Care (see Chapter 32); (5) Private Agency/Child Group Care (see
Chapter 34); and (6) Adoption Services (see Chapter 36).


23.30 Service Procedures


23.31 Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) (See RCW 13.32A.120 through
13.32A.200)


The purpose of the alternative residential placement process is to resolve dis-
putes between parents and children as to where children may live outside the
parents' home.


A. ARP Petition (See required outline in 23.80 C. 2.)


1. The parent or child may file a petition to approve an alternative
residential placement (see RCW 13.32A.120).


2. A petition may be filed only within the county of the parent(s)
residence. (See RCW 13.32A.200.)
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B. The service worker shall file a petition to approve an alternative resi-
dential placement on behalf of a child under any of the following sets
of circumstances (see RCW 13.32A.140):


1. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center or has
been placed with a responsible person other than his/her parent,
and:


a. The parent has been notified that the child was so admitted or
placed;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
have passed since such notification;


c. No agreement has been reached between the parent and the child
as to where the child shall live;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative residential
placement has been filed by either the child, parent, or legal
custodian; and


e. The child has no suitable place to. live other than the home of
his/her parent.


f. Staff will make such notifications and place American Indian
children as required under 23.38 B.


2. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center and:


a. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,


have passed since such placement;


b. The staff, after searching with due diligence, have been unable


to contact the parent of such child; and


c. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home of
his/her parent.


d. The required notifications have been made for American Indian
children and the service worker/Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committee (LICWAC) have reached agreement as to appro-


priate placement for the child. (See 23.38 B.)


3. An agreement between parent and child made regarding an alternative


residential placement is no longer acceptable to parent or child,
and:


a. The party to whom the arrangement is no longer acceptable has
so notified the department;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays,
have passed since such notification;
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c. No new agreement between parent and child as to where the child
shall live has been reached;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative residential
placement has been filed by either the child or the parent; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan
Native children.


C. The state, when the department files a petition for alternative residential
placement, will be represented as provided for in RCW 13.04.093.


D. Child/Parent Filing Petition (see RCW 13.32A.150).


1. A child or child's parent may file with the juvenile court a petition
to approve an alternative residential placement for the child outside
the parent's home if no agreement can be reached about placement or
returning to the home.


2. The service worker shall, when requested, assist either a parent or


child in filing the petition, i.e., explain procedures, help in
initiating telephone contacts, etc.


3. The petition shall only ask that the placement of a child outside the


home of his/her parent be approved.


4. The filing of a petition to approve such placement is not dependent


upon the court's having obtained any prior jurisdiction over the child
or his/her parent, and confers upon the court a special jurisdiction


to approve or disapprove an alternative residential placement.


5. Refer to 21.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native


children.


E. Procedures Prior to Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.160).


When a proper petition is filed (see RCW 13.32A.120, 13.32A.140, or


13.32A.150), the juvenile court will:


1. Schedule a date for a fact-finding hearing and notify the parent and


child of such date;


2. Notify the parent of the right to be represented by counsel and, if
indigent, to have counsel appointed for him/her by the court;


3. Appoint legal counsel for the child;
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4. Inform the child and his/her parent of the legal consequences of the
court approving or disapproving an alternative residential placement
petition; and


5. Notify all parties of their right to present evidence at the fact-
finding hearing.


F. Placement of Child (see RCW 13.32A.160(2)).


1. Upon filing of an Alternative Residential Placement Petition, the
child may be placed, if not already placed, by the service worker in
a crisis residential center, foster family care home, group home
facility or any other suitable, licensed (or determined exempt from
licensing) residence as determined by the service worker.'


2. If the child has been placed in a foster family care home or group
care facility, the child will remain there, or in any other suitable
residence as determined by the service worker, pending resolution of
the alternative residential placement petition by the court.


3. Any placement may be reviewed by the court upon the request of the
juvenile or the juvenile's parent within three court days of the
request.


4. The department may authorize emergency medical or dental treatment
for a child in placement. (See RCW 13.32A.140.)


5. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


G. Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(1)).


1. The court will hold a fact-finding hearing to consider a proper peti-
tion and may approve or deny alternative residential placement giving
due weight to the intent of the legislature that families, absent
compelling reasons to the contrary, shall remain together and that
parents have the right to place reasonable rules and restrictions
upon their children.


2. The court may appoint legal counsel and/or a guardian ad litem to
represent the child and advise parents of their right to be repre-
sented by legal counsel.


3. The Court may approve an order stating that, the child shall be placed
in a residence other than the home of his/her parent only if it is
established by a preponderance of evidence that:


a. The petition is not capricious;


b. The petitioner, if a parent or the child, has made a reasonable
effort to resolve the conflict; and
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c. The conflict which exists cannot be resolved by delivery of ser-vices to the family during continued placement of the child in
the parental home.


4. The court may not grant a petition filed by the child or the depart-ment if it is established that the petition is based only upon adislike of reasonable rules or reasonable discipline established bythe parent.


H. Court's Approval or Denial of ARP Petition (see RCW 13.32A.170(4)).


1. If the court approves or denies a petition for an alternative resi-
dential placement, a written statement of the reasons will be filed
by the court.


2. If the court denies a petition requesting that a child be placed ina residence other than the home of his/her parent, the court will
enter an order requiring that the child remain at or return to the
home of his/her parent.


3. If the court denies the petition, the court will impress upon the
party filing the petition of the legislative intent to restrict the
proceedings to situations where a family conflict is so great that
it cannot be resolved by the provision of in-home services. (See
RCW 13.32A.170(5).)


4. A child who fails to comply with a court order directing that the
child remain at or return to the home of his/her parent shall be
subject to contempt proceedings. (See 23.31 N. below) but only if
the noncompliance occurs within ninety calendar days after the day
of the order. (See RCW 13.32A.170(6).)


I. Fact-Finding Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.170(2)).


1. The order approving out-of-home placement will direct the department
to submit a disposition plan for a three-month placement of the child
that is designed to reunite the family and resolve the family con-
flict.


2. In making the order, the court may further direct the department to
make recommendations, as to:


a. Which agency or person should have physical custody of the child,
and


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to such agency or person,
and


c. Parental visitation rights.


3. The court may direct the department to consider the cultural heritage
of the child in making its recommendations.
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J. Procedures Prior to Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.170(3))


1. The hearing to consider the recommendations of the department for a
three-month disposition plan is set by the court no later than four-
teen days after the approval of the court of a petition to approve
alternative residential placement.


2. Each party Is notified by,the court of the time and place of such
disposition hearing.


3. Departmental disposition planning for American Indian children will
be consistent with the recommendations of the LICWAC.


K. Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.180 and required outline in
23.80 C. 7.)


1. At a dispositional hearing held to consider the three-month disposi-
tional plan presented by the department, the court will consider all
,recommendations included in the plan. The service worker shall also
present to the court the LICWAC recommendations if the department's
recommendations are inconsistent with those of the LICWAC and the
petition will so state.


2. The court, consistent with the stated goal of resolving the family
conflict and reuniting the family, may modify the plan and will make
its dispositional order for a three-month out-of-home placement for
the child.


3. The court dispositional order will specify:


4. The person or agency with whom the child is to be placed, and


b. Those parental powers which will be temporarily awarded to the
agency or person including but not limited to the right to
authorize medical, dental, and optical treatment, and parental
visitation rights.


4. Any agency or residence at which the child is placed must, at a mini-
mum, comply with minimum standards for licensed foster family care
homes.


5. No placement made as a result of a dispositional hearing may be in a
juvenile correctional institution or facility as defined in Section
103, PL 93-415 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of
1974 (i.e., "any place for the confinement or rehabilitation of juven-
ile offenders or individuals charged with or convicted of criminal
offenses.")
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L. Dispositional Court Order (See RCW 13.32A.190(1).)


Upon making a dispositional order, the court will:


1. Schedule, the matter on the calendar for review within three months,
and


2. Advise the parties of the date, and


3. Appoint legal counsel and/or a legal guardian ad litem to represent
the child at the review hearing, and


4. Advise parents of their right to be represented by legal counsel at
the review hearing, and


5. Notify the parties of their rights to present evidence at the hearing.


6. Where resources are available, encourage the parent and child to par-
ticipate in mediation programs for reconciliation of their conflict.


M. Review Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.190(2) and required outline in 23.80 C. 7.)
1 I


(At the review hearing, the court:


1. Will approve or disapprove the continuation of the dispositional plan
in accordance with the goal of resolving the conflict and reuniting
the family which governed the initial approval.


2. The court is authorized to discontinue the placement and order that


the child return home if the court has reasonable grounds to believe


that the parents have displayed concerted efforts to utilize services
and resolve the conflict and the court has reason to believe that the
child's refusal to return home is capricious.


3. If out-of-home placement is continued, the court may modify the dis-


positional plan.


4. Out-of-home placement may not be continued past one hundred eighty


days from the day the review hearing commenced. The court will order
that the child return to the home of the parent at the expiration of
the placement. If continued out-of-home placement is disapproved,
the court will enter an order requiring that the child return to the
home of the child's parent.


5. Refer to 23.38 B. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


N. Contempt (see chapter 13.22A RCW).


1. Contempt proceedings can be instituted by the court on its own initia-
tive or when a motion for contempt is made by a parent, a child,
juvenile court personnel, or by any public agency, organization, or
person having custody of the child under a court order.
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2. Failure by a party to comply with an order entered under this chapter
is punishable as contempt.


3. Contempt under this section is punishable by a fine of up to one
hundred dollars and imprisonment for up to seven days, or both.


4. A child found in contempt under this section will be imprisoned only
in a secure juvenile detention facility operated by or pursuant to a
contract with a county.


5. The procedure in a contempt proceeding held under this section is
governed by RCW 7.20.040 through 7.20.080, as now law or hereafter
amended.


O. Support Payments (see chapter 13.32A RCW).


1. In any proceeding in which the court approves an alternative residen-
tial placement, the court will inquire into the ability of parents
to contribute to the child's support.


2. If the court finds that the parents are able to contribute to the
support of the child, the court will order them to make such support
payments as the court deems equitable.


3. The court may enforce such an order by execution or in any way in
which a court of equity may enforce its orderE.


4. However, payments will not be required of a parent who has both
opposed the placement and continuously sought reconciliation with,
and the return of, the child.


5. Recommendations to the court to establish, raise, lower, release, or
forgive support payments for a child in placement may be made only
by the staff of the Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) (see WAC
388-70-028).


23.32 Dependency Petition Process (See RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.130)


A. A dependency petition (see Outline #1 and DSHS 9-428, Rev. 5/81, in 23.80)
is filed after all other reasonably possible attempts to help correct the
problem have been exhausted and if the child is in imminent danger or the
parents refuse or are unable to immediately make changes adequate to pro-
tect the child.


B. It will be the duty of the attorney general to handle dependency cases and
in contested cases brought by the department, to present the evidence sup-
porting any petition alleging dependency or seeking the termination of a
parent and child relationship. (In Class 1-9 counties the attorney generalmay contract with the prosecuting attorney of the county to perform paid
duties of the attorney general.)
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C. A petition to the juvenile court by a service worker to have a child
declared dependent from abusing/neglecting parents or those legally respon-
sible for the child is made in accordance with RCW 13.34.030. The petition
may only be filed in the county of the parent(s) residence, the child's
residence, or where the child is physically present. A petition is made
when a child:


1. Is abandoned: that is, where the
custodian has evidenced either by
intent to forego, for an extended
parental responsibilities despite


child's parent, guardian, or other
statement or conduct, a settled
period, all parental rights or all
an ability to do so; or


2. Is abused or neglected as defined in Chapter 26.44 RCW; or


3. Has no parent, guardian, or custodian willing and capable of caring
for the child, such that the child is in circumstances which consti-
tute a danger of substantial damage to the child's psychological or
physical development.


D. The service worker shall provide the juvenile probation officer with a
statement of the facts supporting the allegation that a child is dependentl
at the time the petition is to be filed.


E. If a child is alleged to be dependent and if a child's health, safety, and
welfare will be seriously endangered if he/she is not taken into custody, a
service worker should file a petition and request a court order that the
child be taken into custody. If the court grants an order of custody, the
court may direct a law enforcement officer, a probation counselor, or a
child protective services official to take the child into custody. (See.
RCW 13.34.040.)


F. The report of a possible


DSHS's duty under law to
prosecutor in accordance


crime to the juvenile court is not fulfilling


report to a law enforcement agency or the county
with RCW 26.44.020 and 26.44.040.


G. When it is necessary to refer to and/or petition the juvenile court, the


family should be informed of the reasons for the referral and helped to
understand and participate in the court process. This would include help-


ing the family to understand the need for and right of legal counsel.
(See RCW 13.34.090.)


H. Any time an alleged dependent child is placed in receiving care the ser-


vice worker must inform the child's parent, guardian, or custodian of
his/her right to a preliminary shelter care hearing. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


I. Refer to 23.38 C. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native children.
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23.33 Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


The service worker may be required to submit written reports, attend, and pre-
sent testimony at the following hearings:


A. Shelter Care Hearing


1. A child taken into custody by a service worker prior to the hearing is
to be placed in a receiving home/foster home licensed by ,the depart-
ment or in a home not required to be licensed. (See RCW 13.34.060(1)0


2. Ordinarily, the initial shelter care hearing will be held within 72
hours after the child has been taken into custody. (See RCW
13.34.060(5).) If possible, the service worker should submit a
written recommendation to the juvenile court in support of the need
for shelter care in cases where the petition alleging dependency has
been filed by the department.


3. An order for shelter care may not continue for more than 30 days unless
reauthorized by the judge. A service worker may request modification
of the order to continue shelter care.past 30 days. (See RCW
13.34.060(8).)


4. Any report or Mddification request submitted to the court for American
Indian children will be developed in consulation with the LICWAC and
the court will be informed of any conflict between the worker/LICWAC
recommendations. (See 23.80.)


B. Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing (See 23.80 C. 4. for required report out-
line)


This hearing is to determine the facts related to the petition. If the
petition is filed by the department, the service worker must appear at
the hearing and present testimony. The service worker may be required
to present testimony when the petition is filed by some other party.
(See RCW 13.34.110.) The service worker shall request an American Indian
representative from the LICWAC/Indian consultant or the child's tribe to
appear in court to present expert testimony in behalf of American Indian
clients.


C. Support for Dependent Children (See RCW 13.34.160)


In any case in which the court will find the child dependent, it may in
the same or subsequent proceeding upon the parent or parents, guardian,
or other person having custody of said child, being duly summoned or
voluntarily appearing, proceed to inquire into the ability of such per-
sons or person to support the child or contribute to its support, and
if the court will find such person or persons able to support the child
or contribute thereto, the court may enter such order or decree as shall
be according to equity in the premises, and may enforce the same by exe-
cution, or in any way in which a court of equity may enforce its decrees.
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D. Disposition Hearing (See required outline in 23.80 C. 5.)


1. The service worker shall be required to attend and may be required to
present testimony. If the department filed the petition, then the
service worker must prepare the following reports (listed as D. 2., 3.
and 4. below) for the court. In other situations reports will be pre-
pared/provided to juvenile probation staff according to CSO/juvenile
court agreements. (See RCW 13.34.110, 13.34.120, 13.34.130, and
Manual G, 23.80.) Complete and timely recording of service interven-
tion on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record, will facilitate the
preparation of the Social Study, Predisposition Study, Agency Place-
ment Plan and Six-Month Reviews.


2. Social Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (1)). The service worker must give
close attention to the requirements of this report and the needed
information. This report is a written evaluation of matters relevanc
to the disposition of the case. The study and all social records will
be made available to the court, including facts relating to the chil4's
cultural heritage, particularly LICWAC recommendations and those of the
parent and'child, if of significant age, the tribe's request for inter-
vention and transfer of jurisdiction to tribal court.


3. Predisposition Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (2)). The service worker must
be familiar with specific requirements of this report. This report
relates to the specific issue of whether or not the child should remain
in the home and shall contain:


a. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
designed to alleviate;


b. A description of the specific programs for the parent(s) and child
• that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to the child -
including why they will be useful, their availability, and the
plan for ensuring their delivery;


c. Why the child cannot be protected in the home--including past
efforts to work with the parent and child in the home; treatment
programs which have been considered and rejected, and the parents'
attitude toward placement;


d. The likely harm the child will suffer as a result of removal,
including the parent-child attachment and meaning of separation
and loss to both;


e. Steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child that may result
because of separation, and


f. Behavior that will be expected before determination that super-
vision of the family or placement is no longer necessary.


g• Placement of an American Indian child will be done in accordance
with Chapter 1.04 and 32.33 of Manual G.
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4. Agency Placement Plan (see RCW 13.34.130(2)).


a. Agency Report


This report is required of the agency placing the child and
includes:


(1) Where the child will be placed;


(2) Steps to eventually return the child to the home;


(3) Actions to maintain child-parent ties;


(4) Services the parents will be offered to enable them to
resume custody;


(5) What requirements the parents must meet in order to resume
custody.


b. Agency Responsibility


(1) The agency charged with supervising a child in placement
shall provide all reasonable services available within the
agency or community or those which the department has exist-
ing contracts to purchase.


(2) The placement agency will report to the court and appro-
priate tribal government or urban American Indian
organization if it is unable to provide such services.


E. Six-Month Review Hearings (See 23.80 C. 6. for required report outline)


1. The service worker may be required to give testimony and enter a
report outlining: what services have been given; cooperation and
visitation of the parents, whether additional services are needed
to facilitate the child's return to his/her parents; and when the
child's return can be expected. (See RCW 13.34.130 (3) and RCW
13.34.180.)


2. For American Indian children the service worker shall also report
use of urban American Indian organization/tribal services provided,
if any, and LICWAC recommendations in relation to service plan and,
if Committee recommendations and the service worker's plan conflict,
the report shall so state and justify why Committee recommendations
were not taken into consideration if they were not. (See 23.38.)
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23.34 Termination of Parental Rights 


A. Termination Petition (See required outline in 23.80 C. 3.)


1. A petition to terminate a parent/child relationship may be filed inthe juvenile court when:


a. A child has been removed from the custody of a parent pursuantto a finding of dependency and a dispositional order has beenentered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130; and


b. The child has been removed from the custody of the parent for aperiod of at least six months pursuant to a finding of depend-ency under RCW 13.34.030(2); and


c. ,The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered orprovided and all necessary services, reasonably available, cap-able of correcting the parental deficiencies within theforeseeable future have been offered or provided; and


d. There is little likelihood that the conditions will be remediedso the child can be returned to the care of the parents.


2. A petition may also be filed:


a. If a child is found under such circumstances that the identityand whereabouts of the child's parent are unknown, and


b. No parent has claimed the child within two months after the childwas found.


3. As described in 23.32 B., it will be the duty of the attorney generalor the prosecuting attorney (as contracted by the attorney general) topresent evidence supporting any petition seeking termination of aparent and child relationship.


4. The service worker is required to attend and present testimony at theFact Finding and Disposition hearings.


5. The service worker shall provide the Attorney General with names andlocation of potential witnesses. (See Witness Summary List outline inin 23.80 C. 8.)


6. The service record must contain complete and accurate information (seeRCW 13.50.010(3) which documents:


a. Agency efforts to locate and/or reunite the family and servicesoffered or provided to correct parental deficiencies during theminimum six-month period when the child is removed from theparent(s) custody. Documentation may consist of:
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(1) Written, mutually developed/signed contracts between the
department and the parents to facilitate the return of the
child(ren).


(2) Case narrative, DSHS 2-305(X), Seryice Episode Record (SER),
documenting progress (or lack of) on these plans and any
services which have been offered to the parents.


(3) Registered letters of attempts to locate parents..


(4) DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services Authorization, and DSHS
14-159, Change of Service Authorization, showing all ser-
vices provided to the parents.


7. Refer to 23.38 E. when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


B. Voluntary Termination


1. The juvenile courts are authorized to terminate parental rights invol-
untarily under the conditions of RCW 13.34.180 and RCW 26.32.


2. Anticipated uncontested, voluntary terminations are to be processed
through the Superior Courts or Juvenile Court. The appropriate forms
are found in the series DSHS 9-466 through DSHS 9-471, DSHS 9-473,
DSHS 9-474, and DSHS 9-476 through DSHS 9-482, and DSHS 9-552. : Forms
and instructions are found in Section 23.80. These are initiated by
the service worker or by the attorney and submitted to the court.
Petition for voluntary terminations can be initiated for either an
unborn or a born child. The bearing on the petition cannot take place
until after the birth of the child or, in the case of an American
Indian child, until after the child is ten days old.


a. Procedures for Unborn Child


(1) Service worker gathers data for DSHS 9-552, Voluntary Termi-
nation Information/Referral, which provides necessary
information for the completion of all other voluntary termi-
nation forms. Service worker has parent(s) sign DSHS 9-479,
Authorization to Release Information, and has it notarized.


(2) Expectant mother who desires to terminate her parental
rights should sign DSHS 9-476, Petition for Termination of
Relationship Parent-Unborn Child and DSHS 9-477, Consent to
Termination and Waiver of Right to Receive Notice of Termina-
tion Proceedings. The petition should be signed early enough
in the pregnancy to allow the court time to issue notice to
the alleged father(s) at least 30 days prior to the expected
date of birth..
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(3) If alleged father(s) acknowledges paternity, and consents
to termination he signs DSHS 9-477, Consent to Termination,
or if alleged father(s) does not claim paternity, he signs
DSHS 9-478, Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appear-
ance.


Service worker sends DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478 to legal coun-
sel, retaining one copy for file.


(4) If either parent is a minor, there must be a guardian Ad
Litem appointed for that minor parent prior to the time
the parent executes the DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478. This is
accomplished through completion, by legal counsel, of the
DSHS 9-482, Motion and Order Appointing Guardian Ad Litem
for Minor Parent.


(5) DSHS 9-476 is filed in court and, if alleged father(s) have
not also signed DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478, court issues DSHS
9-466, Order of Service and Publication and DSHS 9-481,
Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or Consent
to Adoption.


(6) Service worker personally serves alleged father(s) with DSHS
9-481, Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or
Consent to Adoption, and with a copy of signed and verified
DSHS 9-476. Service worker notifies legal counsel imme-
diately after personal service by telephone, sends counsel
a copy of DSHS 9-469, Affidavit of Personal Service, and
retains one copy for service file.


The alleged father(s) must receive DSHS 9-481 at least 30 
days prior to the expected birth of the child.


(7) After personal service of the DSHS 9-481, follow same pro-
cedure as in (3) above.


(8) If personal service is not feasible, service worker sends
alleged father(s) a copy of DSHS 9-481 and a copy of signed


and verified DSHS 9-476 by registered mail.


(9) Concurrent with service by registered mail, the service


worker shall execute DSHS 9-470, Affidavit in Support of


Service by Publication. This is submitted with proof of
sending registered mail attached, to legal counsel, who
has the clerk of the court issue DSHS 9-468, Publication
by Notice. Legal counsel makes arrangement with the appro-
priate newspapers for publication. The service worker is
responsible for providing legal counsel with names of
appropriate newspapers. The newspaper completes DSHS
9-471, Affidavit of Publication, after publication has
been made.


In cases when notice is by registered mail and publication, 
notice must take place at least 20 days prior to the hearing.
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(10) Baby is born.


(11) If mother has signed DSHS 9-477 prior to the birth of the
child, reaffirm with mother her previous agreement to con-
sent to termination, or if mother has not already done so,
have her sign DSHS 9-477. Send it to legal counsel, retain-
ing one copy for service record.


(12) Service worker notifies legal counsel of birth. Legal coun-
sel files DSHS 9-477, and DSHS 9-478 if either have been
obtained.


(13) Hearing on petition takes place:


(a) Service worker and, if desired, petitioning parent
appears in court.


(b) If nonpetitioning parent has not signed DSHS 9-477 or
DSHS 9-478, and if that parent does not respond to
notice, legal counsel will request that the nonpeti-
tioning parent be found in default.


(14) Court issues DSHS 9-473, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order of Termination of Parent - Child Relationship!


b. Procedures for Born Child


(1) Service worker gathers data for DSHS 9-552, Voluntary Termi-
nation Information/Referral, which provides necessary
information for the completion of all other voluntary termi-
nation forms. Service worker has parent(s) sign DSHS 9-479,
Authorization to Release Information, and has it notarized.


(2) Petitioning parent(s) signs DSHS 9-474, Petition for Termi-
nation of Parent-Child Relationship, and DSHS 9-477, Consent
to Termination and Waiver of Right to Receive Notice of
Termination Proceedings.


(3) If alleged father is known, acknowledges paternity, and con-
sents to the termination, he signs DOS 9-477, and if he so
desires, the DSHS 9-474, or if alleged father does not claim
paternity and does not want to be actively involved in con-
senting to termination, he signs DSHS 9-478, Waiver of Right
to Receive Notice and Appearance.


(4) If either parent is a minor, there must be a Guardian Ad
Litem appointed for that minor parent prior to the time the
parent executes the DSHS 9-477 or DSHS 9-478. This is
accomplished through completion, by legal counsel, of the
DSHS 9-482, Motion and Order Appointing Guardian Ad Litem
for Minor Parents.
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(5) Service worker forwards DSHS 9-474, DSHS 9-477, and DSHS
9-478, if it has been obtained, to legal counsel for filing
with court.


(6) Court issues DSHS 9-467, Notice of Hearing on Petition and
Intent to Release Custody or Consent to Adoption, or if
only one parent has signed DSHS 9-474 and DSHS 9-477, and
if the nonpetitioning parent is absent or unknown, the court
will issue DSHS 9-480, Order of Service and Publication and
Setting Hearing, twenty days prior to the hearing.


(7)


After the court issues DSHS 9-480, legal counsel will request
that the clerk of the court issue DSHS 9-467.


Service worker shall personally serve the father or alleged


father with DSHS 9-467, and a copy of signed and verified
DSHS 9-474. Service worker shall notify legal counsel by


telephone immediately after personal service, sending coun-


sel a copy of DSHS 9-469, Affidavit of Personal Service, and
retains one copy for service file.


Personal service must be done at least five days prior 
to the hearing, excluding weekends and holidays.


(8) If personal service is not feasible because nonpetitioning
parent(s) cannot be contacted or is geographically distant,


service worker sends nonpetitioning parent(s) copy of DSHS


9-467 and a copy of signed and verified DSHS 9-474, by
registered mail.


(9) Concurrent with service by registered mail, the service
worker shall execute DSHS 9-470, Affidavit in Support of -


Service by Publication. This is submitted by service


worker with proof of sending registered mail attached,


to legal counsel who has the clerk of the court issue


DSHS 9-468, Publication Notice. Legal counsel makes


arrangements with the appropriate newspapers for publica-


tion. The service worker is responsible for providing


legal counsel with names of appropriate newspapers. The


newspaper completes DSHS 9-471, Affidavit of Publication,
after publication has been made.


If the original date of the hearing is prior to twenty days 
after publication, the hearing date shall be set forward so 


that it takes place at least twenty days following publica-
tion.


(10) Hearing on termination petition takes place:


(a) Service worker and, if desired, petitioning parent
appears in court.
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(b) If nonpetitioning parent has not signed DSHS 9-477 or
DSHS 9-478, and if that parent does not respond to
notice, legal counsel will request that the nonpeti-
tioning parent be found in default.


Court issues DSHS 9-.473, Findings of Fact, Conclusions
4:1f 1,aw:and Order of Termination of Parent-Child Rela-
AOTISh4:.


3. The service shall authorize the payment of court filing fees and
publication fees on the child's DSHS 14-154(X), Social Services
Authorization.


4. As described in 23.32 B., the attorney general will present evidence
supporting any petition seeking termination of parent and child rela-
tionship.


5. Staff will not accept a voluntary relinquishment from American Indian
parents Or custodians of American Indian children but will follow the
procedures in Section 23.38 E. of this chapter.


23.35 Guardianship (See RCW 13.34.230 and guideline in 23.80)


A. Filing Guardianship Petition 


1. Any party to a dependency, including the supervising agency, may file
a petition in juvenile court requesting that guardianship be created
as a dependent child.


2. The Department of Social and Health Services will receive notice of
any guardianship proceedings and have the right to intervene the pro-
ceedings.


3. The department or voluntary agency may initiate action on a guardian-
ship petition, and are not dependent on securing advance approval by
the court to do so.


4. There are demonstrable advantages to the child for the relative,
foster parent, or other individual, to have guardianship as opposed
to a permanent foster care arrangement in which the department retains
supervision.


5. When DSHS initiates or is a party to the petition for guardianship in
a child's behalf, the following procedures apply:


a. The petition should specify that guardianship of the person shall
go to the guardian (i.e., relative, foster parent or other indi-
vidual);
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b. The service worker will request the court to identify the rights


and responsibilities of the guardian in the court order of guard-


ianship; the rights and responsibilities to be addressed shall


include but not be limited to:


(1) Medical services,
(2) Consent to marriage,
(3) Enlistment in military services,


(4) Visitation of biological parents.


c. The service worker shall make recommendations to the court regard-


ing what, if any, supervision the agency should provide.


B. Guardianship Court Hearing 


1. At the hearing on a guardianship petition, all parties have the right


to present evidence and cross examine witnesses.


2. The rules of evidence apply to the conduct of the hearing.


3. A guardianship may be established if the court finds by a preponderance


of the evidence that:


a. The child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW


13.34.030)2);


b. A dispositional order has been entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130;


c. The child has been removed or will, at the time of the hearing,


have been removed from the custody of the parent for a period of


at least six months pursuant to a finding of dependency under RCW


13.34.030(2);


d. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered or


provided and all necessary services, reasonably available, cap-


able of correcting the parental deficiencies within the


foreseeable future have been offered or provided;


e. There is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied so


that the child can be returned to the parent in the near future;


and


f. A guardianship rather than termination of the parent-child rela-


tionship or continuation of the child's current dependent status


would be in the best interest of the family.


C. Guardianship Court Order


1. If the court has made a finding, it will enter an order establishing a


guardianship for the child. The order will:


a. Appoint a person or agency to serve as guardian;
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b. Specify the guardian's rights and responsibilities concerning the
care, custody, and control of the child. A guardian will not
have the authority to consent to the child's adoption;


c. Specify an appropriate frequency of visitation between the parent
and the child; and


d. Specify the need for any continued involvement of the supervising
agency and the nature of that involvement, if any.


2. Any party may seek a modification of the guardianship order under
RCW 13.34.150.


3. Establishment of a guardianship does not preclude a guardian from
receiving foster care payments.


4. An established guardianship is not subject to the review hearing
requirements of RCW 13.34.130.


5. Any person over the age of twenty-one years who is not otherwise dis-
qualified by this section, any nonprofit corporation or any Indian
tribe may be appointed the guardian of a child. No person is qualified
to serve as a guardian who:


a. Is of unsound mind;


b. Has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral
turpitude; or


c. Is a person whom the court finds unsuitable.


D. Departmental Responsibilities 


1. The homes of guardians to which the department makes payment must be
certified as meeting licensing requirements as per WAC 388-73-020.


2. The department's rules and procedures regarding the certification and
supervision of the home for licensing purposes (see Manual G, Chapter
06) must be followed in spite of the fact that the court may have
relieved the department of responsibility to supervise the child.


3. Guardianship of a child, under RCW 13.34.230 does not disentitle a
guardian from continued eligibility to receive foster care payment.


4. Where a court order relieves the department of providing supervision
for a child and that child's care had previously been AFDC-FC funded,
the source of funds must be changed to state funds (on DSHS 14-159,
Change of Service Authorization).
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5. When a foster care payment continues to the guardian, the service
worker remains responsible to perform the six-month SSPS review to:


a. Ensure the child's continued eligibility for foster care payment
(use SSPS service code 3210); and


b. Update the circumstances of the guardianship arrangement.


6. Establishment of guardianship eliminates the automatic six-month review


in Juvenile Court. However, if the service worker finds that the
guardianship has failed or is terminated, i.e., death of the guardian


or other reason, the case should be brought before the Juvenile Court


to review the status of the child.


7. A child found to be dependent under RCW 13.34.030(2) remains under the


court's jurisdiction, i.e., dependency continues, even though a legal
guardianship was established.


8. Appointment of guardianship for American Indian children will follow
procedures in 23.38 F.


23.36 Consent to Place


A. If a child and a parent cannot agree to the child's return home, but do


agree to the child's placement out of the home, or when a parent is unable


to care for a child of any age, the parent(s)/guardian may request a


voluntary placement.


1. Children may be accepted for voluntary family foster care or group


care placement only when the parent(s) have signed a DSHS 9-04(X),


Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment (found in Chapter 99), and


when one or more of the out-of-home placement criteria listed in


Manual G, Chapter 32.13 I. exists.


2. Court intervention shall be sought in spite of parent(s) willingness


to place the child voluntarily when:


a. The family situation or dependency of the child warrants, or


b. There is not a responsible plan to remedy the situation which


necessitated the placement, or


c. It appears that a placement of more than three months is needed.


3. When a request for
child, see Section


B. Procedures for handling
Chapters 32 and 34.


a voluntary placement involves an American Indian


23.38 G. for procedures.


voluntary placements are found in Manual G,
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23.37 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibilities 


The service worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in relationto working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve summons (RCW13.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a proper or necessaryperson to the proceedings.


B. If a petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the juvenilecourt judge may enter an order directing a service worker to take a child
into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child who is
in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care hearing(see RCW 13.34.050 through 13.34.070).


D. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem for a
child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW
26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement of the
child outside of the home, a change in the court order must be obtained
prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may
be changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW
13.34.150). A service worker may request modification of a court order at
any time.


F. The service worker is responsible for making review reports or other
• reports as ordered by the court.


G. When a child has been declared to be dependent, placed out of the home, and
then is returned to the home after an out-of-the-home placement, the super-
vision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at least six
months at which time there shall be a hearing on the need for continued
intervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker must pro-
vide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor that
service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the service
worker and/or juvenile court order.


23.38 Indian Child Welfare


This section consolidates all legal requirements of P.L. 95-608, the Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978.


The information the service worker will provide for documents in this section
is very important for complying with the most stringent procedural requirementsof federal law regarding the provision of services to Indian families andplacement of Indian children outside the natural home.
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A. When a Child's Enrollment Status is Questionable 


The service worker shall complete DSHS 9-539, Letter to Tribe - EnrollmentStatus, and send by certified mail. If tribal affiliation is also ques-tionable, prepare DSHS 9-540, Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - TribalAffiliation, and send by certified mail. Notify the LICWAC or Indian con-sultants that Indian status of child is pending and plan in a manner toassure compliance with appropriate procedures if Indian status is con-
firmed.


B. Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) 


1. When American Indian/Alaskan native parent/custodian/child requests
an ARP, the service worker shall:


a. Follow the standard ARP procedures as outlined in Manual G,
23.31. In addition to following standard ARP procedures, the
service worker shall:


b. Prepare or forward the following forms upon filing an ARP peti-
tion:


(1) Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian ,
and DSHS 9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification. These forms
are to be filled out in their entirety and mailed to the
parent/custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate, by certified
mail. A copy of each form is to be kept in the social serv-
ice file.


(2) The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-543,
Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544,
Request for Continuance, to the court. The court staff per-
son responsible for providing notice will complete these
forms and send to the parent and/or Indian custodian.


(3) Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation,
and DSHS 9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for Con-
tinuance, to the court staff person responsible for providing
notice. They are to be completed in their entirety and
mailed to the tribe by the court. Copies of each form must
be obtained from the court and kept in the social service
file.


(4) The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS
9-535, Letter to Tribe, and DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent
and/or Indian Custodian, to the court staff person respon-
sible for providing notice, to assist the court staff in
completing the notice forms.


c. Where appropriate in the above procedures, use: (1) DSHS 9-538,
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent, and (2) DSHS 9-537, Letter to
Canadian Indian Band. . end each by certified mail,
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d. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a
reservation over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive 
jurisdiction, the service worker shall not file an ARP peti-
tion in superior court as the state has no jurisdiction over
the matter.


e. If the Indian parent, custodian and child (12 or over) are resi-
dents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the
service worker shall propose to the parent and/or Indian custo-
dian and child that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court, the
service worker shall provide the state court with copies of DSHS
9-547, Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and DSHS
9-547A, Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe. The
service worker shall also provide to the tribal court DSHS 9-548,
Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, and DSHS
9-548A, Order for Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The serv-
ice worker must obtain copies of these forms from each court for
the social service file.


f. When the parent, custodian or tribe denies transfer of the case
to a tribal court maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the serv-
ice worker shall notify the Indian consultants or the Office of
Indian Affairs by telephone and request them to staff the case.
If the parent(s) has consented to LICWAC staffing, LICWAC will
staff the case.


g• The service worker shall consult with LICWAC and place Indian
children in an Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) taking
into consideration the committee's recommendations. When LICWAC
staffing is denied by the parent, custodian or child (12 or
over), the service worker shall utilize Indian consultants.


h. Indian children shall remain in a non-Indian home or facility
only until arrangements can be made to place the child in an
Indian home or facility. Children 12 years and over must be
given the opportunity to consent to the placement. Prlor to the
dispositional hearing, the service worker shall provide reports
to court and other relevant social service information to any
tribe that has requested to intervene in the matter.


i. Information to be submitted to the court shall be developed in
consultation with LICWAC or Indian consultants, in order to
assist the court in determining if appropriate interim services,
which are culturally relevant, have been offered to an Indian
parent/custodian and child, and whether the feasibility of trans-
ferring the case to tribal court was considered.
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C. Dependency Petition 


After filing a dependency petition (see outline and DSHS 9-428, Rev. 5/81,
in 23.80), the service worker shall, within five (5) working days of filing
the petition:


1. Prepare DSHS 9-534, Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS
9-535, Letter to Tribe - Notification, and send by certified mail to


the parent or custodian and/or tribe, as appropriate. These forms are


to be completed in their entirety.


2. The service worker shall provide copies of DSHS 9-543, Notice to


Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and DSHS 9-544, Request for Contin-
uance, to the court staff person responsible for providing notice.


The forms shall be sent to the Indian parent/custodian by certified


mail.


3. Provide DSHS 9-541, Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS


9-542, Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance, to the


court staff person responsible for providing notice. They are to be


completed in their entirety and mailed to the tribe by the court.


Copies of each form must be obtained from the court and kept in the


social service file.


4. If the parent and/or Indian custodian and child (12 and over) are


residents of a reservation maintaining concurrent jurisdiction, the


service worker shall propose, to the parent and/or Indian custodian,


that the case be transferred to tribal court.


When all parties agree to transfer a case to tribal court, the serv-


ice worker shall provide the state court with copies of DSHS 9-547,


Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe, and DSHS 9-547A,


Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe. The service worker


shall also provide, to the tribal court, copies of DSHS 9-548, Motion


for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction, or DSHS 9-548A, Order for


Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction. The service worker must obtain


copies of these forms from each court for the social service file.


5. If either the parent/custodian or the tribe's location is unknown, the


service Worker shall prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of


Indian Affairs. Provide DSHS 9-545, Notice to Secretary of the U. S.


Department of Interior Regarding an Indian Child, to the court for


completion and mailing to the address printed upon the form. This


form is to be completed in its entirety.


" 6. The service worker shall provide a completed copy of DSHS 9-535,


Letter to Parent and/or Custodian, to the court staff person respon-


sible for providing notice to assist the court staff in completing


notice forms.
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7. If the Indian parent, custodian and child are residents of a reserva-
tion over which the Indian tribe maintains exclusive jurisdiction,
the service worker shall not file a dependency petition in superior
court as the state has no jurisdiction over the matter.


D. Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


1. Shelter Care•Hearing


a. At the initial shelter care hearing that is held within 72 hours
(excluding Sundays and holidays) after taking a child into
custody, the service worker shall inform the court that an Indian
child is the subject of the hearing. The service worker shall
notify the LICWAC or Indian consultants and, when possible, shall
staff the case on an emergency basis prior to the initial hear-
ing. When it is not possible to obtain consultation before the
initial hearing, the service worker shall inform the court that
the LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations are pending, and
shall staff the case at the earliest convenience after the initial
hearing.


b. The report developed by the service worker shall include recom-
mendations of the LICWAC or Indian consultants.


c. The service worker shall provide the Letter Notices as outlined
in Section 23.38 C., Dependency Petition.


d. If the parent/custodian or Indian child has consented to staffing
by the LICWAC, the service worker shall coordinate development of
court reports with the LICWAC. In situations where LICWAC review
has been denied, the service worker shall utilize Indian consul-
tants.


2. Dispositional Hearing and Reports.


a. In preparing the necessary reports, DSHS 2-305(X), Service Epi-
sode Record (social study, predisposition study, agency placement
plan and six-month reviews), the service worker shall coordinate
with LICWAC-Tribal representatives or Indian consultants to pre-
sent a consistent agency view of culturally relevant case plan
development and service delivery. Service worker testimony shall
reflect this process.


b. Prior to testifying in court, the service worker shall coordinate
with the LICWAC and a representative of the Indian child's tribe
in order to provide a consistent expert viewpoint of the cultural
relevance of case planning and service delivery. When the
LICWAC-Tribal representatives are not used, the service worker
shall utilize Indian consultants. The service worker shall
request LICWAC or Indian consultants to appear in court to pro-
vide supportive testimony.
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3. Social Study


a. This report shall give particular details to the court regarding
the cultural relevance of service planning and service delivery.


b. The report shall contain the parents/custodians and child's (12
and older) views in regard to the service plan.


c. The service worker shall include copies of the DSHS 9-541 and
DSHS 9-534 forms.


d. If recommendations of the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or Indian consultants were not followed, the service
worker shall show by clear and convincing evidence, including


expert testimony, why the service worker plan is more relevant


than plans recommended by the Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or Indian consultants.


e. The social study report should describe the serious emotional or
• physical damage to the child which may result from the continued


custody by the parent or Indian custodian and it should document


what actual efforts have been made to reunite the child with his/
her family.


f. The service worker will try to utilize Indian community programs
designed to prevent the break-up of the Indian family. In


describing why the child cannot be protected in the home, the


service worker shall:


g•


(1) Explain the cultural relevance of past efforts of working


with the family and child.


(2) Describe in detail the specific purpose of treatment pro-


grams which are designed to keep the child at home which
were considered and rejected and why rejected.


(3) Give the child's (12 and older) attitude towards placement


and indicate if LICWAC or the Indian consultants agree. If


the child does not wish to return home, the child will not


be forced to do so.


In describing the likely harm to the Indian child as a result of


removal, the servce worker shall assess the dynamics of the par-
ticular placement involved (i.e., extended family home, other


Indian family home, non-Indian home, etc.).


h. In describing the steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child


because of separation, the service worker shall include a summary


of the extended family-tribal dynamics that will be supportive of
the situation.
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1. In relation to the efforts expected of the parents, the service
worker shall provide a succinct statement of the cultural rele-
vancy of the expected effort.


4. Six Month Review Report to Court


a. When American Indian children are involved, the service worker
shall use urban Indian organizations/tribal social services, if
provided, and LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations when
developing a service plan. If committee or Indian consultant
recommendations and the service worker's plan conflict, the
parties shall utilize the pre-existing DSHS internal grievance
procedure.


b. The service worker shall provide descriptive testimony about his/
her case planning and service delivery that is relevant to Indian
culture when LICWAC or Indian consultant recommendations are not
used.


c. The above subsections (23.38 D. 4. a. and b.) are to be used in:
addition to the standard requirement for a six-month report as
outlined in 23.37 C.


E. Termination of Parental Rights 


1. Involuntary Termination


a ., Staff each case with LICWAC or Indian consultants prior to filing
with the court.


b. Within five (5) working days of filing an involuntary termination
of parental rights petition for an American Indian child, the
service worker shall do the following:


(1) Prepare completely and send by certified mail
Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian, and
to Tribe - Notification. Provide DSHS 9-541,
Indian Tribe, Band or Nation, and DSHS 9-542,
Intervention and Request for Continuance, to
completion.


DSHS 9-534,
9-535, Letter
Notice to
Notice of
the court for


(2) If the whereabouts of either the parent or the tribe are
unknown, prepare and send DSHS 9-536, Letter to Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and provide DSHS 9-545, Notice to Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Interior Regarding an Indian
Child, to the court for completion and mailing.
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2. Voluntary Termination


Prior to accepting a voluntary termination from an American Indian


parent(s) or custodian, the service worker shall follow these pro-
cedures:


a. The service worker shall refer any voluntary termination to tribal


court if the parent and child are reservation residents, and the


tribe that the child is a member of, or eligible to be a member


of, exercises exclusive tribal jurisdiction over Indian child


welfare matters (i.e., the tribal court exercises total control


over child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the


reservation). Neither the state nor the federal governments can


preempt or take away tribal authority to enter orders in child


welfare matters arising within the tribal court jurisdiction.


The voluntary termination petition should only be filed in


Superior Court if the tribal court gives permission.


b. In all voluntary termination cases concerning Indian children,


the service worker and a LICWAC representative or Indian consul-


tant shall discuss notification of the tribe with the parent.


The discussion with the parents should include the following


points:


(1) The advantage of voluntary termination in tribal court,


(2) The advantage of voluntary termination in state court,


(3) The future implications of voluntary termination in state


or tribal court.


1 (


c. When an Indian parent still wishes to relinquish to the state


after active efforts have been made to explain the benefits of a


voluntary termination in tribal court, service worker shall coor-


dinate with court staff to complete the DSHS 9-546, Certificate


of Presiding Judge, and record the voluntary termination in court.


d. If the parent agrees that notification to the tribe of the volun-


tary termination is acceptable, the service worker shall prepare


appropriate forms as outlined in 23.38 C.


e. When an Indian parent/custodian who is the resident of a reserva-


tion where there is concurrent state/tribal jurisdiction (i.e.,


the state courts and tribal court both exercise jurisdiction over


child welfare matters within the exterior boundaries of the


Indian reservation) or is an urban (off reservation) resident


desires the voluntary termination to remain confidential (no


LICWAC staffing or notice to tribe), the service worker shall:


(1) Immediately notify and involve Indian consultants;
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(2) Coordinate with court staff to prepare the DSHS 9-546,
Certificate of Presiding Judge;


(3) See that the voluntary termination is recorded before the
judge in court.


Where confidentiality is requested and the parent is not a member
of a tribe that exercises exclusive jurisdiction over Indian
child welfare matters, no notice will be sent to the tribe of a
voluntary relinquishment.


f. Service workers shall not accept a voluntary termination of an
Indian child until at least ten (10) days after the child's birth.


F. Guardianship


1. When considering the establishment of guardianship for American Indian
children, staff shall consult with the LICWAC or Indian consultants
and utilize extended family/tribal resources.


2. Any of the following may be designated as guardians of Indian/Alaskan
Native children:


a. Any Indian tribe, federally or non-federally recognized.


b. An Alaskan Native corporation established under the Alaskan
Native Claims Settlement Act (see Chapter 03).


c. Appropriate nonprofit Indian/Alaskan native Social Service
Corporation (for example, Seattle Indian Center).


G. Consent to Place


American Indian parent/custodian consent to place a child shall be done
as follows: .


1. Staff shall follow voluntary termination procedures (23.38 E.2.) in
accepting consent to place from American Indian parents/custodians.


2. The service worker shall coordinate with LICWAC or Indian consultants
(and tribal social service staff, when available) in the development
of culturally relevant case services.


3. The service worker shall reach mutual agreeTrIent with the parent/
custodian and child (12 and older) regarding the appropriateness of
the service plan. This plan will be time limited and include
description/justification.


4. The child shall be placed in a setting that must meet the child's
cultural needs and identification. Consultation with LICWAC or
Indian consultants shall be made prior to placements.
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23.39 Privacy and Security of Records 


A. Any party to a proceeding seeking a declaration of dependency or a termi-
nation of the parent-child relationship, the juvenile, his/her parents or
attorney may upon request inquire to the department as to the existence
and content of custody or care records. The inquiries shall provide the
name of the juvenile, the approximate date the juvenile was in contact
with the department, the nature of the contact, location of the contact
and the purpose of the request.


B. The department will make a written response to the inquiry within 10 calen-
dar days after receipt. The department will give priority to expedite
processing inquiries which involve litigation. The department will provide
to the juvenile, his/her parent(s), or attorney making the inquiry informa-
tion regarding the location, nature, and content of the records in the
department's possession except:


1.


2.


.If it. is determined by the agency that release of this information is
likely to cause. .severe psychological or physical harm to the juvenile
or his/her parents,- the agency may withhold the information subject
to the order of the court: Provided that if. the court determines
that limited release of the information is appropriate the court may :
specify terms and conditions for release of the information; or


If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile justice
or care agency in connection with the provision of counseling, psycho-
logical, psychiatric or medical services for the juvenile and the
juvenile has the legal right to receive these services without the


..consent of any person or agency, then the information or record may
not be disclosed to the juvenile's parents without the informed con-
sent of the juvenile.


C. See Chapter 01 for additional policy on confidentiality of information.


23.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS


A. The following specific forms used for voluntary termination of parental
rights are located in Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 9-466 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
2. DSHS 9-467 Notice of Hearing re Petition and Intent (12/79)
3. DSHS 9-468 Publication Notice (12/79)
4. DSHS 9-469 Affidavit of Personal Service (12/79)
5. DSHS 9-470 AffidAvit in Support of Service by Publication (5/80)
6. DSHS 9-471 Affidavit of Publication (12/79)
7. DSHS 9-473 Findings, Conclusions, and Order (3/80)
8. DSHS 9-474 Petition for Termination of Parent-Child


Relationship (12/79)
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9. DSHS 9-476 Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-


Unborn Child (12/79)


10. DSHS 9-477 Consent to Termination (12/79)


11. DSHS 9-478 Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appearance


(12/79)


12. DSHS 9-479 Authorization to Release Information (12/79)


13. DSHS 9-480 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)


14. DSHS 9-481 Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody


or Consent to Adoption (12/79)


15. DSHS 9-482 Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for


Minor Parent (4/80)


16. DSHS 9-552 Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases


involving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.38 are included in


Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 9-534 Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)


2. DSHS 9-535 Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)


3. DSHS 9-536 Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)


4. DSHS 9-537 Letter to Canadian Indian Band (12/80)


5. DSHS 9-538 Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)


6. DSHS 9-539 Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)


7. DSHS 9-540 Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal


Affiliations (12/80)


8. DSHS 9-541 Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)


9. DSHS 9-542 Notice of Intervention and Request for


Continuance (12/80)


10. DSHS 9-543 Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80.)


11. DSHS 9-544 Request for Continuance (12/80)


12. DSHS 9-545 Notice to Secretary of United States Department of


Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)


13. DSHS 9-546 Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)


14. DSHS 9-547 Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe


(3/81)


15. DSHS 9-547A Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe


(3/81)


16. DSHS 9-548 Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-


diction (3/81)


17. DSHS 9-548A Order for the Tribal Court to Accept Juris-


diction (3/81)


C. The following are required outlines for use in developing reports and peti-


tions for court-related actions. Since courts may differ in their


procedures, additional items required by the court may be added to these


reports. This information is required in order to facilitate legal


processes. They are included as follows at the end of this chapter:


1. Information for Dependency Petition (Outline #1)


2. Information for Alternative Residential Placement Petition (Outline #2)


3. Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition (Outline #3)
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4. Report for Dependency Fact Finding Hearing (Outline #4)
5. Report for Dependency Disposition Hearing (Outline #5) .
6. Report for Dependency Review Hearing (Outline #6)
7. Report for Alternative Residential Placement Disposition or Review


Hearing Report (Outline #7)
8. Witness Summary List (Outline 1/8)


The DSHS 9-428(X), Dependency Petition (4/81), can be found in Chapter 99,
Forms.
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INFORMATION FOR DEPENDENCY PETITION (OUTLINE #1) 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the juvenile court for a
dependency petition. This form only needs to be submitted in those .counties
where either the probation officer or the prosecutor drafts the petition.
The information contained in the report may be used in the petition.


In other counties, use the DSHS 9-428, Dependency Petition, which is also in
this Section 23.80.


At the minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes may
also be added..







INFORMATION FOR DEPENDENCY PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE #1


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:
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A. Type of Hearing - Dependency


B. Significant Persons


1. All service workers involved in the case
a. Name
b. Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney's Name
a. Name (and for whom)
b. Address
c., Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem's Name
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents' Names
a. Names
b. Addresses
C.


d.
Ages, if known
Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case
2. Presenting problem
3. Any social plan attempted prior to dependency petition
4. Any other agencies involved prior to dependency petition


D. Dependency Status (if appropriate)


1. Petition - reasons for filing
Including:
a. Date petition filed
b. Date child removed from custody of parents
c. Date dependency was established
d. Date dispositional order was entered
e. Dates of subsequent hearings after disposition
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Page Two
Information for Dependency Petition - Required Outline #1


E. Social Plan (if appropriate)


1. Social plan eperedat time, of dispositional hearing on dependency
2. Any modification of the-plan,by court order
3. Parental compliancelnoncompliance with the court ordered social


plan
4. Parental cooperation with service worker
5. Other social services, offered or provided to the parents


F. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - list each placement separately including dates, names
of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. Frequency
b. Quality


Any special problems encountered


G. If contested by parent(s)/child, send along with this report to the


AAG/Prosecuting Attorney: the following attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions


2. Copy of court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of original CPS complaint
O. Copy of witness-, list


Submitted by:
Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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INFORMATION FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT PETITION - REQUIRED OUTLINE #2 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the juvenile court for
an alternative residential placement petition. The information contained
in the report may be used in the petition.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in the
report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes may
also be added.
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INFORMATION FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE #2 .


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:


A. Reason for Alternative Residential Placement Hearing


B. Significant Persons


1. All service workers involved in the case
a. Name


. b. Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney
a. Name (and for whom)
b. Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents
a.
b.
c.
d.


Name(s)
Address(es)
Age(s), if known
Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case
2. Presenting problem
3. Any social plan attempted prior to alternative residential placement


petition
4. Any other agencies involved prior to alternative residential place-


ment petition


D. Alternative Residential Placement Status (if appropriate)


1. Petition - reasons for filing
Including:
a. Date petition filed
b. Date placement was made
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Page Two
Information for Alternative 'Residential Placement Petition - Required Outline #2


E. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - 4Asteachplacement separately including dates, names


of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers,


distance between child's placement and parent's residence


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. Frequency
b. Quality
c. Any special problems encountered (e.g., distance a factor)


F. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If American


Indian, provide:


1. Child's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band.
a. Enrolled   Not enrolled


b. Tribal affiliation Tribe notified
(Contents of Notice)


2. Parent's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band


a. Father - enrolled Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled No,t enrolled


Tribal affiliation


c. Foster care/adoptive parents
DSHS 15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status


On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing


Include copy of Committee recommendations and a brief descrip-


tion of Committee/worker differences in the service plan. If


Committee recommendations were not used, state why.


Add appropriate - Committee members to the list of witnesses


under Section I. 6. below.
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G. If contested by parent(s)/child, send along with this report to the
AAG/ Prosecuting Attorney the following attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of court orders
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REQUEST FOR TERMINATION/GUARDIANSHIP PETITION - REQUIRED OUTLINE #3 


Instructions


This is an outline for a report to be submitted to the Assistant Attorney
General/Prosecuting Attorney for a termination/guardianship petition.
The information contained in the report may be used in the petition.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.







REQUEST FOR TERMINATION/GUARDIANSHIP PETITION


REQUIRED OUTLINE #3


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:


A. Type of Hearing


B. Significant Persons


DCFS Manual
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1. All service workers involved in the Case
a. Name
b. Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney
a. Name (and for whom)
b. Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents'
a. Names
b. Addresses
c. Ages, if known
d. Marital status


C. Social Background


1. Date agency became involved in the case
2. Presenting problem
3. Any social plan attempted prior to dependency petition
4. Any other agencies involved prior to dependency petition


D. Dependency Status


1. Petition — reasons for filing
Including:
a. Date petition filed
b. Date child removed from custody of parents
c. Date dependency was established
d. Date dispositional order was entered
e. Dates of subsequent hearings after disposition
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Request for Termination/Guardianship Petition - Required Outline 43


E. Social Plan (if appropriate)


1. Social !planentered at time of dispositional bearing on dependency
2. Any modification of the plan by court order
3. Parental compliance/noncompliance with the court ordered social plan
4. Parental cooperation with service worker
5. Other social services offered or provided to the parents


F. Placement/Visitation Schedule (if appropriate)


1. Placements - list each placement separately including dates., names
of foster parents or group home, addresses, phone numbers, distanCe
between child's placement and parent's residence


2. Child's reaction to each placement and why he/she was moved


3. Parental Visitation
a. 'Frequency
b. Quality
c. Any special problems encountered (e.g., distance a factor)


G. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If American
Indian child, provide:


1. Child's status of membership in American Indian tribe Or band.
a. Enrolled Not enrolled
b. Tribal affiliation Tribe notified


(Contents of Notice)


2. Parents' status of membership in !American Indian tribe or band
a. Father —enrolled Not enrolled


Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


c. Foster care/adoptive parents
DSIIS 15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status
On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing
Include copy of Committee recommendations and a brief descrip-
tion of Committee/worker differences in the service plan. If
Committee recommendations were not used, state why.


Add appropriate Committee members to the list Of witnesses
under Section I. 6. below.
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H. Why is termination or guardianship recommended at this time?


Include placement plan for the child (i.e., adoption, placement with
relative or foster parent)


I. Along with this report to AAG/Prosecuting Attorney, include the follow-
ing attachments:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of court orders -
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical and/or police reports
5. Copy of original CPS complaint
6. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY FACT-FINDING HEARING - REQUIRED OUTLINE #4 


Instructions


This is an outline for an agency report for a dependency fact-finding
hearing. This report should be sent to the Assistant Attorney General
or Prosecuting Attorney preparing the case.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.







REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY FACT-FINDING HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #4


CASE NO.:
NAME: LEGAL NO.:


AGE: BIRTHDATE:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING:


A. TYPE OF HEARING


DCFS Manual
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1. Dependency Fact-Finding
2. . Agreed or Contested


B. SIGNIFICANT PERSONS INVOLVED IN CASE 


1. Service Worker
a. Name
b. Address
c. Phone number
d. Supervisor's name


2. Attorney
a. Name (and for whom)
b. Address
c. Phone number


3. Guardian ad Litem
a. Name
b. Phone


4. Parents
a. Names
b. Addresses


c. Ages, if known
d. Marital status


C. REASON FOR HEARING


Give report as to child's current legal status, when petition was filed,
summary of the petition and if a finding was made. State purpose of the
present hearing and what you wish to accomplish, i.e., establishment of
dependency.


D. RECOMMENDATIONS - include your recommendation on each item listed


1. Legal Status: i.e., establish dependency and, assign supervision to
the appropriate agency
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2. Placement: Make recommendation on child's placement.


a. Placement at home
b. Out of home:- foster or group care. State specific placement


plan if possible.
c.•.. Custody - physical. custody to the appropriate placing agency.
d. Placement with relative.


3. Services to, be provided- by agency! parental responsibilities. These
recommendations should be based on the information found in, the-
Social Service Summary (Section E), and your recommendations on
placement.


a. If you are recommending return home following temporary shelter
care:


(1): List theservices. to be, provided during the term, of reconr
mended: social service. plan after the child's return,.


(2). State-clearly- the actions the parents must take prior to
the next review hearing.


b.. If you are recommending out-of-home placement:


Cl) List the specific services the parties will be. offered in,
order to enable them to resume custody.


(2) State clearly' the activities/actions, the: parties, must take.
in order to, resume custody and list, behavioral changes' the
parents: must make.


(3) Include parties'. responsibility with regard to, visitation,.


E. SOCIAL SERVICE SUMMARY 


Give brief history of the- case, including the reason. for the agency's
initial involvement and the nature of' any continuing involvement.
Describe parents' attitude to agency involvement and progress or lack of
progress if there has-been apreviousservice plan- Include a report on
adjustment to placement if' child' has been out of his/her home.


F. SOCIAL SERVICE PLAN


1. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
designed to alleviate.


2. A description of the specific programs, for both the parents and the
child, that are needed in order to prevent harm to the child; the
reasons why such programs are likely to be useful; the. availability
of any proposed services; and the agency's overall, plan for ensuring
that the services will be delivered.
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3. If removal is recommended, a full description of the reasons why
the child cannot be protected adequately in the home, including a
description of any previous efforts to work with the parents and
the child in the home; the in-home treatment programs which have
been considered and rejected; and the parents' attitude toward
placement of the child.


4. A statement of the likely harm the child will suffer as a result
of removal. This section should include an exploration of the
nature of the parent/child attachment and the meaning of separa-
tion and loss to both the parents and the child.


5. A description of the steps that will be taken to minimize harm to
the child that may result if separation occurs, i.e., state the
visitation program to maintain contact between parents and child.


6. Behavior that will be expected before determination that supervi-
sion of the family or placement is no longer necessary.


G. CULTURAL HERITAGE - Indicate child's cultural background. If American
Indian, provide:


1. Child's status of membership in American Indian tribe or band.
a. Enrolled   Not enrolled
b. Tribal affiliation Tribe notified


(Contents of Notice)


2. Parents status of membership in American Indian tribe or band
a. Father - enrolled Not enrolled


Tribal affiliation


b. Mother - enrolled Not enrolled
Tribal affiliation


c. Foster care/adoptive parents
DSHS 15-120(X), Verification of American Indian Status
On file Not on file


d. LICWAC staffing
Include copy of Committee recommendations and .a brief descrip-
tion of Committee/worker differences in the service plan. If
Committee recommendations were not used, state why.


Add appropriate Committee members to the list of witnesses
under Section I. 6. below.
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H. DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL SUMMARIES, PETITIONS, AND COURT ogppts 


DSHS service wotker AlStribOtestopies of all social sumMaries, peti-
tions, and court ordets as follows:


1. Guardian ad -LireM - 1 copy
2. Patents' attorney - 1 Copy
3. AAG/Ptosecutor - 1 copy
4. DSHS service file-- 1 copy


I. ALONG WITH COPY OF REPORT TO AAG/PROSECUTING ATTORNEY) INCLUDE THE 
FOLLOWING ATTACHMENTS:


1. Copy of all petitions
2. Copy of all court ordets
3. Copy of psychiatric and/or psychological evaluations
4. Copy of medical aftd/or police reports
5. Copy .of original ;CPS tcomplaint
6. Copy of witness list


Submitted by:
Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


SUpervisOr
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY DISPOSITION HEARING - REQUIRED OUTLINE #5 


Instructions


This is an outline for a disposition report on a dependency. This report
is sent to the court and a copy attached to the agency report sent to the
attorney.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for-other purposes
may also be added.


COMPLETION OF THIS REPORT MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE PLAN (ISP) AS SPECIFIED IN CHAPTER 32 AND 34. REFER
TO THESE CHAPTERS FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ONGOING RECORDING ON 
THE ISP.







REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY DISPOSITION HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #5


NAME:   CASE NO.:


AGE:   LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING: BIRTHDATE:


DCFS Manual
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A. TYPE OF HEARING - Dependency Disposition


B. SOCIAL SERVICE PLAN 


1. A statement of the specific harm to the child that intervention is
designed to alleviate.


2. Provide a description of:


a. The specific services for both parents and the child that are
needed to prevent harm to the child;


b. The reasons why such services are likely to be useful;


c. The availability of any proposed services; and


d. The agency's overall plan for ensuring the services will be
delivered.


3. Placement - Make recommendation on the child's placement:


a. Place at home


b. Out of home; specify type, i.e., foster home, group care


c. Custody - physical custody to the appropriate placing agency


d. Placement with relative


4. If removal is recommended, address each of the following points:


a. The appropriateness of the placement, including reasons why
the child cannot be protected adequately in the home, and a
description of previous efforts to work with the parents and
the child in the home;


b. The in-home treatment programs which were considered and
rejected;


c. The parent's attitude toward placement of the child;
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4. Verification that the placement is the least restrictive (most
family :like) alternative available and in the 'closest proxi-
mity to theAaarent(s) home-consistentvith the 'best interatts
and special needs of the child;


e. Astatement of the likely harm the child Will suffer aS a
result of removal. This section should include an exploration
of the nature nt the parent/child attachment and the meaning
of separation and loss to both the parents and the ;child.


f. A description of the steps that will be taken torainimike 'harm
to the child that may result if separation nctuts,
4Pscribe the visitation plan as discussed With the natural
parents that Will maintain contact betWeen parents, siblings
(if appropriate), and child. Include all parties' responsi-
bilities with regard to visitation,


P. Identify the permanent plan goal and the services to be pro-
vided to facilitate the child's return home or to achieve
another permanent placement., and include:


(1) The specific services the parties will be offered to
enable them to resume custody When return home is the
:goal, and


(2) The specific services to be provided to support the
Child's Twed-8 and adjustment during out-of-home place-
ment, including special education and related Services,
when appropriate, and


:(3) The activities/actions/behavioral changes that the
parent(s), Child (as age appropriate) and foster parents
(as appropriate) must do to implement the case plan,
including time frames.


5. If you are recommending, return home, address each of the following
points:


a. List the services to be provided during the term of the reds:5m=
mended social service cage plan after the Child returns home.


b. State clearly the actions the parents must take prior to the
next review hearing.


c. Describe behavior that will be expected before a determination
that supervision of the family is no longer necessary.
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6. Child's/parents' status of membership in American Indian tribe or
band.


a. Child tribal affiliation


b. Parents' tribal affiliation - Father
Mother


c. Tribe notified - Yes No . If yes, contents of
notice


d. (1) Child placed in American Indian home


(2) Prospective home American Indian/non-Indian


(3) DSHS 15-128(X), Verification of American Indian Status,
on file not on file


e. LICWAC staffings and recommendations (describe Committee/worker
differences in the service plan and explain why committee recom-
mendations not followed, if they were not).


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR DEPENDENCY REVIEW HEARING — REQUIRED OUTLINE #6


Instructions


This is an outline for a report on a dependency review hearing. The report
is to be sent to the court to advise them of the progress of a case.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.
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REPORT TO COURT FOR DEPENDENCY REVIEW HEARING


REQUIRED OUTLINE #6


NAME: CASE NO.:


AGE: LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING:   BIRTHDATE:


A. TYPE OF HEARING


1. Dependency Review
2. State whether hearing will be agreed or contested


B. EXPECTED TO BE PRESENT IN COURT 


List all persons attending and state relationship or agency representa-
tion.


On contested  reviews, add witnesses and short summary of facts that
witness can testify to. Also list attorney and Guardian ad Litem if
known.


C. REASON FOR HEARING


1. State initial reason for dependency and date of dependency order,
plus initial court recommendations from that hearing.


2. Last court order - requirements, findings, and date.


3. State purpose of present hearing and what you wish to accomplish,
i.e., dismissal, continuation of dependency, etc.


D. RECOMMENDATIONS


1. Legal status - continue custody/dependency; dismiss dependency pro-
ceedings.


2. Placement - return home, remove from home, or continuation of place-
ment.


3. Services to be provided by agency/parental responsibilities.


a. If you are recommending that child return home from foster or
group care:


(1) Agency must supervise for at least six (6) months after
child's return. List services to be provided.


(2) Also list recommendations for any treatment plan (i.e.,
actions the parents must take, or continue during the next
six (6) months and state the agency to provide it.
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b. If you are .recommending that a child be in a placement outside
the family home, establish that one of the four reasons (per
RCW 13.34430 ,(1)(b)) exists:


(1) Thee is no parent or guardian available to care for such
child; or


(2) The child is unwilling to reside in the custody of the. • ,
child's parents, guardian, or legal custodian; or


(3) the parent or guardian or legal custodian is not willing
to take custody of the child; pr


(4) A manifest danger would exist that the child will suffer
serious abuse or neglect if the child Is not removed from
the home.


c. For an American Indian child recommended for out-of-home place-
ment, provide the court:


(1) Child's tribal affiliation
(2) Parents' tribal affiliation
(3) Tribe nptified If yes, contents of notice.
(4) Whether Child is currently placed in an American Indian


home.
(5) Whether prospective home is American Indian or non-Indian.


If AmeriCan Indian' indicate whether DSHS 15-128(X),
Verification of American Indian Status, is or is not on
file.


(6) LICWAC staffings and recommendations. (Describe any
Committee/worker differences over the service plan and
explain why committee recommendations were not followed.)


E. SOCIAL SERVICE CASE PLAN SUMMARY:


1. Briefly state child's current situation. Give pertinent facts on
progress or lack of progress in problem areas. Relate when appro-
priate to previous case 'plan t Include a report on adjustment to
placement if child has been out of his/her home, and services
offered to support the child in placement.


2. If child is not to be returned home, the following points must be
addressed per RCW 13.34.130 (3 b). Identify:


a. What services have been provided or offered to the parties to
facilitate reunion.


b. The extent to which the parents have visited the child and any
reasons why visitation has not occurred or has been infrequent.
Describe any changes made in the visitation agreement as pre-
sented in the case plan in the previous court r'p4tt
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c. Or update the permanent plan goal and services being provided
to achieve it.


d. Any changes or additions to the case plan as presented in the
previous court report.


e. Whether the agency is satisfied with the cooperation given to
it by the parents.


f. Whether additional services are needed to facilitate the return
of the child to the child's parents.


g. When return of the child can be expected.


3. When needed, include a statement on the need for a petition to seek
termination.


On contested reviews, add parental names, addresses, and marital status.


Submitted, b :
Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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REPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT  DISPOSITION OR REVIEW  HEARING
REPORT - REQUIRED OUTLINE #7 


Instructions


This is an outline of a report to be sent to the court as a dispositional
plan for an Alternative Residential Placement after the fact-finding
hearing. This report should also be used at the time of a review on the
ARP placement.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.


COMPLETION OF THIS REPORT MEETS THE  REQUIREMENTS FOR  DEVELOPMENT OF THE
INDIVIDUAL SERVICE  PLAN (ISP)  AS SPECIFIED IN CHAPTER 32 AND 34. REFER
TO THESE CHAPTERS FOR ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR  ONGOING RECORDING ON
THE ISP.
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REPORT FOR ALTERNATIVE RESIDENTIAL PLACEMENT DISPOSITION
OR REVIEW HEARING REPORT


REQUIRED OUTLINE 1/7


NAME:   CASE NO.:


AGE:   LEGAL NO.:


DATE AND TIME OF HEARING: BIRTHDATE: _________


A. Type of Hearing (dispositional plan or review)


B. Social Service Case Plan and Recommendations


1. Make recommendation on the type of out-of-home placement, i.e., home
of relative, foster home, group care, crisis residential care.


2. Make recommendations on:


a. Physical custody to the appropriate agency or person.


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to which agency or
person, i.e., power to consent to optical/medical/dental/
psychiatric treatment; authorization for child to travel


outside the state, and any unusual situations of which the
court should be aware.


c. Which services should be provided to resolve the family con-
flict and facilitate the child's return home.


d. The visitation plan as discussed with the natural parent(s)
that will maintain contact between the parent(s) siblings (if


appropriate), and child. Include each party's responsibility


with regard to visitation.


3. Address each of the following points in relation  to the out-of-home


placement;


a. The appropriateness of the placement, including reasons for


the placement, and a description of previous efforts to work
with and/or provide reconciliation services to the parents


and the child to resolve the conflict and reunite the family.


b. Verification that the placement is the least restrictive (most


family like) alternative available and in the closest proxi-


mity to the parent(s) home consistent with the best interests
and special needs of the child.


c. The parent's attitude toward placement of the child.
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d. The specific services to be provided to support the child's
needs and adjustment during out-of-home placement, including
special education and related services, when appropriate.


e. The activities/actions/behavioral changes that the parent(s),
child (as age appropriate) and foster parents. (as appropriate)•
must do to implement the case plan, including_ time frames.


f. If the placement extends to 90. days, identify the permanent
plan goal and the services to be provided to facilitate the
permanent plan. If the goal remains return home, the services
should be addressed in 2.c. above.


4. Cultural Heritage - Indicate child's cultural background. If
American. Indian child, provide:.


a. Child's tribal affiliation,


b. Parents' tribal affiliation - Father Mother


c. Tribe notified? Yes No If yes, contents of notice.


d. (1) Whether child is currently placed in American Indian home.
(2) Whether prospective home. is American Indian or non-Indian.


DSHS 15-123(X), Verification of American Indian Status (on
file riot on file


e. L1CWAC staffings and recommendations (describe any Committee/
worker differences- in the service plan and explain. if Committee
recommendations were not followed.


Submitted by:


Service Worker


CSO


Phone Number


Supervisor
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WITNESS SUMMARY LIST — REQUIRED OUTLINE #8 


Instructions


The witness summary list is a worksheet for the service worker to provide
information to the Assistant Attorney General or Prosecuting Attorney.
This list is to be used for all court proceedings where witnesses are
necessary. A separate sheet is filled out on each witness and sent to
the Attorney.


At a minimum, information required by each heading must be addressed in
the report. Additional items needed by the court or for other purposes
may also be added.
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CHAPTER 23 -- PERMANENCY PLANNING: CASE PLANNING, 23.00
CASE REVIEW AND. THE JUVENILE COURT PROCESS


23.00 INTRODUCTION


23.01 Purpose and Scope 


The division meets legal requirements for permanency planning, case planning
and case review to children and families according to several different
methods. This chapter contains policy and procedure governing permanency
planning, the writing of case plans and court reports. Additionally, this
chapter describes juvenile court, administrative case review, and citizen case
review.


23.02 Authority


Public Law 96-272 of 1980, Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act 


Public law 96-272 provides funds to states for services: to children if the
state maintains compliance with several requirements for permanency planning,
case plans and case review procedures. These procedures are designed to
ensure that each child will have a safe, permanent home as quickly as
possible. PL 96-272 requires that:


O States maintain a state-wide information system, that can track all
children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case plans (Individual Service Plans) be completed no later
than 60 days of a placement episode, at six months and every six months
thereafter for all children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case reviews ("periodic reviews") occur for each child in out-
of-home care every six months.


O Court hearings that make a determination regarding the permanent plan
for the child occur by the 18th month that the child is out-of-home and
periodically thereafter (every 12 months in Washington State).


O Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 


Washington State law mandates development of case plans and requires
case review.


Chapter 13.34.120(1) and 13.34.120(2)


Chapter 13.34.130(2) and 13.34.130(2)(a)
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CHAPTER 23 -- PERMANENCY PLANNING: CASE PLANNING, 23.02 (cont.)
CASE REVIEW AND THE JUVENILE COURT PROCESS


The statute requires that:


O The agency having temporary 'custody of the child shall "provide
the court with a specific plan" that specifies "where the child


- will be placed," what steps will be taken to return the child home
and actions taken to maintain parent-child ties." The agency must
also specify services to be offered to assist parents to resume
custody.


23.03 Definitions


O Substitute care: Placement of a child outside of the home of the
child's natural parent, legal guardian or legally established
adoptive parent related to the provision of child welfare services
i n accordance with 74.13 RCW.


O Placement Episode means the period of time that begins with the
_date the child was removed from the home of the parent or legal
custodian for the purposes of placement in substitute care and
continues until the child returns home or an adoption decree or
guardianship order is entered.


O Dependency: Established when a person under the age of 18 is
found by the court to be:


1. Abandoned,


2. Abused or neglected, such that the child is in serious
danger of harm.


3. Without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian willing and
capable of adequately caring for the child such that the
child is in circumstances which constitute a danger of
substantial damage to the child's psychological or physical
development, or


4. Developmentally disabled and the child's parent, guardian,
or legal custodian with DSHS/DCFS has determined that
services appropriate to the child's needs cannot be provided
i n the home.


O Alternative Residential Placement (ARP): Placement begins when a
petition filed by a child or his/her parent is approved by the
court for alternative residential placement. The hearing on the
petition will be on the question of the child's placement. The
court will approve the placement in which the child resides, when
either the parent or child wishes the child to reside or in a much
more secure facility as deemed necessary.
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O Individual Service Plan (ISP): the Individual Service Plan is
completed for each child in care by the 30th day of the initial
placement episode, by sixth month from the date of placement, and
every six months thereafter. The ISP provides information


- regarding the entire case plan for a child and his/her family. It
enables the reviewing body to make informed conclusions and
recommendations regarding the child's future status, and reviews
the progress already made towards achieving a permanent plan for
the child. The ISP provides information to the juvenile court and
documents the requirements of Public Law 96-272 for a written case
plan. It also provides a written report for Administrative
reviews, case conferences, LICWAC (Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committee) reviews, Child Protective team reviews, and is
used to obtain approval for group care placement.


O Periodic Review: A review of a child's case plan held every six
months when the child is in out-of-home substitute care that meets
federal and state law for periodic review.


O Dispositional Hearing:


a. Federal Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court by
18 months of placement that makes a determination regarding
the future status (permanent plan) of the child.


b. State Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court
following a fact finding hearing that determines the
immediate placement and case plan for the child.


O Shelter Care Hearing: A brief hearing held by the juvenile court
after the filing of a dependency petition but before a child has
been found dependent that allows the court to examine the need for
shelter care.


O Dependency Petition: A written statement which contains factual
allegations, requests that the court take specific action, and
recites the legal basis for such action.


O Dependency Review: A hearing designed to examine what has
happened in the case since the last court hearing. At a minimum,
dependency cases must be reviewed every six months. The hearing
allows all parties to present recommendations regarding the future
course of the case. The court will examine the extent of the
parties compliance with the dispositional plan and, if necessary,
the dispositional plan may be modified by the court.
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O ARP Review: A hearing designed to examine what has happened in
the case since the alternative residential placement petition was
approved. ARP reviews are held at three months of placement.
Out-of-home placement may not be continued past 180 days from the
day the review hearing commenced, and the court must order that
the child be returned to the home of the parent at the expiration
of the placement.


O Termination of Parental Rights: Permanent severance of the legal
relationship between a parent and child. All rights, powers,
privileges, immunities, duties, and obligations, including rights
to custody, control, visitation, and support are extinguished.
Any support obligation existing prior to the effective date of the
termination order is not affected by the termination. The rights
of one parent may be terminated without affecting the rights of
the other.


O _Dependency Guardianship: A procedure available through juvenile
court whereby someone other than the child's parent is designated
by the court to care for a dependent child and exercise, in most
respects, the rights and responsibilities of a parent. A
guardianship is a means of providing the child with stability and
permanence in his/her placement while removing the need for the
active agency supervision and six month court reviews otherwise
required when a child has been found dependent. Although the
parental rights of the child's natural parent are not permanently
terminated as the result of a guardianship, such rights are
severely limited.


O Adoption: Adoption is a legal and social process provided for by
law, to establish the legal relationship of child and parent when
they are not so related by birth. Adoption services provide
opportunities for children to achieve permanent, nurturing
families.


O Termination of Publication Hearing: If the court orders
publication of notice, the court will set a date to return to
court to verify whether anyone responded to the notice. The date
is routinely referred to as the "TOP" date.


Publication must occur on three successive weeks. The first
publication must occur at least 25 days before the termination of
publication date. Because the process of receiving verification
back from the newspaper requires extra time, the entire process
takes approximately seven weeks. For that reason, TOP is usually
set for 60 days after the date that publication is ordered.


The termination of publication day may be set before, after, or at
the same time as the Fact-Finding date, but the court may not
enter an order regarding the individual to whom publication has
been ordered until the termination of publication occurs.
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O Default: When a person fails to answer a petition within the time
allowed or fails to appear in court at the required time, an order '
may then be entered finding the person to be in default and
granting the relief requested by the opposing party.


O Continuance: Postponing a hearing. The court will set the matter
for a later date.


23.10 POLICY - PERMANENCY PLANNING


All children, regardless of age, ethnicity, or disability, are entitled
to a permanent home.


- The Case Permanency Plan means the plan mandated by Public Law 96-272.
This plan shall ensure that no child is placed in foster care who can


• effectively be protected in the child's own home; and that when removal
is necessary, reunification be attempted before any other permanent plan
is sought.


- The permanency plan shall begin when the department begins working with
the child's family and shall outline specific goals that will ensure
that the child is placed and maintained in a permanent family situation
as quickly as possible. If it is necessary to place a child
temporarily, the case permanency plan shall be founded on a family
assessment and include a statement of how the child's special needs will
be met in the least restrictive, most family-like setting available that
is in the closest possible proximity to the child's family.


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLACEMENTS PLANS ARE:


1. Maintaining a child at home.


2. Relative placement with written permanency agreement.


3. Relative guardianship.


4. Adoption.


5. Foster parent guardianship.


6. Family Foster care with written permanency agreement.
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23.11 Purpose of Service and Statement of Philosophy - Out-of-Home Care


The purpose of out-of-home care services is to provide children a temporary,
protective, nurturing home when a child's family is unable to provide basic
protection- care and nurture for a child. Preventative service alternatives
are offered in order to help maintain the family unit prior to any
consideration of out-of-home placement. When placement is necessary,
reunification services are immediately initiate to expedite the child's return
home before any .other permanent plan of care is considered. Out-of-home care
is viewed as a short-term service solution to an emergent situation.


Permanency planning begins at the time DCFS begins working with a child and
the child's family, and continues throughout the service period until
permanency is achieved. Permanency planning and follow-through are essential
to reducing/eliminating the negative effects that separation from family has
on every child.


The underlying goal is to provide each child with a permanent family, capable
of providing protection, care, and nurture as expeditiously as possible.


The philosophy of substitute out-of-home care services is:


O Children have a right to a stable,.permanent home as quickly as
possible.


O Children have a right to be raised by their birth parents when their
parents are able to do so in a minimally adequate manner.


O Children who come to the attention of the child welfare system generally
have parents who care about them, want what is best for them, and who
with help, can assume responsibility and provide adequate care for their
children.


O Immediately available intensive service(s) can assist most parents in
improving their capacity to carry out and resume their responsibilities
as parents.


O Children have a right to a stable, permanent home by means of adoption,
or other plan for permanency, when their parents are unable or unwilling
to improve their ability to function as adequate parents within 18
months of the beginning of the placement.
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23.12 Service Description 


A. Out-of-home care is a temporary substitute for the child whose family is
unable to minimally provide for the child's care. This could include
relative care, foster care, group care or institutional or hospital
care. The most common reason for placement is that the child would be
at risk of serious abuse or neglect if left at home as determined by
DCFS risk assessment protocol. A child might also be placed temporarily
due to extreme conflict with his/her parents. In a few cases placement
may be due solely to the child's own physical and/or psychological
problems. Except in rare instances, out-of-home care is neither a goal
nor a plan for permanence for the child.


B. Out-of-home care service includes:


1. A full assessment of the individual child and family situation.


2. _Counseling and preventive services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to reinforce and maintain the
family unit whenever possible.


3. Placement and supervision of children who cannot remain in their
own family homes after all reasonable efforts have been made to
provide services to maintain the family unit.


4. Specialized placements for children with special needs.


5. Post-placement counseling and reunification services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return the child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent family situation.


6. Medical, psychological/psychiatric, and other specialized services
as needed.


23.13 General Policies 


A. Foster Care Teams 


1. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parents will be involved in the
decision to place their child prior to removing the child from
his/her home.


Parents will actively participate in the development of an
individual service plan (ISP) to ensure expedient remediation of
risk factors to facilitate the child's timely return home. Social
workers are encouraged to develop the ISP in a family in-person
conference, as workloads permit. All parents whose location are
known must be provided with a copy of the ISP.
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2. Social Worker Role


Social Workers have primary responsibility to coordinate the case
planning efforts of all persons working on behalf of the child.


- This includes developing goals with the biological parents that
will strengthen the family, and provide the means of achieving
these goals. The foster care provider/agency will be given
information and resources to assist with the stability of the
placement and to meet the needs of the child. The Social Worker
will work with the placement family/agency and with the other
professionals involved in the case to support the permanent plan
for the child.


3., Foster Care Provider Role


Foster care providers are responsible for the protection, care and
nurture of the child in placement. Foster care providers may, if


_appropriate and agreed to by provider, participate in the
development of the service plan for the child and his/her family;
assist in family visitation, including monitoring; and model
effective parenting behavior for the natural family.


4. Indian Tribes/Bands


Indian tribes/bands have a substantial legal and social interest
i n those children who are members/eligible for membership in the
tribe/band. In cases involving Indian children the child's
tribe/band is a primary resource for identifying appropriate
placement options and for service plan development/implementation.
(See DSHS Indian Child Welfare Manual for specific instructions.)


5. Other Professionals


Professional members of the medical, educational, tribal
psychological, and legal community work in accordance with the
individual service plan (ISP) to provide services which support
the child and his/her family moving toward permanency. These
professionals share their recommendation with the social worker
through written reports or network staffings.


6. Child


Many children who enter the foster care system are willing and
able to participate in the individual service plan by sharing
their needs and feelings. Although not in a decision-making
position, their input needs to be heard, acknowledged, and
responded to by DCFS. Adolescent children particularly should be
involved in planning.
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B. Preventive/Reunification Services


Prior to a child being placed out of home, a full assessment of the
individual child and family is required, and it must be clearly
ascertained that the child's needs cannot be met through available
services provided in his/her own home or relative's home. Reasonable
efforts must be made to prevent placement and to make it possible for
the child to return to his/her own home. (See 23.20 for Reasonable
Efforts Policy to Placement.)


C. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parent(s)/guardian(s) will be involved in
the decision to place, or not to place, their child, prior to removing
the child from his/her home.


D. Minimum Possible Number of Placements 


In order to provide stability to the child in out-of-home care, the
placement selection will be made with a view toward the fewest possible
placements for each child. If possible, the initial placement should be
viewed as potentially the only placement for the child. The use of
short-term interim placements (30 days maximum) to protect a child's
health or safety while the placement of choice is being arranged is not
a violation of this principle.


E. Preservation of Family Relationships 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in close proximity to the
parent(s)/guardian(s) home and the child's current school consistent
with the best interests and special needs of the child. Placement
selection will attempt to preserve the family relationships of the
child. Frequency of visitation of the child in foster care by the
parent(s) is directly related to the length of stay in foster care.
Generally, the more frequent the visitation, the more likely the child
will return home.


F. Long-Range Plan 


The ultimate or long-range plan for the child (return home, adoption,
placement with relative, guardianship, or in limited situations, long-
term foster care) will be the primary consideration in the type and
location of both initial and subsequent placements. Any temporary
placement should be chosen With a view toward preparing the child for
the long-range placement plan. (See Section 23.14 for permanency
planning priorities.)
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G. Relative Placements


RCW 13.34.130(b) states that unless there is reasonable cause to believe
that the safety or welfare of the child would be jeopardized or that
efforts to reunite the parent and child would be hindered, children will
be placed with relatives.


1. The definition of relatives includes: grandparents, brothers,
sisters, stepbrothers, stepsisters uncles, aunts or first cousins
with whom the child has a relationship and is comfortable. The
relative needs to be willing and available to care for the child.


2. Efforts shall be made whenever possible and appropriate to place
the child with a relative when the child cannot return to his/her
natural family. This should include thorough relative searches
early in the DCFS involvement in the family, and periodically
throughout the child's placement in out-of-home care.


3. A criminal background check should be done on all relatives being
considered as a placement option for the child. (Refer to Chapter
6 )


4. When a child is placed temporarily with a relative in lieu of
foster care, casework services should be provided the same as for
all out-of-home care. (See Chapter 32.33.) Relative placements
must meet all case planning and case review requirements described
i n this chapter.


H. Permanent Family at Earliest Possible Date


Time is a critical factor in the temporary placement of children. The
long-range placement plan is to be achieved at the earliest possible
date. If the plan is to return the child home, selection of placement
resources shall facilitate and support return home within weeks, if
possible. (See Section 23.14 for permanency planning priorities.)


I. Child's Previous Placement History


Careful attention is to be given to the child's previous placement
history when selecting a temporary or permanent home for a child. Prior
placement history may indicate a need for prompt action to achieve
permanency, a need for more or less structure, an inability to relate to
parental figures, or other factors which should be considered in
placement selection.
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J. Needs of the Child and Placement Resources 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in the least restrictive (most
family-like) setting available consistent with the best interests and
special needs of the child. Placement selection must consider the needs
of a child for specialized services and the accessibility of those
services. For example, a child in need of special education services
should not be placed where such services are not available. Similarly,
the child in need of specialized medical treatment or services is to be
placed where such services are available and reasonably accessible to
the child.


K. Case Plans (ISP) 


For each child in out-of-home care, there must be a case plan which is
time-limited, goal-oriented, and routinely involves the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), and foster parent(s). The case plan is also
intended to serve as a written agreement between the agency, the
parent(s), child, and foster parent(s). (See ISP procedures, Chapter


,23.99.) This case plan also includes a Health and Education Record
which is updated with all ISP's and also at the point of any change of
placement.


L. Court Involvement 


Foster care required beyond six months must be authorized by a court
order, or through an Exception to Policy utilizing an Alternative
Administrative Review or Citizens Review as appropriate. (See Chapter
23.42 & 43 for Alternative Administrative Review and Citizens Review
procedures.)


23.14 Service Priorities 


A. Mandatory Services 


1. Providing assessment and counseling to child, parent(s),
guardian(s), relative(s) to develop a plan for meeting child's
needs without placement if possible.


2. Providing/arranging counseling/preventive services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to prevent placement.


3. Evaluating need for out-of-home placement.


4. Arranging for placement of children into homes of relatives,
receiving homes, and family foster homes when out-of-home care
cannot be prevented.


5. Determining source of funding for foster care maintenance payments
and medical services.
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6. Providing/arranging counseling/reunification services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent care situation.


7. Providing consultative and support services to foster parents to
assist with maintaining the foster placement, to prevent a more
restrictive placement of the foster child, and to achieve the
Individual Service Place (ISP) for permanency.


8. Monitoring of placement to ensure quality of care.


23.20 REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PREVENT PLACEMENT AND RETURN CHILDREN HOME 


Legal Basis 


O Federal Law 96-272, 42 U.S.C. sec 671(1)(15) 42 U.S.C. sec 672(a)(1).


O Federal Regulations, Title 45, Part 1356.51.


O Chapter 13:34 Revised Code of Washington.


Purpose and Scope of Policy 


Federal and state law require that children only be removed from their own
home's when reasonable efforts to keep them safely at home are not possible.
This body of law recognizes that children may be emotionally harmed if
separated from their parents and that parental custody should only be
interfered with by the state when no other alternative is reasonably available
to protect the child at home. Following placement, these laws recognize that
the state child welfare agency should facilitate planning to make it possible
to eliminate the need for placement. Reasonable efforts need to be made by
the child placing agency responsible for the child. It has an obligation to
make reasonable efforts to prevent the need for out of home care. If
placement is necessary the agency is responsible for providing reasonable
efforts to return the child home as soon as possible.


Child safety and emergency removal may preclude attempts at reasonable
efforts. Federal regulations allow the juvenile court to determine that it is
reasonable not to make reasonable efforts in those circumstances. DCFS should
carefully document what caused the emergency such that reasonable efforts
could not be made.


"Reasonable efforts" do not mean that a laundry-list of all services in the
community be offered to a family. Services should be carefully chosen to be
responsive to a particular family's needs. Offering a "shotgun" list of
services without careful planning may be as ineffective as offering no
services at all. When available, services should be offered in the family's
own home at times appropriate to the family's schedule and needs.
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The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Prevent Placement Includes:


O A comprehensive assessment of the entire family situation,


O A Risk Assessment based on current agency protocol,


O A determination of what services would be appropriate for the family,


O Consideration and involvement of parental opinion in determining what
services should be pursued,


O Consideration of cultural issues, including availability of planning and
services offered in the native language and culture of the family,


O Consideration of the distance of the family from services and
transportation available to the family,


O Consideration of financial ability to pay for services (both DCFS and
family),


O Development of specific timelines for demonstration of parental change,


O Development of parental-agency contracts and/or written case plan with
parents,


O Decisions on use of court action to mandate services to prevent the
placement of the child,


O Regular review of parent-agency contracts and case plans by social
workers, supervisors and (if court-ordered), the juvenile court.


The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Return a Child Home Includes:


Following placement of the child into substitute care, the Social Worker must
offer reunification services to the family in an attempt to eliminate the need
for placement.


Reasonable effort to reunify a family should take the following factors into
account:


O Visitation between parent and child should be as frequent as possible if
visitation is not harmful to the child or prohibited by court order,


O Services offered should be geographically accessible to the family,


O Services offered should be responsive to the family's cultural
background and native language,


O Placement of the child should be the closest to the family home that
meets the needs of the child,
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O Parental opinion should be considered in the development of all case
plans,


O Clear timeframes should be placed on the completion of services,


O Case plans should be monitored and reviewed regularly by courts, citizen
review boards and administrative review boards as required by state and
federal law.


O Efforts made to offer/provide services, and outcomes of services should
be carefully described in updated case plans.


O Families should be reassessed at least every six months to evaluate the
continuing risk to the child if the child were returned home.


Outcomes of Unsuccessful Reasonable Efforts 


The DCFS social worker should carefully weigh the potential harm to a child of
continuing seemingly unsuccessful efforts to return the child home. Even six
months in out-of-home care is a long time in the life of a child. Eighteen
months is a very long time for a child to be without a permanent family. The
social worker should modify the permanent plan to seek another permanent
outcome when reasonable efforts have been unsuccessful. Often this is
apparent by six months following dependency. In very few circumstances should
workers continue with a goal of return to the home following 18 months of
placement.


Long-term out-of-home care without permanency is usually harmful to children.
Reasonable efforts requirements do not preclude that social workers must
sometimes make recommendations to the court that the parent(s) do not appear
capable of change within the time-frames required by a developing child.


23.30 CASE PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 


23.31 Types and Uses of Case Plans and Court Reports 


Types 


O Individual Service Plan Summary Assessment Form (DSHS 15-209(X)) for
Children in Placement which must include the Health and Education Record
(DSHS 15-209A).


The ISP is the complete case plan for all children in out-of-home care. Its
primary purpose is providing goal-orientated, time-limited case planning for
each child and his/her family so that he/she obtains and is maintained in a
safe permanent home as soon as possible.


The ISP serves as a blueprint for what DCFS expects to happen in a case. It
outlines how the child will be cared for in substitute care and what DCFS
expects of the agency, parents and child. It also maintains an ongoing record
the child's health and education needs.
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Uses and Time Frames Required for Completion of the Individual Service Plan 
and Health and Education Record 


When a child is in out-of-home care the social worker completes or updates the
ISP at or before:


O By the 30th day of the placement episode of a child, at six months, and
periodically thereafter at six month intervals.


O Six months following the completion of the preceding ISP.


O If the ISP is completed earlier than required the next ISP is due no
later than six months from the last one completed.


O The Health and Education form, which is to be attached to the ISP and
kept in the legal section of the case record will be updated at the time
of any ISP update. In addition it will be updated at the point of any
placement change. A copy of the form is always provided to the
caregiver at the time of placement, and the time of update.


Social workers also use the ISP as the report to the court in most regions.
It is used as the primary source of information for many staffings and 'case
reviews.


The social worker submits the ISP in the following situation:


O For all court permanency planning and review hearings,


O To obtain approval to place a child in group care,


O For administrative reviews,


O For citizen reviews,


O For LICWAC staffings.


23.32 Policy Governing Case Plans for Children in Out-of Home Care 


The DCFS social worker, private agency or tribe having physical custody of a
child shall complete the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan, for all
children in out-of-home care who are in the temporary or permanent legal
custody of DCFS. Individual Service Plans should be developed after a
comprehensive family assessment has been completed by the DCFS social worker.
Families have a right to know what the comprehensive case plan is for their
child and family. Failure to establish ISPs in a timely manner may contribute
to parental resistance to involvement in services needed to return a child
home.
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23.32 (cont.)


Consultation on the ISP


The social worker develops the ISP after consulting with the parents of the
child. This consultation with the parents will be conducted in person if
possible. -


Individual Service Plans should clearly describe what is necessary to be
accomplished before the permanency plan is completed. Whenever possible, all
activities planned for parents, children foster parents and DCFS shall be
described as specifically as possible. For example: "Mother will start out-
patient drug treatment at Community Drug Service Agency by October 1, 1989 and
will complete treatment by January 30, 1990." "DCFS will complete a home
study on Jane Doe by December 30, 1989." "Child will attend tutoring session
at Lincoln School four times by December 1989."


23.40 CASE REVIEW REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE 


23.41 Type of Case Review, Periodic Review - Federal Law


Federal law requires that each child in substitute care have a full case
review at least every six months from the beginning date of the placement
episode. This may be accomplished in a court review hearing or through a
citizen or administrative review.


State Law - Court Review


State law requires that the case of every dependent be reviewed by the
juvenile court every six months from the date of the establishment of
dependency or the date of the placement of the child, whichever comes first.
Children who are in placement as a result of an ARP dispositional hearing must
be reviewed by the court three months after an ARP dispositional hearing.


Social workers usually meet federal requirements for periodic (six-month)
review of children in substitute care through one of the following:


O Court review hearings,


O Administrative reviews.


Other types of court hearings or internal staffings may sometimes meet federal
requirements for periodic review if:


o Parent(s) of the child have been invited to the review or staffing, and


O One person on the reviewing body is not directly responsible for
developing and implementing the case plan.


O The review addresses the content of the periodic review
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Content of Periodic Reviews 


Periodic reviews cover the entire case plan for the child. They should
include a review of:


O The ISP,


O The appropriateness of the type of placement and the permanent plan,


O The reason(s) placement is necessary,


O Parental compliance with the case plan, and progress towards permanency,


O The projected date that the permanent plan will be completed,


O Whether parents have been notified and/or involved in agency decision
making especially as it relates to changes in visitation, placement, and
the child's legal status.


23.42 Administrative Case Review


Regional administrators shall establish an administrative review system to
ensure that federal requirements for periodic review are met.


Administrative Review Coordinators: 


Each region shall appoint an administrative review coordinator. The
administrative review coordinator is responsible for:


O Establishing and maintaining administrative review teams,


O Establishing a scheduling system for review,


O Seeing that reviews are conducted within state and federal guidelines
and timeframes,


O Liaison with state office,


O Preparing monthly reports on the status of the review system, and


O Establishing training for staff and volunteers.


Administrative Review Teams/Composition 


Administrative review teams shall be composed of at least three persons. One
member must not be in the chain of command of the social worker responsible
for the case. These people may be:


O DCFS staff or trained citizen volunteers who have signed oaths of
confidentiality.
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Cases involving Indian children shall be administratively reviewed as
provided in the DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual, Chapter 07.60.


Administrative review must occur in the following situations:


Court procedures or hearings have not met the federal guidelines or
timeframes for periodic review,


O The social worker requests a voluntary placement extension beyond six
months.


Additionally, administrative review may be used for other purposes as
determined by the regional administrator.


Administrative Review/Process Notice:


At least 14 days prior to an Administrative Review the social worker shall
send written notice of the date, time and place of review to:


O Parents


O Children over the age of 12


O Child's tribe (see DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual for definition of
tribe)


If an emergency review must occur to meet federal timeframes, the Regional
Administration Review Coordinator may waive the above notice requirements. In
these cases the social worker shall notify the above persons by phone or in
person of their right to attend the review. Documentation of notice to
parents is made on the Administrative Review Hearing Form by the
Administrative Review Chairman.


The social worker or Administrative Review Chairman may invite other people to
the review. However, with the exception of the guardian ad litem and parents'
attorney, parents must give written parental consent to the attendance of
others at the reviews.


Foster care providers often have valuable information about the child's daily
life, medical, educational and emotional condition. Social workers should
encourage birth parents to allow foster parents to attend. If a parent
refuses such permission, the foster care provider may be invited into the
review only for the purpose of giving information about the child's adjustment
to out-of-home care and to give the reviewers information on the child's
current condition. In this situation, the foster parent does not attend the
entire review so that birth parents right to privacy is protected.
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Recommendations from Review:


The Administrative Review Coordinator or Review Board Chair completes the
Administrative Review Form, DSHS 05-203, after the review. The Administrative
Review Coardinator sends copies of the DSHS 05-203 to:


O The parents of the child,


O The DCFS social worker for the child,


O Children over 12 subject to the review,


O The Indian child's tribe, and


O The private agency social worker responsible for placement of the child.


23.43 Citizen Review Boards 


Purpose and Scope 


The 1989 Legislature established pilot projects on citizen review in one or
more Class 1 Counties in the state to improve accountability for permanency
planning for children in out-of-home care. These pilot projects will be
administered through the Office of the Administrator for the Courts through
contracts with local juvenile courts. All dependent children who are in
placement and children in placement as .a result of voluntary placement
agreements are subject to citizen review in selected pilot sites. Children
who are not in out-of-home care and children in out-of-home care as a result
of an ARP are not subject to citizen review.


Citizen review sites have significantly different requirements for court
review than non-citizen review counties. Citizen review replaces some court
reviews in pilot sites. Citizen review occurs at three months, six months, 12
months and annually thereafter during the child's placement episode. Reviews
are scheduled by the juvenile court citizen review board.


DCFS Attendance at Citizen Review


DCFS social workers responsible for the child's case plan shall attend citizen
reviews. If this employee is not available, DCFS shall require another
employee who is knowledgeable about the case plan to attend the review. If
the child is in private agency placement, the private agency case worker
should also attend the review.


DCFS Preparation for Citizen Review


The social worker shall send a copy of the written parental consent to the
local citizen review board within 30 days of placement when a child is placed
i n out-of-home care without court action. (When a child is placed by court
order, the court is legally required to notify the citizen review board.)
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The social worker shall send copies of the Individual Service Plan, DSHS 15-
209, to the citizen review board at least 14 days prior to any scheduled
citizen review.


DCFS Response to Citizen Review Recommendations 


Citizen Review Board findings are advisory in nature to DCFS. However, should
a board decide that DCFS' ability to complete board recommendations is
unacceptable to the board, the board, by statute, may request that a court
review hearing be scheduled to resolve the matter.


Following a citizen review, the review board will send a copy of its findings
to the DCFS social worker. If the social worker, following consultation with
his/her supervisor is unable or unwilling to implement the citizen review
board findings, the social worker will prepare an implementation report within
ten working days describing:


0 Reasons why DCFS is unwilling or unable to implement the
recommendations, and


0 The case plan DCFS does .intend to implement.


The DCFS Implementation Report format shall be established by DCFS Regional
Offices in cooperation with pilot citizen review boards.


23.44 Permanency Planning Hearings 


Both federal and state law require that the juvenile court make a
determination regarding the future status of the child by 18 months of the
child's placement episode. Following that hearing, state law requires the
court must annually, thereafter, hold permanency planning hearings to make
further determinations about the permanency plan. In addition, six month
periodic review hearings continue to occur as long as the child remains
dependent unless a guardianship has been established.


DCFS Preparation for Permanency Planning Hearings 


DCFS submits an updated Individual Service Plan, DSHS 15-209 to the juvenile
court prior to the permanency planning hearing. This report should be
submitted within timeframes established by regional policy.


The ISP submitted for a permanency planning hearing shall clearly delineate
the DCFS recommendations for permanency planning. Research indicates that any
child who has been in out-of-home care for 18 continuous months is
increasingly unlikely to return home. Eighteen months in placement is a very
long time in the life of a child.
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While it is always necessary when updating the ISP to review the parents'
progress towards improving the conditions leading to the child's placement in
out-of-home care, it is particularly important that .a careful review of the
permanency plan occur at the 18 month point. If, at this point, DCFS is still
recommendi-ng to the court that eventual return home will occur, DCFS should
carefully describe to the court how this view is consistent with the child's
right to early achievement of a safe, permanent home. DCFS should carefully
consider all alternative permanency plans before making a recommendation on
permanency to the court. Questions to be considered by the social worker
include:


O What emotional impact is long-term out-of-home care (without permanency)
having on this particular child?


O How continued out-of-home care has affected the parent/child bond?


O Who is the child emotionally attached to?


O Have the parents been offered a reasonable opportunity to improve the
conditions that lead to placement? What has been the result? Have
conditions changed?


O How long will it take for conditions to change enough for the child to
go home?


O What is the likely harm to the child of waiting for that period of time?


O How likely is it that an alternative permanent plan can be completed by
DCFS?


23.50 COURT PROCESS 


Federal: P.L. 95-608.


State: RCW 13.32A.120 through 13.32A.200; and RCW 13.34.010 through
13.34.300.


23.51 Policy


23.52 Purpose of Service 


A. The purpose of this section is to describe the legal requirements of the
Juvenile Court Code. The Juvenile Court Code requires that child
welfare staff participate in four court processes: (1) Alternative
residential placement (ARP), (2) Dependency, (3) Guardianship, and (4)
Termination of parental rights. The consent to place process may be
used under some circumstances in lieu of the ARP or dependency
processes.
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B. One or more of these court processes may occur in the provision of the
following child welfare programs: (1) Family Reconciliation Services
(see Chapter 24); (2) Child Protective Services (see Chapter 26); (3)
Crisis Residential Placement (see Chapter 31); (4) Child Foster Family
Care- (see Chapter 32); (5) Private Agency/Child Group Care (see Chapter
34); and (6) Adoption Services (see Chapter 36).


23.53 Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) (See RCW 13.32A.120 through
13.32A.200)


The purpose of the alternative residential placement process is to resolve
disputes •between parents and children as to where children may live outside
the parents' home.


A. ARP Petition (see required outline in 23.80 C. 2.).


1. The parent or child may file a petition to approve an alternative
residential placement (see RCW 13.32A.120).


2: A petition may be filed only within the county where the parent
resides. (See RCW 13.32A.200.)


B. The service worker may file a petition to approve an alternative resi-
dential placement on behalf of a child under any of the following sets
of circumstances (see RCW 13.32A.140):


1. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center or has
been placed with a responsible person other than his/her parent,
and:


a. The parent has been notified that the child was so admitted
or placed;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No agreement has been reached between the parent and the
child as to where the child shall live;


d. • No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child,
parent, or legal custodian; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Staff will make such notifications and place American Indian
children as required under 23.60.
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2. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center and:


a. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such placement;


b. The staff, after searching with due diligence, have been
unable to contact the parent of such child;


c. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent;


d. The required notifications have been made for American
Indian children and the service worker/Local Indian Child
Welfare Advisory Committee (L1CWAC) have reached agreement
as to appropriate placement for the child. (See 23.60.)


3. An agreement between parent and child made regarding an
' _alternative residential placement is no longer acceptable to


parent or child, and:


a. The party to whom the arrangement is no longer acceptable
has so notified the department;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No new agreement between parent and child as to where the
child shall live has been reached;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child or
the parent; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan
Native children.


C. When the department files a petition for alternative residential
placement the state will be represented as provided for in RCW
13.04.093.


D. Child/Parent Filing Petition (see RCW 13.32A.150).


1. A child or child's parent may file with the juvenile court a
petition to approve an alternative residential placement for the
child outside the parent's home if no agreement can be reached
about placement or returning to the home.
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2. The service worker shall, when requested, assist either a parent
or child in filing the petition, i.e., explain procedures, help in
initiating telephone contacts, etc.


3. The petition shall only ask that the placement of a child outside
the home of his/her parent be approved.


4. The filing of a petition to approve such placement is not
dependent upon the court's having obtained any prior jurisdiction
over the child or his/her parent, and confers upon the court 4
special jurisdiction to approve or disapprove an alternative
residential placement.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


E. Procedures Prior to Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.160).


When a proper petition is filed (see RCW 13.32A.12O, 13.32A.140, or
13.32A.150), the juvenile court will:


1. Schedule a date for a fact-finding hearing and notify the parent
and child of such date;


2. Notify the parent of the right to be represented by counsel and,
if indigent, to have counsel appointed for him/her by the court;


3. Appoint legal counsel for the child;


4. Inform the child and his/her parent of the legal consequences of
the court approving or disapproving an alternative residential
placement petition; and


5. Notify all parties of their right to present evidence at the fact-
finding hearing.


F. Placement of Child (see RCW 13.32A.160(2)).


1. Upon filing of an Alternative Residential Placement Petition, the
child may be placed, if not already placed, by the service worker
in a crisis residential center, foster family care home, group
home facility or any other suitable, licensed (or determined
exempt from licensing) residence as determined by the service
worker.


2. If the child has been placed in a foster family care home or group
care facility, the child will remain there, or in any other


• suitable residence as determined by the service worker, pending
• resolution of the alternative residential placement petition by
the court.
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3. Any placement may be reviewed by the court upon the request of the
juvenile or the juvenile's parent within three court days of the
request.


4. - The department may authorize emergency medical or dental
for a child in placement. (See RCW 13.32A.140.)


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan
children.


treatment


Native


G. Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(1)).


1. The court will hold a fact-finding hearing to consider a proper
petition and may approve or deny alternative residential placement
giving due weight to the intent of the legislature that families,
absent compelling reasons to the contrary, shall remain together
and that parents have the right to place reasonable rules and


_ restrictions upon their children.


2. The court may appoint legal counsel and/or a guardian ad litem to
represent the child and advise parents of their right to be repre-
sented by legal counsel.


3. The court may approve an order stating that the child shall be
placed in a residence other than the home of his/her parent only
if it is established by a preponderance of evidence that:


a. The petition is not capricious;


b. The petitioner, if a parent or the child, has made a
reasonable effort to resolve the conflict; and


c. The conflict which exists cannot be resolved by delivery of
services to the family during continued placement of the
child in the parental home.


4. The court may not grant a petition filed by the child or the
department if it •is established that the petition is based only
upon a dislike of reasonable rules or reasonable discipline
established by the parent.


H. Court's Approval or Denial of ARP Petition (see RCW 13.32A.170(4)).


1. If the court approves or denies a petition for an alternative
residential placement, a written statement of the reasons will be
filed by the court.


2. If the court denies a petition requesting that a child be placed
i n a residence other than the home of his/her parent, the court
will enter an order requiring that the child remain at or return
to the home of his/her parent.
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3. If the court denies the petition, the court will impress upon the
party filing the petition of the legislative intent to restrict
the proceedings to situations where a family conflict is so great
that it cannot be resolved by the provision of in-home services.
(See RCW 13.32A.170(5).)


4. A child who fails to comply with a court order directing that the
child remain at or return to the home of his/her parent shall be
subject to contempt proceedings. (See 23.53 N. below) but only if
the noncompliance occurs within ninety calendar days after the day
of the order. (See RCW 13.32A.170(6).)


I. Fact-Finding Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.170(2)).


1. The order approving out-of-home placement will direct the
department to submit a disposition plan for a.three-month
placement of the child that is designed to reunite the family and


_ resolve the family conflict.


2. In making the order, the court may further direct the department
to make recommendations as to:


a. Which agency or person should have physical custody of the
- child, and


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to such agency or
person, and


c. Parental visitation rights.


3. The court may direct the department to consider the cultural
heritage of the child in making its recommendations.


J. Procedures Prior to Disposition Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(3)).


1. The hearing to consider the recommendations of the department for
a three-month disposition plan is set by the court no later than
fourteen days after the approval of the court of a petition to
approve alternative residential placement.


2. Each party is notified by the court of the time and place of such
disposition hearing.


3. Departmental disposition planning for American Indian children
will be consistent with the recommendations of the LICWAC.
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K. Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.180 and required outline in 23.80 C.
7)


1. At a dispositional hearing held to consider the three-month,
- dispositional plan presented by the department, the court will
consider all recommendations included in the plan. The service
worker shall also present to the court the LICWAC recommendations
if the department's recommendations are inconsistent with those of
the LICWAC and the petition will so state.


2. The court, consistent with the stated goal of resolving the family
conflict and reuniting the family, may modify the plan and will
make its dispositional order for a three-month out-of-home
placement for the child.


3. The court dispositional order will specify:


_ a. The person or agency with whom the child is to be placed,
and


b. Those parental powers which will be temporarily awarded to
the agency or person including but not limited to the right
to authorize medical, dental, and optical treatment, and
parental visitation rights.


4. Any agency or residence at which the child is placed must, at a
minimum, comply with minimum standards for licensed foster family
care homes.


5. No placement made as a result of a dispositional hearing may be in
a juvenile correctional institution or facility as defined in
Section 103, PL 93-415 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 (i.e., "any place for the confinement or
rehabilitation of juvenile offenders or individuals charged with
or convicted of criminal offenses").


L. Dispositional Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.190(1)).


Upon making a dispositional order, the court will:


1. Schedule the matter on the calendar for review within three
months, and


2. Advise the parties of the date, and


3. Appoint legal counsel and/or a legal guardian ad litem to
represent the child at the review hearing, and


4. Advise parents of their right to be represented by legal counsel
at the review hearing, and
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5. Notify the parties of their rights to present evidence at the
hearing.


6. Where resources are available, encourage the parent and child to
_ participate in mediation programs for reconciliation of their
conflict.


M. Review Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.190(2) and required outline in 23.80 C.
7)


At the review hearing:


1. The court will approve or disapprove the continuation of the
dispositional plan in accordance with the goal of resolving the
conflict and reuniting the family which governed the initial
approval. The court shall determine whether reasonable efforts
have been made to reunify the family and make it possible for the
child to return home.


2. The court is authorized to discontinue the placement and order
that the child return home if the court has reasonable grounds to
believe that the parents have displayed concerted efforts to
utilize services and resolve the conflict and the court has reason
to believe that the child's refusal to return home is capricious:


3. If out-of-home placement is continued, the court may modify the
dispositional plan.


4. Out-of-home placement may not be continued past one hundred eighty
days from the day the review hearing commenced. The court will
order that the child return to the home of the parent at the
expiration of the placement. If continued out-of-home placement
is disapproved, the court will enter an order requiring that the
child return to the home of the child's parent.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


N. Contempt (see chapter 13.22A RCW).


1. Contempt proceedings can be instituted by the court on its own
initiative or when a motion for contempt is made by a parent, a
child, juvenile court personnel, or by any public agency,
organization, or person having custody of the child under a court
order.


2. Failure by a party to comply with an order entered under this
chapter is contempt of court as provided in RCW 7.21.


3. Contempt under this section is punishable by a fine of up to one
hundred dollars and imprisonment for up to seven days, or both.
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4. A child found in contempt under this section may be imprisoned
only in a secure juvenile detention facility operated by or
pursuant to a contract with a county.


5. - The procedure in a contempt proceeding held under this section is
governed by RCW 7.21.010 through 7.21.070.


O. Support Payments (see chapter 13.32A RCW).


1. In any proceeding in which the court approves an alternative
residential placement, the court will inquire into the ability of
parents to contribute to the child's support.


If the court finds that the parents are able to contribute to the
support of the child, the court will order them to make such
support payments as the court deems equitable.


3. The court may enforce such an order by execution or in any way in
which a court of equity may enforce its orders.


However, payments will not be required of a parent who has both
opposed the placement and continuously sought reconciliation with,
and the return of, the child.


5. All orders of support entered in a proceeding approving
alternative residential placement shall be in compliance with the
provisions of RCW 26.23.050 relating to child support orders.


6. Recommendations to the court to establish, raise, lower, release,
or forgive support payments for a child in placement may be made
only by the staff of the Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) (see
WAC 388-70-028).


23.54 Dependency Petition Process (see RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.130).


A. A dependency petition (see Outline #1 and DSHS 09-428, Rev. 5/81, in
23.99) is filed after all other reasonably possible attempts to help
correct the problem have been exhausted and if the child is in imminent
danger or the parents refuse or are unable to immediately make changes
adequate to protect the child.


B. It will be the duty of the attorney general to handle contested
dependency cases brought by the department and, to present the evidence
supporting any petition alleging dependency or seeking the termination
of a parent and child relationship. (In Class 1-9 counties the attorney
general may contract with the prosecuting attorney of the county to
perform paid duties of the attorney general.)
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C. A petition to the juvenile court to have a child declared dependent is
made in accordance with RCW 13.34.030. The petition may only be filed
i n the county of the parent(s) residence, the child's residence, or
where the child is physically present. A petition must allege that a
child:


1. Is abandoned, that is, where the child's parent, guardian, or
other custodian has evidenced either by statement or conduct, a
settled intent to forego, for an extended period, all parental
rights or all parental responsibilities despite an ability to do
so; or


" 2. Is abused or neglected as defined in Chapter 26.44 RCW; or


3. Has no parent, guardian, or custodian willing and capable of
caring for the child, such that the child is in circumstances
which constitute a danger of substantial damage to the child's


_ psychological or physical development.


4. Has a developmental disability, and DSHS and the parents (guardian
or legal custodian) determine that services appropriate to the
child's needs cannot be provided in the home.


D. If a child is alleged to be dependent and if a child's health, safety,
and welfare will be seriously endangered if he/she is not taken into
custody, a service worker should file a petition and request a court
order that the child be taken into custody. If the court enter such an
order, the court may direct a law enforcement officer, a probation
counselor, or a child protective services official to take the child
into custody. (See RCW 13.34.050.)


E. DSHS caseworkers have a duty under law to report possible crimes to a
l aw enforcement agency or the county prosecutor, in accordance with RCW
26.44.020 and 26.44.040. Such a duty is not fulfilled by filing a
dependency petition or by reporting a possible crime to the juvenile
court.


F. CPS must make reasonable efforts to notify the child's parents as soon
as possible and in no event more than 24 hours after the child is taken
into custody pursuant to a court order or after CPS is notified of a law
enforcement pickup. The notice may be given by any means reasonably
certain of notifying the parents including written, telephonic, or in
person oral notification. If the initial notification is provided by
means other than writing, CPS must make reasonable efforts to also
provide written notification. The written notification shall be
contained in the Parent Guide to CPS booklet which has been distributed
to the local DCFS office. (See RCW 13.34.060(2).)
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G. Upon receipt of the written notice, the parents must acknowledge such
notice by signing a receipt contained in the Parents Guide to CPS
booklet. If the parent does not sign the receipt, the reason for lack
of a signature shall be written on the receipt. The.receipt shall then
be made part of the juvenile court file in the case. If after making
reasonable efforts to provide notification, CPS is unable to determine
the- parents' whereabouts, notice shall be delivered or sent to the
parents' last known address. (See RCW 13.34.060(2).)


H. When it is necessary to petition the juvenile court regarding a child,
the child's parents shall be informed of the reasons for the petition
and helped to understand and participate in the court process. Such
assistance should include helping the family to understand the need for
and right to legal counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


I. Refer to the 23-60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


23.55 Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports


The service worker may be required to submit written reports, attend, and pre-
sent testimony at the following hearings:


A. Shelter Care Hearing


1. A child taken into custody by a service worker prior to the
hearing is to be placed in a receiving home/foster home licensed
by the department or in a home not required to be licensed. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


2. A shelter care hearing must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sunday and holidays) after a child is taken into
custody under the authority of a court order for emergency pickup
or after a law enforcement pickup. Any parental waiver of the
hearing must be made while the parents are present in court. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


3. At the shelter care hearing, the court must hear evidence and
enter findings about the notice given to the parents and the
efforts made by the case worker to provide notification. Case
worker must testify about the reasonableness of his or her efforts
to provide notification to the parents. (See RCW 13.34-060.)


4. The court must appoint legal counsel for indigent parents unless
the parent waives the right to counsel in court. Notice and
Summons issued by the court must contain information about the
right to counsel and the procedure for securing appointed counsel.
(See RCW 13.34.070.)
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5. At the shelter care hearing, the court must consider the specific
services that have been provided to the parents before making a
finding that reasonable efforts have been made to prevent or
eliminate the need for out-of-home placement. (See RCW
13.34.060.)


6. Parents who for good cause are unable to attend the initial
shelter care hearing may request that a subsequent hearing be
scheduled. The hearings must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) of the parents' request. The
court clerk is required to notify all other parties of the
hearing. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


7. An order for shelter care may not continue for more than 30 days
unless reauthorized by the court. The shelter care decision of
placement shall be modified only upon a showing of change in
circumstances. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


8. Any report of modification request submitted to the court for
American Indian Children will be developed in consultation with
the LICWAC and the court will be informed of any conflict between
the worker and LICWAC recommendations. (See 23-60.)


9. Requests for discovery. Copies of DSHS agency records to which
parent have legal access under disclosure and discovery rules must
be provided to the parent or his or her legal counsel within 20
days after the department receives a written request for such
records. The records must also be provided to the parents or
legal counsel prior to the shelter care hearing. In addition to
the materials that are already exempt from disclosure under RCW
13.50, DSHS must also delete the name and identifying information
regarding child abuse referents. (See RCW 13.34.090 and
13.50.010.)


10. If a parent or other party in a case is represented by legal
counsel, an order cannot be provided to the parent or party for
his or her signature without prior notice and provision of the
order to that party's counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


B. Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing


1. Notice of fact-finding hearings must be provided no later than
fifteen days prior to the hearing.


Note: See written changes on page 32.


C. Support for Dependent Children (see RCW 13.34.160)


Note: See written changes on page 32.


D. Disposition Hearing (see required outline in 23.99 C. 5)
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1. The service worker shall be required to attend and may be required
to present testimony. If the department filed the petition, then
the service worker must prepare the following reports (listed as
D. 2., 3. and 4. below) for the court. In other situations
reports will be prepared/provided to juvenile probation staff
according to DCFS/juvenile court agreements. (See RCW 13.34.110,
13.34.120, 13.34.130, and Manual G, 23.80.) This study is
included in the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan which is
submitted to the court.


2. Social Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (1)). The service worker must
give close attention to the requirements of this report and the
needed information. This report is a written evaluation of
matters relevant to the disposition of the case. The study and
all social records will be made available to the court, including
facts relating to the child's cultural heritage, particularly
LICWAC recommendations and those of the parent and child, if of
significant age, the tribe's request for intervention and transfer
of jurisdiction to tribal court.


Predisposition Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (2)). The service worker
must be familiar with specific requirements of this report. These
requirements may be included when completing the Individual
Service Plan, DSHS 15-209, if this form is accepted by the local
juvenile court for dispositional hearings. If it is not, then the
workers report shall include the following information in the
alternative format described within this chapter. This report
relates to the specific issue of whether or not the child should
remain in the home and shall contain:


a. A statement of the specific harm to the child that
intervention is designed to alleviate;


b. A description of the specific programs for the parent(s) and
child that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to
the child including why they will be useful, their
availability, and the plan for ensuring their delivery;


c. Why the child cannot be protected in the home--including
past efforts to work with the parent and child in the home;
treatment programs which have been considered and rejected,
and the parents' attitude toward placement;


d. The likely harm the child will suffer as a result of
removal, including the parent-child attachment and meaning
of separation and loss to both;


e. Steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child that may
result because of separation; and
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f. Behavior that will be expected before determination that
supervision of the family or placement is no longer
necessary.


- g. Placement of an American Indian child will be done in
accordance with Chapter 1.04 and 32.33 of Manual G.


4. Agency Placement Plan (see RCW 13.34.130(2)).


a. Agency Report


This report is completed on the DSHS 15-209, ISP the DSHS
15-209A Health and Education Record and includes:


(1) Where the child will be placed;


(2) Steps to eventually return the child to the home;


(3) Actions to maintain child-parent ties;


(4) Services the parents will be offered to enable them to
resume custody;


(5) What requirements the parents must meet in order to
resume custody.


(6) A time limit for each service plan and parental
requirement.


(7) A listing of the child's current health and education
record, listing medication and known medical/education
or emotional problems.


b. Agency Responsibility


(1) The agency charged with supervising a child in
placement shall provide all reasonable services
available within the agency or community or those
which.the department has existing contracts to
purchase.


(2) The agency plan shall specify what services the
parents will be offered in order to enable them to
resume custody, what requirements the parents must
begin in order to resume .custody, and a time limit for
each service plan and parental requirement.
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(3) The agency shall be required to encourage the maximum
parent child contact possible including regular
visitation and participation by the parents in the
care of the child while the child is in placement.
Visitation may be limited or denied only if the court
determines that such limitation or denial is necessary
to protect the child's health, safety or welfare.


(4) A current and ongoing record of the child's Health and
Education needs will be maintained (DSHS 15-209A) this
record will be completed within 30 days of placement
and attached to the ISP. Copies of this record will
be provided to the caregiver at the point of any
placement and will be updated at that time as will as
at the time of the update of the ISP.


The child shall be placed as close to the child's home
and school as possible, preferably in the child's own
neighborhood, unless the court finds that placement at
greater distance is necessary to promote the child's
or parents' well-being.


(6) The placement agency will report to the court and
appropriate tribal government or urban American Indian
organization if it is unable to provide such services.


(5)


E. Six-Month Review Hearings (See 23.99 C. 6. for required form, DSHS 15-
209, Individual Service Plan.)


1. The service worker may be required to give testimony and enter an
updated ISP to the court outlining: what services have been
provided or offered; cooperation and visitation of the parents,
whether additional services are needed to facilitate the child's
return to his/her parents; and when the child's return can be
expected. (See RCW 13.34.130 (4) and RCW 13.34.180.)


2. For American Indian children the service worker shall also report
use of urban American Indian organization/tribal services


• provided, if any, and LICWAC recommendations in relation to the
service plan and, if LICWAC recommendations and the service
worker's plan conflict, the report shall so state and justify why
Committee recommendations were not taken into consideration if
they were not.
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23.56 Termination of Parental Rights 


A. Termination Petition (see required outline in 23.99).


1. _ A petition to terminate a parent/child relationship may be filed
in the juvenile court when:


a. A child has been removed from the custody of a parent
pursuant to a finding of dependency and a dispositional
order has been entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130; and


b. The child has been removed from the custody of the parent
for a period of at least six months pursuant to a finding of
dependency under RCW 13.34.030(2); and


c. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered
or provided and all necessary services, reasonably
available, capable of correcting the parental deficiencies
within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;
and


d. There is little likelihood that the conditions will be
remedied so the child can be returned to the care of the
parents.


2. A petition may also be filed:


If a judge has ordered a child removed from his or her home after
a dispositional hearing, the judge may order that a termination
petition be filed if he or she finds it is recommended by DSHS or
the supervising agency that it is in the best interest of the
child and that it is not reasonable to provide further services to
reunify the family because the existence of aggravated
circumstances make it unlikely that services will effectuate the
return of the child to the parents in the near future. In
determining whether aggravated circumstances exist, the court
shall consider one or more of the following:


a. Conviction of the parent of rape of the child in the first,
second or third degree as defined in RCW 9A.44.073,
9A.44.076 and 9A.44.079;


b. Conviction of the parent of criminal mistreatment of the
child in the first or second degree as defined in RCW
9A.42.020 and 9A.42.030;


c. Conviction of the parent of assault to the child in the
• first or second degree as defined in RCW 9A.36.011 and
9A.36.021;
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d. Conviction of the parent of murder, manslaughter or homicide
by abuse of the child's other parent, sibling or another
child;


- e. A finding by the court that a parent is a sexually violent
predator;


f. Failure of the parent to complete available treatment
ordered under the laws of Washington or of another state
where such a failure has resulted in a prior termination of
parental rights to another child and the parent has failed
to make significant change in the interim.


B. Voluntary Termination


The juvenile courts are authorized to terminate parental rights
voluntarily under RCW 26.33. Social workers should use the forms found
in § 23.80 relating to relinquishment of parental rights. It is
important to use the most recently revised forms whenever handling a
voluntary relinquishment. If out of date forms are used rather than the
most recent forms, the relinquishment may not be legally binding.
Special procedures will apply when handling the voluntary termination of
an Indian child. Discussion of these procedures is included below.


1. Petitions for voluntary termination of parental rights may be
initiated for either an unborn or born child. The hearing on the
petitions for relinquishment or termination cannot occur until at
least 48 hours after the birth of the child. (See below for
relinquishments relating to Indian children.)


2. In considering a petition for termination of parental rights based
on a voluntary consent to adoption by a parent, the judge will
review whether the consent was genuinely voluntary and whether the
termination of parental rights is in the best interests of the
child.


a. To ensure that parental consent is genuine, the parents
should never be coerced into relinquishing parental rights
during the termination process. The social worker should
take care to inform the parent that any relinquishment is
voluntary throughout this process.


b. If the parent has an attorney, that attorney must be
i nvolved in the legal process of termination of parental
rights. Never work with a parent to secure a relinquishment
and consent to adoption without the involvement of the
parent's attorney.
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3. PARENTS UNDER AGE 18. If any parent seeking to relinquish his or
her parental rights is under age 18, a guardian ad litem (GAL)
must be appointed for that person prior to relinquishment and
termination of parental rights. If a social worker learns that a
parent is under 18, he or she should ensure that a hearing is set
to have a guardian ad litem appointed for the parent before taking
any other legal action to proceed with a voluntary termination.
If a GAL is not appointed, there is a high likelihood that the
termination will be overturned. The guardian ad litem for a
parent or alleged father shall make an investigation and report to
the court concerning whether any written consent to adoption or
petition for relinquishment signed by the parent or alleged father
was signed voluntarily and with an understanding of the
consequences of the action. (RCW 26.33.070)


4. RELINQUISHMENT OF PARENTAL RIGHTS TO AN INDIAN CHILD. Special
procedures and rules apply to the relinquishment and termination
of parental rights of an Indian child. The most important rules
are as follows:


a. If the child who is the subject of the relinquishment is an
Indian child, the petition and consent to adoption shall not
be signed by the child's parents until at least ten days
after the child's birth. A consent to adoption must be
recorded. in the presence of a judge in order to be valid.
Social workers should never accept a consent from the parent
of an Indian child unless such consent is accepted in court.


b. Notice of any hearing on a petition for relinquishment or
termination must be served on the child's tribe. If the
tribe does not receive notice, there is a high likelihood
that any relinquishment or order of termination will be
overturned. (RCW 26.33.090)


c. Consent to the adoption of an Indian child may be withdrawn
for any reason at any time prior to the entry of the final
decree of adoption. Consent may also be withdrawn for fraud
or duress within two years of the entry of the final decree
of adoption. Revocation of consent may be delivered or
mailed to the Clerk of the Court or made orally to a judge
who shall certify that such a revocation took place. (RCW
26.33.090)
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d. Social workers who take a relinquishment and consent to an
adoption from the parent of an Indian child must use a
different form from that used with non-Indian children when
processing a voluntary termination. This form is listed in
§ 23.80 of this manual. Social workers must take care to
use the correct form when taking a relinquishment. The
Indian child relinquishment and consent to adoption form
includes important information about the parent's legal
rights which must be reviewed by the parents before
consenting to an adoption. If the social worker has any
questions about this process, he or she should get legal
advice before proceeding.


5. The final implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Manual is
pending at the time of printing of this section. Once the Indian
Child Welfare Manual has been implemented, social workers must
refer to it to answer Indian child welfare questions. This manual
will include specific directions regarding procedures and laws
affecting Indian children.


23.57. Guardianship (See RCW 13.34.230 and guideline in 23.80)


A. Filing Guardianship Petition 


1. Any party to a dependency, including the supervising agency, may
file a petition in juvenile court requesting that guardianship be
established for a dependent child. (13.34.23a.)


2. The Department of Social and Health Services will receive notice
of any guardianship proceedings and have the right to intervene in
the proceedings. (13.34.230)


3. The department or voluntary agency may initiate action on a
guardianship petition, and are not dependent on securing advance
approval by the court to do so.


4. There are demonstrable advantages to the child for the relative,
foster parent, or other individual, to have guardianship as
opposed to a permanent foster care arrangement in which the
department retains supervision.


5. When DSHS initiates or is a party to the petition for guardianship
in a child's behalf, the following procedures apply:


a. The petition should specify that guardianship of the child
shall go to the guardian (i.e., relative, foster parent or
other individual);
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b. The service worker will request the court to identify the
• rights and responsibilities of the guardian in the court
• order of guardianship; the rights and responsibilities to be


addressed shall include but not be limited to:


(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)


Medical services,
Consent to marriage,
Enlistment in military services,
Visitation between biological parents and child.


c. • The service worker shall make recommendations to the court
regarding what, if any, supervision the agency should
provide.


B. Guardianship Court Hearing 


1. At the hearing on a guardianship petition, all parties have the
_ right to present evidence and cross examine witnesses.


2. The rules of evidence apply to the conduct of the hearing.


3. A guardianship may be established if the court finds by a
preponderance of the evidence that:


a. The child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW
13.34.030)2);


b. A dispositional order has been entered pursuant to RCW
13.34.130;


c. The child has been removed or will, at the time of the
hearing, have been removed from the custody of the parent
for .a period of at least six months pursuant to a finding of
dependency under RCW 13.34.030(2);


d. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered
or provided and all necessary services, reasonably
available, capable of correcting the parental deficiencies
within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;


e. There is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied
so that the child can be returned to the parent in the near
future; and


f. A guardianship rather than termination of the parent-child
relationship or continuation of the child's current
dependent status would be in the best interest of the
family.
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C. Guardianship Court Order


1. If the court has made a finding, it will enter an order
establishing a guardianship for the child. The order will:


a. Appoint a person or agency to serve as guardian;


b. Specify the guardian's rights and responsibilities
concerning the care, custody, and control of the child. A
guardian will not have the authority to consent to the
child's adoption;


c. Specify an appropriate frequency of visitation between the
parent and the child; and


d. Specify the need for any continued involvement of the
supervising agency and the nature of that involvement, if
any.


2. Any party may seek a modification of the guardianship order under
RCW 13.34.150.


3. Establishment of a guardianship does not preclude a guardian from
receiving foster care payments.


4. An established guardianship is not subject to the review hearing
requirements of RCW 13.34.130.


5. Any person over the age of 21 years who is not otherwise dis-
qualified by a - c below, any nonprofit corporation or any Indian
tribe may be appointed the guardian of a child. No person is
qualified to serve as a guardian who:


a. Is of unsound mind;


b. Has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving
moral turpitude; or


c. Is a person whom the court finds unsuitable.


D. Departmental Responsibilities 


1. The homes of guardians to which the department makes payment must
be certified as meeting licensing requirements as per WAC 388-73-
020.


2. The department's rules and procedures regarding the certification
and supervision of the home for licensing purposes (see Manual G,
Chapter 06) must be followed in spite of the fact that the court
may have relieved the department of responsibility to supervise
the child.
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3. Guardianship of a child, under RCW 13.34.231 & .232 does not
disentitle a guardian from continued eligibility to receive foster
care payment.


4. Where a court order relieves the department of providing
supervision for a child and that child's care had previously been
AFDC-FC funded, the source of funds must be changed to state funds
(see Chapter 33).


5. When a foster care payment continues to the guardian, the service
worker remains responsible to perform the six-month SSPS review
to:


a. Ensure the child's continued eligibility for foster care
payment (use SSPS service code 3210); and


b. Update the circumstances of the guardianship arrangement.


6. Establishment of guardianship eliminates the automatic six-month
review in Juvenile Court. However, if the service worker finds
that the guardianship has failed or is terminated, i.e., death of
the guardian or. other reason, the case should be brought before
the Juvenile Court to review the status of the child.


7. A child found to be dependent under RCW 13.34.030(2) remains under
the court's jurisdiction, (i.e., dependency continues) even after
a legal guardianship is established.


8. Appointment of guardianship for American Indian children will
follow procedures in 23.38 F.


23.58 Consent to Place


A. If a child and a parent cannot agree to the child's return home, but do
agree to the child's placement out of the home, or when a parent is
unable to care for a child of any age, the parent(s)/guardian may
request a voluntary placement.


1. Children may be accepted for voluntary family foster care or group
care placement only when the parent(s) have signed a DSHS 09-
004(X), Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment, and when one '
or more of the out-of-home placement criteria listed in Manual G,
Chapter 32.13 I. exists.


2. Court intervention shall be sought in spite of parent(s)
willingness to place the child voluntarily when:


a. The circumstances of the family situation warrants the
filing of a dependency petition, or


b. There is not a responsible plan to remedy the situation
which necessitated the placement, or
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c. It appears that a placement of more than three months is
needed.


3. When a request for a voluntary placement involves an American
- Indian child, see Section 23.60 for procedures.


B. Procedures for handling voluntary placements are found in Chapters 32
and 34.


23.59 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibilities 


The service worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in
relation to working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve summons
(RCW 13.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a proper or
necessary person to the proceedings.


B. If a Petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the
juvenile court judge may enter an order directing a service worker to
take a child into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child who
is in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care
hearing (see RCW 13.34.050 through 13.34.070).


D. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem for a
child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW
26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement of the
child outside of the home, a change in the court order must be obtained
prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may
be changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW
13.34.150). A service worker may request modification of a court order
at any time.


F. If a child has been returned to the home of the parent but continues to
be dependent, the Social Worker is required to obtain a court order,
Consent to Place or an authorization for emergency placement from law
enforcement in order to place the child back into foster care. At the
point of placement a new "placement episode" begins


G. The service worker is responsible for making review reports or other
reports as ordered by the court.
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G. When a child has been declared to be dependent, placed out of the home,
and then is returned to the home after an out-of-the-home placement, the
supervision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at
least six months. At that time there shall be a hearing on the need for
continued intervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker
must provide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor
that service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the
service worker and/or juvenile court order.


Note: This section shall remain in effect until final implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Manual. After the manual has been implemented,
refer to it to answer Indian child welfare questions.


23.60 Indian Child Welfare


Policy/Procedure for LICWAC/Administrative Reviews


This section is an extension of WAC 388-70-091, 092, 093, 095, 450, 600, 615,
620, 640, 73-044, RCW 13.34.25, P.L. 95-608, HB 480, P.L. 96-272, current
Child Protective Team Mandates; and the DCFS Manual, chapter 1.04. and 23.38.


WAC 388-70-600


Local Indian Child Welfare'Advisory Committee - Purpose 


The intent of WAC 388-70-096, 388-70-450, and 388-70-600 to 640 is to ensure
protection of the Indian identity of Indian children, protecting Tribal rights
pertaining to Indian Child Welfare, and the maximum utilization of available
Indian resources for Indian children to assist in the preservation of Indian
families.


It is also the intent of the LICWAC to assist social workers in evaluation of
risk to Indian children and make appropriate recommendations to ensure that
the safety of Indian children, the preservation of Indian heritage, are
primary focuses of the Department and the Committee.


To ensure the realization of this intent, information about EACH current and
future case involving Indian children, for whom the Department and Private
Agencies have a responsibility for, shall be referred to either a Tribal
Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee or a Department LICWAC for staffing
according to the Department procedures.


All cases are to be referred to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or a Department LICWAC, per Regional procedures, except where LICWAC
has an alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the agreement
has been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, the Director of DCFS. This
public and private partnership, utilizing Indian community representatives in
the review process emphasizes that the problem of abused and neglected
children is a community problem and their well-being is a community
responsibility.
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A. Definition of Indian Child: 


1. An enrolled Indian:


- a. Any person who is enrolled or eligible for enrollment in a
federally recognized tribe;


b. Any person determined, or eligible to be found, to be an
Indian by the Secretary of the Interior;


c. An Eskimo, Aleut, or other Alaskan Native.


2. A Canadian Indian: Any person who is a member of a treaty tribe,
Metis community, or non-status Indian community from Canada.


3. An unenrolled Indian: A person considered to be an Indian by a
federally or non-federally recognized Indian tribe or urban
.Indian/Alaskan Native community organization.


B. Purpose of LICWAC: 


1. The primary focus of the LICWAC is to review caseworkers
evaluation of risk to Indian children so that appropriate case
plans are implemented to ensure the safety of Indian children and
the maintenance of their Indian heritage.


i. To ensure that Indian children are connected to their own Tribes
and families through early notification to Tribes as mandated by
the Indian Child Welfare Act and by following notification
mandated by the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State
Indian Child Welfare laws, the Tribal - State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement, and DCFS LICWAC regulations.


3. To assist the DCFS to involve Tribal governments and Indian
organizations in case planning for Indian children.


4. To encourage increased participation of families, foster parents,
and children in the review process. (See H.)


5. To ensure that culturally relevant resources are offered to Indian
children and their families to expedite reunification efforts,
including in-home family support services; and to assist the
department in developing these resources.


6. To ensure that Indian children are placed in culturally relevant
placements following the placement preferences of the Indian Child
Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State Indian Child Welfare laws,
DCFS LICWAC regulations, and the Tribal State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement.
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7. To act as a multi-disciplinary resource team for DCFS caseworkers
in developing and advocating for culturally relevant case plans
for Indian children and their families.


8. - To support Tribal sovereignty with its right of eminent domain,
and to support the efforts of Tribes in obtaining self-
determination in Indian Child Welfare matters.


9. To advocate for the needs of caseworkers carrying Indian cases,
recognizing the additional mandated requirements of these cases,
to seek equitability for these workers within the Department.
Ensure LICWAC's participation in the development and monitoring of
all DCFS case plans for Indian children.


C. Functions of LICWAC:


1. To review the case of each Indian child receiving services from a
_ DCFS program or private child placing agency. All cases are to be
referred to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or the Department's LICWAC, except where LICWAC has an
alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the
agreement has been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, and
the Director of DCFS.


2. Review DCFS/private agency staff's assessment of risk and
development of culturally relevant case plans for Indian Children.


3. Act as the Administrative Review team for all Indian cases
requiring an Administrative review, except where alternate active
agreement exists. (Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity,
a minimum of two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the
established Administrative Boards when Indian cases are
presented.)


4. Act as the Child Protective Team for all Indian cases fitting the
criteria of a CPT case, except where alternative agreement exists.
(Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity, a minimum of two
LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committees when Indian cases are presented.)


5. Requires the Regional DCFS Administrator to initiate reviews of
case plans that the LICWAC believe to be detrimental to the best
interest of Indian children.


6. Acts in an advisory capacity to the Regional DCFS Administrator
regarding the Division's development, implementation, and
monitoring of rules related to FRS, CWS, CPS, and adoption
services to Indian children and their families.


7. LICWAC will act as an "Expert Witness" for Indian children in
cases where Tribal representatives are unavailable.
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D. LICWAC Membership Criteria: 


1• Members shall be American Indian or Canadian Indian or Native
Alaskan who are familiar with the special needs of Indian children


- residing within DCFS catchment area.


a. Police Checks may be made on all applicants, per Regional
procedures.


b. Members are to be responsible community members who:


o have a genuine interest in the welfare of children;
o don't abuse alcohol/drugs;
o don't have any convictions or felonies relating to


offenses against children.


c. Members are to have an understanding of community resources
for Indian children and their families.


d. Members must be willing to participate in mandatory
training. The LICWAC may appoint non-Indian resource
persons as ex-officio, non-voting members, except where
LICWAC has an alternate agreement with the Regional
Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


2. Persons interested in serving on the LICWAC but are not tribal
designated representatives shall:


Obtain an "Application for Advisory Body Appointment" from the
LICWAC chairperson or DCFS LICWAC Liaison. Upon completion of the
application, applicants may attach a current resume and two
reference letters and return to the DCFS LICWAC Liaison.


3. Tribes and Indian organizations may submit their designated
representatives to participate on the LICWAC in the usual manner.


4. The Liaison will review the application with the committee for
discussion and approval. The committee shall review all
applications and make selection to be sent to the Regional
Administrator for appointment.


The Application process may include a personal interview with the
LICWAC members.
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5. Once the appointment to the committee is made, termination will
occur only if the member resigns, consistently misses meetings, or
a determination is made after input from the LICWAC, Tribes, and
off-reservation Indian organizations that an individual is not
suitable to continue to serve on the LICWAC committee. If a
member is found to act in a manner that is in direct contradiction
with the goals and philosophy of the LICWAC, his/her seat will
immediately be vacated. The Regional Administrator will make the
official termination of the above applicant except where an
alternative active agreement applies by the LICWAC expert.


NOTE: Indian staff of DCFS' with LICWAC approval, are authorized
to act in a consultant capacity for cases carried by a
private agency.


E. Regional DCFS LICWAC Liaison:


1. The regional LICWAC Liaison is to be selected and designated as a
result of a collaborative effort of the LICWAC and the Regional
Administrator and is responsible for providing staff support to
the LICWAC and coordinating functions of LICWAC.


2. The functions of the LICWAC Liaison include:


a. Upon concurrent appointment by the Regional Administrator
and the LICWAC, the Liaison (in conjunction with the LICWAC
chairperson and DCFS Indian staff) will provide mandatory
training and orientation to new members in the following
areas:


O Volunteer liability - each LICWAC member is to sign •a
DSHS Volunteer Registration Form.


O Confidentiality - each LICWAC member will sign the CFS
Volunteer Registration form committing to the
maintenance of client confidentiality.


O Mileage reimbursement arrangements.


O Volunteer registration of all LICWAC members.


O Staffing process according to the Regional LICWAC
policy and procedures.


O DCFS programs and processes.


O Indian Child Welfare Act - P.L. 95-608.


O Age requirements of P.L. 96-272 -,Title IV-B-Periodic
Reviews.


O H.B. 480 - Washington State Indian Child Welfare Act.
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0 Department's Risk Assessment Matrix.


0 Reporting law.


- b. Schedules and coordinates case staffinp, CPT staffings,
Administrative Reviews, and regular LICWAC meetings.


c. Ensures that minutes on all cases staffed by LICWAC are
recorded in a timely manner, and that copies of the minutes
are retained in a central file and in case records, readily
available for LICWAC review.


d. Develops, updates, and approves on an annual basis, working
agreements with private child placing agencies within the
Region regarding the provisions of Indian Child Welfare
services that comply with the Indian Child Welfare Act of
1978. Monitors that the agreements and provisions of the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 are being followed.


e. Identifies training opportunities and ensures that LICWAC
members and private agency staff are included in DCFS and
other ICW trainings related to the delivery of Indian Child
Welfare services, i.e., DCFS Training Academy, Risk
Assessment, and trainings sponsored by Indian programs.


f. Ensures that appropriate material be mailed by DCFS Clerical
staff to all LICWAC members and designated private agency
staff.


g. Authorizes mileage for LICWAC members and consultants.


h. Identifies and advocates for the special unmet needs of
Indian children and their families that may relate to
barriers to timely family reunification efforts.


F. Cases Mandated to be Reviewed by LICWAC:


1.. All DCFS and private agency Indian cases are to be reviewed by
either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Committee, or by the LICWAC
except where LICWAC has an approved alternate agreement with the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.
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STAFFING PRIORITIES:


a. Child Protective Team Staffings - any case in which a child
has been determined by a community professional or physician
to have been physically, or sexually abused and the case plan
is not to place the child out of the home, or to return a
child home from foster care contrary to professional advice.
Where LICWACs are not providing CPT staffings, a minimum of
two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committee.


b. Administrative Reviews - cases where no DEPENDENCY REVIEW
has occurred within six months from the date of placement.


c. Non-Indian Placements - any Indian case where an Indian
child has been placed in a non-Indian placement resource.


d. Private Agency case staffings - all Indian cases where a
private agency has responsibility or custody.


e. Voluntary Placements - cases in which the parent's have
voluntarily placed their child in the custody of DCFS or a
private Child Placing Agency.


f. Permanency Planning reviews - cases where the plan is to
terminate parental rights, pursue guardianship, maintain a
child in long-term foster care placement, or pursue an
adoptive placement.


g. Any other Indian cases.


G. Quorum for LICWAC Staffinos/Reviews:


1. A quorum for an Administrative Review, permanency planning
staffing, non-Indian placement case, or private agency case review
shall consist of no less than three (3) LICWAC members except
where an alternate agreement exists.


2. A quorum for a CPT staffing shall consist of no less than five (5)
LICWAC members representing the following disciplines:


a. Medical
b. Law Enforcement/Legal
c. Alcohol/Drug
d. Social Services
e. Educational
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H. Notification for Reviews/Staffing:


1. Administrative Reviews: Notification to all interested parties,
parents, child over 13, GAL, foster parents, attorneys and
therapists - needs to be made in writing fourteen (14) days in
advance; or in an emergency, notice can be made by personal
contact by the caseworker.


2. CPT staffings or emergency staffings are to be scheduled with a
minimum of 24 hours advance verbal notice to LICWAC members,
followed by immediate written notice.


3. Initial cases for LICWAC are to be scheduled at the next regularly
scheduled LICWAC meeting after assignment of an Indian case,
except where the LICWAC has an alternate agreement with the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


4. LICWAC staffings shall occur regularly, but not less than once
every six (6) months.


I. Who can Request a Staffing:


1. Requests by a worker for a staffing can be made verbally or in
writing to the Liaison or Chairperson.


2. In regions that have an alternate agreement with the Department,
staffings are initiated according to that agreement.


J. Who can Attend a Staffing: 


1. The social worker shall always be the primary presenter and shall
be in attendance.


2. All appointed and registered LICWAC members.


3. Parents.


4. Child(ren) - usually over 13 years of age.


5. Foster parents.


6. Tribal Representatives.


7. Guardian Ad Litems.


8. Attorneys.


9. Other resource persons necessary for additional information.
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K. Relationships or Conflicts of Interest:


LICWAC members who are expressly familiar or involved in another
capacity with the parties being reviewed shall state their
role/relationship prior to the review. They shall give in-put on the
situation, but refrain from being involved in making any recommendations
if:


1. They are related (up to the specified degree of second cousin).


2. They work for a private agency providing placement services to the
family.


3. Upon discussion, it is determined that they are in an advocacy
role with one or more individuals in the family.


L. Staffing Dates:


If a significant change occurs in the plan or with the case, it must be
restaffed at the next LICWAC review prior to any court hearings to
ensure that the recommendations of the LICWAC are followed.


M. Staff Protocol: 


1. The DCFS Supervisor will screen all Indian cases and request the
appropriate type of staffing for each case.


2. The social worker completes a current ISP (DSHS 15-209) for use in
the staffing to be given to the liaison five days in advance of
the staffing.


a. For CPT cases the police report may be used in lieu of the
ISP for the initial staffing.


3. The clerical support staff of DCFS will make at least three (3)
copies of the ISP and distributes them for review at the staffing.


4. The DCFS case record shall be available: all psychological
reports, all medical reports, counseling reports, professional
correspondence, police reports, pictures, and all court reports.


5. The ISP, including attachment A, must have the supervisor's
signature indicating that the supervisor concurs with the
presented plan.


6. The Chairperson will open each meeting with an announcement that
members are to declare relationships or involvements as cases are
presented.
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7. The ISP/Police Report is reviewed along with any other pertinent
material and discussion takes place along with questions regarding
the history of the case, services being offered and provided,
progress being made, barriers to reunification, and time-frames as


- to when the permanent plan is most likely to be accomplished.


8. The LICWAC Liaison documents all recommendations clearly on the
Administrative Review Form (DSHS 05-203) or a LICWAC Staffing Form
that includes all the documented recommendations.


9. The recommendations are read by the LICWAC Chairperson or
secretary, and all LICWAC members vote or otherwise concur with
the recommendations made to be incorporated into the case plan and
then sign the form.


10. The caseworker is to review the written LICWAC recommendations at
that point. If the caseworker is in 'agreement with the LICWAC
recommendations and plans to implement those recommendations as
part of the case plan, the caseworker then signs the form. If the
caseworker is not in agreement with the LICWAC recommendations,
the caseworker must not sign the form. The caseworker must advise
the LICWAC at that time of his/her points of disagreement.
Further discussion and mediation can take place regarding the
disputed recommendations. However, the staffing cannot be
recessed until the caseworker has either signed the LICWAC
Staffing Form or an impasse declared, unless a time-limited recess
has been mutually agreed upon by the LICWAC and the caseworker.
Such recesses are to be in restricted use.


11. lf after mediation and discussion the disagreement is not
resolved, and the majority of LICWAC members vote to pursue the
impasse, the impasse procedures will be initiated.


N. Impasse Procedures:


1. If the social worker does not agree with the LICWAC
recommendations, and the majority of LICWAC members have voted to
proceed, the following impasse procedures will be initiated:


a. Within 24 hours the LICWAC Liaison will notify the Regional
Administrator, Area Manager, Supervisor, Social worker,
LICWAC Representatives, and the Office of Indian Affairs
that it is necessary to conduct an impasse staffing. All
CPT cases will be reviewed within 48 hours.


b. If the LICWAC considers the child involved in the case to be
in imminent danger or at serious risk, the CPT guidelines
will be enforced so that the child will be placed out of
danger until a staffing with the Regional Administrator has
been held within 24 hours.
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c. If a court hearing is imminent, the department is to request
that the AAG seek a continuance to provide additional time
to reconcile differences unless a party other than DCFS
disagrees.


d. If the court hearing is not rescheduled, an impasse staffing
will need to be held within the 24 hour time-frame.


e. If the impasse is not resolved at the regional level, after
notification by the LICWAC Chairperson or Liaison, the
Division Director will review the case within 24 hours.


f. If the impasse is not resolved at the Division level, the
Assistant Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting.


If the impasse is not resolved at the Assistant Secretary's
level, the Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting, and shall make the final
determination.


O. Disciplinary and Corrective Action:


Any situation in which a social worker WILLFULLY REFUSES to abide by the
policies established for LICWAC shall be handled in a manner consistent
with personnel policy 545 and 546 and the provisions of the Merit System
Rules for employee disciplinary action.


23.61 Privacy and Security of Records 


A. Any party to a proceeding seeking a declaration of dependency or a
termination of the parent-child relationship, (the juvenile, his/her
parents or attorney) may, upon request, make inquiry to the department
as to the existence and content of custody or care records. The
inquiries shall provide the name of the juvenile, the approximate date
the juvenile was in contact with the department, the nature of the
contact, location of the contact - and the purpose of the request.


B. The department will make a written response to the inquiry within 10
calendar days after receipt. The department will give priority to
expedite processing inquiries which involve litigation. The department
will provide to the juvenile, his/her parent(s), or attorney making the
inquiry information regarding the location, nature, and content of the
records in the department's possession except:


1. If it is determined by the agency that release of this information
is likely to cause severe psychological or physical harm to the
juvenile or his/her parents, the agency may withhold the
information subject to the order of the court. If the court
determines that limited release of the information is appropriate,
the court may specify terms and conditions for release of the
information, or
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2. If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile .justice or care agency in connection with the provision ofcounseling, psychological, psychiatric or medical services for thejuvenile and the juvenile has the legal right to receive theseservices without the consent of any person or agency, then theinformation or record may not be disclosed to the juvenile'sparents without the informed consent of the juvenile.


C. See Chapter 01 for additional policy on confidentiality of information.
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23.99 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS


A. The following specific forms used for voluntary termination of parental
rights are located in Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-466 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
2. DSHS 09-467 Notice of Hearing re Petition and Intent (12/79)
3. DSHS 09-468 Publication Notice (12/79)
4. DSHS 09-469 Affidavit of Personal Service (12/79)
5. DSHS 09-470 Affidavit in Support of Service by Publication (5/80)
6. DSHS 09-471 Affidavit of Publication (12/79)
7. DSHS 09-473 Findings, Conclusions, and Order (3/80)
8. DSHS 09-474 Petition for Termination of Parent-Child Relationship


(12/79)
9. DSHS 09-476 Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-


Unborn Child (12/79)
10. DSHS 09-477 Consent to Termination (12/79)
11. _DSHS 09-478 Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appearance


(12/79)
12. DSHS 09-479 Authorization to Release Information (12/79)
13. DSHS 09-480. Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
14. DSHS 09-481 Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or


Consent to Adoption (12/79)
15. DSHS 09-482 Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for


Minor Parent (4/80)
16. DSHS 09-552 Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases
i nvolving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.60 are included in
Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-534
2. DSHS 09-535
3. DSHS 09-536
4. DSHS 09-537
5. DSHS 09-538
6. DSHS 09-539
7. DSHS 09-540


8. DSHS 09-541
9. DSHS 09-542


10. DSHS 09-543
11. DSHS 09-544
12. DSHS 09-545


13. DSHS 09-546
14. DSHS 09-547


15. DSHS 09-547A
16. DSHS 09-548


Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Band (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal
Affiliations (12/80)
Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)
Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance
(12/80)
Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Request for Continuance (12/80)
Notice to Secretary of United States Department of
Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)
Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)
Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe
(3/81)
Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe (3/81)
Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction
(3/81)
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SUBJECT: REVISIONS TO RCW 13.34


Place this notice in front of Chapter 23, and note on the Tan Notice Control
Sheet the date T-113 was entered, remove T-111 and note on Tan Notice Control
Sheet the date T-111 was removed.


I. BACKGROUND


The 1994 Legislature, via passage of E2SSB 6255, re-wrote a good portion
of RCW 13.34 (the Juvenile Court Act in cases relating to the dependency
of a child). As a result, three major revisions were made.


A. Revision to Acceptable Permanent Plans 


Child welfare agencies charged with the care of children shall
only provide juvenile courts with written permanency plans that
specifically identify certain outcomes as "primary goals"; any
additional outcome may be identified, but only as an "alternative
goal." Independent Living was purposely omitted as one of the
"primary goals" (despite the permanent inclusion of Independent
Living in federal law).


State Law in this instance takes precedent, and requires the
removal of Tan Notice T-111, which incorporated Independent Living
as an acceptable permanent plan.


New Permanency Planning Requirements for Children Age Ten and 
Under 


E2SSB 6255 amended the time frames for Permanency Planning
hearings for children ten years of age and younger, if they have
resided in foster care placement nine months or longer. These
children must have a Permanency Planning hearing by their twelfth
month of placement, and then annually thereafter.


The statute was also amended to require the supervising agency to
develop a permanency plan no later than sixty days after assuming
responsibility for providing services to that child.
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C. Preventive Services Requirements 


At the dependency disposition hearing, the court must make a
finding that "preventive services" were offered or provided to
prevent placement, separate from the "reasonable efforts to
prevent placement" judicial requirement. Preventive services was
specifically defined as family preservation services per RCW
74.14C.010, or "other reasonable services capable of preventing
the need for out-of-home placement while protecting the child.


II. ACTION REQUIRED


A. Remove T-111 and add the following information to 23.10 POLICY -
PERMANENCY PLANNING of the DCFS Manual:


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLANS THAT HAVE THE FOLLOWING AS
"PRIMARY GOALS" ARE:


1. Return home


2. Permanent relative placement with written agreement


3. Relative guardianship


4. Adoption


5. Foster parent guardianship


6. Foster care with long-term written agreement


B. Permanency Planning Hearing for Children Ten and Under 


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Chapter 23.23.44, and add the
following text under section 23.44 Permanency Planning Hearings:


Both federal and state law require juvenile courts to determine
the future status of any child in foster care no later than
eighteen months after the original placement. In addition, state
law requires that for any child age ten and under (has not reached
their eleventh birthday) and who has remained in out-of-home care
for at least nine months, a permanency planning hearing shall take
place no later than twelve months from the beginning of the
current placement episode. Subsequent to the initial permanency
planning hearing for any child, state law requires permanency
planning hearings be held annually thereafter until the permanent
plan is achieved or dependency is dismissed. The court is
required to review all dependency cases at least one every six
months until dependency is dismissed. (NOTE: There is an
exception granted to counties with citizen review boards.)
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C. Preventive Services 


Delete the text at DCFS Manual Chapter 23.13 B. and add the
following under B. Preventive/Reunification Services:


Prior to a child being placed out-of-home, a complete needs
assessment of the individual child and family is required.
Reasonable efforts must be made to prevent placement and to make
it possible for the child to return home. If removal from the
home is recommended, the predisposition report to the court must
provide a full description of the preventive services
(specifically family preservation services delivered primarily in
the home - see RCW 74.14 C. 010) plus any other reasonable
services capable of preventing the need for out-of-home placement
while protecting the child, that have been offered or provided but
have failed to eliminate the need for out-of-home placement. The
only acceptable reason for not offering and/or providing
preventive services is if the health, safety and welfare of the
child could not be adequately protected while the child remained
in the home. "Preventive Services" are not in lieu of "Reasonable
Efforts" requirements, but rather preventive services are a sub-
set of reasonable efforts. That is, reasonable efforts to prevent
any removal of the child from his/her home must be attempted
(barring health or safety issues) prior to that child's initial
removal, and are usually addressed at the shelter care hearing.
However, prior to the court's ordering continued out-of-home
placement at the dependency disposition, the issue of preventive
services must be addressed to the courts satisfaction.
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23.00 INTRODUCTION


23.01 Purpose and Scope


The division meets legal requirements for permanency planning, case planningand case review to children and families according to several differentmethods. This chapter contains policy and procedure governing permanencyplanning, the writing of case plans and court reports. Additionally, thischapter describes juvenile court, administrative case review, and citizen casereview.


23.02 Authority


Public Law 96-272 of 1980, Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act 


Public law 96-272 provides funds to states for services to children if thestate maintains compliance with several requirements for permanency planning,case plans and case review procedures. These procedures are designed toensure that each child will have a safe, permanent home as quickly as
possible. PL 96-272 requires that:


O States maintain a state-wide information system, that can track all
children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case plans (Individual Service Plans) be completed no later
than 60 days of a placement episode, at six months and every six months
thereafter for all children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case reviews ("periodic reviews") occur for each child in out-of-home care every six months.


O Court hearings that make a determination regarding the permanent planfor the child occur by the 18th month that the child is out-of-home andperiodically thereafter (every 12 months in Washington State).


O Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 


Washington State law mandates development of case plans and requirescase review.


Chapter 13.34.120(1) and 13.34.120(2)


Chapter 13.34.130(2) and 13.34.130(2)(a)
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The statute requires that:


O The agency having temporary custody of the child shall "provide
the court with a specific plan" that specifies "where the child
will be placed," what steps will be taken to return the child home
and actions taken to maintain parent-child ties." The agency must
also specify services to be offered to assist parents to resume
custody.


23.03 Definitions


O Substitute care: Placement of a child outside of the home of the
child's natural parent, legal guardian or legally established
adoptive parent related to the provision of child welfare services
in accordance with 74.13 RCW.


O Placement Episode means the period of time that begins with the
date the child was removed from the home of the parent or legal
custodian for the purposes of placement in substitute care and
continues until the child returns home or an adoption decree or
guardianship order is entered.


O Dependency: Established when a person under the age of 18 is
found by the court to be:


1. Abandoned,


2. Abused or neglected, such that the child is in serious
danger of harm.


3. Without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian willing and
capable of adequately caring for the child such that the
child is in circumstances which constitute a danger of
substantial damage to the child's psychological or physical
development, or


4. Developmentally disabled and the child's parent, guardian,
or legal custodian with DSHS/DCFS has determined that
services appropriate to the child's needs cannot be provided
in the home.


O Alternative Residential Placement (ARP): Placement begins when a
petition filed by a child or his/her parent is approved by the
court for alternative residential placement. The hearing on the
petition will be on the question of the child's placement. The
court will approve the placement in which the child resides, when
either the parent or child wishes the child to reside or in a much
more secure facility as deemed necessary.
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O Individual Service Plan (ISP): the Individual Service Plan is
completed for each child in care by the 30th day of the initial
placement episode, by sixth month from the date of placement, and
every six months thereafter. The ISP provides information
regarding the entire case plan for a child and his/her family. It
enables the reviewing body to make informed conclusions and
recommendations regarding the child's future status, and reviews
the progress already made towards achieving a permanent plan for
the child. The ISP provides information to the juvenile court and
documents the requirements of Public Law 96-272 for a written case
plan. It also provides a written report for Administrative
reviews, case conferences, LICWAC (Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committee) reviews, Child Protective team reviews, and is
used to obtain approval for group care placement.


O Periodic Review: A review of a child's case plan held every six
months when the child is in out-of-home substitute care that meets
federal and state law for periodic review.


O Dispositional Hearing:


a. Federal Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court by
18 months of placement that makes a determination regarding
the future status (permanent plan) of the child.


b. State Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court
following a fact finding hearing that determines the
immediate placement and case plan for the child.


O Shelter Care Hearing: A brief hearing held by the juvenile court
after the filing of a dependency petition but before a child has
been found dependent that allows the court to examine the need for
shelter care.


O Dependency Petition: A written statement which contains factual
allegations, requests that the court take specific •action, and
recites the legal basis for such action.


O Dependency Review: A hearing designed to examine what has
happened in the case since the last court hearing. At a minimum,
dependency cases must be reviewed every six months. The hearing
allows all parties to present recommendations regarding the future
course of the case. The court will examine the extent of the
parties compliance with the dispositional plan and, if necessary,
the dispositional plan may be modified by the court.
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O ARP Review: A hearing designed to examine what has happened in
the case since the alternative residential placement petition was
approved. ARP reviews are held at three months of placement.
Out-of-home placement may not be continued past 180 days from the
day the review hearing commenced, and the court must order that
the child be returned to the home of the parent at the expiration
of the placement.


O Termination of Parental Rights: Permanent severance of the legal
relationship between a parent and child. All rights, powers,
privileges, immunities, duties, and obligations, including rights
to custody, control, visitation, and support are extinguished.
Any support obligation existing prior to the effective date of the
termination order is not affected by the termination. The rights
of one parent may be terminated without affecting the rights of
the other.


O Dependency Guardianship: A procedure available through juvenile
court whereby someone other than the child's parent is designated
by the court to care for a dependent child and exercise, in most
respects, the rights and responsibilities of a parent. A
guardianship is a means of providing the child with stability and
permanence in his/her placement while removing the need for the
active agency supervision and six month court reviews otherwise
required when a child has been found dependent. Although the
parental rights of the child's natural parent are not permanently
terminated as the result of a guardianship, such rights are
severely limited.


O Adoption: Adoption is a legal and social process provided for by
law, to establish the legal relationship of child and parent when
they are not so related by birth. Adoption services provide
opportunities for children to achieve permanent, nurturing
families.


O Termination of Publication Hearing: If the court orders
publication of notice, the court will set a date to return to
court to verify whether anyone responded to the notice. The date
is routinely referred to as the "TOP" date.


Publication must occur on three successive weeks. The first
publication must occur at least 25 days before the termination of
publication date. Because the process of receiving verification
back from the newspaper requires extra time, the entire process
takes approximately seven weeks. For that reason, TOP is usually
set for 60 days after the date that publication is ordered.


The termination of publication day may be set before, after, or at
the same time as the Fact-Finding date, but the court may not
enter an order regarding the individual to whom publication has
been ordered until the termination of publication occurs.
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0 Default: When a person fails to answer a petition within the time
allowed or fails to appear in court at the required time, an order
may then be entered finding the person to be in default and
granting the relief requested by the opposing party.


0 Continuance: Postponing a hearing. The court will set the matter
for a later date.


23.10 POLICY - PERMANENCY PLANNING


All children, regardless of age, ethnicity, or disability, are entitled
to a permanent home.


The Case Permanency Plan means the plan mandated by Public Law 96-272.
This plan shall ensure that no child is placed in foster care who can
effectively be protected in the child's own home; and that when removal
is necessary, reunification be attempted before any other permanent plan
is sought.


The permanency plan shall begin when the department begins working with
the child's family and shall outline specific goals that will ensure
that the child is placed and maintained in a permanent family situation
as quickly as possible. If it is necessary to place a child
temporarily, the case permanency plan shall be founded on a family
assessment and include a statement of how the child's special needs will
be met in the least restrictive, most family-like setting available that
is in the closest possible proximity to the child's family.


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLACEMENTS PLANS ARE:


1. Maintaining a child at home.


2. Relative placement with written permanency agreement.


3. Relative guardianship.


4. Adoption.


5. Foster parent guardianship.


6. Family Foster care with written permanency agreement.
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23.11 Purpose of Service and Statement of Philosophy - Out-of-Home Care 


The purpose of out-of-home care services is to provide children a temporary,
protective, nurturing home when a child's family is unable to provide basic
protection care and nurture for a child. Preventative service alternatives
are offered in order to help maintain the family unit prior to any
consideration of out-of-home placement. When placement is necessary,
reunification services are immediately initiate to expedite the child's return
home before any other permanent plan of care is considered. Out-of-home care
is viewed as a short-term service solution to an emergent situation.


Permanency planning begins at the time DCFS begins working with a child and
the child's family, and continues throughout the service period until
permanency is achieved. Permanency planning and follow-through are essential
to reducing/eliminating the negative effects that separation from family has
on every child.


The underlying goal is to provide each child with a permanent family, capable
of providing protection, care, and nurture as expeditiously as possible.


The philosophy of substitute out-of-home care services is:


O Children have a right to a stable, permanent home as quickly as
possible.


O Children have a right to be raised by their birth parents when their
parents are able to do so in a minimally adequate manner.


O Children who come to the attention of the child welfare system generally
have parents who care about them, want what is best for them, and who
with help, can assume responsibility and provide adequate care for their
children.


O Immediately available intensive service(s) can assist most parents in
improving their capacity to carry out and resume their responsibilities
as parents.


O Children have a right to a stable, permanent home by means of adoption,
or other plan for permanency, when their parents are unable or unwilling
to improve their ability to function as adequate parents within 18
months of the beginning of the placement.
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23.12 Service Description 


A. Out-of-home care is a temporary substitute for the child whose family is
unable to minimally provide for the child's care. This could include
relative care, foster care, group care or institutional or hospital
care. The most common reason for placement is that the child would be
at risk of serious abuse or neglect if left at home as determined by
DCFS risk assessment protocol. A child might also be placed temporarily
due to extreme conflict with his/her parents. In a few cases placement
may be due solely to the child's own physical and/or psychological
problems. Except in rare instances, out-of-home care is neither a goal
nor a plan for permanence for the child.


B. Out-of-home care service includes:


1. A full assessment of the individual child and family situation.


2. Counseling and preventive services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to reinforce and maintain the
family unit whenever possible.


3. Placement and supervision of children who cannot remain in their
own family homes after all reasonable efforts have been made to
provide services to maintain the family unit.


4. Specialized placements for children with special needs.


5. Post-placement counseling and reunification services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return the child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent family situation.


6. Medical, psychological/psychiatric, and other specialized services
as needed.


23.13 General Policies 


A. Foster Care Teams 


1. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parents will be involved in the
decision to place their child prior to removing the child from
his/her home.


Parents will actively participate in the development of an
individual service plan (ISP) to ensure expedient remediation of
risk factors to facilitate the child's timely return home. Social
workers are encouraged to develop the ISP in a family in-person
conference, as workloads permit. All parents whose location are
known must be provided with a copy of the ISP.
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2. Social Worker Role


Social Workers have primary responsibility to coordinate the case
planning efforts of all persons working on behalf of the child.
This includes developing goals with the biological parents that
will strengthen the family, and provide the means of achieving
these goals. The foster care provider/agency will be given
information and resources to assist with the stability of the
placement and to meet the needs of the child. The Social Worker
will work with the placement family/agency and with the other
professionals involved in the case to support the permanent plan
for the child.


3. Foster Care Provider Role


Foster care providers are responsible for the protection, care and
nurture of the child in placement. Foster care providers may, if
appropriate and agreed to by provider, participate in the
development of the service plan for the child and his/her family;
assist in family visitation, including monitoring; and model
effective parenting behavior for the natural family.


4. Indian Tribes/Bands


Indian tribes/bands have a substantial legal and social interest
in those children who are members/eligible for membership in the
tribe/band. In cases involving Indian children the child's
tribe/band is a primary resource for identifying appropriate
placement options and for service plan development/implementation.
(See DSHS Indian Child Welfare Manual for specific instructions.)


5. Other Professionals


Professional members of the medical, educational, tribal
psychological, and legal community work in accordance with the
individual service plan (ISP) to provide services which support
the child and his/her family moving toward permanency. These
professionals share their recommendation with the social worker
through written reports or network staffings.


6. Child


Many children who enter the foster care system are willing and
able to participate in the individual service plan by sharing
their needs and feelings. Although not in a decision-making
position, their input needs to be heard, acknowledged, and
responded to by DCFS. Adolescent children particularly should be
involved in planning.
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B. Preventive/Reunification Services 


Prio child being placed out of home, a full assessment of the
individual chi amily is required, and it must be clearly
ascertained that the chi ds cannot be met through available
services provided in his/her own o elative's home. Reasonable
efforts must be made to prevent placement an it possible for
the child to return to his/her own home. (See 23.20 for le
Efforts Policy to Placement.)


C. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parent(s)/guardian(s) will be involved in
the decision to place, or not to place, their child, prior to removing
the child from his/her home.


D. Minimum Possible Number of Placements 


In order to provide stability to the child in out-of-home care, the
placement selection will be made with a view toward the fewest possible
placements for each child. If possible, the initial placement should be
viewed as potentially the only placement for the child. The use of
short-term interim placements (30 days maximum) to protect a child's
health or safety while the placement of choice is being arranged is not
a violation of this principle.


E. Preservation of Family Relationships 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in close proximity to the
parent(s)/guardian(s) home and the child's current school consistent
with the best interests and special needs of the child. Placement
selection will attempt to preserve the family relationships of the
child. Frequency of visitation of the child in foster care by the
parent(s) is directly related to the length of stay in foster care.
Generally, the more frequent the visitation, the more likely the child
will return home.


F. Long-Range Plan 


The ultimate or long-range plan for the child (return home, adoption,
placement with relative, guardianship, or in limited situations, long-
term foster care) will be the primary consideration in the type and
location of both initial and subsequent placements. Any temporary
placement should be chosen with a view toward preparing the child for
the long-range placement plan. (See Section 23.14 for permanency
planning priorities.)
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G. Relative Placement 


RCW 13.34.130(b) states that unless there is reasonable cause to believe
that the safety or welfare of the child would be jeopardized or that
efforts to reunite the parent and child would be hindered, children will
be placed with relatives.


1., The definition of relatives includes: grandparents, brothers,
sisters, stepbrothers, stepsisters uncles, aunts or first cousins
with whom the child has a relationship and is comfortable. The
relative needs to be willing and available to care for the child.


2. Efforts shall be made whenever possible and appropriate to place
the child with a relative when the child cannot return to his/her
natural family. This should include thorough relative searches
early in the DCFS involvement in the family, and periodically
throughout the child's placement in out-of-home care.


3. A criminal background check should be done on all relatives being
considered as a placement option for the child. (Refer to Chapter
6.)


4. When a child is placed temporarily with a relative in lieu of
foster care, casework services should be provided the same as for
all out-of-home care. (See Chapter 32.33.) Relative placements
must meet all case planning and case review requirements described
in this chapter.


H. Permanent Family at Earliest Possible Date


Time is a critical factor in the temporary placement of children. The
long-range placement plan is to be achieved at the earliest possible
date. If the plan is to return the child home, selection of placement
resources shall facilitate and support return home within weeks, if
possible. (See Section 23.14 for permanency planning priorities.)


I. Child's Previous Placement History 


Careful attention is to be given to the child's previous placement
history when selecting a temporary or permanent home for a child. Prior
placement history may indicate a need for prompt action to achieve
permanency, a need for more or less structure, an inability to relate to
parental figures, or other factors which should be considered in
placement selection.
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J. Needs of the Child and Placement Resources 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in the least restrictive (most
family-like) setting available consistent with the best interests and
special needs of the child. Placement selection must consider the needs
of a child for specialized services and the accessibility of those
services. For example, a child in need of special education services
should not be placed where such services are not available. Similarly,
the child in need of specialized medical treatment or services is to be
placed where such services are available and reasonably accessible to
the child.


K. Case Plans (ISP) 


For each child in out-of-home care, there must be a case plan which is
time-limited, goal-oriented, and routinely involves the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), and foster parent(s). The case plan is also
intended to serve as a written agreement between the agency, the
parent(s), child, and foster parent(s). (See ISP procedures, Chapter
23.99.) This case plan also includes a Health and Education Record
which is updated with all ISP's and also at the point of any change of
placement.


L. Court Involvement 


Foster care required beyond six months must be authorized by a court
order, or through an Exception to Policy utilizing an Alternative
Administrative Review or Citizens Review as appropriate. (See Chapter
23.42 & 43 for Alternative Administrative Review and Citizens Review
procedures.)


23.14 Service Priorities 


A. Mandatory Services


1. Providing assessment and counseling to child, parent(s),
guardian(s), relative(s) to develop a plan for meeting child's
needs without placement if possible.


2. Providing/arranging counseling/preventive services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to prevent placement.


3. Evaluating need for out-of-home placement.


4. Arranging for placement of children into homes of relatives,
receiving homes, and family foster homes when out-of-home care
cannot be prevented.


5. Determining source of funding for foster care maintenance payments
and medical services.
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6. Providing/arranging counseling/reunification services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent care situation.


7. Providing consultative and support services to foster parents to
assist with maintaining the foster placement, to prevent a more
restrictive placement of the foster child, and to achieve the
Individual Service Place (ISP) for permanency.


8. Monitoring of placement to ensure quality of care.


23.20 REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PREVENT PLACEMENT AND RETURN CHILDREN HOME 


Legal Basis 


O Federal Law 96-272, 42 U.S.C. sec 671(1)(15) 42 U.S.C. sec 672(a)(1).


O Federal Regulations, Title 45, Part 1356.51.


O Chapter 13:34 Revised Code of Washington.


Purpose and Scope of Policy 


Federal and state law require that children only be removed from their own
homes when reasonable efforts to keep them safely at home are not possible.
This body of law recognizes that children may be emotionally harmed if
separated from their parents and that parental custody should only be
interfered with by the state when no other alternative is reasonably available
to protect the child at home. Following placement, these laws recognize that
the state child welfare agency should facilitate planning to make it possible
to eliminate the need for placement. Reasonable efforts need to be made by
the child placing agency responsible for the child. It has an obligation to
make reasonable efforts to prevent the need for out of home care. If
placement is necessary the agency is responsible for providing reasonable
efforts to return the child home as soon as possible.


Child safety and •emergency removal may preclude attempts at reasonable
efforts. Federal regulations allow the juvenile court to determine that it is
reasonable not to make reasonable efforts in those circumstances. DCFS should
carefully document what caused the emergency such that reasonable efforts
could not be made.


"Reasonable efforts" do not mean that a laundry-list of all services in the
community be offered to a family. Services should be carefully chosen to be
responsive to a particular family's needs. Offering a "shotgun" list of
services without careful planning may be as ineffective as offering no
services at all. When available, services should be offered in the family's
own home at times appropriate to the family's schedule and needs.
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The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Prevent Placement Includes:


O A comprehensive assessment of the entire family situation,


O A Risk Assessment based on current agency protocol,


O A determination of what services would be appropriate for the family,


O Consideration and involvement of parental opinion in determining what
services should be pursued,


O Consideration of cultural issues, including availability of planning and
services offered in the native language and culture of the family,


O Consideration of the distance of the family from services and
transportation available to the family,


O Consideration of financial ability to pay for services (both DCFS and
family),


O Development of specific timelines for demonstration of parental change,


O Development of parental-agency contracts and/or written case plan with
parents,


O Decisions on use of court action to mandate services to prevent the
placement of the child,


O Regular review of parent-agency contracts and case plans by social
workers, supervisors and (if court-ordered), the juvenile court.


The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Return a Child Home Includes:


Following placement of the child into substitute care, the Social Worker must
offer reunification services to the family in an attempt to eliminate the need
for placement.


Reasonable effort to reunify a family should take the following factors into
account:


O Visitation between parent and child should be as frequent as possible if
visitation is not harmful to the child or prohibited by court order,


O Services offered should be geographically accessible to the family,


O Services offered should be responsive to the family's cultural
background and native language,


O Placement of the child should be the closest to the family home that
meets the needs of the child,
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O Parental opinion should be considered in the development of all case
plans,


O Clear timeframes should be placed on the completion of services,


O Case plans should be monitored and reviewed regularly by courts, citizen
review boards and administrative review boards as required by state and
federal law.


O Efforts made to offer/provide services, and outcomes of services should
be carefully described in updated case plans.


O Families should be reassessed at least every six months to evaluate the
continuing risk to the child if the child were returned home.


Outcomes of Unsuccessful Reasonable Efforts


The DCFS social worker should carefully weigh the potential harm to a child of
continuing seemingly unsuccessful efforts to return the child home. Even six
months in out-of-home care is a long time in the life of a child. Eighteen
months is a very long time for a child to be without a permanent family. The
social worker should modify the permanent plan to seek another permanent
outcome when reasonable efforts have been unsuccessful. Often this is
apparent by six months following dependency. In very few circumstances should
workers continue with a goal of return to the home following 18 months of
placement.


Long-term out-of-home care without permanency is usually harmful to children.
Reasonable efforts requirements do not preclude that social workers must
sometimes make recommendations to the court that the parent(s) do not appear
capable of change within the time-frames required by a developing child.


23.30 CASE PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 


23.31 Types and Uses of Case Plans and Court Reports


Types 


O Individual Service Plan Summary Assessment Form (DSHS 15-209(X)) for
Children in Placement which must include the Health and Education Record
(DSHS 15-209A).


The ISP is the complete case plan for all children in out-of-home care. Its
primary purpose is providing goal-orientated, time-limited case planning for
each child and his/her family so that he/she obtains and is maintained in a
safe permanent home as soon as possible.


The ISP serves as a blueprint for what DCFS expects to happen in a case. It
outlines how the child will be cared for in substitute care and what DCFS
expects of the agency, parents and child. It also maintains an ongoing record
the child's health and education needs.
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Uses and Time Frames Required for Completion of the Individual Service Plan
and Health and Education Record 


When a child is in out-of-home care the social worker completes or updates the
ISP at or before:


O By the 30th day of the placement episode of a child, at six months, and
periodically thereafter at six month intervals.


O Six months following the completion of the preceding ISP.


O If the ISP is completed earlier than required the next ISP is due no
later than six months from the last one completed.


O The Health and Education form, which is to be attached to the ISP and
kept in the legal section of the case record will be updated at the time
of any ISP update. In addition it will be updated at the point of any
placement change. A copy of the form is always provided to the
caregiver at the time of placement, and the time of update.


Social workers also use the ISP as the report to the court in most regions.
It is used as the primary source of information for many staffings and case
reviews.


The social worker submits the ISP in the following situation:


O For all court permanency planning and review hearings,


O To obtain approval to place a child in group care,


O For administrative reviews,


O For citizen reviews,


O For LICWAC staffings.


23.32 Policy Governing Case Plans for Children in Out-of Home Care 


The DCFS social worker, private agency or tribe having physical custody of a
child shall complete the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan, for all
children in out-of-home care who are in the temporary or permanent legal
custody of DCFS. Individual Service Plans should be developed after a
comprehensive family assessment has been completed by the DCFS social worker.
Families have a right to know what the comprehensive case plan is for their
child and family. Failure to establish ISPs in a timely manner may contribute
to parental resistance to involvement in services needed to return a child
home.
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Consultation on the ISP


The social worker develops the ISP after consulting with the parents of the
child. This consultation with the parents will be conducted in person if
possible.


Individual Service Plans should clearly describe what is necessary to be
accomplished before the permanency plan is completed. Whenever possible, all
activities planned for parents, children foster parents and DCFS shall be
described as specifically as possible. For example: "Mother will start out-
patient drug treatment at Community Drug Service Agency by October 1, 1989 and
will complete treatment by January 30, 1990." "DCFS will complete a home
study on Jane Doe by December 30, 1989." "Child will attend tutoring session
at Lincoln School four times by December 1989."


23.40 CASE REVIEW REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE


23.41 Type of Case Review, Periodic Review - Federal Law


Federal law requires that each child in substitute care have a full case
review at least every six months from the beginning date of the placement
episode. This may be accomplished in a court review hearing or through a
citizen or administrative review.


State Law - Court Review


State law requires that the case of every dependent be reviewed by the
juvenile court every six months from the date of the establishment of
dependency or the date of the placement of the child, whichever comes first.
Children who are in placement as a result of an ARP dispositional hearing must
be reviewed by the court three months after an ARP dispositional hearing.


Social workers usually meet federal requirements for periodic (six-month)
review of children in substitute care through one of the following:


O Court review hearings,


O Administrative reviews.


Other types of court hearings or internal staffings may sometimes meet federal
requirements for periodic review if:


O Parent(s) of the child have been invited to the review or staffing, and


O One person on the reviewing body is not directly responsible for
developing and implementing the case plan.


O The review addresses the content of the periodic review
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Content of Periodic Reviews 


Periodic reviews cover the entire case plan for the child. They should
include a review of:


O The ISP,


O The appropriateness of the type of placement and the permanent plan,


O The reason(s) placement is necessary,


O Parental compliance with the case plan, and progress towards permanency,


O The projected date that the permanent plan will be completed,


O Whether parents have been notified and/or involved in agency decision
making especially as it relates to changes in visitation, placement, and
the child's legal status.


23.42 Administrative Case Review


Regional administrators shall establish an administrative review system to
ensure that federal requirements for periodic review are met.


Administrative Review Coordinators: 


Each region shall appoint an administrative review coordinator. The
administrative review coordinator is responsible for:


O Establishing and maintaining administrative review teams,


O Establishing a scheduling system for review,


O Seeing that reviews are conducted within state and federal guidelines
and timeframes,


O Liaison with state office,


O Preparing monthly reports on the status of the review system, and


O Establishing training for staff and volunteers.


Administrative Review Teams/Composition 


Administrative review teams shall be composed of at least three persons. One
member must not be in the chain of command of the social worker responsible
for the case. These people may be:


O DCFS staff or trained citizen volunteers who have signed oaths of
confidentiality.
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O Cases involving Indian children shall be administratively reviewed as
provided in the DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual, Chapter 07.60.


Administrative review must occur in the followinq situations:


O Court procedures or hearings have not met the federal guidelines or
timeframes for periodic review,


O The social worker requests a voluntary placement extension beyond six
months.


Additionally, administrative review may be used for other purposes as
determined by the regional administrator.


Administrative Review/Process Notice:


At least 14 days prior to an Administrative Review the social worker shall
send written notice of the date, time and place of review to:


O Parents


O Children over the age of 12


O Child's tribe (see DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual for definition of
tribe)


If an emergency review must occur to meet federal timeframes, the Regional
Administration Review Coordinator may waive the above notice requirements. In
these cases the social worker shall notify the above persons by phone or in
person of their right to attend the review. Documentation of notice to
parents is made on the Administrative Review Hearing Form by the
Administrative Review Chairman.


The social worker or Administrative Review Chairman may invite other people to
the review. However, with the exception of the guardian ad litem and parents'
attorney, parents must give written parental consent to the attendance of
others at the reviews.


Foster care providers often have valuable information about the child's daily
l ife, medical, educational and emotional condition. Social workers should
encourage birth parents to allow foster parents to attend. If a parent
refuses such permission, the foster care provider may be invited into the
review only for the purpose of giving information about the child's adjustment
to out-of-home care and to give the reviewers information on the child's
current condition. In this situation, the foster parent does not attend the
entire review so that birth parents right to privacy is protected.
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Recommendations from Review:


The Administrative Review Coordinator or Review Board Chair completes the
Administrative Review Form, DSHS 05-203, after the review. The Administrative
Review Coordinator sends copies of the DSHS 05-203 to:


O The parents of the child,


O The DCFS social worker for the child,


O Children over 12 subject to the review,


O The Indian child's tribe, and


O The private agency social worker responsible for placement of the child.


23.43 Citizen Review Boards 


Purpose and Scope 


The 1989 Legislature established pilot projects on citizen review in one or
more Class 1 Counties in the state to improve accountability for permanency
planning for children in out-of-home care. These pilot projects will be
administered through the Office of the Administrator for the Courts through
contracts with local juvenile courts. All dependent children who are in
placement and children in placement as a result of voluntary placement
agreements are subject to citizen review in selected pilot sites. Children
who are not in out-of-home care and children in out-of-home care as a result
of an ARP are not subject to citizen review.


Citizen review sites have significantly different requirements for court
review than non-citizen review counties. Citizen review replaces some court
reviews in pilot sites. Citizen review occurs at three months, six months, 12
months and annually thereafter during the child's placement episode. Reviews
are scheduled by the juvenile court citizen review board.


DCFS Attendance at Citizen Review


DCFS social workers responsible for the child's case plan shall attend citizen
reviews. If this employee is not available, DCFS shall require another
employee who is knowledgeable about the case plan to attend the review. If
the child is in private agency placement, the private agency case worker
should also attend the review.


DCFS Preparation for Citizen Review


The social worker shall send a copy of the written parental consent to the
local citizen review board within 30 days of placement when a child is placed
in out-of-home care without court action. (When a child is placed by court
order, the court is legally required to notify the citizen review board.)
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The social worker shall send copies of the Individual Service Plan, DSHS 15-
209, to the citizen review board at least 14 days prior to any scheduled
citizen review.


DCFS Response to Citizen Review Recommendations


Citizen Review Board findings are advisory in nature to DCFS. However, should
a board decide that DCFS' ability to complete board recommendations is
unacceptable to the board, the board, by statute, may request that a court
review hearing be scheduled to resolve the matter.


Following a citizen review, the review board will send a copy of its findings
to the DCFS social worker. If the social worker, following consultation with
his/her supervisor is unable or unwilling to implement the citizen review
board findings, the social worker will prepare an implementation report within
ten working days describing:


O Reasons why DCFS is unwilling or unable to implement the
recommendations, and


O The case plan DCFS does intend to implement.


The DCFS Implementation Report format shall be established by DCFS Regional
Offices in cooperation with pilot citizen review boards.


23.44 Permanency Planning Hearings 


Bo 1 and state law require that the juvenile court make a
determination ni the future status of the child by 18 months of the
child's placement episo . • lowing that hearing, state law requires the
court must annually, thereafter, o • anency planning hearings to make
further determinations about the permanency p . addition, six month
periodic review hearings continue to occur as long as t e emains
dependent unless a guardianship has been established.


DCFS Preparation for Permanency Planning Hearings 


DCFS submits an updated Individual Service Plan, DSHS 15-209 to the juvenile
court prior to the permanency planning hearing. This report should be
submitted within timeframes established by regional policy.


The ISP submitted for a permanency planning hearing shall clearly delineate
the DCFS recommendations for permanency planning. Research indicates that any
child who has been in out-of-home care for 18 continuous months is
increasingly unlikely to *return home. Eighteen months in placement is a very
long time in the life of a child.
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While it is always necessary when updating the ISP to review the parents'
progress towards improving the conditions leading to the child's placement in
out-of-home care, it is particularly important that a careful review of the
permanency plan occur at the 18 month point. If, at this point, DCFS is still
recommending to the court that eventual return home will occur, DCFS should
carefully describe to the court how this view is consistent with the child's
right to early achievement of a safe, permanent home. DCFS should carefully
consider all alternative permanency plans before making a recommendation on
permanency to the court. Questions to be considered by the social worker
include:


O What emotional impact is long-term out-of-home care (without permanency)
having on this particular child?


O How continued out-of-home care has affected the parent/child bond?


O Who is the child emotionally attached to?


O Have the parents been offered a reasonable opportunity to improve the
conditions that lead to placement? What has been the result? Have
conditions changed?


O How long will it take for conditions to change enough for the child to
go home?


O What is the likely harm to the child of waiting for that period of time?


O How likely is it that an alternative permanent plan can be completed by
DCFS?


23.50 COURT PROCESS 


Federal: P.L. 95-608.


State: RCW 13.32A.120 through 13.32A.200; and RCW 13.34.010 through
13.34.300.


23.51 Policy 


23.52 Purpose of Service


A. The purpose of this section is to describe the legal requirements of the
Juvenile Court Code. The Juvenile Court Code requires that child
welfare staff participate in four court processes: (1) Alternative
residential placement (ARP), (2) Dependency, (3) Guardianship, and (4)Termination of parental rights. The consent to place process may beused under some circumstances in lieu of the ARP or dependency
processes.
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B. One or more of these court processes may occur in the provision of the
following child welfare programs: (1) Family Reconciliation Services
(see Chapter 24); (2) Child Protective Services (see Chapter 26); (3)
Crisis Residential Placement (see Chapter 31); (4) Child Foster Family
Care (see Chapter 32); (5) Private Agency/Child Group Care (see Chapter
34); and (6) Adoption Services (see Chapter 36).


23.53 Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) (See RCW 13.32A.120 through
13.32A.200)


The purpose of the alternative residential placement process is to resolve
disputes between parents and children as to where children may live outside
the parents' home.


A. ARP Petition (see required outline in 23.80 C. 2.).


1. The parent or child may file a petition to approve an alternative
residential placement (see RCW 13.32A.120).


2. A petition may be filed only within the county where the parent
resides. (See RCW 13.32A.200.)


B. The service worker may file a petition to approve an alternative resi-
dential placement on behalf of a child under any of the following sets
of circumstances (see RCW 13.32A.140):


1. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center or has
been placed with a responsible person other than his/her parent,
and:


a. The parent has been notified that the child was so admitted
or placed;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No agreement has been reached between the parent and the
child as to where the child shall live;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child,
parent, or legal custodian; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Staff will make such notifications and place American Indian
children as required under 23.60.
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2. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center and:


a. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such placement;


b. The staff, after searching with due diligence, have been
unable to contact the parent of such child;


c. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent;


d. The required notifications have been made for American
Indian children and the service worker/Local Indian Child
Welfare Advisory Committee (LICWAC) have reached agreement
as to appropriate placement for the child. (See 23.60.)


3. An agreement between parent and child made regarding an
alternative residential placement is no longer acceptable to
parent or child, and:


a. The party to whom the arrangement is no longer acceptable
has so notified the department;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No new agreement between parent and child as to where the
child shall live has been reached;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child or
the parent; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan
Native children.


C. When the department files a petition for alternative residential
placement the state will be represented as provided for in RCW
13.04.093.


D. Child/Parent Filing Petition (see RCW 13.32A.150).


1. A child or child's parent may file with the juvenile court a
petition to approve an alternative residential placement for the
child outside the parent's home if no agreement can be reached
about placement or returning to the home.
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2. The service worker shall, when requested, assist either a parent
or child in filing the petition, i.e., explain procedures, help in
initiating telephone contacts, etc.


3. The petition shall only ask that the placement of a child outside
the home of his/her parent be approved.


4. The filing of a petition to approve such placement is not
dependent upon the court's having obtained any prior jurisdiction
over the child or his/her parent, and confers upon the court a
special jurisdiction to approve or disapprove an alternative
residential placement.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


E. Procedures Prior to Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.160).


When a proper petition is filed (see RCW 13.32A.120, 13.32A.140, or
13.32A.150), the juvenile court will:


1. Schedule a date for a fact-finding hearing and notify the parent
and child of such date;


2. Notify the parent of the right to be represented by counsel and,
if indigent, to have counsel appointed for him/her by the court;


3. Appoint legal counsel for the child;


4. Inform the child and his/her parent of the legal consequences of
the court approving or disapproving an alternative residential
placement petition; and


5. Notify all parties of their right to present evidence at the fact-
finding hearing.


F. Placement of Child (see RCW 13.32A.160(2)).


1. Upon filing of an Alternative Residential Placement Petition, the
child may be placed, if not already placed, by the service worker
in a crisis residential center, foster family care home, group
home facility or any other suitable, licensed (or determined
exempt from licensing) residence as determined by the service
worker.


2. If the child has been placed in a foster family care home or group
care facility, the child will remain there, or in any other
suitable residence as determined by the service worker, pending
resolution of the alternative residential placement petition by
the court.
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3. Any placement may be reviewed by the court upon the request of the
juvenile or the juvenile's parent within three court days of the
request.


4. The department may authorize emergency medical or dental
for a child in placement. (See RCW 13.32A.140.)


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan
children.


treatment


Native


G. Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(1)).


1. The court will hold a fact-finding hearing to consider a proper
petition and may approve or deny alternative residential placement
giving due weight to the intent of the legislature that families,
absent compelling reasons to the contrary, shall remain together
and that parents have the right to place reasonable rules and
restrictions upon their children.


2. The court may appoint legal counsel and/or a guardian ad litem to
represent the child and advise parents of their right to be repre-
sented by legal counsel.


3. The court may approve an order stating that the child shall be
placed in a residence other than the home of his/her parent only
if it is established by a preponderance of evidence that:


a. The petition is not capricious;


b. The petitioner, if a parent or the child, has made a
reasonable effort to resolve the conflict; and


c. The conflict which exists cannot be resolved by delivery of
services to the family during continued placement of the
child in the parental home.


4. The court may not grant a petition filed by the child or the
department if it is established that the petition is based only
upon a dislike of reasonable rules or reasonable discipline
established by the parent.


H. Court's Approval or Denial of ARP Petition (see RCW 13.32A.170(4)).


1. If the court approves or denies a petition for an alternative
residential placement, a written statement of the reasons will be
filed by the court.


2. If the court denies a petition requesting that a child be placed
in a residence other than the home of his/her parent, the court
will enter an order requiring that the child remain at or return
to the home of his/her parent.
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3. If the court denies the petition, the court will impress upon the
party filing the petition of the legislative intent to restrict
the proceedings to situations where a family conflict is so great
that it cannot be resolved by the provision of in-home services.
(See RCW 13.32A.170(5).)


4. A child who fails to comply with a court order directing that the
child remain at or return to the home of his/her parent shall be
subject to contempt proceedings. (See 23.53 N. below) but only if
the noncompliance occurs within ninety calendar days after the day
of the order. (See RCW 13.32A.170(6).)


I. Fact-Finding Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.170(2)).


1. The order approving out-of-home placement will direct the
department to submit a disposition plan for a.three-month
placement of the child that is designed to reunite the family and
resolve the family conflict.


2. In making the order, the court may further direct the department
to make recommendations as to:


a. Which agency or person should have physical custody of the
child, and


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to such agency or
person, and


c. Parental visitation rights.


3. The court may direct the department to consider the cultural
heritage of the child in making its recommendations.


J. Procedures Prior to Disposition Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(3)).


1. The hearing to consider the recommendations of the department for
a three-month disposition plan is set by the court no later than
fourteen days after the approval of the court of a petition to
approve alternative residential placement.


2. Each party is notified by the court of the time and place of such
disposition hearing.


3. Departmental disposition planning for American Indian children
will be consistent with the recommendations of the LICWAC.
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K. Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.180 and required outline in 23.80 C.
7).


1. At a dispositional hearing held to consider the three-month
dispositional plan presented by the department, the court will
consider all recommendations included in the plan. The service
worker shall also present to the court the LICWAC recommendationsif the department's recommendations are inconsistent with those ofthe LICWAC and the petition will so state.


2. The court, consistent with the stated goal of resolving the familyconflict and reuniting the family, may modify the plan and will
make its dispositional order for a three-month out-of-home
placement for the child.


3. The court dispositional order will specify:


a. The person or agency with whom the child is to be placed,
and


b. Those parental powers which will be temporarily awarded to
the agency or person including but not limited to the right
to authorize medical, dental, and optical treatment, and
parental visitation rights.


4. Any agency or residence at which the child is placed must, at aminimum, comply with minimum standards for licensed foster familycare homes.


5. No placement made as a result of a dispositional hearing may be ina juvenile correctional institution or facility as defined in
Section 103, PL 93-415 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency PreventionAct of 1974 (i.e., "any place for the confinement or
rehabilitation of juvenile offenders or individuals charged withor convicted of criminal offenses").


L. Dispositional Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.190(1)).


Upon making a dispositional order, the court will:


1. Schedule the matter on the calendar for review within threemonths, and


2. Advise the parties of the date, and


3. Appoint legal counsel and/or a legal guardian ad litem torepresent the child at the review hearing, and


4. Advise parents of their right to be represented by legal counselat the review hearing, and
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5. Notify the parties of their rights to present evidence at the
hearing.


6. Where resources are available, encourage the parent and child to
participate in mediation programs for reconciliation of their
conflict.


M. Review Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.190(2) and required outline in 23.80 C.
7).


At the review hearing:


1 The court will approve or disapprove the continuation of the
dispositional plan in accordance with the goal of resolving the
conflict and reuniting the family which governed the initial
approval. The court shall determine whether reasonable efforts
have been made to reunify the family and make it possible for the
child to return home.


2. The court is authorized to discontinue the placement and order
that the child return home if the court has reasonable grounds to
believe that the parents have displayed concerted efforts to
utilize services and resolve the conflict and the court has reason
to believe that the child's refusal to return home is capricious.


3. If out-of-home placement is continued, the court may modify the
dispositional plan.


4. Out-of-home placement may not be continued past one hundred eighty
days from the day the review hearing commenced. The court will
order that the child return to the home of the parent at the
expiration of the placement. If continued out-of-home placement
is disapproved, the court will enter an order requiring that the
child return to the home of the child's parent.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


N. Contempt (see chapter 13.22A RCW).


1. Contempt proceedings can be instituted by the court on its own
initiative or when a motion for contempt is made by a parent, a
child, juvenile court personnel, or by any public agency,
organization, or person having custody of the child under a court
order.


2. Failure by a party to comply with an order entered under this
chapter is contempt of court as provided in RCW 7.21.


3. Contempt under this section is punishable by a fine of up to one
hundred dollars and imprisonment for up to seven days, or both.
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4. A child found in contempt under this section may be imprisoned
only in a secure juvenile detention facility operated by or
pursuant to a contract with a county.


5. The procedure in a contempt proceeding held under this section is
governed by RCW 7.21.010 through 7.21.070.


O. Support Payments (see chapter 13.32A RCW).


1. In any proceeding in which the court approves an alternative
residential placement, the court will inquire into the ability of
parents to contribute to the child's support.


2. If the court finds that the parents are able to contribute to the
support of the child, the court will order them to make such
support payments as the court deems equitable.


3. The court may enforce such an order by execution or in any way in
which a court of equity may enforce its orders.


4. However, payments will not be required of a parent who has both
opposed the placement and continuously sought reconciliation with,
and the return of, the child.


5. All orders of support entered in a proceeding approving
alternative residential placement shall be in compliance with the
provisions of RCW 26.23.050 relating to child support orders.


6. Recommendations to the court to establish, raise, lower, release,
or forgive support payments for a child in placement may be made
only by the staff of the Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) (see
WAC 388-70-028).


23.54 Dependency Petition Process (see RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.130).


A. A dependency petition (see Outline #1 and DSHS 09-428, Rev. 5/81, in
23.99) is filed after all other reasonably possible attempts to help
correct the problem have been exhausted and if the child is in imminent
danger or the parents refuse or are unable to immediately make changes
adequate to protect the child.


B. It will be the duty of the attorney general to handle contested
dependency cases brought by the department and, to present the evidence
supporting any petition alleging dependency or seeking the termination
of a parent and child relationship. (In Class 1-9 counties the attorney
general may contract with the prosecuting attorney of the county to
perform paid duties of the attorney general.)
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C. A petition to the juvenile court to have a child declared dependent is
made in accordance with RCW 13.34.030. The petition may only be filed
i n the county of the parent(s) residence, the child's residence, or
where the child is physically present. A petition must allege that a
child:


1. Is abandoned, that is, where the child's parent, guardian, or
other custodian has evidenced either by statement or conduct, a
settled intent to forego, for an extended period, all parental
rights or all parental responsibilities despite an ability to do
so; or


2. Is abused or neglected as defined in Chapter 26.44 RCW; or


3. Has no parent, guardian, or custodian willing and capable of
caring for the child, such that the child is in circumstances
which constitute a danger of substantial damage to the child's
psychological or physical development.


4. Has a developmental disability, and DSHS and the parents (guardian
or legal custodian) determine that services appropriate to the
child's needs cannot be provided in the home.


D. If a child is alleged to be dependent and if a child's health, safety,
and welfare will be seriously endangered if he/she is not taken into
custody, a service worker should file a petition and request a court
order that the child be taken into custody. If the court enter such an
order, the court may direct a law enforcement officer, a probation
counselor, or a child protective services official to take the child
into custody. (See RCW 13.34.050.)


E. DSHS caseworkers have a duty under law to report possible crimes to a
law enforcement agency or the county prosecutor, in accordance with RCW
26.44.020 and 26.44.040. Such a duty is not fulfilled by filing a
dependency petition or by reporting a possible crime to the juvenile
court.


F. CPS must make reasonable efforts to notify the child's parents as soon
as possible and in no event more than 24 hours after the child is taken
into custody pursuant to a court order or after CPS is notified of a law
enforcement pickup. The notice may be given by any means reasonably
certain of notifying the parents including written, telephonic, or in
person oral notification. If the initial notification is provided by
means other than writing, CPS must make reasonable efforts to also
provide written notification. The written notification shall be
contained in the Parent Guide to CPS booklet which has been distributed
to the local DCFS office. (See RCW 13.34.060(2).)
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G. Upon receipt of the written notice, the parents must acknowledge such
notice by signing a receipt contained in the Parents Guide to CPS
booklet. If the parent does not sign the receipt, the reason for lack
of a signature shall be written on the receipt. The receipt shall then
be made part of the juvenile court file in the case. If after making
reasonable efforts to provide notification, CPS is unable to determine
the parents' whereabouts, notice shall be delivered or sent to the
parents' last known address. (See RCW 13.34.060(2).)


H. When it is necessary to petition the juvenile court regarding a child,
the child's parents shall be informed of the reasons for the petition
and helped to understand and participate in the court process. Such
assistance should include helping the family to understand the need for
and right to legal counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


I. Refer to the 23-60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


23.55 Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports 


The service worker may be required to submit written reports, attend, and pre-
sent testimony at the following hearings:


A. Shelter Care Hearing


I. A child taken into custody by a service worker prior to the
hearing is to be placed in a receiving home/foster home licensed
by the department or in a home not required to be licensed. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


2. A shelter care hearing must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sunday and holidays) after a child is taken into
custody under the authority of a court order for emergency pickup
or after a law enforcement pickup. Any parental waiver of the
hearing must be made while the parents are present in court. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


3. At the shelter care hearing, the court must hear evidence and
enter findings about the notice given to the parents and the
efforts made by the case worker to provide notification. Case
worker must testify about the reasonableness of his or her efforts
to provide notification to the parents. (See RCW 13.34-060.)


4. The court must appoint legal counsel for indigent parents unless
the parent waives the right to counsel in court. Notice and
Summons issued by the court must contain information about the
right to counsel and the procedure for securing appointed counsel.
(See RCW 13.34.070.)
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5. At the shelter care hearing, the court must consider the specific
services that have been provided to the parents before making a
finding that reasonable efforts have been made to prevent or
eliminate the need for out-of-home placement. (See RCW
13.34.060.)


6. Parents who for good cause are unable to attend the initial
shelter care hearing may request that a subsequent hearing be
scheduled. The hearings must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) of the parents' request. The
court clerk is required to notify all other parties of the
hearing. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


7. An order for shelter care may not continue for more than 30 days
unless reauthorized by the court. The shelter care decision of
placement shall be modified only upon a showing of change in
circumstances. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


8. Any report of modification request submitted to the court for
American Indian Children will be developed in consultation with
the LICWAC and the court will be informed of any conflict between
the worker and LICWAC recommendations. (See 23-60.)


9. Reouests for discovery. Copies of DSHS agency records to which
parent have legal access under disclosure and discovery rules must
be provided to the parent or his or her legal counsel within 20
days after the department receives a written request for such
records. The records must also be provided to the parents or
legal counsel prior to the shelter care hearing. In addition to
the materials that are already exempt from disclosure under RCW
13.50, DSHS must also delete the name and identifying information
regarding child abuse referents. (See RCW 13.34.090 and
13.50.010.)


10. If a parent or other party in a case is represented by legal
counsel, an order cannot be provided to the parent or party for
his or her signature without prior notice and provision of the
order to that party's counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


B. Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing


1. Notice of fact-finding hearings must be provided no later than
fifteen days prior to the hearing.


Note: See written changes on page 32.


C. Support for Dependent Children (see RCW 13.34.160)


Note: See written changes on page 32.


D. Disposition Hearing (see required outline in 23.99 C. 5)
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1. The service worker shall be required to attend and may be required
to present testimony. If the department filed the petition, then
the service worker must prepare the following reports (listed as
D. 2., 3. and 4. below) for the court. In other situations
reports will be prepared/provided to juvenile probation staff
according to DCFS/juvenile court agreements. (See RCW 13.34.110,
13.34.120, 13.34.130, and Manual G, 23.80.) This study is
included in the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan which is
submitted to the court.


2. Social Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (1)). The service worker must
give close attention to the requirements of this report and the
needed information. This report is a written evaluation of
matters relevant to the disposition of the case. The study and
all social records will be made available to the court, including
facts relating to the child's cultural heritage, particularly
LICWAC recommendations and those of the parent and child, if of
significant age, the tribe's request for intervention and transfer
of jurisdiction to tribal court.


3. Predisposition Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (2)). The service worker
must be familiar with specific requirements of this report. These
requirements may be included when completing the Individual
Service Plan, DSHS 15-209, if this form is accepted by the local
juvenile court for dispositional hearings. If it is not, then the
workers report shall include the following information in the
alternative format described within this chapter. This report
relates to the specific issue of whether or not the child should
remain in the home and shall contain:


a. A statement of the specific harm to the child that
intervention is designed to alleviate;


b. A description of the specific programs for the parent(s) and
child that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to
the child including why they will be useful, their
availability, and the plan for ensuring their delivery;


c. Why the child cannot be protected in the home--including
past efforts to work with the parent and child in the home;
treatment programs which have been considered and rejected,
and the parents' attitude toward placement;


d. The likely harm the child will suffer as a result of
removal, including the parent-child attachment and meaning
of separation and loss to both;


e. Steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child that may
result because of separation; and
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f. Behavior that will be expected before determination that
supervision of the family or placement is no longer
necessary.


g Placement of an American Indian child will be done in
accordance with Chapter 1.04 and 32.33 of Manual G.


4. Aqencv Placement Plan (see RCW 13.34.130(2)).


a. Agency Report


This report is completed on the DSHS 15-209, ISP the DSHS
15-209A Health and Education Record and includes:


(1) Where the child will be placed;


(2) Steps to eventually return the child to the home;


(3) Actions to maintain child-parent ties;


(4) Services the parents will be offered to enable them to
resume custody;


(5) What requirements the parents must meet in order to
resume custody.


i (6) A time limit for each service plan and parental
1 requirement.1


(7) A listing of the child's current health and education
record, listing medication and known medical/education
or emotional problems.


b. Agency Responsibility


(1) The agency charged with supervising a child in
placement shall provide all reasonable services
available within the agency or community or those
which the department has existing contracts to
purchase.


(2) The agency plan shall specify what services the
parents will be offered in order to enable them to
resume custody, what requirements the parents must
begin in order to resume custody, and a time limit for
each service plan and parental requirement.
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The agency shall be required to encourage the maximum
parent child contact possible including regular
visitation and participation by the parents in the
care of the child while the child is in placement.
Visitation may be limited or denied only if the court
determines that such limitation or denial is necessary
to protect the child's health, safety or welfare.


(4) A current and ongoing record of the child's Health and
Education needs will be maintained (DSHS 15-209A) this
record will be completed within 30 days of placement
and attached to the ISP. Copies of this record will
be provided to the caregiver at the point of any
placement and will be updated at that time as will as
at the time of the update of the ISP.


The child shall be placed as close to the child's home
and school as possible, preferably in the child's own
neighborhood, unless the court finds that placement at
greater distance is necessary to promote the child's
or parents' well-being.


(6) The placement agency will report to the court and
appropriate tribal government or urban American Indian
organization if it is unable to provide such services.
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(3)


(5)


E. Six-Month Review Hearings (See 23.99 C. 6. for required form, DSHS 15-
209, Individual Service Plan.)


1. The service worker may be required to give testimony and enter an
updated ISP to the court outlining: what services have been
provided or offered; cooperation and visitation of the parents,
whether additional services are needed to facilitate the child's
return to his/her parents; and when the child's return can be
expected. (See RCW 13.34.130 (4) and RCW 13.34.180.)


2. For American Indian children the service worker shall also report
use of urban American Indian organization/tribal services
provided, if any, and LICWAC recommendations in relation to the
service plan and, if LICWAC recommendations and the service
worker's plan conflict, the report shall so state and justify why
Committee recommendations were not taken into consideration if
they were not.
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23.56 Termination of Parental Rights 


A. Termination Petition (see required outline in 23.99).


1. A petition to terminate a parent/child relationship may be filed
in the juvenile court when:


a. A child has been removed from the custody of a parent
pursuant to a finding of dependency and a dispositional
order has been entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130; and


b. The child has been removed from the custody of the parent
for a period of at least six months pursuant to a finding of
dependency under RCW 13.34.030(2); and


c. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered
or provided and all necessary services, reasonably
available, capable of correcting the parental deficiencies
within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;
and


d. There is little likelihood that the conditions will be
remedied so the child can be returned to the care of the
parents.


2. A petition may also be filed:


If a judge has ordered a child removed from his or her home after
a dispositional hearing, the judge may order that a termination
petition be filed if he or she finds it is recommended by DSHS or
the supervising agency that it is in the best interest of the
child and that it is not reasonable to provide further services to
reunify the family because the existence of aggravated
circumstances make it unlikely that services will effectuate the
return of the child to the parents in the near future. In
determining whether aggravated circumstances exist, the court
shall consider one or more of the following:


a. Conviction of the parent of rape of the child in the first,
second or third degree as defined in RCW 9A.44.073,
9A.44.076 and 9A.44.079;


b. Conviction of the parent of criminal mistreatment of the
child in the first or second degree as defined in RCW
9A.42.020 and 9A.42.030;


c. Conviction of the parent of assault to the child in the
first or second degree as defined in RCW 9A.36.011 and
9A.36.021;
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d. Conviction of the parent of murder, manslaughter or homicide
by abuse of the child's other parent, sibling or another
child;


e. A finding by the court that a parent is a sexually violent
predator;


f. Failure of the parent to complete available treatment
ordered under the laws of Washington or of another state
where such a failure has resulted in a prior termination of
parental rights to another child and the parent has failed
to make significant change in the interim.


B. Voluntary Termination


The juvenile courts are authorized to terminate parental rights
voluntarily under RCW 26.33. Social workers should use the forms found
in § 23.80 relating to relinquishment of parental rights. It is
important to use the most recently revised forms whenever handling a
voluntary relinquishment. If out of date forms are used rather than the
most recent forms, the relinquishment may not be legally binding.
Special procedures will apply when handling the voluntary termination of
an Indian child. Discussion of these procedures is included below.


1. Petitions for voluntary termination of parental rights may be
initiated for either an unborn or born child. The hearing on the
petitions for relinquishment or termination cannot occur until at
least 48 hours after the birth of the child. (See below for
relinquishments relating to Indian children.)


2. In considering a petition for termination of parental rights based
on a voluntary consent to adoption by a parent, the judge will
review whether the consent was genuinely voluntary and whether the
termination of parental rights is in the best interests of the
child.


a. To ensure that parental consent is genuine, the parents
should never be coerced into relinquishing parental rights
during the termination process. The social worker should
take care to inform the parent that any relinquishment is
voluntary throughout this process.


b. If the parent has an attorney, that attorney must be
involved in the legal process of termination of parental
rights. Never work with a parent to secure a relinquishmentand consent to adoption without the involvement of the
parent's attorney.
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3. PARENTS UNDER AGE 18. If any parent seeking to relinquish his or
her parental rights is under age 18, a guardian ad litem (GAL)
must be appointed for that person prior to relinquishment and
termination of parental rights. If a social worker learns that a
parent is under 18, he or she should ensure that a hearing is set
to have a guardian ad litem appointed for the parent before taking
any other legal action to proceed with a voluntary termination.
If a GAL is not appointed, there is a high likelihood that the
termination will be overturned. The guardian ad litem for a
parent or alleged father shall make an investigation and report to
the court concerning whether any written consent to adoption or
petition for relinquishment signed by the parent or alleged father
was signed voluntarily and with an understanding of the
consequences of the action. (RCW 26.33.070)


4. RELINQUISHMENT OF PARENTAL RIGHTS TO AN INDIAN CHILD. Special
procedures and rules apply to the relinquishment and termination
of parental rights of an Indian child. The most important rules
are as follows:


a. If the child who is the subject of the relinquishment is an
Indian child, the petition and consent to adoption shall not
be signed by the child's parents until at least ten days
after the child's birth. A consent to adoption must be
recorded in the presence of a judge in order to be valid.
Social workers should never accept a consent from the parent
of an Indian child unless such consent is accepted in court.


b. Notice of any hearing on a petition for relinquishment or
termination must be served on the child's tribe. If the
tribe does not receive notice, there is a high likelihood
that any relinquishment or order of termination will be
overturned. (RCW 26.33.090)


c. Consent to the adoption of an Indian child may be withdrawn
for any reason at any time prior to the entry of the final
decree of adoption. Consent may also be withdrawn for fraud
or duress within two years of the entry of the final decree
of adoption. Revocation of consent may be delivered or
mailed to the Clerk of the Court or made orally to a judge
who shall certify that such a revocation took place. (RCW
26.33.090)
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c. It appears that a placement of more than three months is
needed.


3. When a request for a voluntary placement involves an American
Indian child, see Section 23.60 for procedures.


B. Procedures for handling voluntary placements are found in Chapters 32
and 34.


23.59 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibilities 


The service worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in
relation to working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve summons
(RCW 13.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a proper or
necessary person to the proceedings.


B. If a petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the
juvenile court judge may enter an order directing a service worker to
take a child into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child who
is in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care
hearing (see RCW 13.34.050 through 13.34.070).


D. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem for a
child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW
26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement of the
child outside of the home, a change in the court order must be obtained
prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may
be changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW
13.34.150). A service worker may request modification of a court order
at any time.


F. If a child has been returned to the home of the parent but continues to
be dependent, the Social Worker is required to obtain a court order,
Consent to Place or an authorization for emergency placement from law
enforcement in order to place the child back into foster care. At the
point of placement a new "placement episode" begins


G. The service worker is responsible for making review reports or other
reports as ordered by the court.
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G. When a child has been declared to be dependent, placed out of the home,
and then is returned to the home after an out-of-the-home placement, the
supervision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at
least six months. At that time there shall be a hearing on the need for
continued intervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker
must provide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor
that service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the
service worker and/or juvenile court order.


Note: This section shall remain in effect until final implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Manual. After the manual has been implemented,
refer to it to answer Indian child welfare questions.


23.60 Indian Child Welfare


Policy/Procedure for LICWAC/Administrative Reviews 


This section is an extension of WAC 388-70-091, 092, 093, 095, 450, 600, 615,
620, 640, 73-044, RCW 13.34.25, P.L. 95-608, HB 480, P.L. 96-272, current
Child Protective Team Mandates; and the DCFS Manual, chapter 1.04. and 23.38.


WAC 388-70-600


Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee - Purpose


The intent of WAC 388-70-096, 388-70-450, and 388-70-600 to 640 is to ensure
protection of the Indian identity of Indian children, protecting Tribal rights
pertaining to Indian Child Welfare, and the maximum utilization of available
Indian resources for Indian children to assist in the preservation of Indian
families.


It is also the intent of the LICWAC to assist social workers in evaluation of
risk to Indian children and make appropriate recommendations to ensure that
the safety of Indian children, the preservation of Indian heritage, are
primary focuses of the Department and the Committee.


To ensure the realization of this intent, information about EACH current and
future case involving Indian children, for whom the Department and Private
Agencies have a responsibility for, shall be referred to either a Tribal
Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee or a Department LICWAC for staffing
according to the Department procedures.


All cases are to be referred to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or a Department LICWAC, per Regional procedures, except where LICWAC
has an alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the agreement
has been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, the Director of DCFS. This
public and private partnership, utilizing Indian community representatives in
the review process emphasizes that the problem of abused and neglected
children is a community problem and their well-being is a community
responsibility.
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A. Definition of Indian Child: 


1. An enrolled Indian:


a. Any person who is enrolled or eligible for enrollment in a
federally recognized tribe;


b. Any person determined, or eligible to be found, to be an
Indian by the Secretary of the Interior;


c. An Eskimo, Aleut, or other Alaskan Native.


2. A Canadian Indian: Any person who is a member of a treaty tribe,
Metis community, or non-status Indian community from Canada.


3. An unenrolled Indian: A person considered to be an Indian by a
federally or non-federally recognized Indian tribe or urban
Indian/Alaskan Native community organization.


B. Purpose of LICWAC: 


1. The primary focus of the LICWAC is to review caseworkers
evaluation of risk to Indian children so that appropriate case
plans are implemented to ensure the safety of Indian children and
the maintenance of their Indian heritage.


2. To ensure that Indian children are connected to their own Tribes
and families through early notification to Tribes as mandated by
the Indian Child Welfare Act and by following notification
mandated by the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State
Indian Child Welfare laws, the Tribal - State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement, and DCFS LICWAC regulations.


3. To assist the DCFS to involve Tribal governments and Indian
organizations in case planning for Indian children.


4. To encourage increased participation of families, foster parents,
and children in the review process. (See H.)


5. To ensure that culturally relevant resources are offered to Indian
children and their families to expedite reunification efforts,
including in-home family support services; and to assist the
department in developing these resources.


6. To ensure that Indian children are placed in culturally relevant
placements following the placement preferences of the Indian Child
Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State Indian Child Welfare laws,
DCFS LICWAC regulations, and the Tribal State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement.
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7. To act as a multi-disciplinary resource team for DCFS caseworkers
in developing and advocating for culturally relevant case plans
for Indian children and their families.


8. To support Tribal sovereignty with its right of eminent domain,
and to support the efforts of Tribes in obtaining self-
determination in Indian Child Welfare matters.


9. To advocate for the needs of caseworkers carrying Indian cases,
recognizing the additional mandated requirements of these cases,
to seek equitability for these workers within the Department.
Ensure LICWAC's participation in the development and monitoring of
all DCFS case plans for Indian children.


C. Functions of LICWAC:


1. To review the case of each Indian child receiving services from a
DCFS program or private child placing agency. All cases are to be
referred to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or the Department's LICWAC, except where LICWAC has an
alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the
agreement has been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, and
the Director of DCFS.


2. Review DCFS/private agency staff's assessment of risk and
development of culturally relevant case plans for Indian Children.


3. Act as the Administrative Review team for all Indian cases
requiring an Administrative review, except where alternate active
agreement exists. (Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity,
a minimum of two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the
established Administrative Boards when Indian cases are
presented.)


4. Act as the Child Protective Team for all Indian cases fitting the
criteria of a CPT case, except where alternative agreement exists.
(Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity, a minimum of two
LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committees when Indian cases are presented.)


5. Requires the Regional DCFS Administrator to initiate reviews of
case plans that the LICWAC believe to be detrimental to the best
interest of Indian children.


6. Acts in an advisory capacity to the Regional DCFS Administrator
regarding the Division's development, implementation, and
monitoring of rules related to FRS, CWS, CPS, and adoption
services to Indian children and their families.


7. LICWAC will act as an "Expert Witness" for Indian children in
cases where Tribal representatives are unavailable.
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D. LICWAC Membership Criteria: 


1. Members shall be American Indian or Canadian Indian or Native
Alaskan who are familiar with the special needs of Indian children
residing within DCFS catchment area.


a. Police Checks may be made on all applicants, per Regional
procedures.


b. Members are to be responsible community members who:


O have a genuine interest in the welfare of children;
O don't abuse alcohol/drugs;
O don't have any convictions or felonies relating to


offenses against children.


c. Members are to have an understanding of community resources
for Indian children and their families.


d. Members must be willing to participate in mandatory
training. The LICWAC may appoint non-Indian resource
persons as ex-officio, non-voting members, except where
LICWAC has an alternate agreement with the Regional
Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


2. Persons interested in serving on the LICWAC but are not tribal
designated representatives shall:


Obtain an "Application for Advisory Body Appointment" from the
LICWAC chairperson or DCFS LICWAC Liaison. Upon completion of the
application, applicants may attach a current resume and two
reference letters and return to the DCFS LICWAC Liaison.


3. Tribes and Indian organizations may submit their designated
representatives to participate on the LICWAC in the usual manner.


4. The Liaison will review the application with the committee for
discussion and approval. The committee shall review all
applications and make selection to be sent to the Regional
Administrator for appointment.


The Application process may include a personal interview with the
LICWAC members.
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5. Once the appointment to the committee is made, termination will
occur only if the member resigns, consistently misses meetings, or
a determination is made after input from the LICWAC, Tribes, and
off-reservation Indian organizations that an individual is not
suitable to continue to serve on the LICWAC committee. If a
member is found to act in a manner that is in direct contradiction
with the goals and philosophy of the LICWAC, his/her seat will
immediately be vacated. The Regional Administrator will make the
official termination of the above applicant except where an
alternative active agreement applies by the LICWAC expert.


NOTE: Indian staff of DCFS' with LICWAC approval, are authorized
to act in a consultant capacity for cases carried by a
private agency.


E. Regional DCFS LICWAC Liaison:


1. The regional LICWAC Liaison is to be selected and designated as a
result of a collaborative effort of the LICWAC and the Regional
Administrator and is responsible for providing staff support to
the LICWAC and coordinating functions of LICWAC.


2. The functions of the LICWAC Liaison include:


a. Upon concurrent appointment by the Regional Administrator
and the LICWAC, the Liaison (in conjunction with the LICWAC
chairperson and DCFS Indian staff) will provide mandatory
training and orientation to new members in the following
areas:


O Volunteer liability - each LICWAC member is to sign a
DSHS Volunteer Registration Form.


O Confidentiality - each LICWAC member will sign the CFS
Volunteer Registration form committing to the
maintenance of client confidentiality..


o 
1


0 Mileage reimbursement arrangements.


O Volunteer registration of all LICWAC members.


O Staffing process according to the Regional LICWAC
policy and procedures.


O DCFS programs and processes.


O Indian Child Welfare Act - P.L. 95-608.


O Age requirements of P.L. 96-272 - Title IV-B-Periodic
Reviews.


O H.B. 480 - Washington State Indian Child Welfare Act.
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o Department's Risk Assessment Matrix.


o Reporting law.


b. Schedules and coordinates case staffings, CPT staffings,
Administrative Reviews, and regular LICWAC meetings.


c. Ensures that minutes on all cases staffed by LICWAC are
recorded in a timely manner, and,that copies of the minutes
are retained in a central file and in case records, readily
available for LICWAC review.


d. Develops, updates, and approves on an annual basis, working
agreements with private child placing agencies within the
Region regarding the provisions of Indian Child Welfare
services that comply with the Indian Child Welfare Act of
1978. Monitors that the agreements and provisions of the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 are being followed.


e. Identifies training opportunities and ensures that LICWAC
members and private agency staff are included in DCFS and
other ICW trainings related to the delivery of Indian Child
Welfare services, i.e., DCFS Training Academy, Risk
Assessment, and trainings sponsored by Indian programs.


f. Ensures that appropriate material be mailed by DCFS Clerical
staff to all LICWAC members and designated private agency
staff.


g. Authorizes mileage for LICWAC members and consultants.


h. Identifies and advocates for the special unmet needs of
Indian children and their families that may relate to
barriers to timely family reunification efforts.


F. Cases Mandated to be Reviewed by LICWAC:


1. All DCFS and private agency Indian cases are to be reviewed by
either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Committee, or by the LICWAC
except where LICWAC has an approved alternate agreement with the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.
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STAFFING PRIORITIES:


a. Child Protective Team Staffings - any case in which a child
has been determined by a community professional or physician
to have been physically or sexually abused and the case plan
is not to place the child out of the home, or to return a
child home from foster care contrary to professional advice.
Where LICWACs are not providing CPT staffings, a minimum of
two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committee.


b. Administrative Reviews - cases where no DEPENDENCY REVIEW
has occurred within six months from the date of placement.


c. Non-Indian Placements - any Indian case where an Indian
child has been placed in a non-Indian placement resource.


d. Private Agency case staffings - all Indian cases where a
private agency has responsibility or custody.


e. Voluntary Placements - cases in which the parent's have
voluntarily placed their child in the custody of DCFS or a
private Child Placing Agency.


f. Permanency Planning reviews - cases where the plan is to
terminate parental rights, pursue guardianship, maintain a
child in long-term foster care placement, or pursue an
adoptive placement.


g. Any other Indian cases.


G. Quorum for LICWAC Staffings/Reviews:


1. A quorum for an Administrative Review, permanency planning
staffing, non-Indian placement case, or private agency case review
shall consist of no less than three (3) LICWAC members except
where an alternate agreement exists.


2. A quorum for a CPT staffing shall consist of no less than five (5)
LICWAC members representing the following disciplines:


a. Medical
b. Law Enforcement/Legal
c. Alcohol/Drug
d. Social Services
e. Educational
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H. Notification for Reviews/Staffing:


1. Administrative Reviews: Notification to all interested parties,
parents, child over 13, GAL, foster parents, attorneys and
therapists - needs to be made in writing fourteen (14) days in
advance; or in an emergency, notice can be made by personal
contact by the caseworker.


2. CPT staffings or emergency staffings are to be scheduled with a
minimum of 24 hours advance verbal notice to LICWAC members,
followed by immediate written notice.


3. Initial cases for LICWAC are to be scheduled at the next regularly
scheduled LICWAC meeting after assignment of an Indian case,
except where the LICWAC has an alternate agreement with the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


4. LICWAC staffings shall occur regularly, but not less than once
every six (6) months.


I. Who can Reouest a Staffing:


1. Requests by a worker for a staffing can be made verbally or in
writing to the Liaison or Chairperson.


2. In regions that have an alternate agreement with the Department,
staffings are initiated according to that agreement.


J. Who can Attend a Staffing: 


1. The social worker shall always be the primary presenter and shall
be in attendance.


2. All appointed and registered LICWAC members.


3. Parents.


4. Child(ren) - usually over 13 years of age.


5. Foster parents.


6. Tribal Representatives.


7. Guardian Ad Litems.
•


8. Attorneys.


9. Other resource persons necessary for additional information.
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K. Relationships or Conflicts of Interest:


LICWAC members who are expressly familiar or involved in another
capacity with the parties being reviewed shall state their
role/relationship prior to the review. They shall give in-put on the
situation, but refrain from being involved in making any recommendations
if:


1. They are related (up to the specified degree of second cousin).


2. They work for a private agency providing placement services to the
family.


3. Upon discussion, it is determined that they are in an advocacy
role with one or more individuals in the family.


L. Staffing Dates:


If a significant change occurs in the plan or with the case, it must be
restaffed at the next LICWAC review prior to any court hearings to
ensure that the recommendations of the LICWAC are followed.


M. Staff Protocol: 


1. The DCFS Supervisor will screen all Indian cases and request the
appropriate type of staffing for each case.


2. The social worker completes a current ISP (DSHS 15-209) for use in
the staffing to be given to the liaison five days in advance of
the staffing.


a. For CPT cases the police report may be used in lieu of the
ISP for the initial staffing.


3. The clerical support staff of DCFS will make at least three (3)
copies of the ISP and distributes them for review at the staffing.


4. The DCFS case record shall be available: all psychological
reports, all medical reports, counseling reports, professional
correspondence, police reports, pictures, and all court reports.


5. The ISP, including attachment A, must have the supervisor's
signature indicating that the supervisor concurs with the
presented plan.


6. The Chairperson will open each meeting with an announcement that
members are to declare relationships or involvements as cases are
presented.
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7. The ISP/Police Report is reviewed along with any other pertinent
material and discussion takes place along with questions regarding
the history of the case, services being offered and provided,
progress being made, barriers to reunification, and time-frames as
to when the permanent plan is most likely to be accomplished.


8. The LICWAC Liaison documents all recommendations clearly on the
Administrative Review Form (DSHS 05-203) or a LICWAC Staffing Form
that includes all the documented recommendations.


9. The recommendations are read by the LICWAC Chairperson or
secretary, and all LICWAC members vote or otherwise concur with
the recommendations made to be incorporated into the case plan and
then sign the form.


10. The caseworker is to review the written LICWAC recommendations at
that point. If the caseworker is in agreement with the LICWAC
recommendations and plans to implement those recommendations as
part of the case plan, the caseworker then signs the form. If the
caseworker is not in agreement with the LICWAC recommendations,
the caseworker must not sign •the form. The caseworker must advise
the LICWAC at that time of his/her points of disagreement.
Further discussion and mediation can take place regarding the
disputed recommendations. However, the staffing cannot be
recessed until the caseworker has either signed the LICWAC
Staffing Form or an impasse declared, unless a time-limited recess
has been mutually agreed upon by the LICWAC and the caseworker.
Such recesses are to be in restricted use.


11. If after mediation and discussion the disagreement is not
resolved, and the majority of LICWAC members vote to pursue the
impasse, the impasse procedures will be initiated.


N. Impasse Procedures:


1. If the social worker does not agree with the LICWAC
recommendations, and the majority of LICWAC members have voted to
proceed, the following impasse procedures will be initiated:


a. Within 24 hours the LICWAC Liaison will notify the Regional
Administrator, Area Manager, Supervisor, Social worker,
LICWAC Representatives, and the Office of Indian Affairs
that it is necessary to conduct an impasse staffing. All
CPT cases will be reviewed within 48 hours.


b. If the LICWAC considers the child involved in the case to be
in imminent danger or at serious risk, the CPT guidelines
will be enforced so that the child will be placed out of
danger until a staffing with the Regional Administrator has
been held within 24 hours.
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c. If a court hearing is imminent, the department is to request
that the MG seek a continuance to provide additional time
to reconcile differences unless a party other than DCFS
disagrees.


d. If the court hearing is not rescheduled, an impasse staffing
will need to be held within the 24 hour time-frame.


e. If the impasse is not resolved at the regional level, after
notification by the LICWAC Chairperson or Liaison, the
Division Director will review the case within 24 hours.


f. If the impasse is not resolved at the Division level, the
Assistant Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting.


If the impasse is not resolved at the Assistant Secretary's
level, the Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting, and shall make the final
determination.


O. Disciplinary and Corrective Action:


Any situation in which a social worker WILLFULLY REFUSES to abide by the
policies established for LICWAC shall be handled in a manner consistent
with personnel policy 545 and 546 and the provisions of the Merit System
Rules for employee disciplinary action.


23.61 Privacy and Security of Records


A. Any party to a proceeding seeking a declaration of dependency or a
termination of the parent-child relationship, (the juvenile, his/her
parents or attorney) may, upon request, make inquiry to the department
as to the existence and content of custody or care records. The
inquiries shall provide the name of the juvenile, the approximate date
the juvenile was in contact with the department, the nature of the
contact, location of the contact and the purpose of the request.


B. The department will make a written response to the inquiry within 10
calendar days after receipt. The department will give priority to
expedite processing inquiries which involve litigation. The department
will provide to the juvenile, his/her parent(s), or attorney making the
inquiry information regarding the location, nature, and content of the
records in the department's possession except:


1. If it is determined by the agency that release of this information
is likely to cause severe psychological or physical harm to the
juvenile or his/her parents, the agency may withhold the
information subject to the order of the court. If the court
determines that limited release of the information is appropriate,
the court may specify terms and conditions for release of the
information; or
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2. If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile
justice or care agency in connection with the provision of
counseling, psychological, psychiatric or medical services for the
juvenile and the juvenile has the legal right to receive these
services without the consent of any person or agency, then the
information or record may not be disclosed to the juvenile's
parents without the informed consent of the juvenile.


C. See Chapter 01 for additional policy on confidentiality of information.
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23.99 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


A. The following specific forms used for voluntary termination of parental
rights are located in Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-466
2. DSHS 09-467
3. DSHS 09-468
4. DSHS 09-469
5. DSHS 09-470
6. DSHS 09-471
7. DSHS 09-473
8. DSHS 09-474


9. DSHS 09-476


10. DSHS 09-477
11. DSHS 09-478


12.
13.
14.


DSHS
DSHS
DSHS


09-479
09-480
09-481


15. DSHS 09-482


16. DSHS 09-552


Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
Notice of Hearing re Petition and Intent (12/79)
Publication Notice (12/79)
Affidavit of Personal Service (12/79)
Affidavit in Support of Service by Publication (5/80)
Affidavit of Publication (12/79)
Findings, Conclusions, and Order (3/80)
Petition for Termination of Parent-Child Relationship
(12/79)
Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-
Unborn Child (12/79)
Consent to Termination (12/79)
Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appearance
(12/79)
Authorization to Release Information (12/79)
Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or
Consent to Adoption (12/79)
Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for
Minor Parent (4/80)
Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases
involving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.60 are included in
Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-534
2. DSHS 09-535
3. DSHS 09-536
4. DSHS 09-537
5. DSHS 09-538
6. DSHS 09-539
7. DSHS 09-540


8. DSHS 09-541
9. DSHS 09-542


10. DSHS 09-543
11. DSHS 09-544
12. DSHS 09-545


13. DSHS 09-546
14. DSHS 09-547


15. DSHS 09-547A
16. DSHS 09-548


Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Band (12/80)
Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)
Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)
Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal
Affiliations (12/80)
Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)
Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance
(12/80)
Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
Request for Continuance (12/80)
Notice to Secretary of United States Department of
Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)
Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)
Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe
(3/81)
Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe (3/81)
Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction
(3/81)
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23.00 INTRODUCTION 


23.01 Purpose and Scope 


The division meets legal requirements for permanency planning, case planning
and case review to children and families according to several different
methods. This chapter contains policy and procedure governing permanency
planning, the writing of case plans and court reports. Additionally, this
chapter describes juvenile court, administrative' case review, and citizen case
review.


23.02 Authority


Public Law 96-272 of 1980, Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act


Public law 96-272 provides funds to states for services to children if the
state maintains compliance with several requirements for permanency planning,
case plans and case review procedures. These procedures are designed to
ensure that each child will have a safe, permanent home as quickly as
possible. PL 96-272 requires that:


O States maintain a state-wide information system, that can track all
children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case plans (Individual Service Plans) be completed no later
than 60 days of a placement episode, at six months and every six months
thereafter for all children in out-of-home care.


O Detailed case reviews ("periodic reviews") occur for each child in out-
of-home care every six months.


O Court hearings that make a determination regarding the permanent plan
for the child occur by the 18th month that the child is out-of-home and
periodically thereafter (every 12 months in Washington State).


O Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 


Washington State law mandates development of case plans and requires
case review.


Chapter 13.34.120(1) and 13.34.120(2)


Chapter 13.34.130(2) and 13.34.130(2)(a)
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The statute requires that:


O The agency having temporary custody of the child shall "provide
the court with a specific plan" that specifies "where the child
will be placed," what steps will be taken to return the child home
and actions taken to maintain parent-child ties." The agency must
also specify services to be offered to assist parents to resume
custody.


23.03 Definitions 


O Substitutecare: Placement of a child outside of the home of the
child's natural parent, legal guardian or legally established
adoptive parent related to the provision of child welfare services
i n accordance with 74.13 RCW.


O Placement Episode means the period of time that begins with the
date the child was removed from the home of the parent or legal
custodian for the purposes of placement in substitute care and
continues until the child returns home or an adoption decree or
guardianship order is entered.


O Dependency: Established when a person under the age of 18 is
found by the court to be:


1. Abandoned,


2. Abused or neglected, such that the child is in serious
danger of harm.


3. Without a parent, guardian, or legal custodian willing and
capable of adequately caring for the child such that the
child is in circumstances which constitute a danger of
substantial damage to the child's psychological or physical
development, or


4. Developmentally disabled and the child's parent, guardian,
orflegal custodian with DSHS/DCFS has determined that
services appropriate to the child's needs cannot be provided
i n the home.


O Alternative Residential Placement (ARP): Placement begins when a
petition filed by a child or his/her parent is approved by the
court for alternative residential placement. The hearing on the
petition will be on the question of the child's placement. The
court will approve the placement in which the child resides, when
either the parent or child wishes the child to reside or in a much
more secure facility as deemed necessary.
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O Individual Service Plan (ISP): the Individual Service Plan is
completed for each child in care by the 30th day of the initial
placement episode, by sixth month from the date of placement, and
every six months thereafter. The ISP provides information
regarding the entire case plan for a child and his/her family. It
enables the reviewing body to make informed conclusions and
recommendations regarding the child's future status, and reviews
the progress already made towards'achieving a permanent plan for
the child. The ISP provides information to the juvenile court and
documents the requirements of Public Law 96-272 for a written case
plan. It also provides a written report for Administrative
reviews, case conferences, LICWAC (Local Indian Child Welfare
Advisory Committee) reviews, Child Protective team reviews, and - is
used to obtain approval for group care placement.


O Periodic Review: A review of a child's case plan held every six
months when the child is in out-of-home substitute care that meets
federal and state law for periodic review.


O Dispositional Hearing:


a. Federal Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court by
18 months of placement that makes a determination regarding
the future status (permanent plan) of the child.


b. State Definition: A hearing held by the juvenile court
following a fact finding hearing that determines the
immediate placement and case plan for the child.


O Shelter Care Hearing: A brief hearing held by the juvenile court
after the filing of a dependency petition but before a child has
been found dependent that allows the court to examine the need for
shelter care.


O Dependency Petition: A written statement which contains factual
allegations, requests that the court take specific action, and
recites the legal basis for such action.


O Dependency Review: A hearing designed to examine what has
happened in the case since the last court hearing. At a minimum,
dependency cases must be reviewed every six months. The hearing
allows all parties to present recommendations regarding the future
course of the case. The court will examine the extent of the
parties compliance with the dispositional plan and, if necessary,
the dispositional plan may be modified by the court.
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O ARP Review: A hearing designed to examine what has happened in
the case since the alternative residential placement petition was
approved. ARP reviews are held at three months of placement.
Out-of-home placement may not be continued past 180 days from the
day the review hearing commenced, and the court must order that
the child be returned to the home of the parent at the expiration
of the placement.


O Termination. of Parental Rights: Permanent severance of the legal
relationship between a parent and child. All rights, powers,
privileges, immunities, duties, and obligations, including rights
to custody, control, visitation, and support are extinguished.


.Any support. obligation existing prior to the effective date of the
termination order is not affected by the termination. The rights
of one parent may be terminated without affecting, the rights of
the other.


O Dependency Guardianship: A procedure available through juvenile
court whereby someone other than the child's parent is designated
by the court to care for a dependent child and exercise, in most
respects, the rights and responsibilities of a parent. A
guardianship is a means of providing the child with stability and
permanence in his/her placement while removing the need for the
active agency supervision and six month court reviews otherwise
required when a child has been found dependent. Although the
parental rights of the child's natural parent are not permanently
terminated as the result of a guardianship, such rights are
severely limited,


O Adoption: Adoption is a legal and social process provided for by
l aw, to establish the legal relationship of child and parent when
they are not so related by birth. Adoption services provide
opportunities for children, to achieve permanent, nurturing
families.


Termination of. Publication Hearing: If the court orders
publication of notice, the court will set a date to, return to.
court to verify whether anyone responded to the notice. The date
is routinely referred to as the "TOP" date.


Publication: must occur on three successive weeks. The first
publication must occur at least. 25 days. before the termination of
publication, date. Because the process of receiving verification
back from the newspaper requires extra time, the entire process
takes approximately seven weeks. For that reason, TOP is usually
set for 60 days after the date that publication is ordered.


The termination of publication day may be set before, after, or at
the same time as the Fact-Finding date, but the court may not
enter an order regarding the individual to whom publication has
been ordered until the termination of publication occurs.
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O Default: When a person fails to answer a petition within the time
allowed or fails to appear in court at the required time, an order
may then be entered finding the person to be in default and
granting the relief requested by the opposing party.


O Continuance: Postponing a hearing. The court will set the matter
for a later date.


23.10 POLICY - PERMANENCY PLANNING


All children, regardless of age, ethnicity, or disability, are entitled
to a permanent home.


The Case Permanency Plan means the plan mandated by Public Law 96-272.
This plan shall ensure that no child is placed in foster care who can
effectively be protected in the child's own home; and that when removal
is necessary, reunification be attempted before any other permanent plan
is sought.


The permanency plan shall begin when the department begins working with
the child's family and shall outline specific goals that will ensure
that the child is placed and maintained in a permanent family situation
as quickly as possible. If it is necessary to place a child
temporarily, the case permanency plan shall be founded on a family
assessment and include a statement of how the child's special needs will
be met in the least restrictive, most family-like setting available that
i s in the closest possible proximity to the child's family.


THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE PERMANENT PLACEMENTS PLANS ARE:


1. Maintaining a child at home.


2. Relative placement with written permanency agreement.


3. Relative guardianship.


4. Adoption.


5. Foster parent guardianship.


6. Family Foster care with written permanency agreement.
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23.11 Purpose of Service and Statement of Philosophy - Out-of-Home Care 


The purpose of out-of-home care services is to provide children a temporary,
protective, nurturing home when a child's family is unable to provide basic
protection care and nurture for a child. Preventative service alternatives
are offered in order to help maintain the family unit prior to any
consideration of out-of-home placement. When placement is necessary,
reunification services are immediately initiate to expedite the child's return
home before any other permanent plan of care is considered. Out-of-home care
i s viewed as a short-term service solution to an emergent situation.


Permanency planning begins at the time DCFS begins working with a child and
the child's family, and continues throughout the service period until
permanency is achieved. Permanency planning and follow-through are essential
to reducing/eliminating the negative effects that separation from family has
on every child.


The underlying goal is to provide each child with a permanent family, capable
of providing protection, care, and nurture as expeditiously as possible.


The philosophy of substitute out-of-home care services is:


O Children have a right to a stable, permanent home as quickly as
possible.


O Children have a right to be raised by their birth parents when their
parents are able to do so in a minimally adequate manner.


O Children who come to the attention of the child welfare system generally
have parents who care about them, want what is best for them, and who
with help, can assume responsibility and provide adequate care for their
children.


O Immediately available intensive service(s) can assist most parents in
i mproving their capacity to carry out and resume their responsibilities
as parents.


O Children have a right to a stable, permanent home by means of adoption,
or other plan for permanency, when their parents are unable or unwilling
to improve their ability to function as adequate parents within 18
months of the beginning of the placement.
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23.12 Service Description 


A. Out-of-home care is a temporary substitute for the child whose family is
unable to minimally provide for the child's care. This could include
relative care, foster care, group care or institutional or hospital
care. The most common reason for placement is that the child would be
at risk of serious abuse or neglect if left at home as determined by
DCFS risk assessment protocol. A child might also be placed temporarily
due to extreme conflict with his/her parents. In a few cases placement
may be due solely to the child's own physical and/or psychological
problems. Except in rare instances, out-of-home care is, neither a goal
nor a plan for permanence for the child.


B. Out-of-home care service includes:


1. A full assessment of the individual child and family situation.


2. Counseling and preventive services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to reinforce and maintain the
family unit whenever possible.


3. Placement and supervision of children who cannot remain in their
own family homes after all reasonable efforts have been made to
provide services to maintain the family unit.


4. Specialized placements for children with special needs.


5. Post-placement counseling and reunification services to the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return the child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent family situation.


6. Medical, psychological/psychiatric, and other specialized services
as needed.


23.13 General Policies 


A. Foster Care Teams 


1. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parents will be involved in the
decision to place their child prior to removing the child from
his/her home.


Parents will actively participate in the development of an
i ndividual service plan (ISP) to ensure expedient remediation of
risk factors to facilitate the child's timely return home. Social
workers are encouraged to develop the ISP in a family in-person
conference, as workloads permit. All parents whose location are
known must be provided with a copy of the ISP.
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2. Social Worker Role


Social Workers have primary responsibility to coordinate the case
planning efforts of all persons working on behalf of the child.
This includes developing goals with the biological parents that
will strengthen the family, and provide the means of achieving
these goals. The foster care provider/agency will be given
information and resources to assist with the stability of the
placement and to meet the needs of the child. The Social Worker
will work with the placement family/agency and with the. other
professionals involved in the case to support the permanent plan
for the child.


3. Foster Care Provider Role


Foster care providers are responsible for the protection, care and
nurture of the child in placement. Foster care providers may, if
appropriate and agreed to by provider, participate in the
development of the service plan for the child and his/her family;
assist in family visitation, including monitoring; and model
effective parenting behavior for the natural family.


4. Indian Tribes/Bands


Indian tribes/bands have a substantial legal and social interest
i n those children who are members/eligible for membership in the
tribe/band. In cases involving Indian children the child's
tribe/band is a primary resource for identifying appropriate
placement options and for service plan development/implementation.
(See DSHS Indian Child Welfare Manual for specific instructions.)


5. Other Professionals


Professional members of the medical, educational, tribal
psychological, and legal community work in accordance with the
i ndividual service plan (ISP) to provide services which support
the child and his/her family moving toward permanency. These
professionals share their recommendation with the social worker
through written reports or network staffings.


6. Child


Many children who enter the foster care system are willing and
able to participate in the individual service plan by sharing
their needs and feelings. Although not in a decision-making
position, their input needs to be heard, acknowledged, and
responded to by DCFS. Adolescent children particularly should be
i nvolved in planning.
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B. Preventive/Reunification Services 


Prior to a child being placed out of home, a full assessment of the
individual child and family is required, and it must be clearly
ascertained that the child's needs cannot be met through available
services provided in his/her own home or relative's home. Reasonable
efforts must be made to prevent placement and to make it possible for
the child to return to his/her own home. (See 23.20 for Reasonable
Efforts Policy to Placement.)


C. Parent Involvement


Whenever possible, the child's parent(s)/guardian(s) will be involved in
the decision to place, or not to place, their child, prior to removing
the child from his/her home.


D. Minimum Possible Number of Placements


In order to provide stability to the child in out-of-home care, the
placement selection will be made with a view toward the fewest possible
placements for each child. If possible, the initial placement should be
viewed as potentially the only placement for the child. The use of
short-term interim placements (30 days maximum) to protect a child's
health or safety while the placement of choice is being arranged is not
a violation of this principle.


E. Preservation of Family Relationships 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in close proximity to the
parent(s)/guardian(s) home and the child's current school consistent
with the best interests and special needs of the child. Placement
selection will attempt to preserve the family relationships of the
child. Frequency of visitation of the child in foster care by the
parent(s) is directly related to the length of stay in foster care.
Generally, the more frequent the visitation, the more likely the child
will return home.


F. Long-Range Plan 


The ultimate or long-range plan for the child (return home, adoption,
placement with relative, guardianship, or in limited situations, long-
term foster care) will be the primary consideration in the type and
l ocation of both initial and subsequent placements. Any temporary
placement should be chosen with a view toward preparing the child for
the long-range placement plan. (See Section 23.14 for permanency
planning priorities.)
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G. Relative Placement


RCN 13.34.130.(b) states that unless there is reasonable cause to believe
that the safety or welfare of. the child would be Jeopardized or that
efforts to reunite the parent and child would be hindered, children will
be placed with relatives.


1. The definition of relatives includes: grandparents, brothers,
sisters, stepbrothers, stepsisters uncles, aunts or first cousins
with whom the child has a relationship and is comfortable. The
relative needs to be willing and available to care for the child.


2. Efforts shall be made whenever possible and appropriate to place
the child with a relative when the child cannot return to his/her
natural family. This should include thorough relative searches
early in the DCFS involvement in the family, and periodically
throughput the child's placement in out-of-home care.


3. A criminal background check should be done on all relatives being
considered as a placement option for the child. (Refer to Chapter
6.)


4. When a child is placed temporarily with a relative in lieu of
foster care, casework services should be provided the same as for
all out-of-home care. (See Chapter 32.33.) Relative placements
must meet all case planning and case review requirements described
i n this chapter.


H. Permanent Family at Earliest Possible Date


Time is a critical factor in the temporary placement of children. The
long-range placement plan is to be achieved at the earliest possible
date.. If the plan is to return the child home, selection of placement
resources shall facilitate and support return home within weeks, if
possible. (See Section 23.14 for permanency planning priorities.)


I. Child's Previous Placement History


Careful attention is to be given to the child's previous placement
history when selecting a temporary or permanent home for a child. Prior
placement history may indicate a need for prompt action to achieve


. permanency, a need for more or less structure, an inability to relate to
parental figures, or other factors which should be considered in
placement selection.
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J. Needs of the Child and Placement Resources 


Efforts shall be made to place the child in the least restrictive (most
family-like) setting available consistent with the best interests and
special needs of the child. Placement selection must consider the needs
of a child for specialized services and the accessibility of those
services. For example, a child in need of special education services
should not be placed where such services are not available. Similarly,
the child in need of specialized medical treatment or services is to be
placed where such services are available and reasonably accessible to
the child.


K. Case Plans (ISP) 


For each child.in out-of-home care, there must be a case plan which is
time-limited, goal-oriented, and routinely involves the child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), and foster parent(s). The case plan is also
i ntended to serve as a written agreement between the agency, the
parent(s), child, and foster parent(s). (See ISP procedures, Chapter
23.99.) This case plan also includes a Health and Education Record
which is updated with all ISP's and also at the point of any change of
placement.


L. Court Involvement


Foster care required beyond six months must be authorized by a court
order, or through an Exception to Policy utilizing an Alternative
Administrative Review or Citizens Review as appropriate. (See Chapter
23.42 & 43 for Alternative Administrative Review and Citizens Review
procedures.)


23.14 Service Priorities 


A. Mandatory Services 


1. Providing assessment and counseling to child, parent(s),
guardian(s), relative(s) to develop a plan for meeting child's
needs without placement if possible.


2. Providing/arranging counseling/preventive services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to prevent placement.


3. Evaluating need for out-of-home placement.


4. Arranging for placement of children into homes of relatives,
receiving homes, and family foster homes when out-of-home care
cannot be prevented.


5. Determining source of funding for foster care maintenance payments
and medical services.
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6. Providing/arranging counseling/reunification services to child,
parent(s)/guardian(s), relative(s) to return child home or to
place child in an alternate permanent care situation.


7. Providing consultative and support services to foster parents to
assist with maintaining the foster placement, to prevent a more
restrictive placement of the foster child, and to achieve the
Individual Service Place (ISP) for permanency.


8. Monitoring of placement to ensure quality of care.


23.20 REASONABLE EFFORTS TO PREVENT PLACEMENT AND RETURN CHILDREN HOME 


Legal Basis 


O Federal Law 96-272, 42 U.S.C. sec 671(1)(15) 42 U.S.C. sec 672(a)(1).


O Federal Regulations, Title 45, Part 1356.51.


O Chapter 13:34 Revised Code of Washington.


Purpose and Scope of Policy 


Federal and state law require that children only be removed from their own
homes when reasonable efforts to keep them safely at home are not possible.
This body of law recognizes that children may be emotionally harmed if
separated from their parents and that parental custody should only be
i nterfered with by the state when no other alternative is reasonably available
to protect the child at home. Following placement, these laws recognize that
the state child welfare agency should facilitate planning to make it possible
to eliminate the need for placement. Reasonable efforts need to be made by
the child placing agency responsible for the child. It has an obligation to
make reasonable efforts to prevent the need for out of home care. If
placement is necessary the agency is responsible for providing reasonable
efforts to return the child home as soon as possible'.


Child safety and emergency removal may, preclude attempts at reasonable
efforts. Federal regulations allow the juvenile court to determine that it is
reasonable not to make reasonable efforts in those circumstances. DCFS should
carefully document what caused the emergency such that reasonable efforts
could not be made.


"Reasonable efforts" do not mean that a laundry-list of all services in the
community be offered to a family. Services should be carefully chosen to be
responsive to a particular family's needs. Offering a "shotgun" list of
services without careful planning may be as ineffective as offering no
services at all. When available, services should be offered in the family's
own home at times appropriate to the family's schedule and needs.
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The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Prevent Placement Includes:


O A comprehensive assessment of the entire family situation,


O A Risk Assessment based on current agency protocol,


O A determination of what services would be appropriate for the family,


O Consideration and involvement of parental opinion in determining what,
services should be pursued,


O Consideration of cultural issues, including availability of planning and
services offered in the native language and culture of the family,


O Consideration of the distance of the family from services and
transportation available to the family,


O Consideration of financial ability to pay for services (both DCFS and
family),


O Development of specific timelines for demonstration of parental change,


O Development of parental-agency contracts and/or written case plan with
parents,


O Decisions on use of court action to mandate services to prevent the
placement of the child,


O Regular review of parent-agency contracts and case plans by social
workers, supervisors and (if court-ordered), the juvenile court.


The Scope of Reasonable Efforts to Return a Child Home Includes:


Following placement of the child into substitute care, the Social Worker must
offer reunification services to the family in an attempt to eliminate the need
for placement.


Reasonable effort to reunify a family should take the following factors into
account:


O Visitation between parent and child should be as frequent as possible if
visitation is not harmful to the child or prohibited by court order,


O Services offered should be geographically accessible to the family,


O Services offered should be responsive to the family's cultural
background and native language,


O Placement of the child should be the closest to the family home that
meets the needs of the child,
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O Parental opinion should be considered in the development of. all case
plans,


O Clear timeframes should be placed on the completion of services,


O Case plans should be monitored and reviewed regularly by courts, citizen
review boards and administrative review boards as required by state and
federal law.


O Efforts made to offer/provide services, and outcomes of services should
be carefully described in updated case plans.


O Families should be reassessed at least every six months to evaluate the
continuing risk to the child if the child were returned home.


Outcomes of Unsuccessful Reasonable Efforts 


The DCFS social worker should carefully weigh the potential harm to a child of
continuing seemingly unsuccessful efforts to return the child home. Even six
months in out-of-home care is a long time in the life of a child. Eighteen
months is a very long time for a child to be without a permanent family. The
social worker should modify the permanent plan to seek another permanent
outcome when reasonable efforts have been unsuccessful. Often this is •
apparent by six months following dependency. In very few circumstances should
workers continue with a goal of return to the home following 18 months of
placement.


Long-term out-of-home care without permanency is usually harmful to children.
Reasonable efforts requirements do not preclude that social workers must
sometimes make recommendations to the court that the parent(s) do not appear
capable of change within the time-frames required by a developing child.


23.30 CASE PLANNING REQUIREMENTS 


23.31 Types and Uses of Case Plans and Court Reports


Types 


O . Individual Service Plan Summary Assessment Form (DSHS 15-209(X)) for
Children in Placement which must include the Health and Education Record
(DSHS 15-209A).


The ISP is the complete case plan for all children in out-of-home care. Itsprimary purpose is providing goal-orientated, time-limited case planning for
each child and his/her family so that he/she obtains and is maintained in asafe permanent home as soon as possible.


The ISP serves as a blueprint for what DCFS expects to happen in a case. Itoutlines how the child will be cared for in substitute care and what DCFS
expects of the agency, parents and child. It also maintains an ongoing record
the child's health and education needs.
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Uses and Time Frames Required for Completion of the Individual Service Plan 
and Health and Education Record 


When a child is in out-of-home care the social worker completes or updates the
ISP at or before:


O By the 30th day of the placement episode of a child, at six months, and
periodically thereafter at six month intervals.


O Six months following the completion of the preceding ISP.


O If the ISP is completed earlier than required the next ISP is due no
l ater than six months from the last one completed.


O The Health and Education form, which is to be attached to the ISP and
kept in the legal section of the case record will be updated at the time
of any ISP update. In addition it will be updated at the point of any
placement change. A copy of the form is always provided to the
caregiver at the time of placement, and the time of update.


Social workers also use the ISP as the report to the court in most regions.
It is used as the primary source of information for many staffings and case
reviews.


The social worker submits the ISP in the following situation:


O For all court permanency planning and review hearings,


O To obtain approval to place a child in group care,


O For administrative reviews,


O For citizen reviews,


O For LICWAC staffings.


23.32 Policy Governing Case Plans for Children in Out-of Home Care 


The DCFS social worker, private agency or tribe having physical custody of a
child shall complete the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan, for all
children in out-of-home care who are in the temporary or permanent legal
custody of DCFS. Individual Service Plans should be developed after a
comprehensive family assessment has been completed by the DCFS social worker.
Families have a right to know what the comprehensive case plan is for their,
child and family. Failure to establish ISPs in a timely manner may contribute
to parental resistance to involvement in services needed to return a child '
home.
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Consultation on the ISP


The social worker develops the ISP after consulting with the parents of the
child. This consultation with the parents will be conducted in person if
possible.


Individual Service Plans should clearly describe what is necessary to be
accomplished before the permanency plan is completed. Whenever possible, all
activities planned for parents, children foster parents and DCFS shall be
described as specifically as possible. For example: "Mother will start out-
patient drug treatment at Community Drug Service Agency by October 1, 1989 and
will complete treatment by January 30, 1990." "DCFS will complete a home
study on Jane Doe by December 30, 1989." "Child will attend tutoring session
at Lincoln School four times by December 1989."


23.40 CASE REVIEW REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE


23.41 Type of Case Review, Periodic Review - Federal Law


Federal law requires that each child in substitute care have a full case
review at least every six months from the beginning date of the placement
episode. This may be accomplished in a court review hearing or through a
citizen or administrative review.


State Law - Court Review


State law requires that the case of every dependent be reviewed by the
juvenile court every six months from the date of the establishment of
dependency or the date of the placement of the child, whichever comes first.
Children who are in placement as a result of an ARP dispositional hearing must
be reviewed by the court three months after an ARP dispositional hearing.


Social workers usually meet federal requirements for periodic (six-month)
review of children in substitute care through one of the following:


o Court review hearings,


o Administrative reviews.


Other types of court hearings or internal staffings may sometimes meet federal
requirements for periodic review if:


o Parent(s) of the child have been invited to the review or staffing, and


o One person on the reviewing body is not directly responsible for
developing and implementing the case plan.


o The review addresses the content of the periodic review
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Content of Periodic Reviews 


Periodic reviews cover the entire case plan for the child. They should
i nclude a review of:


O The ISP,


O The appropriateness of the type of placement and the permanent plan,


O The reason(s) placement is necessary,


O Parental compliance with the case plan, and progress towards permanency,


O The projected date that the permanent plan will be completed,


O Whether parents have been notified and/or involved in agency decision ,
making especially as it relates to changes in visitation, placement, and
the child's legal status.


23.42 Administrative Case Review


Regional administrators shall establish an administrative review system to
ensure that federal requirements for periodic review are met.


Administrative Review Coordinators: 


Each region shall appoint an administrative review coordinator. The
administrative review coordinator is responsible for:


O Establishing and maintaining administrative review teams,


O Establishing a scheduling system for review,


O Seeing that reviews are conducted within state and federal guidelines
and timeframes,


O Liaison with state office,


O Preparing monthly reports on the status of the review system, and


O Establishing training for staff and volunteers.


Administrative Review Teams/Composition 


Administrative review teams shall be composed of at least three persons. One
member must not be in the chain of command of the social worker responsible'
for the case. These people may be:


DCFS staff or trained citizen volunteers who have signed oaths of
confidentiality.
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O Cases involving Indian children shall be administratively reviewed as
provided in the DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual, Chapter 07.60.


Administrative review must occur in the following situations:


O Court procedures or hearings have not met the federal guidelines or
timeframes for periodic review,


O The social worker requests a voluntary placement extension beyond six
months.


Additionally, administrative review may be used for other purposes ZS
determined by the regional administrator.


Administrative Review/Process Notice:


At least 14 days prior to an Administrative Review the social worker shall
send written notice of the date, time and place of review to:


O Parents


O Children over the age of 12


O Child's tribe (see DCFS Indian Child Welfare Manual for definition of
tribe)


If an emergency review must occur to meet federal timeframes, the Regional
Administration Review Coordinator may waive the above notice requirements. In
these cases the social worker shall notify the above persons by phone or in
person of their right to attend the review. Documentation of notice to
parents is made on the Administrative Review Hearing Form by the
Administrative Review Chairman.


The social worker or Administrative Review Chairman may invite other people to
the review. However, with the exception of the guardian ad litem and parents'
attorney, parents must give written parental consent to the attendance of
others at the reviews.


Foster care providers often have valuable information about the 'child's 'daily
l ife, medical, educational and emotional condition. Social 'workers should
encourage birth parents to allow foster parents to attend.. If a parent
refuses such permission, the foster care provider may be invited into the
review only for the purpose of giving information about the child's adjustment
to out-of-home care and to give the reviewers information on the child's
current condition. In this situation, the foster parent does not attend the
entire review so that birth parents right to privacy is protected.
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Recommendations from Review:


The Administrative Review Coordinator or Review Board Chair completes the
Administrative Review Form, DSHS 05-203, after the review. The Administrative
Review Coordinator sends copies of the DSHS 05-203 to:


O The parents of the child,


O The DCFS social worker for the child,


O Children over 12 subject to the review,


O The Indian child's tribe, and


O The private agency social worker responsible for placement of the child.


23.43 Citizen Review Boards 


Purpose and Scope 


The 1989 Legislature established pilot projects on citizen review in one or
more Class 1 Counties in the state to improve accountability for permanency
planning for children in out-of-home care. These pilot projects will be
administered through the Office of the Administrator for the Courts through
contracts with local juvenile courts. All dependent children who are in
placement and children •in placement as a result of voluntary placement
agreements are subject to citizen review in selected pilot sites. Children
who are not in out-of-home care and children in out-of-home care as a result
of an ARP are not subject to citizen review.


Citizen review sites have significantly different requirements for court
review than non-citizen review counties. Citizen review replaces some court
reviews in pilot sites. Citizen review occurs at three months, six months, 12
months and annually thereafter during the child's placement episode. Reviews
are scheduled by the juvenile court citizen review board.


DCFS Attendance at Citizen Review


DCFS social workers responsible for the child's case plan shall attend citizen
reviews. If this employee is not available, DCFS shall require another
employee who is knowledgeable about the case plan to attend the review. If
the child is in private agency placement, the private agency case worker
should also attend the review.


DCFS Preparation for Citizen Review


The social worker shall send a copy of the written parental consent to the
l ocal citizen review board within 30 days of placement when a child is placed
i n out-of-home care without court action. (When a child is placed by court
order, the court is legally required to notify the citizen review board.)
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The social worker shall send copies of the Individual Service Plan, DSHS . 15- .
209, to the citizen review board at least 14 days prior to any scheduled
ci,tizen review.


DCFS Response to Citizen Review Recommendations 


Citizen Review Board findings are advisory in nature to DCFS. However, should
a board decide that DCFS' ability to complete board recommendations is
unacceptable to the board, the board, by statute, may request that a court
review hearing be scheduled to resolve the matter.


Following a citizen review, the review board will send a copy of its findings
to the DCFS social worker. If the social worker, following consultation with
his/her supervisor is unable or unwilling to implement the citizen review
board findings, the social worker will prepare an implementation report within
ten working days describing:


O Reasons why DCFS is unwilling or unable to implement the
recommendations, and


O The case plan DCFS does intend to implement.


The DCFS Implementation Report format shall be established by DCFS Regional
Offices in cooperation with pilot citizen review boards.


23.44 Permanency Planning Hearings 


Both federal and state law require that the juvenile court make a
determination regarding the future status of the child by 18 months of the
child's placement episode. Following that hearing, state law requires the
court must annually, thereafter, hold permanency planning hearings to make
further determinations about the permanency plan. In addition, six month
periodic review hearings continue to occur as long as the child remains
dependent unless a guardianship has been established.


DCFS Preparation for Permanency Planning Hearings 


DCFS submits an updated Individual Service Plan, DSHS 15-209 to the juvenilecourt prior to the permanency planning hearing. This report should be
submitted within timeframes established by regional policy.


The ISP submitted for a permanency planning hearing shall clearly delineate
the DCFS recommendations for permanency planning. Research indicates that anychild who has been in out-of-home care for 18 continuous months is
i ncreasingly unlikely to return home. Eighteen months in placement is a very
long time in the life of a child.
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While it is always necessary when updating the ISP to review the parents'
progress towards improving the conditions leading to the child's placement in
out-of-home care, it is particularly important that a careful review of the
permanency plan occur at the 18 month point. If, at this point, DCFS is still
recommending to the court that eventual return home will occur, DCFS should
carefully describe to the court how this view is consistent with the child's
right to early achievement of a safe, permanent home. DCFS should carefully
consider all alternative permanency plans before making a recommendation on
permanency to the court. Questions to be considered by the social worker
i nclude:


O What emotional impact is long-term out-of-home care (without permanency)
having on this particular child?


O How continued out-of-home care has affected the parent/child bond?


O Who is the child emotionally attached to?


O Have the parents been offered a reasonable opportunity to improve the
conditions that lead to placement? What has been the result? Have
conditions changed?


O How long will it take for conditions to change enough for the child to
go home?


O What is the likely harm to the child of waiting for that period of time?


O How likely is it that an alternative permanent plan can be completed by
DCFS?


23.50 COURT PROCESS 


Federal: P.L. 95-608.


State: RCW 13.32A.120 through 13.32A.200; and RCW 13.34.010 through
13.34.300.


23.51 Policy 


23.52 Purpose of Service 


A. The purpose of this section is to describe the legal requirements of the
Juvenile Court Code. The Juvenile Court Code requires that child
welfare staff participate in four court processes: (1) Alternative
residential placement (ARP), (2) Dependency, (3) Guardianship, and (4)
Termination of parental rights. The consent to place process may be
used under some circumstances in lieu of the ARP or dependency
processes.
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B. One or more of these court processes may occur in the provision of the
following child welfare programs: (I) Family Reconciliation Services
(see Chapter 24); (2) Child Protective Services (see Chapter 26); (3)
Crisis Residential Placement (see Chapter 31); (4) Child *Foster Family
Care (see Chapter 32); (5) Private Agency/Child Group Care (see Chapter
34); and (6) Adoption Services (see Chapter 36).


23.53 Alternative Residential Placement (ARP) (See RCW 13.32A.120 through
13.32A.200)


The purpose of the alternative residential placement process is to resolve
disputes between parents and children as to where • children may live outside
the parents' home.


A. ARP Petition (see required outline in 23.80 C. 2.).


1. The parent or child may file a petition to approve an alternative
residential placement (see RCW 13.32A.120).


2. A petition may be filed only within the county where the parent
resides. (See RCW 13.32A.200.)


B. The service worker may file a petition to approve an alternative resi-
dential placement on behalf of a child under any of the following sets
of circumstances (see RCW 13.32A.140):


1. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center or has
been placed with a responsible person other than his/her parent,
and:


a. The parent has been notified that the child was so admitted
or placed;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No agreement has been reached between the parent and the
child as to where the child shall live;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child,
parent, or legal custodian; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Staff will make such notifications and place American Indian
children as required under 23.60.
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2. The child has been admitted to a crisis residential center and:


a. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such placement;


b. The staff, after searching with due diligence, have been
unable to contact the parent of such child;


The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent;


The required notifications have been made for American
Indian children and the service worker/Local Indian Child
Welfare Advisory Committee (LICWAC) have reached agreement
as to appropriate placement for the child. (See 23.60.)


3. An agreement between parent and child made regarding an
alternative residential placement is no longer acceptable to
parent or child, and:


a. The party to whom the arrangement is no longer acceptable
has so notified the department;


b. Seventy-two hours, including Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, have passed since such notification;


c. No new agreement between parent and child as to where the
child shall live has been reached;


d. No petition requesting approval of an alternative
residential placement has been filed by either the child or
the parent; and


e. The child has no suitable place to live other than the home
of his/her parent.


f. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan
Native children.


C. When the department files a petition for alternative residential
placement the state will be represented as provided for in RCW
13.04.093.


D. Child/Parent Filing Petition (see RCW 13.32A.150).


1. A child or child's parent may file with the juvenile court a
petition to approve an alternative residential placement for the
child outside the parent's home if no agreement can be reached
about placement or returning to the home.
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2. The service worker shall, when requested, assist either a parent
or child in filing the petition, i.e., explain procedures, help in
i nitiating telephone contacts, etc.


3. The petition shall only ask that the placement of a child outside
the home of his/her parent be approved.


4. The filing of a petition to approve such placement is not
dependent upon the court's having obtained any prior jurisdiction
over the child or his/her parent, and confers upon the court a
special jurisdiction to approve or disapprove an alternative
residential placement.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


E. Procedures Prior to Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.160).


When a proper petition is filed (see RCW 13.32A.120, 13.32A.140, or
13.32A.150), the juvenile court will:


1. Schedule a date for a fact-finding hearing and notify the parent
and child of such date;


2. Notify the parent of the right to be represented by counsel and,
if indigent, to have counsel appointed for him/her by the court;


3. Appoint legal counsel for the child;


4. Inform the child and his/her parent of the legal consequences of
the court approving or disapproving an alternative residential
placement petition; and


5. Notify all parties of their right to present evidence at the fact-
finding hearing.


F. Placement of Child (see RCW 13.32A.160(2)).


1. Upon filing of an Alternative Residential Placement Petition, the
child may be placed, if not already placed, by the service worker.
i n a crisis residential center, foster family care home, group
home facility or any other suitable, licensed (or determined
exempt from licensing) residence as determined by the service
worker.


2. If the child has been placed in a foster family care home or group
care facility, the child will remain there, or in any other
suitable residence as determined by the service worker, pending
resolution of the alternative residential placement petition by
the court.
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3. Any placement may be reviewed by the court upon the request of the
juvenile or the juvenile's parent within three court days of the
request.


4. The department may authorize emergency medical or dental treatment
for a child in placement. (See RCW 13.32A.140.)


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


G. Fact-Finding Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(1)).


1. The court will hold a fact-finding hearing to consider a proper
petition and may approve or deny alternative residential placement
giving due weight to the intent of the legislature that families,
absent compelling reasons to the contrary, shall remain together
and that parents have the right to place reasonable rules and '
restrictions upon their children.


2. The court may appoint legal counsel and/or a guardian ad litem to
represent the child and advise parents of their right to be repre-
sented by legal counsel.


3. The court may approve an order stating that the child shall be
placed in a residence other than the home of his/her parent only
if it is established by a preponderance of evidence that:


a. The petition is not capricious;


b. The petitioner, if a parent or the child, has made a
reasonable effort to resolve the conflict; and


c. The conflict which exists cannot be resolved by delivery of
services to the family during continued placement of the
child in the parental home.


4. The court may not grant a petition filed by the child or the
department if it is established that the petition is based only
upon a dislike of reasonable rules or reasonable discipline
established by the parent.


H. Court's Approval or Denial of ARP Petition (see RCW 13.32A.170(4)).


1. If the court approves or denies a petition for an alternative
residential placement, a written statement of the reasons will be
filed by the court.


2. If the court denies a petition requesting that a child be placed
i n a residence other than the home of his/her parent, the court,
will enter an order requiring that the child remain at or return
to the home of his/her parent.
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3. If the court denies the petition, the court will impress upon the
party filing the petition of the legislative intent to restrict
the proceedings to situations where a family conflict is so great
that it cannot be resolved by the provision of in-home services.
(See RCW 13.32A.170(5).)


4. A child who fails to comply with a court order directing that the
child remain at or return to the home of his/her parent shall be
subject to contempt proceedings. (See 23.53 N. below) but only if
the noncompliance occurs within ninety calendar days after the day
of the order. (See RCW 13.32A.170(6).)


I. Fact-Finding Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.170(2)).


1. The order approving out-of-home placement will direct the
department to submit a disposition plan for a.three-month
placement of the child that is designed to reunite the family and
resolve the family conflict.


2. In making the order, the court may further direct the department
to make recommendations as to:


a. Which agency or person should have physical custody of the
child, and


b. Which parental powers should be awarded to such agency or
person, and


c. Parental visitation rights.


3. The court may direct the department to consider the cultural
heritage of the child in making its recommendations.


J. Procedures Prior to Disposition Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.170(3)).


1. The hearing to consider the recommendations of the department for
a three-month disposition plan is set by the court no later than
fourteen days after the approval of the court of a petition to
approve °alternative residential placement.


2. Each party is notified by the court of the time and place of such
disposition hearing.


3. Departmental disposition planning for American Indian children
will be consistent - with the recommendations of the LICWAC.
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K. Disposition Hearing (See RCW 13.32A.180 and required outline in 23.80 C.
7).


1. At a dispositional hearing held to consider the three-month
dispositional plan presented by the department, the court will
consider all recommendations included in the plan. The service
worker shall also present to the court the LICWAC recommendations
if the department's recommendations are inconsistent with those of
the LICWAC and the petition will so state.


2. The court, consistent with the stated goal of resolving the family
conflict and reuniting the family, may modify the plan and will
make its dispositional order for a three-month out-of-home
placement for the child.


3. The court dispositional order will specify:


a. The person or agency with whom the child is to be placed,
and


b. Those parental powers which will be temporarily awarded to
the agency or person including but not limited to the right
to authorize medical, dental, and optical treatment, and
parental visitation rights.


4. Any agency or residence at which the child is placed must, at a
minimum, comply with minimum standards for licensed foster family
care homes.


5. No placement made as a result of a dispositional hearing may be in
a juvenile correctional institution or facility as defined in
Section 103, PL 93-415 Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974 (i.e., "any place for the confinement or
rehabilitation of juvenile offenders or individuals charged with
or convicted of criminal offenses").


L. Dispositional Court Order (see RCW 13.32A.190(1)).


Upon making a dispositional order, the court will:


1. Schedule the matter on the calendar for review within three
months, and


2. Advise the parties of the date, and


3. Appoint legal counsel and/or a legal guardian ad litem to
represent the child at the review hearing, and


4. Advise parents of their right to be represented by legal counsel
at the review hearing, and
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5. Notify the parties of their rights to present evidence at the
hearing.


6. Where resources are available, encourage the parent and child to
participate in mediation programs for reconciliation of their
conflict.


M. Review Hearing (see RCW 13.32A.190(2) and required outline in 23.80 C.
7)


At the review hearing:


1. The court will approve or disapprove the continuation of the
dispositional plan in accordance with the goal of resolving the
conflict and reuniting the family which governed the initial
approval. The court shall determine whether reasonable efforts
have been made to reunify the family and make it possible for the
child to return home.


2. The court is authorized to discontinue the placement and order
that the child return home if the court has reasonable grounds to
believe that the parents have displayed concerted efforts to
utilize services and resolve the conflict and the court has reason
to believe that the child's refusal to return home is capricious.


3. If out-of-home placement is continued, the court may modify the
dispositional plan.


4. Out-of-home placement may not be continued past one hundred eighty
days from the day the review hearing commenced. The court will
order that the child return to the home of the parent at the
expiration of the placement. If continued out-of-home placement
is disapproved, the court will enter an order requiring that the
child return to the home of the child's parent.


5. Refer to 23.60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


N. Contempt (see chapter 13.22A RCW).


1. Contempt proceedings can be instituted by the court on its own
i nitiative or when a motion for contempt is made by a parent, a
child, juvenile court personnel, or by any public agency,
organization, or person having custody of the child under a court
order.


2. Failure by a party to comply with an order entered under this
chapter is contempt of court as provided in RCW 7.21.


3. Contempt under this section is punishable by a fine of up to one
hundred dollars and imprisonment for up to seven days, or both.
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4. A child found in contempt under this section may be imprisoned
only in a secure juvenile detention facility operated by or
pursuant to a contract with a county.


5. The procedure in a contempt proceeding held under this section is
governed by RCW 7.21.010 through 7.21.070.


O. Support Payments (see chapter 13.32A RCW).


1. In any proceeding in which the court approves an alternative
residential placement, the court will inquire into the ability of
parents to contribute to the child's support.


2. If the court finds that the parents are able to contribute to the
support of the child, the court will order them to make such
support payments as the court deems equitable.


3. The court may enforce such an order by execution or in any way in
which a court of equity may enforce its orders.


4. However, payments will not be required of a parent who has both
opposed the placement and continuously sought reconciliation with,
and the return of, the child.


5. All orders of support entered in a proceeding approving
alternative residential placement shall be in compliance with the
provisions of RCW 26.23.050 relating to child support orders.


6. Recommendations to the court to establish, raise, lower, release,
or forgive support payments for a child in placement may be made
only by the staff of the Office of Support Enforcement (OSE) (see
WAC 388-70-028).


23.54 Dependency Petition Process (see RCW 13.34.030 through 13.34.130).


A. A dependency petition (see Outline #1 and DSHS 09-428, Rev. 5/81, in
23.99) is filed after all other reasonably possible attempts to help
correct the problem have been exhausted and if the child is in imminent
danger or the parents refuse or are unable to immediately make changes
adequate to protect the child.


B. It will be the duty of the attorney general to handle contested
dependency cases brought by the department and, to present the evidence
supporting any petition alleging dependency or seeking the termination
of a parent and child relationship. (In Class 1-9 counties the attorney
general may contract with the prosecuting attorney of the county to
perform paid duties of the attorney general.)
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C. A petition to the juvenile court to have a child declared dependent is
made in: accordance with RCW 13.34.030. The petition may only be filed
i n the county of the parent(s) residence, the child's residence, or
where the child is physically present. A petition must allege that a


1 .. Is abandoned, that is, where the child's parent, guardian, or
other custodian has evidenced either by statement or conduct, a
settled intent to forego, for an extended period, all parental
rights or all parental responsibilities despite. an ability to.. do
so.; _ or


2_ 'Is abused or neglected as defined in Chapter 26.44 RCW; or


3. Has no parent, guardian, or custodian willing and capable of
caring for the child, such that the child is in circumstances
which constitute a danger' of substantial damage to the child's
psychological or physical development.


4. Has a developmental disability, and DSHS and the parents (guardian
ar legal custodian) determine that services appropriate, to the
child's needs cannot be provided in the home.


D. If a child is alleged to be dependent and if a child's health, safety,
and welfare will be seriously endangered if he/she is not taken into
custody, a service worker should file a petition and request a court
order that the child be taken into custody. If the. court enter such an
order, the court may direct a law enforcement officer, a probation
counselor, or a child protective services official to take the child
into custody. (See RCW. 13.34.050.)


E. DSHS caseworkers, have a duty under law to report possible. crimes' to a
l aw enforcement agency or the county prosecutor, in. accordance with RCW
26.44.020. and. 26,44.040. Such, a duty is not fulfilled by filing a
dependency petition or by reporting a possible crime to the juvenile
court.


F. CPS, must make reasonable efforts to notify the child's parents as soon
as possible and in no event more than 24 hours after the. child is taken
into custody pursuant to a. court order or after CPS is notified of a. law
enforcement pickup. The notice may be given by any means. reasonably
certain of notifying the parents including written, telephonic, or in
person oral notification'. If the initial notification. is provided by
means other than writing, CPS must make reasonable efforts to. also
provide written notification— The written notification shall be
contained in the. Parent Guide to CPS. booklet which, has been distributed
to the. local DCFS office. (See RCW. 13.34.060(2).)
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G. Upon receipt of the written notice, the parents must acknowledge such
notice by signing a receipt contained in the Parents Guide to CPS
booklet. If the parent does not sign the receipt, the reason for lack
of a signature shall be written on the receipt. The receipt shall then
be made part of the juvenile court file in the case. If after making
reasonable efforts to provide notification, CPS is unable to determine
the parents' whereabouts, notice shall be delivered or sent to the
parents' last known address. (See RCW 13.34.060(2).)


H. When it is necessary to petition the juvenile court regarding a child,
the child's parents shall be informed of the reasons for the petition
and helped to understand and participate in the court process. Such
assistance should include helping the family to understand the need for
and right to legal counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


I. Refer to the 23-60 when working with American Indian/Alaskan Native
children.


23.55 Juvenile Court Hearings and Reports


The service worker may be required to submit written reports, attend, and pre-
sent testimony at the following hearings:


A. Shelter Care Hearing


1. A child taken into custody by a service worker prior to the
hearing is to be placed in a receiving home/foster home licensed
by the department or in a home not required to be licensed. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


2. A shelter care hearing must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sunday and holidays) after a child is taken into
custody under the authority of a court order for emergency pickup
or after a law enforcement pickup. Any parental waiver of the
hearing must be made while the parents are present in court. (See
RCW 13.34.060(1).)


3. At the shelter care hearing, the court must hear evidence and
enter findings about the notice given to the parents and the
efforts made by the case worker to provide notification. Case
worker must testify about the reasonableness of his or her efforts
to provide notification to the parents. (See RCW 13.34-060.)


4. The court must appoint legal counsel for indigent parents unless
the parent waives the right to counsel in court. Notice and
Summons issued by the court must contain information about the
right to counsel and the procedure for securing appointed counsel.
(See RCW 13.34.070.)
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5. At the shelter care hearing, the court must consider the 'specific
services that have been provided to the parents before making a
finding that reasonable efforts, have been made to prevent or
eliminate the need for out-of-home placement. (See RCW
13.34.060.)


6. Parents who for good cause are unable to attend the initial
shelter care hearing may request that a subsequent hearing be
scheduled. The hearings must be held within 72 hours (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays) of the parents' request. The
court clerk is required to notify all other parties of the
hearing. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


7. An order for shelter care may not continue for more than 30 days
unless reauthorized by the court. The shelter care decision of
placement shall be modified only upon a showing of change in
circumstances. (See RCW 13.34.060.)


8. Any report of modification request submitted to the court for
American Indian Children will be developed in consultation with
the LICWAC and the court will be informed of any conflict between
the worker and LICWAC recommendations. (See 23-60.)


9. Requests for discovery. Copies of DSHS agency records to which
parent have legal access under disclosure and discovery rules must
be provided to the parent or his or her legal counsel within 20
days after the department receives a written request for such
records. The records must also be provided to the parents or
legal counsel prior to the shelter care hearing. In addition to
the materials that are already exempt from disclosure under RCW
13.50, DSHS must also delete the name and identifying information
regarding child abuse referents. (See RCW 13.34.090 and
13.50.010.)


10. If a parent or other party in a case is represented by legal
counsel, an order cannot be provided to the parent or party for
his or her signature without prior notice and provision of the
order to that party's counsel. (See RCW 13.34.090.)


B. Dependency Fact-Finding Hearing


1. Notice of fact-finding hearings must be provided no later than
fifteen days prior to the hearing.


Note: See written changes on page 32.


C. Support for Dependent Children (see RCW 13.34.160)


Note: See written changes on page 32.


D. Disposition Hearing (see required outline in 23.99 C. 5)
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1. The service worker shall be required to attend and may be required
to present testimony. If the department filed the petition, then
the service worker must prepare the following reports (listed as
D. 2., 3. and 4. below) for the court. In other situations
reports will be prepared/provided to juvenile probation staff
according to DCFS/juvenile court agreements. (See RCW 13.34.110,
13.34.120, 13.34.130, and Manual G, 23.80.) This study is
i ncluded in the DSHS 15-209, Individual Service Plan which is
submitted to the court.


2. Social Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (1)). The service worker must ,
give close attention to the requirements of this report and thei
needed information. This report is a written evaluation of
matters relevant to the disposition of the case. The study and
all social records will be made available to the court, including
facts relating to the child's cultural heritage, particularly ,
LICWAC recommendations and those of the parent and child, if of
significant age, the tribe's request for intervention and transfer
of jurisdiction to tribal court.


3. Predisposition Study (see RCW 13.34.120 (2)). The service worker
must be familiar with specific requirements of this report. These
requirements may be included when completing the Individual
Service Plan, DSHS 15-209, if this form is accepted by the local
juvenile court for dispositional hearings. If it is not, then the
workers report shall include the following information in the
alternative format described within this chapter. This report
relates to the specific issue of whether or not the child should
remain in the home and shall contain: .


a. A statement of the specific harm to the child that
intervention is designed to alleviate;


b. A description of the specific programs for the parent(s) and
child that are needed in order to prevent serious harm to
the child including why they will be useful, their
availability, and the plan for ensuring their delivery;


c. Why the child cannot be protected in the home--including
past efforts to work with the parent and child in the home;
treatment programs which have been considered and rejected,
and the parents' attitude toward placement;


d. The likely harm the child will suffer as a result of
removal, including the parent-child attachment and meaning
of separation and loss to both;


e. Steps to be taken to minimize harm to the child that may
result because of separation; and
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Behavior that will be expected: before determination: that
supervision of the family or placement is no longer
necessary.


Placement of an American Indian child, will be done in
accordance with Chapter 1.04 and 32.33 of Manual G.


4. Agency Placement Plan (see RCW 13.34.130(2))


a. Agency Report


This report is completed on the DSHS 15-209, ISP the DSHS
15-209A Health and Education Record and includes:


(1) Where the child will be placed;


(2) Steps to eventually return the child to the home;


(3) Actions to maintain child-parent ties;


(4) Services the parents will be offered to enable them to
resume custody;


(5) What requirements the parents must meet in order to
resume custody.


(6) A time limit for each service plan and parental
requirement.


(7) A listing of the child's current health and education
record', listing medication and known medical/education
or emotional problems.


b. Agency Responsibility


(1) The agency charged with supervising a child in,
placement shall provide all reasonable services
available within the agency or community or those


• which. the department has existing contracts to.
purchase.


(2) The agency plan shall specify what services the
parents will be offered in order to enable them to
resume custody, what requirements the parents must
begin in order to resume custody, and a time limit for
each service plan and parental requirement.
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(3) The agency shall be required to encourage the maximum
parent child contact possible including regular
visitation and participation by the parents in the
care of the child while the child is in placement.
Visitation may be limited or denied only if the court
determines that such limitation or denial is necessary
to protect the child's health, safety or welfare.


(4) A current and ongoing record of the child's Health and
Education needs will be maintained (DSHS 15-209A) this
record will be completed within 30 days of placement
and attached to the ISP. Copies of this record will
be provided to the caregiver at the point of any '
placement and will be updated at that time as will as
at the time of the update of the ISP.


(5) The child shall be placed as close to the child's home
and school as possible, preferably in the child's own
neighborhood, unless the court finds that placement at
greater distance is necessary to promote the child's
or parents' well-being.


(6) The placement agency will report to the court and
appropriate tribal government or urban American Indian
organization if it is unable to provide such services.


E. Six-Month Review Hearings (See 23.99 C. 6. for required form, DSHS 15-
209, Individual Service Plan.)


1 The service worker may be required to give testimony and enter an
updated ISP to the court outlining: what services have been
provided or offered; cooperation and visitation of the parents,
whether additional services are needed to facilitate the child's
return to his/her parents; and when the child's return can be
expected. (See RCW 13.34.130 (4) and RCW 13.34.180.)


2. For American Indian children the service worker shall also report
use of urban American Indian organization/tribal services
provided, if any, and LICWAC recommendations in relation to the .
service plan and, if LICWAC recommendations and the service
worker's plan conflict, the report shall so state and justify why
Committee recommendations were not taken into consideration if .
they were not.
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23.56 Termination of Parental Rights 


A. Termination Petition (see required outline in 23.99).


1. A petition to terminate a parent/child relationship may be filed
i n the juvenile court when:


a. A child has been removed from the custody of a parent
pursuant to a finding of dependency and a dispositional
order has been entered pursuant to RCW 13.34.130; and


b. The child, has been removed from the custody of the parent
for a period of at least six months pursuant to a finding of
dependency under RCW 13.34.030(2); and


c. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered
or provided and all necessary services, reasonably
available, capable of correcting the parental deficiencies
within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;
and


d. There is little likelihood that the conditions will be
remedied so the child can be returned to the care of the
parents.


2. A petition may also be filed:


If a judge has ordered a child removed from his or her home after
a dispositional hearing, the judge may order that a termination
petition be filed if he or she finds it is recommended by DSHS or
the supervising agency that it is in the best interest of the
child and that it is not reasonable to provide further services to
reunify the family because the existence of aggravated
circumstances make it unlikely that services will 'effectuate the
return of the child to the parents in the near future. In
determining whether aggravated circumstances exist, the court
shall consider one or more of the following:


a. Conviction of the parent of rape of the child in the first,
second or third degree as defined in RCW 9A.44.073,
9A.44.076 and 9A.44.079;


b. Conviction of the parent of criminal mistreatment of the
child in the first or second degree as defined in RCW
9A.42.020 and 9A.42.030;


c. Conviction of the parent of assault to the child in the
first or second degree as defined in RCW 9A.36.011 and
9A.36.021;
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d. Conviction of the parent of murder, manslaughter or homicide
by abuse of the child's other parent, sibling or another
child;


e. A finding by the court that a parent is a sexually violent
predator;


f. Failure of the parent to c6Mplete available treatment
ordered under the laws of Washington or of another state .
where such a failure has resulted in a prior termination Of
parental rights to another child and the parent has failed
to make significant change in the interim.


B. Voluntary Termination


The juvenile courts are authorized to terminate parental rights
voluntarily under RCW 26.33. Social workers should use the forms found
i n § 23.80 relating to relinquishment of parental rights. It is
i mportant to use the most recently revised forms whenever handling a
voluntary relinquishment. If out of date forms are used rather than the
most recent forms, the relinquishment may not be legally binding.
Special procedures will apply when handling the voluntary termination of
an Indian child. Discussion of these procedures is included below.


1. Petitions for voluntary termination of parental rights may be
i nitiated for either an unborn or born child. The hearing on the
petitions for relinquishment or termination cannot occur until at
l east 48 hours after the birth of the child. (See below for
relinquishments relating to Indian children.)


2. In considering a petition for termination of parental rights based
on a voluntary consent to adoption by a parent, the judge will
review whether the consent was genuinely voluntary and whether the
termination of parental rights is in the best interests of the
child.


a. To ensure that parental consent is genuine, the parents
should never be coerced into relinquishing parental rights,
during the termination process. The social worker should;
take care to inform the parent that any relinquishment is
voluntary throughout this process.


b. If the parent has an attorney, that attorney must be
i nvolved in the legal process of termination of parental
rights. Never work with a parent to secure a relinquishment
and consent to adoption without the involvement of the '
parent's attorney.
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3. PARENTS UNDER AGE 18, If any parent seeking to relinquish his or
her parental rights. is under age 18, a guardian ad. -"item (GAL)
must be appointed for that person prior to relinquishment and
termination of parental rights. If a social worker learns that a
parent is under 18, he or she should ensure that a hearing, is set
to have a: guardian ad litem appointed for the parent before taking
any other legal action to proceed with a voluntary termination.
If a GAL is not appointed, there is a high likelihood that the
termination will be overturned. The guardian ad litem for a
parent or alleged father shall make an investigation and report to
the court concerning whether any written consent to adoption'. or
petition for relinquishment signed by the parent or alleged father
was signed. voluntarily and with an understanding of the
consequences, of the action. (RCW 26.33.070)


4. RELINQUISHMENT OF PARENTAL RIGHTS TO AN INDIAN CHILD. Special
procedures and rules apply to the relinquishment and termination
of parental rights of an Indian child. The most important rules
are as follows:


a. If the child who is the subject of the relinquishment is an.
Indian child., the petition and consent to adoption shall not
be signed- by the. child's parents until at least ten days
after the child's birth. A consent. to adoption' must be
recorded in the presence of a judge in order to be valid.
Social' workers should never accept a consent from the- parent
of an Indian child unless such consent is accepted in court.


b. Notice of any hearing on a petition for relinquishment or
termination must be served on the child's tribe_ If the
tribe does not receive notice, there is a, high likelihood
that any relinquishment or order of termination will be'
overturned. (RCW 26.33.090)


c. Consent to the adoption of an Indian child may be withdrawn
for any reason at any time prior' to the entry of the final
decree of adoption. Consent may also be withdrawn for fraud
or duress within two years of the entry of the final decree
of adoption. Revocation of consent may be delivered or
mailed to the Clerk: of the Court or made orally to a judge
who., shall certify that such a revocation took place. (RCW:
26.33.090)
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d. Social workers who take a relinquishment and consent to an
adoption from the parent of an Indian child must use a
different form from that used with non-Indian children when
processing a voluntary termination. This form is listed in
§ 23.80 of this manual. Social workers must take care to
use the correct form when taking a relinquishment. The
Indian child relinquishment and consent to adoption form
i ncludes important information about the parent's legal
rights which must be reviewed by the parents before
consenting to an adoption. If the social worker has any
questions about this process, he or she should get legal
advice before proceeding.


5. The final implementation of the Indian Child Welfare Manual is
pending at the time of printing of this section. Once the Indian
Child Welfare Manual has been implemented, social workers must
refer to it to answer Indian child welfare questions. This manual
will include specific directions regarding procedures and laws
affecting Indian children.


23.57 Guardianship (See RCW 13.34.230 and guideline in 23.80)


A. Filing Guardianship Petition 


1. Any party to a dependency, including the supervising agency, may
file a petition in juvenile court requesting that guardianship be
established for a dependent child. (13.34.23a.)


2. The Department of Social and Health Services will receive notice
of any guardianship proceedings and have the right to intervene in
the proceedings. (13.34.230)


3. The department or voluntary agency may initiate action on a
guardianship petition, and are not dependent on securing advance
approval by the court to do so.


4. There are demonstrable advantages to the child for the relative,
foster parent, or other individual, to have guardianship as
opposed to a permanent foster care arrangement in which the
department retains supervision.


5. When DSHS initiates or is a party to the petition for guardianship
i n a child's behalf, the following procedures apply:


a. The petition should specify that guardianship of the child
shall go to the guardian (i.e., relative, foster parent or
other individual);
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b. The service worker will request the court to identify the
rights and responsibilities of .the guardian in the court
order of guardianship; the rights and responsibilities to be
addressed shall include but not be limited to:


(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)


Medical services, •
Consent to marriage,.
Enlistment in military services,
Visitation between biological parents and child.


c. The service worker shall make recommendations to the court
regarding what, if any, supervision the agency should
provide.


B. Guardianship Court Hearing


1. At the hearing on a guardianship petition, all parties have the
right to present evidence and cross examine witnesses.


2. The rules of evidence apply to the conduct of the hearing.


3. A guardianship may be established if the court finds by a
preponderance of the evidence that:


a. The child has been found to be a dependent child under RCW
13.34.030)2);


b. A dispositional order has been entered pursuant to RCW
13.34.130;


c. The child has been removed or will, at the time of the
hearing, have been removed from the custody of the parent
for a period of at least six months pursuant to a finding of
dependency under RCW 13.34.030(2);


d. The services ordered under RCW 13.34.130 have been offered
or provided and all necessary services, reasonably
available, capable of correcting the parental deficiencies
within the foreseeable future have been offered or provided;


e. There is little likelihood that conditions will be remedied
so that the child can be returned to the parent in the near
future; and


f. A guardianship rather than termination of the parent-child
relationship or continuation of the child's current
dependent status would be in the best interest of the
family.
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C. Guardianship Court Order


1. If the court has made a finding, it will enter an order
establishing a guardianship for the child. The order will:


a. Appoint a person or agency to serve as guardian;


b. Specify the guardian's rights and responsibilities
concerning the care, custody, and control of the child. A
guardian will not have the authority to consent to the
child's adoption;


c. Specify an appropriate frequency of visitation between the
parent and the child; and


d. Specify the need for any continued involvement of the
supervising agency and the nature of that involvement, if
any


2. Any party may seek a modification of the guardianship order under
RCW 13.34.150.


3. Establishment of a guardianship does not preclude a guardian from
receiving foster care payments.


4. An established guardianship is not subject to the review hearing
requirements of RCW 13.34.130.


5. Any person over the age of 21 years who is not otherwise dis-
qualified by a - c below, any nonprofit corporation or any Indian
tribe may be appointed the guardian of a child. No person is
qualified to serve as a guardian who:


a. Is of unsound mind;


b. Has been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving
moral turpitude; or


c. Is a person whom the court finds unsuitable.


D. Departmental Responsibilities 


1. The homes of guardians to which the department makes payment must
be certified as meeting licensing requirements as per WAC 388-73-
020.


2. The department's rules and procedures regarding the certification
and supervision of the home for licensing purposes (see Manual G,
Chapter 06) must be followed in spite of the fact that the court
may have relieved the department of responsibility to supervise
the child.
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3. Guardianship of a child, under RCW 13.34.231 & 232 does not
disentitle a guardian from continued eligibility to receive foster
care payment.


4. Where a court order relieves the department of providing
supervision for a child and that child's care had previously been
AFDC-FC funded, the source of funds must be changed to state funds
(see Chapter 33).


5. When a foster care payment continues to the guardian, the service
worker remains responsible to perform the six-month SSPS review
to:


a. Ensure the child's continued eligibility for foster care
payment (use SSPS service code 3210); and


b. ,Update the circumstances of the guardianship arrangement.


6. Establishment of guardianship eliminates the automatic six-month
review in Juvenile Court. However, if the service worker finds
that the guardianship has failed or is terminated, i.e., death of
the guardian or other reason, the case should be brought before
the Juvenile Court to review the status of the child.


7. A child found to be dependent under RCW 13.34.030(2) remains under
the court's jurisdiction, (i.e., dependency continues) even after
a legal guardianship is established.


8. Appointment of guardianship for American Indian children will
follow procedures in 23.38 F.


23.58 Consent to Place


A. If a child and a parent cannot agree to the child's return home, but do
agree to the child's placement out of the home, or when a parent is
unable to care for a child of any age, the parent(s)/guardian may
request a voluntary placement.


1. Children may be accepted for voluntary family foster care or group
tare placement only when the parent(s) have signed a DSHS 09-
004(X), Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment, and when one
or more of the out-of-home placement criteria listed in Manual G,
Chapter 12.13 I. exists.


2. Court intervention shall be sought in spite of parent(s)
willingness to place the child voluntarily when:


a. The circumstances of the family situation warrants the
filing Of a dependency petition, or


b. There is not a responsible plan to remedy the situation
which necessitated the placement, or
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c. It appears that a placement of more than three months is
needed.


3. When a request for a voluntary placement involves an American
Indian child, see Section 23.60 for procedures.


B. Procedures for handling voluntary placements are found in Chapters 32
and 34.


23.59 Other Juvenile Court Related Responsibilities


The service worker may be asked to or decide to perform other duties in
relation to working with the juvenile court.


A. A "DSHS Social Worker" may be required by the court to serve summons
(RCW 13.34.070) to any person the court determines to be a proper or
necessary person to the proceedings.


B. If a petition is filed and the court finds reasonable grounds, the
juvenile court judge may enter an order directing a service worker to
take a child into custody (RCW 13.34.050).


C. The juvenile court may require the service worker to bring a child who
is in the department's physical or temporary custody to a shelter care
hearing (see RCW 13.34.050 through 13.34.070).


D. A service worker may ask the court to appoint a guardian ad litem for a
child who is alleged to be subject to a child abuse/neglect (see RCW
26.44.053(1) and RCW 13.34.100).


E. In all cases, when there is an existing court order for placement of the
child outside of the home, a change in the court order must be obtained
prior to placing the child back in the home. An order of the court may
be changed, modified, or set aside only by the juvenile court judge (RCW
13.34.150). A service worker may request modification of a court order
at any time.


F. If a child has been returned to the home of the parent but continues to
be dependent, the Social Worker is required to obtain a court order,
Consent to Place or an authorization for emergency placement from law
enforcement in order to place the child back into foster care. At the
point of placement a new "placement episode" begins


G. The service worker is responsible for making review reports or other
reports as ordered by the court.
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G. When a child has been declared to be dependent, placed out of the home,
and then is returned to the home after an out-of.-the-home placement, the
supervision by the service worker shall continue for a period of at
least six months. At that time there shall be a hearing on the need for
continued intervention. (See Chapter 13.34.130 RCW.) The service worker
must provide for the continued supervision or arrange for and/or monitor
that service. The intensity of that service is to be determined by the
service worker and/or juvenile court order.


Note: This section. shall remain in effect until final implementation of
the Indian Child Welfare Manual. After the manual has been implemented,
refer to it to answer Indian child welfare questions.


23.60 Indian Child Welfare


Policy/Procedure for LICWAC/Administrative Reviews 


This section is an extension of WAC 388-70-091, 092, 093, 095, 450, 600, 615,
620, 640, 73-044, RCM 13.34.25, P.L. 95-608, HB 480, P.L. 96-272, current
Child Protective Team Mandates; and the DCFS Manual, chapter 1.04. and 23.38.


WAC 388-70-600


Local Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee - Purpose


The intent of WAC 388-70-096, 388-70-450, and 388-70-600 to 640 is to ensure
protection of the Indian identity of Indian children, protecting Tribal rights
pertaining to Indian Child Welfare, and the maximum utilization of available
Indian resources for Indian children to assist in the preservation of Indian
families.


It is also the intent of the LICWAC to assist social workers in evaluation of
risk to Indian children and make appropriate recommendations to ensure that
the safety Of Indian children, the preservation of Indian heritage, are
primary focuses of the Department and the Committee.


To ensure the realization of this intent, information about EACH current and
future case involving Indian children, for whom the Department and Private
Agencies have a responsibility for, shall be referred to either a Tribal
Indian Child Welfare Advisory Committee or a Department LICWAC for staffing
according to the Department procedures.


All cases are to be referred to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare AdvisoryCommittee or a Department LICWAC, per Regional procedures, except where LICWAChas an alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the agreementhas been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, the Director of DCFS. Thispublic and private partnership, utilizing Indian community representatives inthe review process emphasizes that the problem of abused and neglectedchildren is a community problem and their well-being is a community
responsibility.
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A. Definition of Indian Child: 


1. An enrolled Indian:


a. Any person who is enrolled or eligible for enrollment in a
federally recognized tribe;


b. Any person determined, or eligible to be found, to be an
Indian by the Secretary of the Interior;


c. An Eskimo, Aleut, or other Alaskan Native.


2. A Canadian Indian: Any person who is a member of a treaty tribe,
Metis community, or non-status Indian community from Canada.


3. An unenrolled Indian: A person considered to be an Indian by a
federally or non-federally recognized Indian tribe or urban
Indian/Alaskan Native community organization.


B. Purpose of LICWAC: 


1. The primary focus of the LICWAC is to review caseworkers
evaluation of risk to Indian children so that appropriate case
plans are implemented to ensure the safety of Indian children and
the maintenance of their Indian heritage.


2. To ensure that Indian children are connected to their own Tribes
and families through early notification to Tribes as mandated by
the Indian Child Welfare Act and by following notification
mandated by the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State
Indian Child Welfare laws, the Tribal - State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement, and DCFS LICWAC regulations.


3. To assist the DCFS to involve Tribal governments and Indian
organizations in case planning for Indian children.


4. To encourage increased participation of families, foster parents,
and children in the review process. (See H.)


5. To ensure that culturally relevant resources are offered to Indian
children and their families to expedite reunification efforts,
including in-home family support services; and to assist the
department in developing these resources.


6. To ensure that Indian children are placed in culturally relevant
placements following the placement preferences of the Indian Child
Welfare Act of 1978, Washington State Indian Child Welfare laws,
DCFS LICWAC regulations, and the Tribal State Indian Child Welfare
Agreement.
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7. To act as a multi-disciplinary resource team for DCFS caseworkers
in developing and advocating for culturally relevant case plans
for Indian children and their families.


8.. To support Tribal sovereignty with its right of eminent domain,
and to support the efforts of Tribes in obtaining' self-
determination in Indian Child Welfare matters.


9. To advocate for the needs of caseworkers carrying Indian cases,
recognizing the additional mandated requirements of these cases,
to seek equitability for these workers within the Department.
Ensure LICWAC's participation in the development and monitoring of
all DCFS case plans for Indian children.


C. Functions of LICWAC:


1. To review the case of each Indian child receiving services from a
DCFS program or private child placing agency. All cases are to be
referred' to either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Advisory
Committee or the Department's LICWAC, except where LICWAC has an.
alternate agreement with the Regional Administrator, and the
agreement has been approved by the Office of Indian Affairs, and,
the, Director of DCFS.


2. Review DCFS/private agency staff's assessment of risk and
development of culturally relevant case plans for Indian:Children.


3. Act as the Administrative Review team for all Indian cases
requiring. an: Administrative review, except where alternate active
agreement exists. (Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity,
a minimum of two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the
established Administrative Boards when Indian cases are
presented.)


4. Act as the Child Protective Team for all Indian cases fitting the
criteria of a CPT case, except where alternative agreement exists.
(Where LICWACs are not acting in this capacity, a minimum of two
LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committees when Indian cases are presented.)


5. Requires the Regional DCFS Administrator to initiate reviews of
case- plans that the LICWAC believe to be detrimental to the best
i nterest of Indian children.


6. Acts in an advisory capacity to the Regional DCFS Administrator
regarding the Division's development, implementation, and
monitoring of rules related to FRS, CWS, CPS, and adoption
services to Indian children and their families.


7. LICWAC will act as an "Expert Witness" for Indian children. in
cases where Tribal representatives are unavailable.
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D. LICWAC Membership Criteria: 


1. Members shall be American Indian or Canadian Indian or Native
Alaskan who are familiar with the special needs of Indian children
residing within DCFS catchment area.


a. Police Checks may be made on all applicants, per Regional
procedures.


b. Members are to be responsible community members who:


O have a genuine interest in the welfare of children;
O don't abuse alcohol/drugs;
O don't have any convictions or felonies relating to


offenses against children.


c. Members are to have an understanding of community resources
for Indian children and their families.


d. Members must be willing to participate in mandatory
training. The LICWAC may appoint non-Indian resource
persons as ex-officio, non-voting members, except where
LICWAC has an alternate agreement with the Regional
Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


2. Persons interested in serving on the LICWAC but are not tribal
designated representatives shall:


Obtain an "Application for Advisory Body Appointment" from the
LICWAC chairperson or DCFS LICWAC Liaison. Upon completion of the
application, applicants may attach a current resume and two
reference letters and return to the DCFS LICWAC Liaison.


3. Tribes and Indian organizations may submit their designated
representatives to participate on the LICWAC in the usual manner.


4. The Liaison will review the application with the committee for
discussion and approval. The committee shall review all
applications and make selection to be sent to the Regional
Administrator for appointment.


The Application process may include a personal interview with the
LICWAC members.
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5. Once the appointment to the committee is made, termination will
occur only if the member resigns, consistently misses meetings, or
a determination is made after input from the LICWAC, Tribes, and
off-reservation Indian organizations that an individual is not
suitable to continue to serve on the' LICWAC committee. If a
member is found to act in a manner that is in direct contradiction
with the goals and philosophy of the LICWAC, his/her seat will
immediately be vacated. The Regional Administrator will make the
official termination of the above applicant except where an
alternative active agreement applies by the LICWAC expert,


NOTE: Indian staff of DCFS' with LICWAC approval, are authorized
to act in a consultant capacity for cases carried by a
private agency.


E. Regional DCFS LICWAC Liaison:


1. The regional LICWAC Liaison is to be selected and designated as a
result of a collaborative effort of the LICWAC and the Regional
Administrator and is responsible for providing staff support to
the .LICWAC and coordinating functions of LICWAC.


2. . The functions of the LICWAC Liaison include:


a. Upon concurrent appointment by the Regional Administrator
and the LICWAC, the Liaison (in conjunction with the LICWAC
chairperson and DCFS Indian staff) will provide mandatory
training and orientation to new members in the following
areas.:


• Volunteer liability - each LICWAC member is to sign a
DSHS Volunteer Registration Form.


O Confidentiality - each LICWAC member will sign the CFS
Volunteer Registration form committing to the
maintenance of client confidentiality.


O Mileage reimbursement arrangements.


▪ Volunteer registration of all LICWAC members.


• Staffing process according to the Regional LICWAC
policy and procedures.


O DCFS programs and processes.


• Indian Child Welfare Act - P.L. 95-608.


• Age requirements of PA. 96-272 - Title IV -B-Periodic
Reviews.


O H.B. 480 - Washington State Indian Child Welfare Act.
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0 Department's Risk Assessment Matrix.


0 Reporting law.


b. Schedules and coordinates case staffings, CPT staffings,
Administrative Reviews, and regular LICWAC meetings.


c. Ensures that minutes on all cases staffed by LICWAC are
recorded in a timely manner, and that copies of the minutes
are retained in a central file and in case records, readily
available for LICWAC review.


d. Develops, updates, and approves on an annual basis, working
agreements with private child placing agencies within the
Region regarding the provisions of Indian Child Welfare
services that comply with the Indian Child Welfare Act of
1978. Monitors that the agreements and provisions of the
Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 are being followed.


e. Identifies training opportunities and ensures that LICWAC
members and private agency staff are included in DCFS and
other ICW trainings related to the delivery of Indian Child
Welfare services, i.e., DCFS Training Academy, Risk
Assessment, •and trainings sponsored by Indian programs.


f. Ensures that appropriate material be mailed by DCFS Clerical
staff to all LICWAC members and designated private agency
staff.


g. Authorizes mileage for LICWAC members and consultants.


h. Identifies and advocates for the special unmet needs of
Indian children and their families that may relate to
barriers to timely family reunification efforts.


F. Cases Mandated to be Reviewed by LICWAC:


1. All DCFS and private agency Indian cases are to be reviewed by
either a Tribal Indian Child Welfare Committee, or by the LICWAC
except where LICWAC has an approved alternate agreement with the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.
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STAFFING PRIORITIES:.


a. Child Protective Team Staffings - any case in which a child
has been determined by a community professional or physician
to have been physically or sexually abused and the case plan
is not to place the child out of the home, or to return A
child home from foster care contrary to professional advice.
Where LICWACs are not providing CPT staffings, a minimum of
two LICWAC representatives are to sit on the established CPT
committee.


b. Administrative Reviews - cases where no DEPENDENCY REVIEW
has occurred within six months from the date of placement.


c. Non-Indian Placements - any Indian case where an Indian
child has been placed in a non-Indian placement resource.


d. Private Agency case staffings - all Indian cases where a
private agency has responsibility or custody.


e. Voluntary Placements - cases in which the parent's have
voluntarily placed their child in the custody of DCFS or a
private Child Placing Agency.


f. Permanency Planning reviews - cases where the plan is to
terminate parental rights, pursue guardianship, maintain a
child iniong-term foster care placement, or pursue an
adoptive placement.


g• Any other Indian cases.


G. Quorum for LICWAC Staffings/Reviews:


1. A quorum for an Administrative Review', permanency planning
staffing, non-Indian placement case, or private agency case review
shall consist of no less than three (3) LICWAC members except
where an alternate Agreement exists.


2. A quorum for a CPT staffing shall consist of no less than five
LICWAC members representing the following disciplines:


a. Medical
b. Law Enforcement/Legal
t. Alcohol/Drug
d. Social Services
P. Educational


(5)
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H. Notification for Reviews/Staffing:


1. Administrative Reviews: Notification to all interested parties,
parents, child over 13, GAL, foster parents, attorneys and
therapists - needs to be made in writing fourteen (14) days in
advance; or in an emergency, notice can be made by personal
contact by the caseworker.


2. CPT staffings or emergency staffings are to be scheduled with a
minimum of 24 hours advance verbal notice to LICWAC members,
followed by immediate written notice.


3. Initial cases for LICWAC are to be scheduled at the next regularly
scheduled LICWAC meeting after assignment of an Indian case,
except where the LICWAC has an alternate agreement With the
Regional Administrator, and the agreement has been approved by the
Office of Indian Affairs, and the Director of DCFS.


4. LICWAC staffings shall occur regularly, but not less than once
every six (6) months.


I. Who can Request a. Staffing:


1. Requests by a worker for a staffing can be made verbally or in
writing to the Liaison or Chairperson.


2. In regions that have an alternate agreement with the Department,
staffings are initiated according to that agreement.


J. Who can Attend a Staffing: 


1. The social worker shall always be the primary presenter and shall
be in attendance.


2. All appointed and registered LICWAC members.


3. Parents.


4. Child(ren) - usually over 13 years of age.


5. Foster parents.


6. Tribal Representatives.


7. Guardian Ad Litems.


8. Attorneys.


9. Other resource persons necessary for additional information.
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K. Relationships or Conflicts of Interest:


LICWAC members who are expressly familiar '.or involved in another
capacity with the parties being reviewed shall state their
role/relationship prior, to the review. . They shall give in-put on the
situation, but refrain from being involved in making any recommendations
if:


1. They are related (up to the specified degree of second cousin).


2. They work for a private agency providing placement services to the
family.


3. Upon discussion, it is determined that they are in an advocacy
role with one or more individuals in the family.


L. Staffing Dates:


If a significant change occurs in the plan or with the case, it must be
restaffed at the next LICWAC review prior to any court hearings to
ensure that the recommendations of the LICWAC are followed.


M. Staff Protocol: 


1. The DCFS Supervisor will screen all Indian cases and request the
appropriate type of staffing for each case.


2. The social worker completes a current ISP (DSHS 15-209) for use in
the staffing to be given to the liaison five days in advance of
the staffing.


a. For CPT cases the police report may be used in lieu of the
ISP for the initial staffing.


3. The clerical support staff of DCFS will make at least three (3)
copies of the ISP and distributes them for review at the staffing.


4. The DCFS case record shall be available: all psychological
reports, all medical reports, counseling reports, professional
correspondence, police reports, pictures, and all court reports.


5. The ISP, including attachment A, must have the supervisor's
signature indicating that the supervisor concurs with the
presented plan.


6. The Chairperson will open each meeting with an announcement that
members are to declare relationships or involvements as cases are
presented.
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7. The ISP/Police Report is reviewed along with any other pertinent
material and discussion takes place along with questions regarding
the history of the case, services being offered and provided,
progress being made, barriers to reunification, and time-frames as
to when the permanent plan is most likely to be accomplished.


8. The LICWAC Liaison documents all recommendations clearly on the
Administrative Review Form (DSHS 05-203) or a LICWAC Staffing Form
that includes all the documented recommendations.


9. The recommendations are read by the LICWAC Chairperson or
secretary, and all LICWAC members vote or otherwise concur with
the recommendations made to be incorporated into the case plan and
then sign the form.


10. The caseworker is to review the written LICWAC recommendations at
that point. If the caseworker is in agreement with the LICWAC
recommendations and plans to implement those recommendations as
part of the case plan, the caseworker then signs the form. If the
caseworker is not in agreement with the LICWAC recommendations,
the caseworker must not sign the form. The caseworker must advise
the LICWAC at that time of his/her points of disagreement.
Further discussion and mediation can take place regarding the
disputed recommendations. However, the staffing cannot be
recessed until the caseworker has either signed the LICWAC
Staffing Form or an impasse declared, unless a time-limited recess
has been mutually agreed upon by the LICWAC and the caseworker.
Such recesses are to be in restricted use.


11. If after mediation and discussion the disagreement is not
resolved, and the majority of LICWAC members vote to pursue the
impasse, the impasse procedures will be initiated.


N. Impasse Procedures:


1. If the social worker does not agree with the LICWAC
recommendations, and the majority of LICWAC members have voted to
proceed, the following impasse procedures will be initiated:


a. Within 24 hours the LICWAC Liaison will notify the Regional
Administrator, Area Manager, Supervisor, Social worker,
LICWAC Representatives, and the Office of Indian Affairs
that it is necessary to conduct an impasse staffing. All
CPT cases will be reviewed within 48 hours.


b. If the LICWAC considers the child involved in the case to be
i n imminent danger or at serious risk, the CPT guidelines
will be enforced so that the child will be placed out of
danger until a staffing with the Regional Administrator has
been held within 24 hours.
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c, If a court hearing it imminent, the department is to request
that the AAG seek a continuance to provide additional time
to reconcile differences unless a party other than DCFS
disagrees.


d. If the court hearing is not rescheduled, an impasse staffing
will need to be held within the 24 hour time-frame,


e. If the impasse is not resolved at the regional level, after
notification by the LICWAC Chairperson or Liaison, the
Division Director will review the case within 24 hours.


f. If the impasse is not resolved at the Division level, the
Assistant Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting,


g. If the impasse is not resolved at the Assistant Secretary's
level, the Secretary for DCFS will be notified within 24
hours to schedule another meeting, and shall make the final
determination.


O. Disciplinary and Corrective Action:


Any situation in which a social worker WILLFULLY REFUSES to abide by the
policies established for lICWAC shall be handled in a manner consistent
with personnel policy 545 and 546 and the provisions of the Merit System
Rules for employee disciplinary action.


23.61 Privacy and Security of Records 


A. Any party to a proceeding seeking a declaration of dependency or a
termination of the parent-child relationship, (the juvenile, his/her
parents or attorney) may, upon request, make inquiry to the department
as to the existence and content of custody or care records. The
inquiries shall provide the name of the juvenile, the approximate date
the juvenile was ifl contact with the department, the nature of the
contact, location of the contact and the purpose of the request.


B. The department will make a written response to the inquiry within 1-0
calendar days after receipt. The department will give priority to
expedite processing inquiries which involve litigation. The department
will provide to the juvenile, his/her parent(s), or attorney making the
inquiry information regarding the location, nature, and content of the
records in the department's possession except:


1. If it is determined by the agency that release of this information
is likely to cause severe psychological or physical harm to the
juvenile or his/her parents, the agency may withhold the
information subject to the order of the court. If the court
determines that limited release of the information is appropriate,
the court may specify terms and conditions for release of the
i nformation; .or
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2. If the information or record has been obtained by a juvenile
justice or care agency in connection with the provision of
counseling, psychological, psychiatric or medical services for the
juvenile and the juvenile has the legal right to receive these
services without the consent of any person or agency, then the
i nformation or record may not be disclosed to the juvenile's
parents without the informed consent of the juvenile.


C. See Chapter 01 for additional policy on confidentiality of information.
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23.99 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS •


A. The following specific forms used for voluntary termination- Of parental
rights are located in Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-466 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
2. DSHS 09-467 Notice of Hearing re Petition and Intent (12/79)
3. DSHS 09-468 Publication Notice (12/79).
4. DSHS 09-469 Affidavit of Personal Service (12/79)
5. DSHS 09-470 Affidavit in Support of Service by Publication (5/80)
6. DSHS 09-471 Affidavit of Publication (12/79)
7. DSHS 09-473 Findings, Conclusions, and Order (3/80)
8. DSHS 09-474 Petition for Termination of Parent-Child Relationship


(12/79)
9. DSHS 09-476 Petition for Termination of Relationship: Parent-


Unborn Child (12/79)
10. DSHS 09-477 Consent to Termination (12/79)
11. DSHS 09-478 Waiver of Right to Receive Notice and Appearance


(12/79)
12. DSHS 09-479 Authorization to Release Information (12/79)
13. DSHS 09-480 Order of Service and Publication (12/79)
14. DSHS 09-481 Notice of Petition and Intent to Release Custody or


Consent to Adoption (12/79)
15. DSHS 09-482 Motion and Order Appointing Guardian ad Litem for


Minor Parent (4/80)
16. DSHS 09-552 Voluntary Termination Information/Referral (12/80)


B. The following specific forms, instructions and guidelines used in cases
involving Indian Child Welfare as referenced in 23.60 are included in
Chapter 99, Forms.


1. DSHS 09-534 Letter to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
2. DSHS 09-535 Letter to Tribe - Notification (12/80)
3. DSHS 09-536 Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs (12/80)
4. DSHS .09-537 Letter to Canadian Indian Band (12/80)
5. DSHS 09-538 Letter to Canadian Indian Parent (12/80)
6. DSHS 09-539 Letter to Tribe - Enrollment Status (12/80)
7. DSHS 09-540 Letter to Bureau of Indian Affairs - Tribal


Affiliations (12/80)
8. DSHS 09-541 Notice to Indian Tribe, Band or Nation (12/80)
9. DSHS 09-542 Notice of Intervention and Request for Continuance


(12/80)
10. DSHS 09-543 Notice to Parent and/or Indian Custodian (12/80)
11. DSHS .09-544 Request for Continuance (12/80)
12. DSHS 09-545 Notice to Secretary of United States Department of


Interior Regarding an Indian Child (12/80)
13. DSHS 09-546 Certificate of Presiding Judge (12/80)
14. DSHS 09-547 Motion to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe


(3/81)
15. DVS .09-547A Order to Transfer Jurisdiction to Indian Tribe (3/81)
16. DSHS 09-548 Motion for the Tribal Court to Accept Jurisdiction


(3/81)
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO: T-5


Issued: August 3, 1984


FROM: Gerald Thomas, Assistant Secretary SECTIONS REVISED: None


Health and Rehabilitation Services
EFFECTIVE: Immediately
FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Diana Larsen-Mills


SCAN 234-0432 or


non-SCAN 753-0432


1 1


'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS 0B-161


1 1


SUBJECT: DCFS MANUAL, CHAPTER 24, FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, DCFS Manual, and note on Tan


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-5 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Notice No. G-100, "Reduction of Family Reconciliation Services (FRS),"


Chapter 24, was inadvertently included when the DCFS Manual was issued.


G-100 was removed by instructions in G-157, issued June 29, 1983.


Also, G-114, "Tracking Ineligible Family Reconciliation Service Applicants,"


is no longer in effect.


ACTION REQUIRED 


Remove G-100 and G-114 from your DCFS Manual.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-12
ISSUED: 02/08/85


FROM: DIVISION OF CHILDREN/FAMILY SERVICES SECTIONS REVISED:


Shirley Coins, Director None


EFFECTIVE: On Receipt


FOR INFORMATION CALL:


Barry Fibel
Non-SCAN 753-0204 or
SCAN 234-0204


I IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS 0B-181


SUBJECT: CRIMINAL HISTORY AND CENTRAL REGISTRY (RECORD)


Insert this notice in front of Chapter 24, DCFS Manual, and note on the Tan


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-12 was entered.


BACKGROUND 


A. The Washington State Patrol's Criminal Identification Section has


informed us that the form which we have been using to request checks


is no longer acceptable to them and that they need an updated listing


of persons authorized to request and receive criminal history informa-


tion.


B. House Bill 1526, with its provisions for criminal history/arrest


record and Central Registry checks has a potential impact on most


programs currently provided through the Division of Children and


Family Services (DCFS), i.e. Adoption, Adoption Support, Child Pro-


tective Services, Day Care, Family Reconciliation Services, Crisis


Residential Center's, Group Care, Indian Child Welfare, and Foster


Care. The legislation requires these checks to be done when a place-


ment is "authorized" by the department. DCFS with concurrence of the 


Assistant Attorney General has interpreted "authorizing a placement"


as any situation where DCFS staff are called upon to make a recommen-
dation about the suitability of a placement resource for a child. The
legislation is divided into two groups: all applicants for licensure/
relicensure and their employees and those not required to be licensed.
When a record check is initiated, a separate check will be done for
each adult member of the household.
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Notice No.: T-12
Page 2


POLICY.


A. LICENSEES 


Policy:


Criminal History/Arrest Record and Central Registry (Child Abuse and
Neglect Register) Checks will be done by DCFS on all applicants seek-
ing licensure/relicensure and their employees and for all new
employees hired during the period of licensure.


B. THOSE NOT REQUIRED TO BE LICENSED: RELATIVES/OTHER RESPONSIBLE 
ADULTS/ADOPTIVE PARENT(S) 


Policy:


DCFS staff will request a criminal history/arrest record and Central
registry check when the role of the department becomes one of making a
placement or making a recommendation about the suitability of a pro-
posed or existing placement resource. Some program specific
clarifications are listed as follows:


1. Indian Children 


A record check will be done prior to placement by DCFS of an
Indian child in any unlicensed placement resource.


2. Family Reconcilation Services (FRS) 


A record check will NOT be done when the role of DCFS staff is to
facilitate a discussion regarding temporary respite care of the
child(ren). When the child is or will be residing outside the
parental home pursuant to an agreement between the parent(s) and
the child, the "placement" decision is actually made by the par-
ents rather than the department.


If the placement agreement between the parent(s) and child breaks
down, thereby necessitating the filing of an Alternative Rediden-
tial Placement (ARP) petition with the court to continue the out
of home placement, the child would be required by the court to
remain in a DSHS approved placement pending resolution of the
ARP.


If the DSHS plan is for the child to continue residing in the
unlicensed home, previously agreed to by the parent(s), there is
no need to move the child, but a record check should commence
Immediately. If record check reveals questionable information,
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the worker shall initiate a supervisory consultation immediately,
noting in the case record the reason for the decision to leave
the child in the present home or move the child to a licensed
placement.


3. .Child Protective Services, (CPS) 


When the child(ren) has been "placed" with a relative by the ,
parent(s) prior tp CPS involvement, do not move the child(ren)
but assess the ripk to the child(ren) and the ability of the
caretaker(s) tcyptotect the child(ren) from further abuse and
neglect. A record check should be initiated immediately.


If record check reveals questionable information about the
placement resource, the worker will initiate a supervisory con-
sultation. The reasons for the decision to leave child(ren) in
the present placement or move the child(ren) to a licensed home
will be clearly noted in the case record.


Once CPS is involved, a record check must be done prior to place-
ment with a relative.


4. Adoption


While adoptive families are approved they are not licensed. A
record check would not be done as part of the approval, but would
be completed prior to placement by DCFS or voluntary agencies of
a child in an approved home.


5. Voluntary Foster Care Agencies 


Unless DCFS is asked to make a recommendation about the suit-
ability of the home as a placement resource, placements made by
voluntary agencies in unlicensed homes will not require a record
check.


6. Group Care 


For the child ready to leave group care, where DCFS has estab-
lished dependency and/or is currently making payment for the
group home placement, DCFS will initiate a record check prior to
making placement in unlicensed relative homes.


7. Crisis Residential Centers (CRC) 


A record check will NOT be done when the role of DCFS staff is to
facilitate a discussion regarding placement alternatives. When
the child leaves the CRC and goes to reside outside the parental
home pursuant to an agreement between the parent(s) and the
child, the "placement" decision was made by the parent(s).
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8. Day Care 


A record check will be initiated whenever the department author-


izes care by an in-home caretaker or by a relative.


HOME STUDY 


This legislation also requires that the Department assess the character,


suitability, and competence of persons authorized to care for children.


When DCFS initiates a record check, a home study will also be completed,


except for adoptive families where a home study is part of the approval.


Guidelines for the areas to be covered are found in the Interstate Compact


Materials, DCFS Manual Section 30.99, Suggested Outline for Summary of


Prospective Family. This information will be filed in the child's case


record. Part of the home study must also include a check of DCFS records.


PROCEDURE


A. All criminal history check requests should be on DSHS 14-239(X), WSP


Identification Section Request for Criminal History Record Informa-


tion (See attached). The form is to include, as a minimum, the name,


birthdate, and social securi,ty.number of the adult. A separate form


is to be completed-ra—erach adult in the household. Forms from each


office should be batched whenever possible.


B. All requests for information from the Washington State Patrol's Crimi-


nal Identification Section must bear the name of a person designated


to request and receive such information (see attached listing).


C. The designee will authorize all DCFS requests to the State Patrol. '


D. Because of gaps in the Washington State Patrol's files and the Central


Registry, staff doing criminal history checks are encouraged to check


with local law enforcement agencies, where possible. Children and


Family Service Centers should explore with local law enforcement


agencies methods of obtaining information from them.


E. Information obtained from the Washington State Patrol or another law


enforcement agency shall be safeguarded in the same manner as the


information in the child abuse central registry established in RCW
26.44.070.
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F. A check of the central registry of child abuse and local DCFS office
CPS files shall also be made for those persons for whom a criminal


history record check is required. A central registry check shall be
made either by telephoning SCAN 234-3453 or writing to:


Division of Children and Family Services
OB-41
Olympia, WA 98504
Attention: Central Registry
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Children's Services Personnel 
Authorized to Request and 


Receive Criminal History Information 


Spokane Center Office 
S. 121 Arthur, Suite A
Spokane, WA 99202


MS: B32-6


Colfax/Pullman CSO
P.O. Box 149
300 S. Main
Colfax, WA 99111


MS: B38-1


Davenport CSO
P.O. Box 640
8th and Park
Davenport, WA 99122


MS: B22-1


Moses Lake CSO
P.O. Box 1399
1620 S. Pioneer Way
Moses Lake, WA 98837


MS: B13-2


Wenatchee CSO
P.O. Box 3088
325 N. Chelan
Wenatchee, WA 98801


MS: B4-1


Okanogan CSO
Rt. 1, Box 1234 S. 2nd
Okanogan, WA 98840


MS: B24-1


Spokane North CSO
P.O. Box TAF C-41
E.232 Lyons
Spokane, WA 99220


MS: B32-4


Primary Contact Person


Dave Perkins
SCAN 584-1249


Freda Posey
SCAN 545-5050


Will Berry
SCAN 545-6116


Carol Billesbach
SCAN 282-2250


Gloria Eakles
SCAN 565-0488


Vivian Rooks
SCAN 336-1011


John Dean
SCAN 249-5600


Back Up 


Frankie McBroom
SCAN 584,4546


Barbara Sanborn
SCAN 545-5050


Judy Krupke
SCAN 545-6116 '


Loretta Lucas
SCAN 282-2265


Judy Cain
SCAN 565-0596


Vicky Bergstrom
SCAN 336-1011


Carmen Farley
249-5600
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Spokane East CSO
P.O. Box TAT C-40
S. 121 Arthur
Spokane, WA 99220


MS: B32-1


Spokane Southeast CSO
P.O. Box TAF C-42
N. 1425 Washington 2nd Floor
Spokane, WA 99220


MS: B32-2


Spokane Central
Support CSO


P.O. Box TAF C-37
N. 1425 Washington
Spokane, WA 99220


MS: B32-3


Colville CSO
1100 S. Main
Colville, WA 99114


MS: B33-1


Newport CSO
P.O. Box 570
4th and Warren
Newport, WA 99156


MS: B26-1


Yakima Center Office 
P.O. Box 9428
2515 Main Street, Valley Mall
Yakima, WA 98909


MS: B39-6


Ellensburg CSO
P.O. Box 1183
525 Mountain View
Ellensburg, WA 98926


MS: B19-1


Yakima CSO
P.O. Box 9788
2515 Main Street, Valley Mall
Yakima, WA 98909


MS: B39-1


Primary Contact Person


Elaine Tyrie
SCAN 584-1219


Bob Doty
SCAN 545-2195


Kay Porta
SCAN 545-2146


Greg Colburn
SCAN 574-1011


Harry Sedies
SCAN 545-3043


Celeste Sunderland
SCAN 558-2826


Karla Smith
SCAN 686-1111


• Janet Dahlin
SCAN 558-2150


Back Up


Brian Barbour
SCAN 584-1212


Bob Biondi
545-2188


Joyce Wright
SCAN 545-2090


Barbara Pacerelli
SCAN 574-1202


Janet Thomas
SCAN 545-2290


Betty Coles
SCAN 558-2290


Dave Gruber
SCAN 686-1111


Bob Asbury
558-2207
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Toppenish CSO
P.O. Box 470
306 Bolin Dr.
Toppenish, WA 98948


MS: B50-1


Sunnyside CSO
P.O. Box 818 '
208 S. 8th Street
Sunnyside, WA. 98944


MS: B54-1


Pasco CSO
P.O. Box 931
800 W. Court
Pasco, WA 99301


MS: B11-1


Walla Walla CSO
P.O. Box 517
206 W. Poplar
Walla Walla, WA 99362


MS: B36-1


Clarkston CSO
720 - 6th Street
Clarkston, WA 99403


MS: B2-1


Everett Center Office 
416 Central Building
1719 Hewitt Avenue
Everett, WA 98201


MS: N31-9


Mountlake Terrace CSO
21309 - 44th Ave. West
Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043


MS: N52-1


Mount Vernon CSO
P.O. Box 310
1800 Continental Place
Mount Vernon, WA 98273


MS: 29-1


Smokey Point CSO
MS: B65-1


Route via N31-1


Primary Contact Person


Nancy Frenchette-Bagley
SCAN 263-0100


Anita Schmidt
SCAN 263-0100


Dwayne Upp
SCAN 526-0100


Vi Scott
SCAN 629-4371


Connie Murphy
SCAN 545-5037


John Troutner
SCAN 265-5722


Carol Landeas
SCAN 544-1011


Barbara Thompson
SCAN 542-1400


Helen Garnet


Back Up 


Marilyn! McGree
SCAN 263-0100


.Bill Rheinsthmidt
SCAN 263.-0100


Barbara Pepin
SCAN 526-0100


Rom Lindquist
SCAN 629-4371


'Dallas Hohnsbehn
SCAN 545-5037


Carol Northrup
SCAN 544-1213


Yvonne Messick
SCAN 542-1438'
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Oak Harbor CSO
P.O. Box 909
2415 - 20th NW
Oak Harbor, WA 98277


MS: B15-1


Bellingham CSO
P.O. Box 639
4101 Meridian Street
Bellingham, WA 98226


MS: B37-1


Everett CSO
P.O. Box 527
2809 Grand
Everett, WA 98206


MS: N31-1


Seattle Center Office 
Child Care Agency, Licensing
2809 - 26th Avenue S.
Seattle, WA 98144


MS: N56-1


King Eastside CSO
15821 NE 8th Street
Bellevue, WA 98008


MS: N40-1


King South CSO
P.O. Box 848
21851 - 84th Avenue So.
Kent, WA 98031


MS: N43-1 ,


Centralized Children's
Services Office


2809 - 26th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98144


MS: N56-6


King North CSO
907 NW Ballard Way
Seattle, WA 98107


MS: N42-1


Primary Contact Person


Dwayne Berg '
SCAN 542-1505


Millie Mangels
SCAN 738-2570


• Frank Coburn
SCAN 265-8484


Unit
Larry Levine
SCAN 339-4080


Betty Cabaniss
SCAN 658-7072


Sophie Tersiisky
SCAN 376-2663


Rosie Oreskovich
'SCAN 339-4224


Blanche Simmons
SCAN 428-7763


Back Up 


'Phil Anderson
SCAN 542-1505


Dena Burton
SCAN 738-2570


Karlen Carle
265-8484


Bettye Scott
339-4080


Pat Barnhart
SCAN 658-7101


Sue Browning
SCAN 376-2653


Arlene Miletich
SCAN 338-4224


Eloise Valdez-Heald
SCAN 428-7753
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Rainier CSO
3600 S. Graham
Seattle, WA 98118


MS: N41-1


Burien CSO
15811 Ambaum Blvd. S.
Seattle, WA 98166


MS: N44-1


Capitol Hill CSO
1700 Cherry
Seattle, WA 98122


MS: N46-1


Tacoma Center Office
1305 Tacoma Ave. S.


Tacoma, WA 98402


MS: N27-5


' Primary contact Person 1Back pp 


Gwenn McElland Rose .Wentz


SCAN 339-4654 SCAN. 33.95702


Betsy Pierce
SCAN 381-1300


Sharon Kleinhen


SCAN 576-7407


Joan Rutherford Kristy Galt
SCAN 462-2761 SCAN 462-2922


Pierce Centralized Louise Peele . Robert Harris


Services SCAN 462-2566 462-2298


1301 Tacoma Ave. S.
Room 114
Tacoma, WA 98402


MS: N27-1


Bremerton CSO
4810 Auto Center Way


Bremerton, WA 98312


MS: B18-1


Olympia Center Office 


P.O. Box 7489


Olympia, WA 98504


MS: KR-23


Aberdeen CSO
P.O. Box 189
405 W. Wishkah
Aberdeen, WA 98520


MS: B14-1


Chehalis CSO
P.O. Box 359


Chehalis, WA 98532


MS: S21-1


James Van Houton Nancy Carter


SCAN 356-4690 SCAN 356-4690


Steve Ennett
SCAN 234-4148


Gary Anderson Richard Englund


SCAN 325-1263 SCAN 325-1280


Gordon Sincock
SCAN 332-1011


Jim O'Neal
312 1,202
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Kelso CSO
P.O. Box 330
711 Vine
Kelso, WA 98626


MS: S8-1


Olympia CSO
P.O. Box 1816
5000 Capitol Blvd.
Olympia, WA 98504


MS: KR-11


Port Angeles CSO
716 South Chase
Port Angeles, WA 98362


MS: B5-1


Port Townsend CSO
,P.O. Box 554
802 Sheridan
Port Townsend, WA 98368


MS: B 14-1


Shelton CSO
P.O. Box 1127
110 W. "K" Street
Shelton, WA 98584


- MS: B23-1


South Bend CSO
P.O. Box 87
South Bend, WA 98586


MS: B25-1


Vancouver CSO
P.O. Box 751
Vancouver, WA 98666


MS: S6-1


White Salmon CSO
P.O. Box 129
White Salmon, WA 98672


MS: B20-1


Primary Contact Person


Carol Sande
SCAN 239-2194


Mariam Madison
SCAN 234-5981


Eileen Gatlin
SCAN 632-1223


Dennis Kelley
SCAN 632-1254


Lu Nichols
SCAN 745-1136


Jack Gray
SCAN 325-1236


Marian Gilmore
SCAN 476-6167 .


Marcie Danielson
SCAN 476-6583


Back Up 


Ann Watkins
SCAN 239-2160


Jean Lott
234-5981


Betty Warder
SCAN 632-1236


Tom Wingard
745-1155


Brandon Harnisch
SCAN 325-1236


Ken Nichols
SCAN 476-6188


.Jeff Schriner
(Stevenson Office)
SCAN 476-6522
Mary Lou Orthman
(Goldendale Office)
SCAN 476-6636
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DSHS 14-239(X) (07/84), WASHINGTON'STATE PATROL IDENTIFICATION SECTION


REQUEST FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION 


WASHINGTON STATE PATROL


IDENTIFICATION SECTION


REQUEST FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION


PLEASE TYPE OR CLEARLY STAMP


THE ADDRESS TO WHICH OUR


RESPONSE IS TO BE MAILED. (A
RETURN ENVELOPE WOULD BE


APPRECIATED.)


USE THIS FORM WHEN REQUESTING CRIMINAL HISTORY RECORD INFORMATION FROM THE W
ASHINGTON


STATE PATROL IDENTIFICATION SECTION. MAIL YOUR REQUEST TO P.O. BOX 2527, OLYMPIA. WA 985
04.


FOR OUR SEARCH PURPOSES. PLEASE PROVIDE AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE IN TH
E SPACE BE-


LOW:


WA STATE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (SID)* WAI 


NAME 
usT mu 'Amu


ALIAS /MAIDEN NAME 


DOE  SEX-   RACE:   EYES:   HAIR:  


SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER:  


FBI NUMBER'  


NAME APO TITLE CA PERSON IAAKIA3 RE ST DATE


ODD i4.23D00 Tte• Damn, 090 DMA Ca A.103
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DSHS 14-239(X) (07/84), WASHINGTON STATE PATROL TORNTIFICATION gQTTQN


REQUEST FOR CRIMINAL HISTORY kEtORO—rWORMATION- if:) 


CRIMINAL/ARREST HISTORY REQUEST FORM


Instructions


'General


This formis-used toTequest.cOrnputerfile information from the State Pa
trol Identification Section regarding pod) The arrest


and conviction 'histories of alleged perpetrators of CA/N applicants for
 a child care license. or persons with whom a 041


will be pieced.


Future plans are for This 'information To be requested via loca
l 'law enforcement computer Terminal. Since information


-requests must be ,handprocessed :for the present, his important That 
They:be batched ,where possible and that the name


and address of The person designated to receive the intorm
ation be clearly printed.


Items


Washington State IdentificationNumber: Optionalltern. This is the number
 assignedlo each name in the:tile. If.know, it.can


save search time.


Name: 'Include name of subject.


Alias/Maiden Name: Provide, if possible.


Date of -Birth: 'Should be .provided.


Physical Descriptions: Include if possible.


Social Security Number: Provide.


FBI Number: 'Include it 'known.


Address: Hand processing of these requests makes a correc
t .return address essential.


ma .mmaa







DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO: T-5
Issued: August 3, 1984


FROM: Gerald Thomas, Assistant Secretary SECTIONS REVISED: None


Health and Rehabilitation Services
EFFECTIVE: Immediately
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Diana Larsen-Mills
SCAN 234-0432 or
non-SCAN 753-0432


1 1
'IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT MS OB-161


1  '  1


SUBJECT: DCFS MANUAL, CHAPTER 24, FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24, DCFS Manual, and note on Tan


Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-5 was entered.


BACKGROUND


Notice No. G-100, "Reduction of Family Reconciliation Services (FRS),"


Chapter 24, was inadvertently included when the DCFS Manual was issued.
G-100 was removed by instructions in G-157, issued June 29, 1983.


Also, G-114, "Tracking Ineligible Family Reconciliation Service Applicants,"


is no longer in effect.


ACTION REQUIRED 


Remove G-100 and G-114 from your DCFS Manual.
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TO:


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-45
ISSUED: 04/29/86


FROM: DIVISION OF CHILDREN/FAMILY SERVICES SECTIONS REVISED:
Shirley Coins, Director 24.37


EFFECTIVE: 05/01/86
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Diana Larsen-Mills
Non-SCAN 753-0432 or
SCAN 234-0432


1 IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL PRODUCTION UNIT, MS OB-16 1


1


SUBJECT: FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES I&R TIME REQUIREMENT


Place this notice in front of the DCFS Manual, Chapter 24, and note on the
Tan Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. 45 was entered.


Summary of Change 


The Family Reconciliation Services time requirement for an information and
referral contact is being changed to make it consistent with the informa-
tion and referral expectations of Child Protective Services.


24.37 FRS Recording Requirements 


A. Some FRS service episodes will last less than one half hour.


In all situations which are resolved or referred outside (i.e. no con-
tinuing support or intake/assessment activity required) within the 
first half hour by the CSO service worker doing intake, the informa-
tion required for monitoring (see 24.23) will be recorded on an intake
log.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-70
Issued: 07/11/88


FROM: CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILY SERVICES SECTIONS REVISED:
Katharine Briar, Assistant Secretary 32.13 K, 32.41


EFFECTIVE: Immediately
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Dan Gadman
Non-SCAN 753-0561 or
SCAN 234-0561


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: DSHS STOCKROOM MS FB-11
FOR MANUAL DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, PLEASE NOTIFY: OFFICE OF
STAFF SERVICES AT MS OB-22


SUBJECT: 1. EXTENSION OF VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT LIMITATION TO 180 DAYS


2. PROCEDURES FOR USE OF THE DSHS 9-04B, VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT
AGREEMENT


Place this notice in front of DCFS Manual, Chapter 24, and note on the Tan
Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. T-70 was entered.


A. BACKGROUND


DSHS originally placed limitations on the length of voluntary place-
ments as a means to reduce risk of foster care drift and delayed perman-
ency planning. In implementing P.L. 96-272, DSHS restricted voluntary
placements to three months in order to ensure timeliness of court reviews.
In addition, because Washington State did not have authority to claim
Title IV-E funds on voluntary placements, this restriction also reduced
expenditures in the state-funded foster program.


With the development of the Administrative Review system for P.L. 96-
272 and amendment of the state's Title IV-E plan to allow IV-E payments
on certain voluntary placements, it is now possible to expand the use
of voluntary placements.


This material describes those placement situations which are appropriate
to authorize under a voluntary agreement between DSHS and the parent.
Procedures for completing DSHS 9-046 Voluntary Placement Agreement
which meets the requirements of P.L. 96-272 are also given. An agree-
ment format, rather than the consent to place format, is used. This
emphasizes the responsibilities which both the parent and state have to
ensure that activities occur which will result in the child's return
home or movement toward an alternate permanent placement. This material
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also implements procedures for obtaining signatures under the state of
Washington Parenting Act of 1987.


Until further notice, private placement agencies will continue to use
the DSHS 9-04(X) Placement Authorization and Acknowledgement form for
children placed under their supervision. DCFS staff should continue to
use the DSHS 9-04(X) for court-ordered placements for parents to
acknowledge, if appropriate, their responsibility to make payments to the
Office of Support Enforcement.


In addition, and until further notice, DCFS staff and private placement
agencies shall continue to accept voluntary placement consents relative
to Indian Children only when validated by the juvenile court.


B. ACTION REQUIRED


Delete the text of Section 32.13 K of the DCFS Manual and replace the
text with the following:


K. Use of Voluntary Placement


Voluntary placements are limited to 180 days, unless an extension
is approved by the regional administrator or area manager and an
administrative review has occurred.


DCFS may not extend a voluntary placement if the extension will
result in the child being in continuous out-of-home care for longer
than eighteen months without a court review hearing.


DCFS shall not use voluntary placements in those cases where the
return of a child to his/her parents would pose a risk of imminent
harm to the child or in situations where the family is not working
cooperatively with the department.


DCFS shall not enter into a voluntary placement agreement unless
DCFS is reasonably assured that the parent agreeing to placement
has the legal authority to do so. In all voluntary placements, DSHS
staff shall work diligently to involve both parents in case plann-
ing


C. PROCEDURES 


Delete the text of Section 32.41 of the DCFS Manual and replace it with
the following:


32.41 Voluntary Consent Placement Requesting DSHS Financial Support


A. When assessing the appropriateness of placement on a voluntary
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basis versus a court ordered one, DCFS service worker should evaluate
the following factors:


I. Would the child be at risk of imminent harm if the parents
withdrew their support from the voluntary agreement?


2. Are the parents entering into the agreement willingly? Do
they comprehend their responsibilities under the agreement and
the responsibilities they have given to DCFS?


3. Does the plan for out-of-home care have a short term focus
l imited to 180 days or less and is the permanent plan to
return the child to his/her parents?


4. Will a lack of early court involvement delay achieving a
permanent placement?


5. Are the child's placement needs such that it is appropriate to
provide placement services on a trial basis, rather than
having them ordered by the court?


6. Does the child need the protection of the court in order to
ensure he/she receives services or does DCFS need the author-
ity of the court in order to deliver services?


B. The DCFS service worker shall complete the Voluntary Placement
Agreement (DSHS 9-04 B, copy attached) by:


I. Involving both parents in the discussion and the decision to
place the child in care. If one parent is not immediately
available, the case worker should work with the other parent
to involve the absent parent, and hold preliminary discussions
with the signing parent as to what actions will occur if the
absent parent should request visits or termination of the
voluntary placement.


2. Reviewing and discussing the contents of the agreement with
the parents including the activities which they will engage
i n and the activities DCFS will engage in, in order to meet
the terms of the agreement.


3. Establishing and recording the time period, both begin and
end dates, for the voluntary placement on the form. Projecting
the end date of the placement is critical in maintaining the
short term focus of the placement.
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4. Advising parents of .the need toxe,quest termination of an
agreement in writing and with 72 hours notice if they wish to
end the placement prior to its agreed termination.


C. The DCFS service worker shall obtain the parent(s) signature on the
placement agreement. For legal and case planning reasons, efforts
should be made to secure both parent's signatures on the placement
agreement. If only one parent is available, a voluntary placement 
agreement should not be negotiated unless:


1. The parent who signs is a single parent, or by divorce or legal
separation is the custodial parent; or


2. The parent has authority pursuant to a parenting plan to sign
the agreement, or is the parent with whom the child resides the
majority of the time as specified in the parenting plan, or
has been designated custodian of the child in the parenting
plan.


If only one parent signs the voluntary placement agreement, that
parent must also certify under penalty of perjury that they have
the authority to sign the agreement. If DCFS staff doubts the
authenticity of the parent's statement, the worker shall obtain
consultation with the Assistant Attorney General, or reevaluate
the plan for a voluntary placement.


D. The DCFS service worker must also sign the voluntary placement
agreement for it to be valid.


E. The DCFS service worker is responsible for monitoring the Voluntary
Placement Agreement. If at any point the DCFS service worker
determines that the parent(s) are not complying with the voluntary
placement agreement, or if the child's needs are not being met
through the voluntary placement, the service worker may exercise
the options of either terminating the placement or taking steps to
have the placement become court-ordered.


F. The DCFS service worker may request an exception to the 180 day
l imit. Regional Administrators or Area Managers have the authority
to grant exceptions to the 180 day limit on voluntary placements if:


1. An administrative review has occurred and has recommended that
placement continue on a voluntary basis, and


2. The extension will not cause the child to remain in out-of-
home care for a period of eighteen months without a court
review hearing being held that meets the requirements of P.L.
96-272, and
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3. Continued voluntary placement is appropriate in that one of
the following exists:


a. The return of the child to his own home or other perman-
ent placement is imminent; or


b. The child is seventeen years of age or older.


G. Child placement agencies will continue to use the DSHS 9-04(X),
Placement Authorization and Acknowledgement form for children
whose voluntary placement is supervised by them. NOTE: If DCFS
is supervising the placement but "borrowing" a Child Placement
Agency home, the Voluntary Placement Agreement, rather than the
Placement Authorization and Acknowledgement form is to be used.


H. The DCFS'service worker should continue to use the DSHS 9-04(X)
for court-ordered placements for parents to acknowledge, when
appropriate, their responsibility to make payments to the Office
of Support Enforcement.


I. Until further notice, the procedures outlined in the DCFS policy
memo dated July 17, 1987 on the subject "Indian Child Welfare
Bill," will be followed relative to the voluntary placement of
Indian Children in foster care. DCFS will not make or approve
voluntary placement of Indian children into foster care unless the
consent is executed in writing before the court and appropriately
validated by the court.
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES
Olympia, Washington


TO: HOLDERS OF DCFS MANUAL NOTICE NO.: T-79
Issued: 09/12/88


FROM: Katharine Briar, Assistant Secretary
Children, Youth and Family Services


SECTIONS REVISED: 32.61
(Also add to Chapters 24, 26,
and 34)


EFFECTIVE: July 1, 1988
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
Dick Anderson
SCAN: 234-0240
Non-SCAN: 753-0240


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: DSHS STOCKROOM MS FB-11
FOR MANUAL DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, PLEASE NOTIFY OFFICE OF
STAFF SERVICES AT MS OB-22.


SUBJECT: 1. SOCIAL WORKERS ROLE IN DETERMINING ELIGIBILITY FOR FEDERAL
FUNDING FOR CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE


2. REVISED APPLICATION PROCEDURES FOR OTHER FINANCIAL BENEFITS
ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN IN OUT-OF-HOME CARE


3. USE OF ELIGIBILITY ACTION REFERRAL, DSHS 14-279
4. USE OF FAMILY FACE SHEET, DSHS 14-24
5. USE OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES DATA SHEET, DSHS 14-281
6. USE OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES REDETERMINATION DATA SHEET, DSHS


14-280


Place this notice in front of DCFS Manual Chapters 24, 26, 32, 34, and note on
the Tan Notice Control Sheet the date Notice T-79 was entered.


A. BACKGROUND


Recent federal audits have identified problems in the current methods of
determining eligibility for federal financial participation in the
state's foster care program. In order to assure that the state makes
maximum use of federal resources in financing its program of providing
foster care and adoption support, new procedures are being introduced.
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These policies and procedural changes meet the following objectives:


1. Enhance federal financial participation in the foster care
program.


2. Ensure that all other benefits for which children are eligible are
claimed on their behalf.


3. Streamline the role of the Social Worker in accomplishing such
tasks as data collection, eligibility determination, referral for
other financial benefits, and enumeration procedures.


4. Specialize the function of eligibility determination by placing
responsibility for this activity with staff trained in this
function.


The revised eligibility process and accompanying forms were developed in
conjunction with recommendations received from State IV-B/IV-E
Coordinators, Work Environment Action Committee (WEAC), and numerous
social services staff in DCFS offices.


In the past, Title IV-E eligibility determinations have been made by
social workers who completed the DSHS 14-140(X) forms. With the
development of these new procedures, the social worker's primary role is
to collect data from the child's family regarding their available
financial resources. In addition, the revised procedures are designed
to identify other financial resources for which the child and/or parents
may be eligible.


B. POLICY STATEMENT


DCFS shall review the circumstances of every child placed in foster care
to determine the child's eligibility for Title IV-E and/or other
financial benefits.


The DCFS Social Worker shall review each case when the child first
enters care and every six months thereafter if necessary. The role of
the Social Worker is to collect data regarding the family's social and
financial circumstances.


The Eligibility Specialist shall analyze the data, make eligibility
determinations, apply for other financial benefits, and notify
appropriate parties of the results of these actions.


C. ELIGIBILITY PROCEDURES FOR CHILDREN WHOSE PLACEMENT IS SUPERVISED BY
DSHS


1. The DCFS Social Worker shall take the following actions on each
i nitial placement:
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a. Authorize payment within five working days of placement.
Indicate state funds (code 5) as the initial source of funds
on the SSPS Social Services Authorization, DSHS 14-154(X).


b. Complete/obtain the following items within thirty (30) days
of placement.


(1) Family Face Sheet, DSHS 14-24(X);


(2) Financial Resources Data Sheet, DSHS 14-281, on all
children whose placement is supervised by DSHS,
including those in private agency care if DSHS is the
supervising agency;


(3) The Child Placement and Legal History, DSHS 15-192;


(4) Social Services Authorization, DSHS 14-154(X);


(5) ITIS Clearance (if already available);


(6) Notification to Financial Services, DSHS 14-226(X);
and


(7) The Voluntary Placement Agreement or petition and
court order leading to the initial removal from the
home.


c. Transmit a copy of the above items to the Eligibility
Specialist using the Eligibility Action Referral, DSHS 14-
279, as a cover memo. The Social Worker completes Part I of
this form indicating which of the above listed items are
attached.


d. Request the Eligibility Specialist determine the child's IV-
E eligibility. Complete Part II of the Eligibility Action
Referral, DSHS 14-279.


e. Request the Eligibility Specialist assist in applying for
benefits to which the child may be entitled. The
application procedures for benefits which require efforts in
addition to the completion of forms (such as personal office
visits for SSI benefits), will continue to be conducted by
the Social Worker. Since local office procedures vary
throughout the state, t'le roles of the Eligibility
Specialist and Social Worker in applying for other financial
benefits may vary accordingly. It shall be the
responsibility of each region to define these roles
according to local practice.
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f. Change the DSHS 15-159 to show the correct source of funds
after notification is received from the Eligibility
Specialist as described in the next section.


2. The Eligibility Specialist shall take the following action upon
notification of each placement:


a. Receive the Eligibility Action Referral, DSHS 14-279, and
accompanying packet of materials from the Social Worker.


b. Determine IV-E eligibility for the child.


c. Notify the Social Worker of the correct source of funds via
the color coded forms; Notification of Funding Category for
Placement, DSHS 2-501, 2-501A, and 2-5016.


NOTE: In addition to notifying the Social ,Worker of the
correct source of funds, some regions may elect to
have the Eligibility Specialist also enter the change
on SSPS. The IV-E Coordinator in each region will
determine this responsibility.


d. Assist the Social Worker in the application for other
benefits such as SSI, SSA, Veteran's benefits, etc.


e. Make referrals to the Office of Support Enforcement and
Provider Services if the child has other medical insurance.


3. Six-Month Eligibility Redetermination Process


Children who are eligible for Title IV-E funding must have their
eligibility redetermined every six months.


a. Four weeks prior to the redetermination month, the
Eligibility Specialist will notify the Social Worker by
sending the Financial Resources Redetermination Data Sheet,
DSHS 14-280.


b. The Social Worker completes the Redetermination Data Sheet
and returns it to the Eligibility Specialist within 20 days.
Include an updated copy of the DSHS 15-192, Child Placement
and Legal History.


c. The Eligibility Specialist completes the review and advises
the Social Worker via the color coded DSHS 2-501, 2-501A, or
2-5016 if the child continues to be eligible for IV-E or if
the source of funds should be changed.
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4. Purpose of Forms


The Family Face Sheet, Financial Resources Data Sheet, and
Financial Resources Redetermination Data Sheet are used to:


a. Function as a face sheet for all children receiving DSHS
services.


b. Serve as a data collection instrument on the family and
child(ren)'s social and financial circumstances.


c. Provide information for the Eligibility Specialist at the
time of the Title IV-E semi-annual redetermination.


d. Provide information for referral to the Office of Support
Enforcement.


e. Provide information for Provider Services in claiming third
party liability medical insurance.


f. Provide information for WIN referral.


g. Provide information relative to other benefits for which the
child might be entitled.


h. Provide information necessary to file a social security
number application.


i. Serve as the source document to validate claims for Title
IV-E federal funds in the foster care program.


D. PROCEDURES FOR CHILDREN WHOSE PLACEMENT IS SUPERVISED BY A CHILD PLACING
AGENCY (CPA) 


1. The CPA shall take following action:


a. Complete pages 1 and 2 of the Source of Funds Application,
DSHS 14-140(X). This form serves as the face sheet instead
of the DSHS 14-24(X).


b. Submit the DSHS 14-140(X) to the appropriate DCFS office
along with the ISP and legal authority to place.


2. The DCFS Social Worker shall take the following action:


a. Authorize payment within five working days for children
whose placement they have approved. Indicate source of
funds as state (code 5).


b. Submit copies of the following items to the Eligibility
Specialist within 30 days of placement.
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(1) Eligibility Action Referral Form;


(2) DSHS 14-140(X);


(3) Social Services Authorization, DSHS 14-154(X);


(4) Notification to Financial Services, DSHS 14-226(X);
and


(5) Placement Authorization and Acknowledgement, DSHS 9-
04(X), or court order authorizing placement.


3. The Eligibility Specialist shall take the following action:


a. Refer the case to the Office of Support Enforcement or
Provider Services, if appropriate.


b. Review for potential benefits from other sources such as SSI
or SSA.


c. Inform the Social Worker if there are benefits to which the
child may be entitled and assist in the application process.


E. PLACEMENTS NOT REQUIRING A IV-E DETERMINATION


The following types of placements do not require a referral to the
Eligibility Specialist for a IV-E determination.


1. Placements lasting less than 72 hours (excluding weekends,
holidays).


2. Relative placements where no foster care payment is made because
the relative elects to receive AFDC benefits. A referral is
required should the child be later removed and placed in a home
where a foster care payment is made.
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TO: Holders of DCFS Manuals NOTICE NO.: T-93
ISSUED: 04/03/91


FROM: Colleen Waterhouse, Acting Director SECTIONS REVISED:
Division of Children & Family Services 24


EFFECTIVE: Immediately
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
586-4465 or SCAN 321-4465


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL DISTRIBUTION CENTER, MG-13.
FOR DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, NOTIFY: MANUAL PRODUCTION, MS OB-16.


SUBJECT: PROCEDURES FOR AT-RISK YOUTH


Place this notice in front of DCFS Manual, Chapter 24, and note on the Tan
Notice control Sheet the date Notice No. T-93 was entered.


A. BACKGROUND


The 1990 Legislative Session passed Engrossed Second Substitute Senate
Bill 6610. This act relates to "At-Risk" youth and amends the old
Family Reconciliation Act. The intent of the act is to allow for a
process, that empowers parents to use court intervention to keep their
children at home or in an alternative placement of their choice.
Parents are financially responsible for all court ordered intervention
or alternative placements.


The new law included a disclaimer for implementation if resources were
unavailable. Funding for court intervention was provided to the
Department of Community Development (DCD). Courts access the funds
through DCD and are reimbursed through a fee for service schedule. The
Division of Children and Family Services (DCFS) did not receive
additional funding to implement the new law. DCFS is not required to
provide services beyond Family Reconciliation Services (FRS) intake and
assessment, crisis counseling and/or Homebuilders. Parents are fully
responsible for accessing the DCFS system, for filing petitions,
obtaining attorneys, providing the court with plans, and monitoring
court orders.


DCFS agreed to cooperate with the law's intent, allowing time to assessthe impact on the current FRS program. Social Workers were asked torecord the number of families and the time required to follow the casesthrough December 1990. The information was submitted to the FRS ProgramManager for evaluation.
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At-Risk workloads varied from county to county. Some counties received
few inquiries and no families requesting further services or court
intervention. Other counties received numerous requests and many
families petitioning the court system to gain control of their child.
In some cases, the court ordered DCFS to provide "intensive monitoring."
These inequities, no funding for additional staff, and increasing number
of families requesting service for at-risk youth, led to a need for "At-
Risk" limitations.


B. ACTION REQUIRED


DCFS Social Workers will provide services to families through the Family
Reconciliation Services (FRS) as outlined in Chapter 13.32 A. RCW.


Families with children who are "Dependent" or who have an open case with
Child Protection Services (CPS) are not eligible for "At-Risk" Youth
services. When a parent files an "At-Risk Petition" and an Alternative
Residential Placement (ARP) is also filed, the court will hear them
together. DCFS staff are responsible for completing required court work
for the ARP, but not responsible for "At-Risk."


Parents requesting court intervention through an "At-Risk Petition"
retain legal custody. They are responsible for pursuing any service and
assistance from the court to keep their children in their own home or in
an alternative placement. If the court grants an out of home placement,
the family will arrange for that placement (i.e., drug treatment,
relative placement, group care). The family is financially responsible
for all court ordered intervention or placement costs. DCFS Social
Workers are not required to assist the family in finding placements or
filling out applications.


Families meeting the financial criteria for public pay, drug or alcohol
treatment, will apply through income assistance at Community Services
Offices. DCFS Social Workers are not expected to assist in the location
of public funded beds or in filling out applications for the families.


C. PROCEDURES


All families requesting services will receive an intake and assessment
completed by FRS Social Worker. At completion of the intake and
assessment the FRS Social Worker will refer appropriate families for
Phase II and/or Homebuilders to resolve conflict or prevent out of home
placement. FRS services are provided without cost to the families.
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Families wishing to file an "At-Risk Petition" will receive the petition
from the FRS Social Worker. The FRS Social Worker will attach to the
"At-Risk Petition" a copy of the intake and assessment or another
similar form developed by the region. Documents accompanying the "At-
Risk Petition" must include: a form that verifies DCFS did complete an
intake and assessment; documents Phase II services were offered; and,
recommends acceptance or rejection of an "At-Risk Petition."
Extraordinary reasons may exempt the family from completing Phase II
counseling. (Example: family is currently in counseling, counselor is
recommending an "At-Risk Petition," and will continue working with the
family after petition is filed.)


The family will proceed to the court clerk to file the petition and
schedule hearings.


Social Workers are not responsible for attending "At-Risk" court
hearings, monitoring compliance of court orders, or arranging or
supervising placements. If ordered to do so by the court, they will
comply. In such case, administration will communicate to the court that
the law does not require DCFS involvement and DCFS was not funded to
provide "At-Risk" services.


Families initiating or utilizing "At-Risk" court intervention are
responsible for all planning for their child. The child remains in the
custody of the parent and is not the legal responsibility of DCFS.
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TO: Holders of DCFS Manuals


• FROM: Gerard Sidorowicz, Director
Division of Children & Family Services
MS 45710
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1:18res • •NOTICE NO.. T-109 4, 4,0AND r°Iv 0 cISSUED: 12/30/93 41fiti,s


SECTIONS REVISED:
Chapter 24


EFFECTIVE: Upon Receipt
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
SCAN 234-6761 or 753-6761


IF NOT DELIVERABLE, RETURN TO: MANUAL DISTRIBUTION CENTER, MS 45807.
FOR DISTRIBUTION CHANGES, NOTIFY: MANUAL PRODUCTION, MS 45806. 


SUBJECT: UNIFORM PROGRAM STANDARDS FOR FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES AND
CRISIS RESIDENTIAL CENTERS


Place this notice in front of Chapter 24 of the DCFS Manual and note on the
Tan Notice Control Sheet the date Notice No. 1-109 is entered.


A. • BACKGROUND


The 1991 Legislature created the Juvenile Issues Task Force which
reviewed, among other issues, the programs serving at-risk youth. The
Task Force evaluated the Family Reconciliation Services Programs and the
use of Crisis Residential Centers, resulting in a wide range of
recommendations both for new legislation and for Division policy to
strengthen these programs.


DCFS responded to these recommendations, in part, by establishing these
Uniform Program Standards for Family Reconciliation Services and Crisis
Residential Centers. The objectives of these standards are to meet
legislative mandate and intent, to strengthen good social work practices,
and to provide quality assurance for these programs.


B. ACTION REQUIRED


Add the following in Chapter 24 under the new section 24.50:


Uniform PrOgram Standards for Family Reconciliation Services and Crisis
Residential Centers.
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All offices of the Division of Children and Family Services shall provide, at
a minimum, the following services: • ,


A. OUTREACH SERVICES 


1. Each local office or the regional office annually informs by mail
all law enforcement agencies, courts and school districts (including
private schools) in its catchment area about Family Reconciliation
Services and how to contact the DCFS office in their area for
services or further information.


2. The phone number for "Family Reconciliation Services" is published
in the phone directories serving each local office catchment area.


3. The brochure "We Want to Help" is provided to all parents and '
children requesting information about FRS services. The information
contained in the brochure is provided verbally in the case of
telephone inquiries.


4. Local offices provide speakers about FRS when requested by community
groups, schools, etc., as staff time allows.


B. FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


1. The region has written agreements or a letter of understanding with
all tribes in the region regarding availability of 24-hour Family
Reconciliation Services within boundaries of reservations.


2. Split-coded FRS FTEs are found only in generic intake staff, after-
hours staff and to ensure backup FRS coverage.


3. All FRS FTEs allotted to the region are carrying FRS cases and are
not carrying cases beyond 90 days.


4. FRS Phase I counseling services are face-to-face, include the whole
family (whenever possible) and are provided at a location convenient
to the client as staff time allows. Clients who are disabled or
clients without transportation are offered services in their homes.


5. Designated (in-house) Phase II DCFS staff shall meet the same time
l ines and service expectations, including termination summaries, as
contracted Phase II counselors. All FRS Phase II services are
provided at a time and location convenient to the client.


6. Families in conflict and runaways are offered Phase II FRS Services,
and they are informed about the availability of Phase II FRS
counseling and of their legal rights under ARP and ARY petitions.


7. All FRS workers know how to access interpreters for clients with
l imited English proficiency and clients who are hearing impaired.
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8. All FRS social workers have been trained according to Department
policies in working with culturally diverse clients and agencies.


9. All offices provide 24-hour, seven days a week telephone intake.


10. Contracted FRS Phase II services are available in each county.


C. CRISIS RESIDENTIAL CENTER SERVICES 


1. CRC services are available within an hour's drive of the client's
home for 90 percent of the regional population.


2. A CRC policy has been developed with each facility (contracted and
non-contracted) which provides CRC services. This policy


- defines service eligibility,
describes the placement process,


- ensures social workers contact with the youth and family,
ensures that parents are notified of whereabouts of the child,
and
describes the case staffing process as required by extension
authorizations.


3. An FRS supervisor serves as "gatekeeper" of each contracted and non-
contracted CRC facility. Gatekeeper responsibilities include:


ensuring that the brochure "We Want to Help" is provided to
CRCs and law enforcement for distribution,
prioritizing placements,
authorizing and monitoring placements of more than five days,
and •
keeping law enforcement updated annually, or more often if
necessary, concerning the location of CRC procedures for
accessing CRC beds, and the name of the CRC gatekeeper.


D. DUALITY ASSURANCE 


I. Providers of FRS or CRC services shall be given an opportunity to
meet formally every biennium with DCFS staff for the purpose of
ensuring understanding of and compliance with the FRS and CRC
statements of work and the CRC policy and procedure.


2. Contractors providing FRS or CRC services are monitored for program
and fiscal compliance every biennium.


3. Copies or synopses of the FRS Phase II, CRC and Homebuilders
contract statements of work are provided to DCFS social workers
providing FRS services.
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. One DCFS staff in each region shall be designated to coordinate the
FRS/CRC program. Duties of the FRS/CRC coordinator shall include: ,


- approval of billings,
interpretation of FRS and CRC contracts for providers and DCFS


I staff,
I maintaining the CRC policy and procedure,


allocation of FRS Phase II funds, .
preparation of an annual report on FRS and CRCs for the
Division director to submit to the legislature to fulfill
reporting requirements of RCW 74.13.036.
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CHAPTER 24
FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES (FRS)


24.00 PROGRAM AUTHORITY 


Federal: Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations. Title IV, Part B, Child
Welfare Services, 220.40 (b) (2).


State: RCW 13.32A.040, RCW 13.32A.090, RCW 13.32A.100, RCW 74.13.020(3)
(4), RCW 74.13.031(1)(4)(7), WAC 388-15-010(1)(c), WAC 388-15-570.


24.10 POLICY 


24.11 Purpose of Service 


The purpose of the service is to reunite, maintain and strengthen families and
to prevent out-of-home placement. Families who are in conflict may request
family reconciliation services from the department. Such services shall be
provided to alleviate personal or family situations which present a serious and
imminent threat to the health or stability of the child or family and to main-
tain families intact wherever possible.


24.12 Service Description 


A. Family reconciliation services shall be designed to develop skills and sup-
ports within families to resolve family conflicts and_may include but are
not limited to:


1. Referral to services for suicide prevention, legal, psychological,
psychiatric or other medical care, or


2. Provision of counseling and/or information (i.e., about welfare,
education, or other social services), as appropriate to the needs
of the child and the family.


B. Family Reconciliation Services consist of the following components:


1. Intake/Assessment Services (IAS)


Short-term counseling directed toward defusing the immediate poten-
tial for violence, assessing problems and exploring options leading
to problem resolution. (See 24.31)


2. Crisis Counseling Services (CCS)


Provision is made for time-limited counseling, for developing of
skills and supports within family to resolve conflicts or for refer-
ring to other resources when appropriate. (See 24.34)
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24.13 General Policies Related to this Service 


A. The department offers Family Reconciliation Services on a voluntary basis
to families in conflict or with runaway children.


B. Department policy is to keep families intact and strengthen and support
the family units so as to prevent out-of-home placement.


C. The department will operate a single 24-hour, 7 day-a-week intake system
for emergent situations including families in conflict, runaway children,
and child abuse/neglect cases.


D. Each Community Service Office (CSO) will establish and maintain agreements
and procedures with local law enforcement agencies to facilitate provision
of 24-hour FRS by the CSO.


E. Each CSO shall establish and maintain agreements with Indian tribal social
service agencies and staff and tribal law enforcement agencies regarding
24-hour FRS availability within the boundaries of Indian reservations.
Such agreements may include BIA and Indian health services program avail-
ability.


F. CSOs may establish agreements with other local agencies such as Crisis Line
and/or the community mental health center to provide a 24-hour a day, 7
day-a-week answering service for FRS. The answering service will not
screen cases, but will refer all families in conflict and runaway children
to the CSO.


G. The intake system will provide, at a minimum, a telephone consultation
between a service worker and the client(s).


H. Prior to placement of a child, every attempt shall be made, through the
provision of family reconciliation services, to prevent the removal of a
child from the family unit. For placement services, see Chapters 31 -
Crisis Residential Center, 32 - Child Foster Family Care, and 34 - Private
Agency/Child Group Care.


I. In placement of American Indian children, except for emergency receiving
home placements for protective purposes, procedures of Chapters 32.33 and
34.35 shall be followed.


J. After intake/assessment and when further counseling is needed (to prevent
out-of-home placement, etc.) the counseling time will be at least 60 per-
cent face-to-face. There shall also be flexible scheduling of appointments
to meet the family's needs and to provide counseling in the family's home
or a neutral community setting.


K. After having entered FRS and while a child is in receiving home or family
crisis residential care, the contractor or CSO will continue to provide
CCS. The contractor will coordinate with CSO staff who are responsible
for filing petitions and completing other court-related functions. (See
Chapter 23, Juvenile Court Process.)
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L. When the CCS contracting funds allocated are completely expended and there
are no funds available to contract for CCS, the CSO staff shall provide CCS


or the client may be referred to another community social service agency or


to the contracting agency for services to be paid for through the contract-
ing agency's fee schedule without cost to the department.


M. Once a case record and all service authorizations have been closed, and
another request is made to provide services to the same client(s) for a


new crisis, the referral shall be deemed a re-referral. A crisis with a
different child in the family is not a re-referral. (See 24.37.)


N. When services are provided to American Indian children/families, policies
outlined in Chapter 01.04, American Indian Policy Statement, will be fol-
lowed.


O. Service workers will complete all paperwork within five working days after
termination of services.


24.14 Priorities Related to this Service 


A. Priority 1 - Incidents of family conflict which present a serious and immi-
nent threat to the health/stability of the child/family which involve


violent or potentially violent behavior.


B. Priority 2 - Children who have run away from home.


C. Priority 3 - Incidents of family conflict which present'a serious and immi-
nent threat to the health/stability of the child/family which involve non-


violent behavior.


24.15 Eligibility 


A. Financial Eligibility: FRS services are provided without regard to income.


See Chapter 03, Social Service Eligibility for forms and procedures.


B. Program Eligibility: A child and/or his/her parent(s)/guardian are eligible


for service when referred to the CSO for services by law enforcement offi-


cers, juvenile courts, the parent(s) or the child, and the need is
established according to the following criteria:


1. Families in Conflict:


a. The family is experiencing child/parent problems (excluding
custody disputes) to the extent that there is serious and immi-
nent threat to the health/stability of the child/family; and


b. Immediate intervention is necessary to prevent further breakdown;
and
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2. Actual runaways who:


a. Request service or


b. Are taken into custody (by a law enforcement agency) because
they are:


(1) Absent from their parent's home without consent and law
enforcement has been contacted by the parent, legal guard-
ian or custodian for the child, or


(2) Found by law enforcement in circumstances which constitute
a danger to their physical safety. (For child abuse/neglect
incidents, see Chapter 26.)


C. Clients generally not eligible for Family Reconciliation Services:


1. Families currently receiving counseling services from other DSHS
Divisions or Bureaus or community agencies.


2. Children who have been placed in group or regional crisis residential
centers where crisis counseling services are provided as part of the
CRC contract. (See Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care.)


3. Foster family care or group care cases in need of follow-up service.
(See Chapter 32, Child Foster Family Care Services, or Chapter 34,
Private Agency/Child Group Care.)


4. Post-adoption cases still under supervision. (See Chapter 36, Adop-
tion Services.)


24.16 Payment Rates 


A. No payment is made for Intake/Assessment Services (IAS). For CCS, see
vendor contract.


B. For specialized receiving care rates for a child who meets the criteria
in 24.15, see Chapter 31 - Crisis Residential Care, and Chapter 32 -
Child Family Foster Care.


24.21 Program Expectations/Response Time 


A. A child's parents shall be immediately notified of the child's:
Whereabouts; physical and emotional condition; and the circumstances
surrounding his or her referral to the department.
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B. A service worker shall initiate contact with a client within four hours
after receiving a referral. Up to four hours of intake/assessment counsel-
ing, excluding service worker travel time, shall be completed within one
working day of the initial request. Exceptions to these response time
standards must be authorized in writing by supervisory staff and documented
in the service record.


C. Child Protective Service (CPS) and Family Reconciliation Services (FRS)
supervisors shall jointly decide the need for a CPS investigation and/or
CPS services.


D. Crisis Counseling Services (CCS) are voluntary and are limited to fifteen ,
hours per family. This 15 hour limit does not include the up to four hours
of CSO provided intake/assessment. The up to 15 hours CCS must be delivered
within 30 calendar days of the request/ referral.


E. Crisis Counseling Services provided to a child placed in receiving care or
a family crisis residential center must be delivered immediately to endeavor
to return the child to his/her home within the first 72 hours of placement.


F. For clients referred to CCS (contract) vendors, if the 24-hour or less
response is not required, service workers shall advise the provider by an
entry on the delivery order or on the DSHS 154/159 to see (face-to-face
contact) the client/family within 72 hours (with the family's agreement).


24.22 Appropriate Program/Service Outcomes 


The following are possible and appropriate program or service outcomes in order
of preference:


A. Child and family receive FRS counseling and the child remains at home.


B. Child and family receive FRS counseling, the child is placed in temporary
out-of-home placement, the family ability to cope is strengthened and the
child is then returned home to reunite the family.


C. Child and family receive FRS counseling and the child is placed out-of-home
in the best interests of the family.


D. Child and family are referred for CCS and they chose not to return and/or
contact is lost.


24.23 Monitoring Requirements 


Regional and state office will monitor the CSOs' practices and procedures, FRS
intake logs and client service records relating to the following categories:
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A. Procedures to publicize the FRS telephone numbers, compliance with avail-
ability of 24-hour a day, seven day-a--week LAS coverage.


B. Agreements and procedures with local law enforcement agencies, including
discovering how many service workers and law enforcement officers are
familiar with the agreements and procedures.


C. Performance in meeting program expectations of FRS (see 24.21) including
time frames (i.e., 4 hour IAS limit, CCS face-to-face within 24 hours,
etc.).


D. Compliance with re-referral policy (see 24.37).


E. Recording of information (see 24.38) and verification of authorizations
made for provision of any additional CCS (beyond 15 hours).


F. Compliance with procedures for referring families to CCS contractors.


G. Opportunities for CCS contractors to participate in program planning and
service coordination including development of local agreements.


24.30 SERVICE PROCEDURES 


24.31 Provision of Intake/Assessment Services (IAS) 


A. Contact shall be initiated with the client within four hours after receiving
referral. Up to four hours of intake assessment shall be completed within
one working day of the initial request. (The four hours of service does
not include travel time of service workers.) Any exceptions will be docu-
mented as to the reason for not initiating contact and completing the
service within the time requirements and will be approved by supervisory
staff in writing and noted on an intake log or DSHS 2-305(X), Service
Episode Record (SER).


B. During working hours, clients shall be referred to the appropriate service
worker/unit, (i.e., situations of child abuse/neglect will be referred
directly to Child Protective Services (CPS), and families in conflict or
with runaway children will be referred to the Family and Children's Serv-
ices Unit, see Chapter 02). After working hours, service requests from law
enforcement, parent(s) and/or child will be handled through the 24-hour, 7
day-a-week intake system according to local agreements and CSO procedures.
(See 24.13.)


C. The child's parent(s) shall be immediately notified of the child's where-
abouts, physical and emotional condition and circumstances surrounding
his/her referral to the department.


D. The service worker shall inform the parent that it is the paramount concern
of the family reconciliation service personnel to achieve a reconciliation
between parent and child and to reunify the family. The service worker
shall also inform the parent of the, program expectations (time frames and
procedures) to be followed under the FRS law.
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E. Intake/Assesssment Tasks:


1. The Intake/Assessment Services (IAS) should include, but not be limited
to:


a. An exploration of the seriousness of the situation that triggered
the crisis;


b. A determination of whether or not the family can recover its cop-
ing capabilities in one to three concentrated counseling sessions
(i.e., under four hours direct contact).


c. If the family's strengths are adequate, the concentrated therapy
should be provided. If the family strengths are not. adequate, an
immediate referral or transfer to the longer term (continuing)
crisis counseling services should be made.


2. During intake assessment, the service worker shall:


a. Assess and attempt to defuse any potential for violence;


b. Gather information and organize material for assessing the
family's needs;


c. Assist the family in defining the problem and identifying options
for resolving the situation;


d. Assess the need for CPS services:


(1) Report all cases of suspected child physical abuse, sexual
abuse, or neglect to CPS.


(2) CPS and FRS supervisors shall jointly decide the need for a
CPS investigation and/or CPS services to be provided either
concurrent with or instead of FRS services. It is essential
that the continuity of service provision to the family in
conflict is not interrupted. CPS shall provide services as
outlined in Chapter 26.


3. FRS intake/assessment and/or crisis counseling shall continue for all
situations where the family is in conflict and the suspected abuse is
secondary to the conflict between the teenager and the parent. These
situations shall be reported to CPS, and FRS shall continue unless a
CPS investigation is indicated and agreed upon between the CPS and FRS
supervisors. (See Chapter 02.)


F. Determine need for FRS according to the priorities in 24.14 and the criteria
in 24.15, and either provide short term counseling or refer for continuing
services (CSO or contractor provided).
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G. Provide information and referral when further CSO services are not appro-
priate and child/family are better. served by another agency. (Referrals


may be made for services such as educational services, ongoing counseling,


suicide prevention, alcoholism, drug abuse and mental health services.)
(See Section 24.70.)


H. For intake assessment activities, use SSPS Code 2401 on authorization forms


(DSHS 14-154/159).


24.32 Referrals From Other CSO Catchment Areas


A. When a child requests or is referred for FRS but resides in another catch-
ment area; or is a resident, by parental consent or juvenile court order,


of another catchment area;, the CSO where the child requests service will


contact the CSO of residence (i.e., where the child was residing) to deter-


mine if the child is an active case.


B. The following procedures will be followed:


1. If the child is not active with the CSO of residence, the CSO where


the child appears or is referred will immediately advise the parents/


guardian by telephone that the child has been located.


2. If the child is active with the CSO of residence, the latter will imme-


diately notify the parents/guardian that the child has been located.


3. The CSO where the child requests service will:


a. If necessary, provide receiving care or Crisis Residential Care


for the child and make payment for that care.


b. Arrange with parents to provide or pay for transportation or


arrange to return that child to the CSO of residence catchment


area. (See Chapter III of Disbursement Manual "Travel Other Than


-Employee A20s.")


c. Return the child within the next working day following receiving


care placement.


4. If the CSO of residence is providing services, they will be respon-


sible for planning for the child once he or she is returned to the
county of residence.


C. See Chapter 02.14, Case Transfer Policies for processing paperwork.


24.33 Referral for Continuing Services 


A. An eligible (see 23.15) family in conflict or with a runaway child will be
referred to:
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1. A CCS vendor (service contractor) where available, or, if not
available to


2. A CSO Family and Children Services Unit for continuing services as
soon as it becomes apparent to the service worker doing the intake
that the situation will not be resolved within four hours of the
initial contact.


A child may also be referred for out-of-home placement services - see
Chapter 31 - Crisis Residential Center, Chapter 32 - Foster Family Care,
and Chapter 34 - Private Agency/Child Group Care.


B. The CSO service worker doing intake/assessment shall refer the client for
continuing services (whether vendor or CSO provided) by completing the:
DSHS 14-139(X), Social Services Application; DSHS 14-24(X), Face Sheet;
and DSHS 14-154(X), Social Service Authorization using service code 2401.


It is important that the person receiving the referral have the following
information:


1. Client's address and telephone number;


2. Names, address and telephone number of family members;


3. Reason for service (DSHS 14-154(X));


4. A brief summary of the situation; and


5. If available, a signed DSHS 14-139(X) with unexpired eligibility.


C. Referral to a Service Contractor


1. The service worker shall refer the client for contracted services with
a DSHS 14-139, Social Services Application.


a. Whenever possible, the DSHS 14-139(X) this form should be com-
pleted and signed by the client prior to referral.


b. If the client's signature is not obtained prior to referral, the
DSHS 14-139(X) may be completed by the service worker or through
item 16 and sent to the CCS contractor with a stamped and addres-
sed envelope. The contractor will be requested to return the
signed (Items 17 and 24) DSHS 14-139(X) to the CSO service worker.


c. Once returned, the service worker completes the DSHS 14-139(X)
(Items 18-26), files the original in the service record and
sends a copy to the client. (See Chapters 02 and 03).


2. The service worker shall send the vendor a copy of the DSHS 14-154(X)
authorizing up to 15 hours of crisis counseling services using Service
Codes 2442, 2443 or 2444 as appropriate.
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3. When the face sheet is completed prior to referral, the service worker
may also send a copy of the DSHS 14-24(X),-Face Sheet, and/or relevant
portions of the Individual Service Plan (DSHS 2-305(X), SER) to the
vendor.


4. After the 30-day authorized service period has expired and an A-19,
Invoice Voucher, with an itemized client listing and a closing sum-
mary (including the disposition) have been received from the
contractor, the service worker shall terminate contracted services.
The case closure will be accomplished within three (3) working days
after the closing summary has been received.


D. Referral to a Family, Group or Regional Crisis Residential Center


1. A child from a family in conflict or a runaway child shall be referred
to a family, group or a regional crisis residential center or appro-
priate CSO placement staff as soon as it becomes apparent to the
service worker doing intake that the situation will not be resolved
within four hours and the child requires placement in a crisis resi-
dential facility. --(Tee Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care.)


a. Family Crisis Residential Center


The service worker doing intake shall refer the child to the
appropriate Family and Children's Service Unit for placement in a
family crisis residential center and where available refer the
child to a vendor for crisis counseling services. If vendor CCS
is not available, CCS will be provided by CSO Family and Chil-
dren's Services Unit staff (see Chapter 02).


b. Group or Regional Crisis Residential Center


The CSO service worker doing intake shall refer the child to
appropriate CSO staff for placement in a group or regional
crisis residential center which will provide all needed services,
including CCS (see Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care and
vendor contracts).


2. The family, group or regional crisis residential center must provide
the CSO with client status information as/when requested.


E. The service worker doing intake shall use the DSHS 14-159 to terminate
intake/assessment (2401) services.


24.34 •Provision of Crisis Counseling Services (CCS) 


A. Crisis counseling services must be entered into voluntarily by parent and
child and must be time-limited and goal oriented.
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B. The CSO service worker shall respond to the CCS referral with a face-to-face
contact with the child/family:


1. Immediately in emergent situations, and


2. Within 24 hours of referral in nonemergent situations unless the
service worker doing intake specifically indicates on the social
services referral that the face-to-face contact within 24 hours is not


required.


3. Within 72 hours with the client's agreement when there are schedul-


ing problems on the part of the client. The scheduling problems


should be documented in client's service record (DSHS 2-305(X)).


C. There may be some situations in which the service worker will be unable to
contact the client. In these situations, it is still the responsibility
of the service worker to initiate efforts to contact the client and to docu-


ment the unsuccessful efforts to reach the client in the service record.


The documentation shall explain the procedures used by the service worker
to reach the client. One of the procedures shall be a visit to the client's


home or last known location.


D. Crisis Counseling Services (i.e., service workers), are expected to be


available on a 24-hour, 7 day-a-week basis.


1. If a child is or must be placed in receiving care or a family crisis


residential center (see Chapter 31, Crisis Residential Care), the con-


tracting agency or the CSO will offer crisis counseling services in


sufficient intensity for possible return of the child to his/her own


home within the first 72 hours.


2. When time beyond the 72 hours of receiving care (excluding Sundays and


holidays) or family crisis residential center care (excluding Satur-


days, Sundays and holidays) is required, the contracting agency or CSO
will:


a. Obtain a signed consent from the parents/legal guardian to place


(DSHS 9-04(X), Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment); or,


b. Cooperate in preparing the petition (see Chapter 23, Juvenile
Court Process); and


c. As requested, appear in Juvenile Court as an expert witness in
the court hearing to support an appropriate order.


E. A maximum of 15 hours of concentrated crisis counseling services may be
authorized and provided to alleviate personal/family situations which
present a serious and imminent threat to the health stability of the
child/family.


1. The 15 hours must be delivered within 30 calendar days of the request.
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2. Requests for exceptions to this requirement must be made in writing
to the local CSO administrator/designee. The approved request and
authorization must be recorded in the client's service record (DSHS
2-305(X)).


F. The service worker should be flexible in scheduling sessions to meet
the needs of the family in crisis.


1. When appropriate, service workers should contact the family and/or
child in their home or a community (neutral) location. Such outreach
is appropriate when face-to-face contact has not occurred as specified
in 24.13 J. and when:


a. Prompt initiation of service is necessary to complete the service
service within the time limit; or


b. Counseling would be more effective if performed in the home or
community location.


2. An explanation for not providing services in client's home or commun-
ity contact shall be part of the service workee.s case evaluation
(DSHS 2-305(X)).


G. Client eligibility and provision of service will be documented in the CSO
service record using the forms described in 24.38. For CSO provided crisis
counseling services, service workers shall use service code 2402 on the
DSHS 14-154/159 authorization forms.


24.35 Termination of FR Services 


A. FR Services are terminated when:


1. The crisis situation has been resolved or the family can no longer
benefit from additional services.


2. The client/family refuses to cooperate, has moved or lost contact.


3. Client/family is referred to another program/agency for services.


4. Referral of the child to foster care services is necessary.


B. For termination procedure, see Chapter 04, Social Service Payment System.


C. Evaluation of service outcome and Individual Service Plan is recorded on
on the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record (see Chapter 02.11).


24.36 Re-Referrals of FRS Cases


A. A referral of another child in the same family (not previously referred)
is not a re-referral.
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B. Re-referrals (i.e., all services previously terminated) will be provided


up to four hours CSO counseling intake/assessment service during which th
e


service worker shall review with the family what they learned from 
prior


services and discuss the skills needed to handle the current famil
y con-


flicts. An assessment shall be made as to whether the family can be


effectively assisted before additional (beyond four hours) counsel
ing/


continuing service is authorized.


C. The service worker shall review the case with the unit supervisor for pos-


sible extension of service beyond four hours. Any referral for continuing


services resulting from such a conference will be referred only for the


number of hours that are estimated necessary to resolve the problem.


Re-referrals should in no case be for more than 8 additional hours of 
serv-


ice unless the need for those additional hours is documented and approved


by the supervisor.


D. The absolute maximum number of additonal service hours and service days a


re-referral may receive is 15 hours within 30 days.


24.37 FRS Recording Requirements 


A. Some FRS service episodes will last less than one hour and will not require


the opening of a service record (i.e., face sheet, authorization forms
,


Service Episode Record).


In all situations which are resolved or referred outside (i.e., no further


CSO action required) within the first hour by the CSO service worke
r doing


intake, the information required for monitoring (see 24.23) will be 
recorded


on an intake log.


B. CSOs may develop a'format but any;intake log shall contain the following


information for each person referred for intake/assessment:


1. Name of client(s).


2. Date and time of referral to CSO.


3. Date and time of service worker contact with client(s).


4. Type of contact ,(telephone or face-to-face).


5. Source of referral.


6. Brief description of presenting problem (i.e., family in conflict,


runaway).


7. Service disposition (who did what).


8. Date and time of disposition.


9. Length of time of service provided by service worker.
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C. The intake log information should be kept for two years following
initial intake.


D. When a service record is opened, the DSHS 2-305(X), Service Episode Record
should contain all the information listed in 24.37 A. plus:


1. Date, type and time of service worker contact with others (i.e.,
referral source, parent, collateral contacts, etc.).


2. Length of time spent with each contact.


3. Family's immediate presenting problem and needs.


4. Family's specific and immediate objectives.


5. How client(s) participated in determining the objectives.


6. Results of service (outcome).


E. For situations requiring one to four hours of direct service by the service
worker doing intake or for situations where the decision is made within the 
first hour to refer the client to a contractor (either CCS or family/group
or regional crisis residential center) for services, the following forms
must be completed:


1. DSHS 14-24(X) Face Sheet


2. DSHS 14-139(X) Social Services Application


3. DSHS 14-154(X) Social Services Authorization


4. DSHS 14-159 Change of Service Authorization


5. DSHS 2-305(X) Service Episode Record (SER) - note special
information required in 24.23)


24.60 INTERFACE WITH OTHER DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker has the responsibility to be aware of and when necessary and
appropriate, use all available resources within the department. (See Chapter
02). Each CSO has the responsibility to develop referral procedures. The
following services may be utilized:


A. Service workers to provide crisis counseling services to families/children
referred within the CSO. (See Chapter 02)


B. CPS when child abuse/neglect is suspected/indicated. (See Chapter 26)


C. Crisis residential, child group care and foster care services when out-of-
home placement is indicated. (See Chapters 31, 32 and 34.)
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D. EPSDT for evaluation/determination of child's health status, when
appropriate. (See Chapter 48)


E. Homemaker services to maintain children in their own home in lieu of
out-of-home placement. (See Chapter 40)


F. Developmental Disabilities Case Services and Home Aid Resources for the
developmentally disabled.


G. Day care services when appropriate. (See Chapter 28).


24.70 INTERFACE WITH NON-DSHS SERVICES 


The service worker receives referrals from and makes referrals to community
resources according to CSO agreements/procedures. Such resources include but
are not limited to:


A. Law enforcement agencies'within the'community who will refer families in
conflict and runaway children for FRS.


B. Juvenile courts who may refer families/children for FRS or may assist the
CSO when court action is necessary.


C. Service contractors who FRS to families/children referred by the CSO.


D. Community Crisis Line agencies and community mental health centers.


24.80 REQUIRED FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 


A. See Chapter 99, General Forms, for general instructions on these
generic forms:


DSHS 2-305(X)
DSHS 9-04(X)


DSHS 14-05(X)


DSHS 14-24(X)
DSHS 14-139(X)
DSHS 14-154(X)
DSHS 14-159


Service Episode Record (SER) (10/78)
Placement Authorization and Acknowledgment
(Rev. 7/78)
Application for Foster Care and Support Enforcement
Services (Rev.. 11/78)
Face Sheet (Rev. 9/78)
Social Services Application (Rev. 12/79)
Social Services Authorization (Rev. 9/80)
Change of Service Authorization (Rev. 1/81)


. B. There are no forms specific to Family Reconciliation Services. CSOs are
authorized to estabish their own format for intake logs.
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UNIFORM FRS/CRC PROGRAM STANDARDS


All offices of the Division of Children and Family Services shall provide,
at a minimum, the following services:


A. OUTREACH SERVICES


1. Each local office or the regional office annually informs by mail all
law enforcement agencies, courts and school districts (including private
schools) in its catchment area about Family Reconciliation Services and
how to contact the DCFS office in their area for services or further
information.


2. The phone number for "Family Reconciliation Services" is published in
the phone directories serving each local office catchment area.


3. The brochure "We Want to Help" is provided to all parents and children
requesting information about FRS services. The information contained in


the brochure is provided verbally in the case of telephone inquiries.


4. Local Offices provide speakers about FRS when requested by


community groups, schools, etc., as staff time allows.


B. FAMILY RECONCILIATION SERVICES


5. The Region has written agreements or a letter of understanding with
all Tribes in the region regarding availability of 24 hour Family


Reconciliation Services within boundaries of reservations.


6. Split-coded FRS FTE's are found only in generic intake staff, after-


hours staff and to ensure backup FRS coverage.


7. All FRS FTE's allotted to the Region are carrying FRS cases and are not


carrying cases beyond 90 days.


8. FRS Phase I counseling services are face-to-face, include the whole


family (whenever possible) and are provided at a location convenient to


the client as staff time allows. Disabled clients or clients without


transportation are offered services in their homes.
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9. Designated (in-house) Phase II DCFS staff shall meet the same time
lines and service expectations, including termination summaries as
contracted Phase II counselors. All FRS Phase II services are provided at
a time and location convenient to the client.


10. Families in conflict and runaways are offered Phase I FRS Services
and they are informed about the availability of Phase II FRS counseling and
of their legal rights under ARP and ARY petitions.


1 1. All FRS workers know how to access interpreters for Limited English
Proficiency and hearing impaired clients.


12. All FRS social workers have been trained according to department
policies in working with culturally diverse clients and agencies.


13. All offices provide 24 hours seven day a week telephone intake.


14. Contracted FRS Phase II services are available in each county.


C. CRISIS RESIDENTIAL CENTER SERVICES


15. CRC services are available within an hour's drive of the client's home
for 90% of the regional population.


16. A CRC policy has been developed with each facility (contracted and
non-contracted) which provides CRC services. This policy


- defines services eligibility


- describes the placement process,


- ensures social worker contact with the youth and family,
- ensures that parents are notified of whereabouts of the child, and
- describes the case staffing process as required by extension


authorizations.


17. An FRS supervisor serves as "gatekeeper" of each contracted and non-
contracted CRC facility. Gatekeeper responsibilities include:


- ensuring that the brochure "We Want to Help" is provided to CRC's
and law enforcement for distribution,


- prioritizing placements,


- authorizing and monitoring placements of more than five days, and
- keeping law enforcement updated annually, or more often if


necessary, concerning the location of CRC's, procedures for
accesssing CRC beds, and the name of the CRC gatekeeper.
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D. QUALITY ASSURANCE


18. Providers of FRS or CRC services shall be be given an opportunity to
meet formally every biennium with DCFS staff for the purpose of ensuring
understanding of and compliance with the FRS and CRC statements of work
and the CRC policy and procedure.


19. Contractors providing FRS or CRC services are monitored for program
and fiscal compliance every biennium.


20. Copies or synopses of the FRS Phase II, CRC and Homebuilders
contract Statement of Work are provided to DCFS social workers providing
FRS services.


21. One DCFS staff in each region shall be designated to coordinate the
FRS/CRC program. Duties of the FRS/CRC coordinator shall include:


- approval of billings
- interpretation of FRS and CRC contracts for providers and


DCFS staff.


- maintaining the CRC policy and procedure
- allocation of FRS Phase II funds


- preparation of an annual report on FRS and CRC's for the Division
Director to submit to the legislature to fulfill reporting


requirements of RCW 74.13.036.
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..' RICHARD J. THOMPSON


DUKFX XXONRMAKI X
Secretary


STATE OF WASHINGTON


DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES


MEMORANDUM


TO: DCFS STAFF DATE: December 19, 1989


FROM: John R. GeorgeL4...A.)


R egional Administrator


R egion 3 N31-9


SUBJECT: Policy on FRS/CPS
R eferrals


A ttached is a recently completed central office policy statement


i ntended to help sort out when cases should be handled as "FRS"


o r "CPS".


W e have added a few "Region 3 addenda" to clarify our practice


i n this region.


J RG/bk


A ttachment
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  R-EFERRAI.S --17_64§-77


The purpose of this policy is to establish statewide guidelines to clarify


case assignment and/or case transfer in cases involving violent family


conflict and child abuse and neglect allegations.


AGE FRS


As a general policy FRS will provide services to youth 12 - 17 and


the youth's family. FRS services for youth under 12 will be


handled on a case by case basis where the youth demonstrates the


a bility to verbalize problems, thoughts, and feelings and follow


through with behavioral contracts.


CPS
As a general policy CPS will be provided regardless of age of the


youth.


REGION 3 ADDENDUM - CWS Intake will provide services to special needs


c hildren such as ODD under age 12. May also need FRS or CPS Services.


Determined on case by case basis


I NTAKE


Families referred to DCFS or who contact DCFS in which there is a


current inflicted injury, serious medical neglect, or abandonment,


regardless of that child's age, will be referred to CPS intake for


assessment.


Any case in which there is a child disclosure of sexual abuse will


be referred to CPS intake for assessment even though there may also


be FRS issues.


Violent family conflict where the inflicted injury is to a parent


will be FRS cases. .


Families in conflict or with runaway issues who request FRS and


w here there is no current injury to a child will be FRS cases re-


gardless of accompanying information regarding past abuse/neglect.


TRANSFER OF CASES


Cases of violent family conflict, initially assigned to a CPS unit,


will be closed if the incident of abuse does not warrant further


CPS intervention. These closed CPS cases will be immediately re-


ferred to FRS when the family indicates a willingness to accept the


, service. The parent and child will also be given general information


by the initially assigned worker about voluntary FRS and told how to


request these services. Such cases will not be transferred as open


cases to FRS.







REGION 3
m ay make


ADDENDUM -


r eferrals
After a


t o Phase


consultation with FRS,


I I . CPS maintains the


CPS


o pen


c ase for fol low-up services


F amil ies initially assigned to FRS may be transferred


to CPS if FRS determines the protection issues are a


m ajor issue in case planning.


C ONFLICT RESOLUTION


I f disagreements occur between CPS and FRS units, the


d isagreement shal l be resolved in a conference involving


t he CPS and FRS supervisors, assigned workers, and if


n ecessary, area manager(s).


R EGION 3 ADDENDUM - Staff should determine joint FRS/CPS


responsibil ities on a case by case basis.
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